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Dé Céadaoin, 10 Iúil 2013

Wednesday, 10 July 2013

Chuaigh an Cathaoirleach i gceannas ar 10�30 a�m�

Machnamh agus Paidir�
Reflection and Prayer.

Business of Seanad

10/07/2013A00200An Cathaoirleach: I have received notice from Senator Trevor Ó Clochartaigh that, on the 
motion for the Adjournment of the House today, he proposes to raise the following matter:

An gá go dtabharfaidh an tAire Sláinte soiléiriú, i bhfianaise an tuairisc HIQA maidir leis 
an dteicneolaíocht ArtAssist, an bhfuil sé i gceist aige treoir a thabhairt d’Fheidhmeannacht 
na Seirbhíse Sláinte úsáíd na teicneolaíochta seo a cheadú d’othair sa seirbhís sláinte poiblí�

I have also received notice from Senator Averil Power of the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Education and Skills to amend the current regulations for 
third level fees so that someone who acquires Irish citizenship during his or her period of 
study can have his or her fee status changed from that point forward�

I have also received notice from Senator Lorraine Higgins of the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Justice and Equality to indicate if he has discussed with 
financial institutions the impact of new legislation on valuations of homeowners’ properties 
and the potential number of repossessions arising from the introduction of this legislation�

I have also received notice from Senator Thomas Byrne of the following matter:

The need for the Minister for  the Environment, Community and Local Government to 
discuss the recent review of local electoral area boundaries, with particular reference to the 
anomalies in the boundaries chosen for certain districts in County Meath�

I have also received notice from Senator Mary Moran of the following matter:

To need for the Minister for Justice and Equality to address the concerns of residents in 
an estate in Dundalk (details supplied), the ongoing issues of anti-social behaviour there and 
the reasons requests to have a wall heightened to deter such behaviour was denied by Louth 
County Council despite a recent plebiscite�
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I regard the matters raised by Senators Trevor Ó Clochartaigh, Averil Power, Thomas Byrne 
and Lorraine Higgins as suitable for discussion on the Adjournment and they will be taken at 
the conclusion of business�  I regret I have had to rule out of order the matter raised by Senator 
Moran as the Minister has no official responsibility in the matter.

Order of Business

10/07/2013A00400Senator  Maurice Cummins: The Order of Business is No� 1, Thirty-second Amendment 
of the Constitution (Abolition of Seanad Éireann) Bill 2013 - Committee Stage, to be taken on 
the conclusion of the Order of Business and to be adjourned no later than 3 p�m�; No� 3, Private 
Members’ Business, Parental Leave Bill 2013 - Second Stage, to be taken at 3 p�m� and to con-
clude no later than 5 p�m�; and No� 4, Houses of the Oireachtas (Inquiries, Privileges and Proce-
dures) Bill 2013 - Second Stage, to be taken at 5 p�m� and to conclude no later than 7 p�m�, with 
the contributions of group spokespersons not to exceed eight minutes, those of all other Sena-
tors not to exceed five minutes and the Minister to be called on to reply no later than 6.50 p.m.

10/07/2013A00500Senator Darragh O’Brien: The Taoiseach indicated that he would return to the House for 
Committee Stage of the Thirty-second Amendment of the Constitution (Abolition of Seanad 
Éireann) Bill 2013�  Will he be doing so for today’s session?  If the Taoiseach is not going to 
be present today, is the Leader in a position to indicate the point in the debate at which he will 
attend the House to answer the questions put to him on Second Stage?  I welcome the Leader’s 
commitment to ensuring that as much time as possible will be allocated in respect of the debate 
on the Bill and that the guillotine will not apply either on Committee Stage or Report and Final 
Stages�

I wish to put on record a great sporting achievement that took place yesterday�  I congratu-
late the Irish cricket team on qualifying for the cricket world cup in Australia in 2015�  This is 
an all-Ireland team and it shows how sport can bring together both traditions on the island�  It is 
a magnificent achievement.  This is the third world cup in a row that the Irish cricket team has 
qualified for.  It would be remiss of me not to mention my county, Dublin, whose hurlers won 
the Leinster championship for the first time in 52 years.  What a fantastic result that was.

I wish to raise a more serious note�  On several occasions I have raised in the House the is-
sue with regard to ambulance coverage and especially the HSE ambulance service�  We are all 
aware of several instances that occurred recently in Cork and Kerry where ambulances, unfortu-
nately, were sent to the wrong addresses and where tragedies occurred�  I am just as concerned 
about the fact that there was no ambulance cover in a large part of Dublin yesterday�  This is not 
the first time it has happened.  An ambulance crew resuscitated a lady taken from the sea last 
week but yesterday, due to cutbacks within the HSE, there was no ambulance service covering 
200,000 people in the north county area�  I have asked for it before but I am asking again for a 
debate on the emergency services and the resources available, if not in this session, then early 
in the new session�

I wish to ask the Leader something once more�  Yesterday, my colleague, Senator Thomas 
Byrne, raised an issue which I continue to raise with the Leader, namely, the revised code of 
conduct on mortgage arrears�  We should have a debate with the Minister for Finance in the 
House in respect of the revised code of conduct on mortgage arrears�  I have no wish to sound 
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like a broken record�  I have tried to raise the issue when dealing with other Bills but it has not 
been allowed, and I understand why.  We need a specific debate on this matter.

I offer one example of what the new code of conduct is doing to the cohort of more than 
150,000 people who are in mortgage arrears on their principal private residences�  I received a 
case yesterday�  Obviously, I will not name the person in question�  He received a letter from one 
of our pillar banks, the ICS Building Society�  It relates to a principal private residence where 
there is a father, a mother and three young children.  The bank flatly turned down a proposal 
although this is a case in which the people involved are making an effort to pay the mortgage�  
The bank said it had carefully assessed the request, taking into account the details provided by 
the customer of his financial situation.  A formal review was carried out by the bank’s mortgage 
appeals board.  What did it come up with?  There were two options.  The first was voluntary 
sale, whereby the customer is instructed to appoint his choice of estate agent and solicitor to 
progress sale of the property�  Then, where a sale is agreed at a satisfactory price, the bank 
would facilitate the sale and, in the event of a shortfall, it will discuss with the customer the 
repayment proposals for the residual balance�  That is option one�

Option two is voluntary surrender�  This is where the customer could hand back the keys of 
the property to enable the bank to realise its security in respect of the customer’s debt�  These 
are the only two options for the family home�  The letter states that after that, in the event of a 
shortfall, the customer would remain liable for the cost of outstanding debt, including accrued 
interest, charges and legal selling and other related costs�  That is what is happening under the 
code of conduct for mortgage arrears�  That is a fact�

That is one of many cases that I have received and that I am working on�  I imagine every 
Senator in the House has received the same�  What in God’s name are we actually doing about 
it?  We are doing nothing�  The Government has caved in to the banks with the new code of 
conduct on mortgage arrears�  The Government has given everything�  The letter from the ICS 
Building Society is dated this week�  That it what they are operating under�  It relates to a prin-
cipal private residence, a family home�  Where are these people going to go?

10/07/2013B00200An Cathaoirleach: Senator, I must ask you to conclude�

10/07/2013B00300Senator  Darragh O’Brien: With that in mind, I propose an amendment to the Order of 
Business again today such that the Minister for Finance would come to the House for one hour 
to allow us to debate the new code of conduct on mortgage arrears and how the Minister be-
lieves the new code of conduct, approved by this Government, will assist people like these, who 
are being given warning letters and told to sell their homes or give back the keys, with no other 
options available�  It is disgraceful�

10/07/2013B00400Senator  Ivana Bacik: I imagine other colleagues will want to join me in commending the 
firefighters who went to the scene of a fire at a block of apartments in Clondalkin yesterday 
from which several adults and children had to be rescued�  It was good news that there were no 
serious injuries as a result of the fire, but it was a timely reminder of how important the work 
of firefighters is.  I commend the firefighters and the neighbours who, before the fire crews ar-
rived on the scene, helped to evacuate the residents from the apartment block as well�  It was a 
terrifying experience for all involved�

I join my colleagues who called yesterday for a debate on direct provision�  I call on the 
Leader to arrange a debate on the matter early in the next session�  It is worth our examining the 
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issue in some detail�  I am mindful that the number of asylum seekers in direct provision has re-
duced in recent years, but there are still serious concerns about the living conditions of people, 
especially families with children in direct provision as well as the plight of unaccompanied mi-
nors who have come to Ireland and who are in direct provision�  We might have a debate on that�

I warmly welcome the news, following yesterday’s Cabinet meeting, that a referendum will 
be held on lowering the voting age from 18 to 16 years as a result of the recommendation of the 
Constitutional Convention and on lowering the age of eligibility to be President from 35 to 21 
years�  There was a lively debate at the Constitutional Convention on the issue of voting age, 
perhaps more lively than many commentators had expected�  People were genuinely persuaded 
by the arguments heard�  I gather the Leader has said that we will have Tom Arnold, chairperson 
of the Constitutional Convention, in the House in the autumn�  That might be another issue on 
which he could address the House�

I look forward to our debate tomorrow on the Protection of Life During Pregnancy Bill, 
which is due to conclude in the Dáil tonight�  I welcome the fact that after 21 years we are 
facing up to our responsibility as legislators to deal with the issue�  I call on the Leader, in the 
aftermath of the Bill, perhaps in the autumn, to arrange a debate on the separation of church and 
State, given the rather robust interventions by the bishops, essentially seeking to tell legislators 
what to do, which, I believe, is not appropriate in a republic�

10/07/2013B00500Senator  Darragh O’Brien: Does Senator Bacik want to gag them?

10/07/2013B00600Senator  David Norris: One does not expect much in the way of initiative or intelligence 
from the Government, but it would be refreshing if, occasionally, it joined up one or two of the 
dots�  I speak particularly of the situation whereby we are implementing charges for water�  We 
do not know what the charges are�  We do not know what the costs of meters are�  We know it 
is going out to tender�  I have spoken in the House on this issue and I have seen Ministers sit-
ting in the chair nodding away like little Dachshund puppets on the back of Angela Merkel’s 
Volkswagen at the truth of what I said when I pointed out that it would be quite possible and 
reasonable to put in a multipurpose meter�

10/07/2013B00700Senator  Marc MacSharry: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013B00800Senator  David Norris: The gas board is involved in putting them in�  That is called gas, 
spelt G-A-S�  It is putting in the water, spelt W-A-T-E-R�  The same operation provides electric-
ity, spelt E-L-E-C-T-R-I-C-T-Y�

10/07/2013B00900Senator  Darragh O’Brien: Senator Norris got that wrong�

10/07/2013B01000Senator  David Norris: In other countries it is perfectly feasible to put remotely readable 
meters in�  Why not put the whole bloody lot in at the same time and stop them digging up 
pavements, including antique listed pavements in the centre of Dublin, three times in order that 
we can pay English companies for the benefit of wrecking our city?  Could the Leader ask the 
Minister to try to join up a small number of dots?  This would save the taxpayer money and 
make things reasonable�

I was at home yesterday.  What did I find when I went to the letterbox?  I found that a gentle-
man from the gas board had called�  However, there was no sign of a ring on the bell or a rat-
tat-tat on the knocker�  It is much easier to shove the thing in and read it oneself�  Let us get rid 
of that�  Let us join the 21st century�
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Could we also have a debate on Egypt?  A worrying situation is blowing up there�  I do not 
have much time for Mr� Morsi or the Muslim Brotherhood but I believe that they are a good 
deal less dangerous than people imagine and that their threat has been exaggerated�  The real 
threat comes from the subversion of democracy�  We do not always get the people we want, but 
everywhere a regime in the Middle East or north Africa has sprung up with anything like an 
aggressive Muslim or Islamic bent, or whatever one wishes to call it, it has been undemocrati-
cally undone�

Let us recall the Government in Algeria, which won an overwhelming victory some 15 or 20 
years ago�  Then, the Europeans and Americans plunged that country into civil war because they 
could not accept the will of the people there�  We must accept it and it is the same in Egypt�  Mr� 
Morsi was put in by a vote of the people�  This is a military coup; there is no question about it�  
The gentleman who is running the show now, that is, the general from the army, was advocating 
and trying to implement forced virginity tests for the protesters in Tahrir Square�  Let us have a 
bit of subtlety in our approach and let us have a debate in this House�

10/07/2013C00200Senator  Michael Comiskey: I welcome the opening of the Middle Eastern market for Irish 
beef�  We have been locked out of those markets since 1996 when the BSE problem broke here�  
It opens up a market of 43�6 million people, which is a huge boost for the Irish beef sector�  All 
we can hope for is that we get fine weather and the farmers will be able to get lots of hay and 
silage to continue to feed their animals next winter�

10/07/2013C00300Senator  Denis O’Donovan: I concur with what Senator Comiskey has said�  Good news 
is always welcome�  In my anger with the Minister of State, Deputy Kelly, yesterday over the 
dismantling of the rural transport schemes, I failed to pay tribute to the Ministers, Deputies 
Varadkar and Coveney, on their initiative in making the use of personal locator beacons man-
datory�  I welcome the initiative, which is something very close to my heart�  In this type of 
weather people are jumping to get into the sea, rivers and lakes�  I join Irish Water Safety in 
urging people to be careful and cautious�  They need to remember that the sea is very danger-
ous and has claimed many people’s lives over the years�  In this beautiful weather we need to 
remind young people in particular not to take risks�

The following issue is a bugbear of mine�  On this wonderful occasion in Union Hall on 
Monday, while the Ministers, Deputies Varadkar and Coveney, are very welcome, local coun-
cillors and Oireachtas Members should have been notified.  This is the second occasion.  I 
have made a personal complaint to the Minister, Deputy Coveney, that I was given no notice 
of the event in Union Hall�  It is a disgrace and very mean�  It is not something I would raise 
here lightly and it is wrong�  Approximately 18 months ago a wonderful €40 million project to 
develop the harbour and pier in Castletownbere was opened and I only found out the following 
day that the Minister, Deputy Coveney, had been to the town for that opening�  It does not take 
much to send an e-mail or make a phone call�  I was the only Oireachtas Member not present 
and I regret it because of my interest in and love of fishing and the water.  I ask the Leader to 
raise this with the Ministers�

Last year, for example, the Minister for Social Protection, Deputy Burton, was in Goleen 
and we had a wonderful day leaving politics out of these things�  It is very wrong for Fianna Fáil 
and Sinn Féin local authority members not to be informed of what is going on in the constitu-
ency on these most important issues�  I praise the Ministers for this wonderful development, 
which I wish well�  However, I was disappointed that I got no notice of the event taking place�
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I second Senator Darragh O’Brien’s amendment to the Order of Business�

10/07/2013C00400Senator  Aideen Hayden: As Senator Darragh O’Brien knows, I have great sympathy for 
what he is proposing�  I am also aware that the Leader has attempted on a number of occasions 
to get the Minister, Deputy Noonan, to come to the House�  We all accept he is doing his best 
in this matter�  Now that our Presidency of the EU has concluded, it is time the Minister came 
in here to discuss the matter fully and frankly with the House�  I raised the matter yesterday 
during the debate on the Land and Conveyancing Law Reform Bill 2013�  As Senator Darragh 
O’Brien knows, I have enormous difficulties with the current code of conduct on mortgage ar-
rears, which is a charter for banks�  On a regular basis I also deal with people who are in this 
heart-breaking position�  The country will never move on from the banking crisis and economic 
collapse until the matter is resolved fairly to the satisfaction of everyone�

I wish to speak about the buy-to-let mortgages�  I am concerned that the Governor of the 
Central Bank, Professor Patrick Honohan, has stated that very few family homes will be repos-
sessed�  His view of a family home is a home that is occupied as a principal private residence�  
He said that there was a backlog of approximately 30,000 buy-to-let properties waiting to be 
repossessed by the banks given the level of arrears�  They are people’s family homes�  One in 
five families live in rented accommodation.  It is one in four in city areas and one in three in 
some areas of the capital�  Many of those families are in receipt of rent supplement�  In other 
words, by definition, they are on social welfare payments of some description.  Those are family 
homes�  There is no code of conduct about how those homes will be treated�  I ask the Leader 
to bring this to the attention of the Minister for Finance�  We stand at the cusp of a very serious 
difficulty if we start repossessing buy-to-let properties without taking into account what will 
happen to the people living in those family homes�

10/07/2013C00500Senator  Sean D. Barrett: The Government is preparing important whistleblower legisla-
tion�  We should also include in it provision for non-whistleblowers�  Perhaps they should be 
called whistle inhalers or whistle swallowers.  At the weekend, a major figure in one of the 
banks said he knew the tapes existed but said nothing because no one asked him�  That opting 
out should not be allowed in the new legislation�  In the US, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 2002 pro-
vides for mandatory disclosure in matters relating to stocks and bonds�  Someone saying that he 
said nothing because no one asked him is not acceptable as we attempt to deal with the banking 
situation�  There should be a duty to speak up in the whistleblower legislation and a penalty for 
non-whistleblowers�

10/07/2013C00600Senator  Paul Coghlan: Like Senator Bacik I welcome tomorrow’s debate on the Protec-
tion of Life During Pregnancy Bill, but unlike her I do not see the church as interfering or dic-
tating but merely having its say like everyone else, to which it is perfectly entitled�  Everyone 
deserves to be heard�  I know that some people on both sides of the argument are an annoyance 
and a total bloody nuisance, if I may say so�  However, that is something we, as democrats must 
put up with and we are prepared to live with that�  However, I do not see the church in that light 
whatsoever�

There are many difficulties.  We know that the legislation, if and when it is passed, is very 
likely to be challenged, and for that reason, I would hope the President in his sanguinity and 
wisdom will call in the Council of State to refer the matter to the Supreme Court in order that it 
can be put beyond doubt one way or another�

10/07/2013C00700An Cathaoirleach: That is a matter for the President�
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10/07/2013C00800Senator  Paul Coghlan: Of course that is a matter for the President, and I said that�  There 
will be more of that anon in tomorrow’s debate�

10/07/2013C00900Senator  Marc MacSharry: I join Senator Darragh O’Brien in reiterating the call for a 
discussion on mortgage arrears�  The Senator and Senator Hayden cited examples, as I did yes-
terday on behalf of a number of people for whom I am acting as intermediary�  The banks are 
no longer calling it repossession but are calling it assisted sale�  Either way it involves putting 
families out of homes�  People might be surprised to hear that many of the very few split mort-
gages that have taken place are for investors in buy-to-let properties rather than people with 
family homes�  I believe an investigation might show that to be the case�  Was that the intention 
of the Government of the day in recommending the use of split mortgages or was it done in the 
spirit of assisting families to stay in their homes?

From the work I have done, there is substantial evidence to suggest that the repossessions 
being focused on first are not the basket cases.  The banks are saying to the people with real 
equity in their homes that if those people cannot pay, the banks will put the property up for sale 
and take the equity to cover the debt�  It is fundamentally wrong�  For generations we will regret 
allowing this code of conduct to be the only safeguard over the legislation we are passing this 
week to allow repossessions to proceed�  I accept the anomaly arising from the Dunne judgment 
needs to be addressed�  However, to do it in isolation without putting tangible options in place, 
involving an independent debt settlement office, the courts or whoever to adjudicate over what 
the banks are actually doing for people, is fundamentally wrong�

I have said this since 2009�  Representatives of the banks appearing before Oireachtas com-
mittees are able to give the statistical analysis to show how much they are engaging and how 
they are doing the devil and all for people�

11 o’clock

The reality is that they are superficially engaging and doing nothing other than striving 
for that bottom line improvement as quickly as possible, and they are happy to burn families, 
so to speak, in the process�  I ask that the relevant Minister be made attend the House�  It was 
welcome to have the Minister of State, Deputy Kathleen Lynch, in the House yesterday to hear 
our points of view on this but she has enough to be doing in her own Departments rather than 
trying to understand and implement the good suggestions of Members in this House�  Anyone 
other than the Minister, Deputy Noonan, will not be acceptable on this issue�  He should be a 
little more relaxed now in terms of the European issues and therefore we expect him to attend 
here before the recess�

10/07/2013D00200Senator  Denis Landy: On Monday very good news was broadcast by the Minister for 
Social Protection, Deputy Joan Burton, in Waterford, the capital of the south east, when she 
launched the JobsPlus scheme, which provides an opportunity for long-term unemployed peo-
ple to get back into full-time work�  If we want any proof of the success of the Seanad we should 
take that as an example�  This initiative was brought to the Seanad by Senator John Kelly and 
to the Joint Committee on Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation of which Senator Kelly is a member�  
It was championed by him, and then became a Government initiative�  Those who say the work 
of the Seanad is meaningless should be aware that thousands of people will avail of this scheme 
in the coming months�

This is an important scheme but it involves many nuances, angles and eligibility criteria�  
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I call on the Leader to request the Minister, Deputy Burton, to attend the House to outline the 
detail of this scheme for Members so that we can be acquainted with it and ensure that the 
maximum number of those who are long-term unemployed can get back to work while giving 
an opportunity to employers to increase the number of people they employ�

10/07/2013D00300Senator  David Cullinane: I support the comments made earlier by Senator O’Donovan, 
who has left the Chamber�  I, too, found myself in a situation on Monday where there was a 
number of visits, as the previous speaker said, by a number of Ministers to Waterford to which 
I was not invited�  We also had an event at which the Minister, Deputy Bruton, addressed some 
business leaders�  Again, all Oireachtas Members were not invited to that event�  I did not 
receive an invitation�  It is important that when Ministers visit constituencies all Oireachtas 
Members are informed of those events�  I would have attended the jobs event held in Waterford 
but I did not receive an invitation�

It is time for this House to have another debate on jobs�  In the Joint Committee on Jobs, 
Enterprise and Innovation yesterday the Minister, Deputy Bruton, gave an update on the jobs 
action strategy and it is about time this House had a similar update from him�  As the Leader will 
be aware, negotiations are ongoing between Ireland and the European Union on the regional 
grant aid available to the various regions and how that will play out for all the regions�  Cur-
rently, because of issues in the past the Border Midlands Western, BMW, region has the highest 
levels of grant-aid where IDA Ireland can give higher levels of investment aid to multinational 
companies but the south east region has the highest level of unemployment�  It is important, 
when the Government is reviewing these guidelines, that the south east region is given priority 
and is on a par with other regions because we need every bit of support we can get�  

Also, we need to discuss the proposals such as those about which Senator Landy spoke�  We 
in Sinn Féin have constantly called for job subsidy schemes to be put in place, and any schemes 
that get people back to work must be welcomed but much more work needs to be done�  There 
are many issues on which the Government is working but it is important that Members in this 
House are able to feed into those discussions�  I am sure the Leader would wish to have his say 
about the regional aid guidelines and their impact in Waterford and the south east�  If he could 
arrange for that debate with the Minister, Deputy Bruton, that would be of benefit to all Mem-
bers of the House

10/07/2013D00400Senator  John Kelly: I second Senator Landy’s proposal that we ask the Minister for Social 
Protection to attend the House and update Members on the final detail of the JobsPlus scheme 
because it can be highly beneficial to employers.  I believe it can be a great success but we all 
need to know a little more about the final details.

I ask the Leader to invite the Minister for Health to the House for a debate on certain 
health matters because there is much happening behind the scenes without any consultation, 
and people are being deprived of their rightful entitlements as a result�  In recent weeks I have 
become aware of changes to medical card guidelines and assessments without any consultation�  
I have sought to raise that issue on the Adjournment tomorrow and I hope the Cathaoirleach 
might oblige me on that�  Under the 1970 Health Act, someone with a medical card is entitled to 
a wide range of health services free of charge but that is no longer the case�  I know an elderly 
man who has a medical card�  He is going into hospital for a hip operation in the coming weeks�  
He has been told already that he will have to spend five days in hospital after the operation 
following which he must find a nursing home bed for the next five or six weeks but he cannot 
afford that.  It will cost him between €5,000 and €6,000.  He cannot benefit from the fair deal 
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scheme�  There is no help with the cost involved�  That is not giving a medical card holder a 
free health service�

These issues need to be debated and the Minister for Health should attend the House and 
answer these questions�  It is all very well for people who can afford that type of service but 
those who can afford it will not have a medical card�  The people who have medical cards are 
not getting what they are entitled to under the 1970 Health Act�  I call on the Leader to invite 
the Minister to attend the House to debate these issues�

10/07/2013D00500Senator  Terry Leyden: I support Senator Bacik’s comments on the Dublin Fire Brigade�  
An incident occurred last night in a hotel in the centre of the city which was attended by six 
units of the fire brigade, an ambulance and six gardaí.  I commend them for their speedy, ef-
ficient and effective work in that regard.  It was an electrical fire in a basement.  The hotel was 
evacuated in an orderly manner�  The management and staff of the hotel deserve a great deal 
of credit�  If it had been more serious it would have been a tragedy because there were many 
Deputies and Senators resident who were woken up at 3 o’clock this morning�  Some of them 
might not be as fresh as the Cathaoirleach would wish them to be�

10/07/2013D00600Senator  Terry Brennan: Some months ago I welcomed the Narrow Water bridge initiative 
in my parish�  I was saddened to hear yesterday that this project has been put on hold�  Contract 
prices received varied significantly from €26.5 million plus VAT to €40 million plus VAT, al-
most twice the estimated costs which were in the region of €23 million or €24 million�  It beg-
gars belief that those who estimated what it would cost then discovered that contractors were 
widely different in their estimates�  I appeal to both the Government and the Northern Ireland 
Executive in this regard�  There is a shortfall of €15 million�  I would hate to see this project lost 
to the north east, Louth County Council and Newry and Mourne council�  Where will the €17�4 
million funding agreed by the Special EU Programmes Body, SEUPB, go?  Can contractors 
reduce the costs?  We must examine that and appeal to both the Government and the Executive 
to come up with the shortfall.  As I pointed out previously, the economic and tourism benefits 
to the Carlingford-Cooley peninsula and the Newry and Mourne areas will be lost and I would 
hate to see that happen�  I ask the Leader to raise that issue with the Minister, Deputy Varadkar, 
and perhaps with his counterpart in Northern Ireland�

10/07/2013D00700Senator  Paschal Mooney: I have great sympathy for our colleague, Senator Brennan�  It 
appeared this project would go ahead but whatever has happened, there is a need for intense 
discussions North and South, and even east-west on it�  I suggest the Senator use his good of-
fices to talk to his colleagues in Government who are members of the British Irish Council and 
suggest that this matter should be raised at that level because this was a unique opportunity to 
bring two communities together�

I have great sympathy with his plight regarding the most recent announcement�

Will the Leader consider bringing to the House the Minister of State at the Department of 
Transport, Tourism and Sport, Deputy Alan Kelly, to discuss rural transport?  The media have 
reported on the initiative he launched yesterday whereby he intends to cut back the overall 
budget�  It has been cloaked over with that wonderful term “reform” which is used from time 
to time when Governments wish to justify their actions�  I have no doubt whatsoever there is a 
need to reform and review the rural transport scheme, which was first initiated in 2004, but suc-
cessive Governments have cut back on the budget and it is inevitable any cutback will result in a 
reduction in services�  I welcome the suggestion the rural transport scheme will come within the 
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ambit of local authorities and that local authority members will have direct input into it�  They 
input indirectly through their membership of various partnership boards throughout the country�  
I was a member of the partnership board during my time as a local authority member and I was 
very much involved, and have continued to take a great interest, in rural transport because it 
affects counties such as Leitrim with dispersed populations�  It is important that Members of 
the House have an opportunity to quiz the Minister of State and put forward their views on how 
this excellent scheme should be protected�  Such is its importance that today’s newspapers have 
editorials on it�

10/07/2013E00200Senator  Michael Mullins: I echo the call made by the Taoiseach yesterday for anybody 
with information on the disappeared victims of the Troubles and conflict in Northern Ireland to 
come forward to the victims remains commission and give such information in confidence.  It 
is barbaric that many people who have lost loved ones are not allowed to bring closure to their 
grief�  They should be allowed to organise a decent burial for their loved ones�  If we are to en-
sure lasting peace in Northern Ireland these legacy issues must be dealt with�  It is time people 
who have vital information which could help trace these missing persons should provide it as 
a matter of urgency�

I also call on people in the South of Ireland who have information on the many unsolved 
murders we have in our country, particularly the murders of many young women in the Mid-
lands over recent decades.  We have some high-profile unsolved murders and if we have an op-
portunity in the autumn I would like the Minister for Justice and Equality to come to the House 
to update us on the state of these inquiries�  In some instances families have been grieving for 
decades�  People North and South should be allowed to grieve with dignity and bring closure to 
their appalling loss�

10/07/2013E00300Senator  Mary M. White: The greatest challenge facing the country is to create employ-
ment and offer hope and a potential living to the 300,000 unemployed people and the young 
people in our schools and colleges�  The only way we can create jobs is to encourage new enter-
prise�  The biggest untapped source of enterprise is the 50% of the population comprising Irish 
woman who face multiple barriers in becoming entrepreneurs and developing businesses�  At 
present two and a half times more men start up a business than women in Ireland�  The bottom 
line is the responsibility for raising young children rests almost entirely with women�

My contribution to easing the barriers is to allow fathers share the responsibility of mater-
nity leave�  The Parental Leave Bill I will introduce in Seanad Éireann this evening proposes the 
father of a newborn baby can share the 26 weeks of maternity leave�  This innovative legislation 
provides for the current maternity leave scheme to be amended to enable a woman transfer a 
proportion of her maternity leave and benefits to the father of the newborn baby.  This flexibility 
in the maternity leave scheme would allow women entrepreneurs to devote more time to their 
enterprises, grow their businesses and create more jobs�  The Parental Leave Bill 2013 is one of 
a series of innovative initiatives contained in a new Fianna Fáil policy paper-----

10/07/2013E00400An Cathaoirleach: The Bill will be discussed this evening�

10/07/2013E00500Senator  Mary M. White: -----promoting women entrepreneurs in Ireland�

10/07/2013E00600An Cathaoirleach: The Senator can make these points when the Bill is being discussed�

10/07/2013E00700Senator  Mary M. White: I call for all Members of Seanad Éireann to support the Bill in 
the Seanad this evening�
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10/07/2013E00800Senator  Colm Burke: The monthly economic bulletin issued by the Department of Fi-
nance is interesting because it sets out the average weekly wage in the first quarter of 2013 
was €696�67�  It also highlights that in six of the 13 categories or sectors of employment there 
was an increase in salaries or wages and in certain sections there was a decrease, mainly in 
the professional sector.  These are gross figures and no net figures are issued in respect of tax 
deductions in these average earnings�  There is a grossly distorted view when one compares 
what the person earns in wages and salaries in gross terms compared to the net figures and then 
compared to social welfare payments which are net figures.  We should also publish figures on 
net earnings of people after the deduction of tax, taking into account people’s tax category�  It is 
important that correct information is issued�  When the Minister for Finance comes to the House 
this matter should be debated to ensure we issue correct figures on the real take-home pay of 
people as opposed to the false impression given with regard to what people earn�

10/07/2013E00900Senator  Rónán Mullen: I was very glad when my colleague, Senator Norris, paid tribute 
to Pope Francis yesterday regarding what he said in Lampedusa�  Pope Francis went to Lampe-
dusa to stand in solidarity with thousands of African boat people and illegal immigrants�  In his 
comments Pope Francis asked who was responsible for the blood of these brothers and sisters 
and stated the answer was nobody�  He stated everybody answers that he or she did not have 
anything to do with it so it must be someone else�  He was warning against this attitude of indi-
vidualism and the culture of comfort which makes us think only of ourselves�

These words are very wise and it reminds me that whether said by a Christian thinker such 
as Pope Francis or an atheist dissident such as Sakharov, words which call us to the best in 
ourselves and urge us to reflect deeply and conscientiously on very important issues should 
always be welcome in politics and welcomed by politicians�  It is absolutely contemptible for 
any Member of the House or anybody else to seek to exclude the voices of church members or 
church leaders from these debates�  We should be very wary about where such people would 
take our politics when they seek not to focus on the issues but rather to denigrate those who 
make arguments with sincerity�

I am reminded that what Pope Francis had to say has very broad application�  Another 
famous voice of conscience was the German Protestant pastor Niemöller, who famously re-
minded us,

First they came for the Socialists, and I did not speak out because I was not a Socialist�  
Then they came for the Trade Unionists, and I did not speak out because I was not a Trade 
Unionist�  Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out because I was not a Jew�  
Then they came for me and there was no one left to speak for me�  

Let us remember these words and never try to exclude such voices from our discussions�

10/07/2013E01000Senator  Feargal Quinn: I support Senator Mullen; his words are worthy of listening to�  
We need to be temperate in our language and expressions�  Some of the expressions made in 
recent weeks, particularly on the Protection of Life During Pregnancy Bill, have been anything 
but temperate�

My attention was drawn to a different point�  This week, Britain announced that it would 
arrange for the determination of school holidays to be left in the hands of individual schools 
instead of organising them centrally�  Now, children will be out of school for six weeks, which 
made me realise how short their holidays actually were�  We still get two or three months of 
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holidays�  Our approach dates back a long time to when people worked on the farm and they 
needed those holidays�  We should draw attention to this matter�  We could ask the Minister for 
Education and Skills to consider whether we are providing enough time for our children to be 
educated, given the holidays at Easter, Christmas and mid-terms and the two to three months in 
the summer�  As a nation, we have a responsibility to ensure that our children are educated�  We 
cannot do it in that length of time�

10/07/2013F00200Senator  Maurice Cummins: Senator Darragh O’Brien raised the question of ambulance 
cover in Dublin and elsewhere�  As he suggested, I will ask the Minister to discuss that situation 
in the House in September�

I have asked the Minister for Finance to attend the House to debate the code of conduct on 
mortgage arrears�  I have received no indication that he is willing to do so before the summer 
recess, but I will continue to ask�  We had a comprehensive discussion on the subject during 
the debate on the land and conveyancing Bill yesterday�  Senator MacSharry made a number of 
valid points on split mortgages�  Senator Hayden made points on buy-to-let properties�  Several 
other Senators raised points on the question of mortgage arrears�  Members availed of the op-
portunity to address these matters, but I will continue asking the Minister to attend�

Senator Darragh O’Brien also referred to the options given to a certain person in difficulties.  
The letter from the bank was unacceptable�  The matter should be addressed�

Senators Bacik and Leyden commended the firefighters involved in two incidents in Dublin 
yesterday�

Senator Bacik called for a debate on direct provision�  Several such calls were made pre-
viously�  I will attempt to arrange for the Minister to debate the matter in the House after the 
summer recess�

I do not intend to get into the debate on church and State�  The church is entitled to have a 
say on matters that relate to it�  No one can deny any person a say�

10/07/2013F00300Senator  Darragh O’Brien: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013F00400Senator  Maurice Cummins: I do not intend to comment on matters relating to the Pro-
tection of Life During Pregnancy Bill�  We will have ample time to discuss it�  I am sure that 
we will have a dignified debate.  A significant amount of time will be allocated to the Bill, and 
rightly so�

Senator Norris called for joined-up thinking in the provision of utilities�  I could not agree 
more�  There is nothing worse than a utility company digging up a road or footpath one week 
only to have another utility company dig it up again the next week�  Joined-up thinking is nec-
essary�

10/07/2013F00500Senator  David Norris: Will the Leader drop in a note?

10/07/2013F00600Senator  Maurice Cummins: To whom would I drop it?  Every one of them-----

10/07/2013F00700Senator  David Norris: To the Minister for the Environment, Community and Local Gov-
ernment, Deputy Hogan�

10/07/2013F00800Senator  Maurice Cummins: We could do that, but he does not have-----
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10/07/2013F00900Senator  David Norris: He has a big whip and a big stick�

10/07/2013F01000Senator  Maurice Cummins: -----responsibility for utilities�  It would be local authorities, 
among several others�

10/07/2013F01100Senator  David Norris: To whomever�  I am sure that someone could be found�

10/07/2013F01200An Cathaoirleach: The Leader, without interruption�

10/07/2013F01300Senator  Maurice Cummins: I noted the Senator’s point on Egypt�  The Tánaiste should 
discuss that matter as well as the question of Syria in the House�

Senator Comiskey outlined the significant opportunities for Irish beef with the opening of 
the eastern markets�  Senator O’Donovan also made this point�  The latter thanked Ministers 
concerning the issues of personal locator beacons and people’s safety at sea�  He outlined that 
people needed to show caution when in the water, particularly at this time of the year�

I will remind the Ministers in question that all of the relevant Oireachtas Members should 
be notified when Ministers visit a constituency.

I noted Senator Hayden’s point on buy-to-let properties, which she has raised numerous 
times�  She made it forcibly yesterday while addressing the land and conveyancing Bill�

Senator Barrett raised the issue of whistleblower legislation�  Such legislation was published 
last week�  I am sure that it will be before the House in the autumn�  In that context, we will have 
ample time to discuss the matters referred to by the Senator�

Senator Paul Coghlan referred to the Protection of Life During Pregnancy Bill�  We will 
have plenty of time to discuss it�

Senator MacSharry mentioned the code of conduct�  I have addressed that point�

Senators Landy and Kelly asked for a debate on the JobsPlus scheme with the Minister for 
Social Protection, Deputy Burton�  I have asked her to outline to the House what the scheme 
entails�  She has agreed to attend on the matter next week�

Senator Cullinane raised the issue of the jobs action strategy�  I will invite the Minister for 
Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation, Deputy Bruton, to debate job creation and the Action Plan for 
Jobs with Senators�  I also noted the Senator’s point on differences between the foreign direct 
investment grant aid awarded to various regions�  I have raised the matter with the Minister�  I 
was not too hopeful following that discussion, but I hope that something can be done to redress 
the situation.  Some regions have obviously benefited more than others.

Senator Kelly also raised the question of medical cards and asked for the Minister for Health 
to attend�  As the Minister and all of the Ministers of State for health will attend for at least 24 
hours on legislation during the next week or so, I doubt that they will be available to discuss 
other health matters�  I urge the Senator to raise the medical card issue on the Adjournment 
tomorrow, as he said he would�

Senator Brennan referred to difficulties that have arisen at Narrow Water Bridge.  Questions 
must be answered by any company that gives an estimate when the cost turns out to be double 
that amount�
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10/07/2013F01400Senator  Sean D. Barrett: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013F01500Senator  Maurice Cummins: I cannot understand how any reputable company, be it a 
quantity surveyor or anything else, could give an estimate of €20 million when the cost turned 
out to be €40 million�  It is outrageous�

10/07/2013F01600Senator  Darragh O’Brien: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013F01700Senator  Maurice Cummins: This often happened during the so-called Celtic tiger era, 
when outrageous prices were charged for properties�  I have noted the points raised by Senator 
Mooney on rural transport�  I addressed this yesterday but will ask the Minister of State at the 
Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport, Deputy Alan Kelly, to debate the issue with us�

Senator Mullins rightly asked that the people whose loved ones are among the disappeared 
in Northern Ireland would be able to bring this issue to a conclusion�  Our hearts go out to all 
families who have missing family members�  I call on anybody who has information on this 
matter to bring it to the attention of the authorities�  I note also his points on unsolved murders, 
particularly of women in this part of the country�

Senator White raised the issue of parental leave�  The Parental Leave Bill 2013 will be taken 
in Private Members’ time�  I commend the Senator for introducing the Private Members’ Bill 
and I am sure the Government will deal with it and possibly accept the Second Stage of the Bill�

I note the points raised by Senator Burke on gross and net salaries and the difference be-
tween net salaries and social welfare payments�  We can debate this matter with the Ministers 
for Social Protection and Finance when they come to the House�

Senator Rónán Mullen commented on the visit of Pope Francis to Lampedusa, which we 
addressed yesterday and I take on board his points�

Senator Quinn called for temperate language and I hope we will be temperate and dignified 
when discussing matters in this House�

The issue of school holidays can be part of a debate on education when the Minister for 
Education and Skills next comes to the House�

I do not propose to accept the amendments as proposed to the order of business�  

10/07/2013G00200An Cathaoirleach: Senator Darragh O’Brien has proposed an amendment to the Order of 
Business: “That one hour be allowed for a debate with the Minister for Finance on the revised 
code of conduct on mortgage arrears and that it be taken today�”  Is the amendment being 
pressed?

10/07/2013G00300Senator  Darragh O’Brien: Yes�

Amendment put: 

The Seanad divided: Tá, 19; Níl, 31�
Tá Níl

 Barrett, Sean D�  Bacik, Ivana�
 Cullinane, David�  Bradford, Paul�
 Daly, Mark�  Brennan, Terry�
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 Leyden, Terry�  Burke, Colm�
 MacSharry, Marc�  Clune, Deirdre�
 Mooney, Paschal�  Coghlan, Eamonn�
 Mullen, Rónán�  Coghlan, Paul�
 Norris, David�  Comiskey, Michael�
 O’Brien, Darragh�  Conway, Martin�
 O’Brien, Mary Ann�  Cummins, Maurice�
 O’Donovan, Denis�  D’Arcy, Jim�
 O’Sullivan, Ned�  D’Arcy, Michael�
 Ó Domhnaill, Brian�  Harte, Jimmy�
 Ó Murchú, Labhrás�  Hayden, Aideen�
 Quinn, Feargal.  Healy Eames, Fidelma�
 Reilly, Kathryn�  Henry, Imelda�
 Walsh, Jim�  Higgins, Lorraine�
 White, Mary M�  Keane, Cáit�
 Wilson, Diarmuid�  Kelly, John�

 Landy, Denis�
 Moloney, Marie�
 Moran, Mary�
 Mulcahy, Tony�
 Mullins, Michael�
 Noone, Catherine�
 O’Donnell, Marie-Louise�
 O’Keeffe, Susan�
 O’Neill, Pat�
 Sheahan, Tom�
 van Turnhout, Jillian�
 Whelan, John�

Tellers: Tá, Senators Ned O’Sullivan and Diarmuid Wilson; Níl, Senators Paul Coghlan and 
Aideen Hayden�

Amendment declared lost�

10/07/2013H00100An Cathaoirleach: The Leader wishes to amend the Order of Business�

10/07/2013H00200Senator  Maurice Cummins: I propose an amendment to the Order of Business: “That 
Committee Stage of the Thirty-second Amendment of the Constitution (Abolition of Seanad 
Éireann) Bill 2013 be resumed at 7 p�m� and adjourned no later than 10 p�m�”

10/07/2013H00300An Cathaoirleach: Is that agreed?
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10/07/2013H00400Senator  David Norris: It is not�  We should have had notice of this�

Amendment put: 

The Seanad divided: Tá, 33; Níl, 19�
Tá Níl

 Bacik, Ivana�  Barrett, Sean D�
 Bradford, Paul�  Cullinane, David�
 Brennan, Terry�  Daly, Mark�
 Burke, Colm�  Leyden, Terry�
 Clune, Deirdre�  MacSharry, Marc�
 Coghlan, Eamonn�  Mooney, Paschal�
 Coghlan, Paul�  Mullen, Rónán�
 Comiskey, Michael�  Norris, David�
 Conway, Martin�  O’Brien, Darragh�
 Cummins, Maurice�  O’Donovan, Denis�
 D’Arcy, Jim�  O’Sullivan, Ned�
 D’Arcy, Michael�  Ó Domhnaill, Brian�
 Gilroy, John�  Ó Murchú, Labhrás�
 Harte, Jimmy�  Quinn, Feargal.
 Hayden, Aideen�  Reilly, Kathryn�
 Healy Eames, Fidelma�  Walsh, Jim�
 Henry, Imelda�  White, Mary M�
 Higgins, Lorraine�  Wilson, Diarmuid�
 Keane, Cáit�  Zappone, Katherine�
 Kelly, John�
 Landy, Denis�
 Moloney, Marie�
 Moran, Mary�
 Mulcahy, Tony�
 Mullins, Michael�
 Noone, Catherine�
 O’Brien, Mary Ann�
 O’Donnell, Marie-Louise�
 O’Keeffe, Susan�
 O’Neill, Pat�
 Sheahan, Tom�
 van Turnhout, Jillian�
 Whelan, John�

Tellers: Tá, Senators Paul Coghlan and Aideen Hayden; Níl, Senators David Norris and 
Feargal Quinn.
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Amendment declared carried�

Question put: “That the Order of Business, as amended, be agreed to.”

The Seanad divided: Tá, 32; Níl, 20�
Tá Níl

 Bacik, Ivana�  Barrett, Sean D�
 Bradford, Paul�  Cullinane, David�
 Brennan, Terry�  Daly, Mark�
 Burke, Colm�  Leyden, Terry�
 Clune, Deirdre�  MacSharry, Marc�
 Coghlan, Eamonn�  Mooney, Paschal�
 Coghlan, Paul�  Mullen, Rónán�
 Comiskey, Michael�  Norris, David�
 Conway, Martin�  O’Brien, Darragh�
 Cummins, Maurice�  O’Brien, Mary Ann�
 D’Arcy, Jim�  O’Donovan, Denis�
 D’Arcy, Michael�  O’Sullivan, Ned�
 Gilroy, John�  Ó Domhnaill, Brian�
 Harte, Jimmy�  Ó Murchú, Labhrás�
 Hayden, Aideen�  Quinn, Feargal.
 Healy Eames, Fidelma�  Reilly, Kathryn�
 Henry, Imelda�  Walsh, Jim�
 Higgins, Lorraine�  White, Mary M�
 Keane, Cáit�  Wilson, Diarmuid�
 Kelly, John�  Zappone, Katherine�
 Landy, Denis�
 Moloney, Marie�
 Moran, Mary�
 Mulcahy, Tony�
 Mullins, Michael�
 Noone, Catherine�
 O’Donnell, Marie-Louise�
 O’Keeffe, Susan�
 O’Neill, Pat�
 Sheahan, Tom�
 van Turnhout, Jillian�
 Whelan, John�

Tellers: Tá, Senators Paul Coghlan and Aideen Hayden; Níl, Senators Ned O’Sullivan and 
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Diarmuid Wilson�

Question declared carried.

12 o’clock

An Bille um an Dara Leasú is Tríocha ar an mBunreacht (Deireadh a Chur le Seanad 
Éireann) 2013: Céim an Choiste

Thirty-second Amendment of the Constitution (Abolition of Seanad Éireann) Bill 2013: 
Committee Stage

10/07/2013K00300An Cathaoirleach: I welcome the Minister of State with responsibility for public service 
reform and the OPW to the House�  We will now turn to the Thirty-second Amendment of the 
Constitution (Abolition of Seanad Éireann) Bill 2013 - Committee Stage�

10/07/2013K00400Senator Terry Leyden: On a point of order, the Cathaoirleach kindly wrote to me today 
and told me that amendments Nos� 5, 8 and 14, which I tabled, were ruled out of order�  

10/07/2013K00500An Cathaoirleach: That is not a point of order�

10/07/2013K00600Senator Terry Leyden: It is�  It is very important�  I would like to give the experience of 
the longest serving Senator in this House�

10/07/2013K00700An Cathaoirleach: I am not discussing decisions I have made in the House�

10/07/2013K00800Senator Terry Leyden: The Cathaoirleach cannot deprive me of a right to put down 
amendments in this House and have them debated�  He has no right to do so�  Until this Bill is 
passed-----

10/07/2013K00900An Cathaoirleach: Can I explain things to the Senator?  If I rule an amendment out of 
order, it is out of order�

10/07/2013K01000Senator Terry Leyden: I intend to-----

10/07/2013K01100Senator David Norris: Wait until we get to the amendments�  

10/07/2013K01200Senator Terry Leyden: I intend to speak on the amendments�

10/07/2013K01300An Cathaoirleach: The Senator is out of order at the moment�
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10/07/2013K01400Senator Terry Leyden: I intend to speak on them�

10/07/2013K01500An Cathaoirleach: I have a preliminary matter of procedure to announce to the House�  
Before Committee Stage commences, I would like to deal with a procedural matter relating to 
Bills to amend the Constitution�  The substance of the debate on Committee Stage relates to the 
wording of the proposed constitutional amendment contained in the Schedules to the Bill�  The 
sections of the Bill are merely technical, therefore, in accordance with long-standing practice, 
the sections are postponed until consideration of the Schedules has been completed�

10/07/2013K01600Senator David Norris: No, absolutely not�  Rubbish�  I do not accept it because the Cathao-
irleach is talking about tradition�  One could make that up as one went along�  It is not a rule of 
the House�  I do not accept it�  We are going to take the sections, oppose them and do it the way 
this House wants to do it and not the way the Government wants to do it�  To hell with long-
standing tradition�  May I remind the Cathaoirleach that this House is a long-standing tradition 
- as long-standing as Dáil Éireann� 

10/07/2013K01700An Cathaoirleach: There is nothing at all sinister in this�  I was merely quoting from Stand-
ing Order 122�  It is long-standing practice in the House that Bills of this nature are dealt with 
in this way�

10/07/2013K01800Senator David Norris: It is not a binding rule�  It is long-standing tradition and it is about 
time it was turned over�

10/07/2013K01900Senator Terry Leyden: This is an unprecedented Bill coming before this House to abolish 
a second Chamber of the Irish Parliament�  Any rules prior to this do not apply�  This is not a 
normal Bill�  This is the greatest disempowerment of this House and country�  This is a takeover 
of power by a hungry Taoiseach and a Government that is beyond-----

10/07/2013K02000Senator Katherine Zappone: How many Members have a letter? 

10/07/2013K02100Senator David Norris: We all have�  It is all rubbish and we know where they came from�

10/07/2013K02200An Cathaoirleach: I ask the Senator to resume his seat�

(Interruptions)�

10/07/2013L00200An Cathaoirleach: Will the Senator please resume his seat?  There is no problem�  We can 
take the Bill in the ordinary way�  I was only quoting from the long-standing procedure of the 
House under Standing Order 122�

10/07/2013L00300Senator  David Norris: To hell with tradition�

10/07/2013L00400Senator  Terry Leyden: I am delighted that reason prevails�

10/07/2013L00500An Cathaoirleach: Senator, please�

10/07/2013L00600Senator  Terry Leyden: This is unprecedented�  The Senator has made his point and I want 
to make mine�

10/07/2013L00700An Cathaoirleach: Will the Senator please resume his seat?

10/07/2013L00800Senator  Terry Leyden: I am sorry, but I am making a point on the Cathaoirleach’s point 
of order�
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10/07/2013L00900An Cathaoirleach: We are not discussing my point�

10/07/2013L01000Senator  Terry Leyden: I accept that the Bill will be taken step by step�

10/07/2013L01100An Cathaoirleach: We were always going to take the Bill step by step�

10/07/2013L01200Senator  Terry Leyden: No, it was going to be taken from the back before starting at the 
front�

10/07/2013L01300An Cathaoirleach: We were always going to take the Bill step by step, Senator�  We are 
taking the Schedules first because-----

10/07/2013L01400Senator  Terry Leyden: That is not step by step�  We should start at page 1�

10/07/2013L01500An Cathaoirleach: -----most of the debate is on the Schedules�  That is why we were tak-
ing them first and then moving on to the sections.  The House has decided that we will move 
on section by section�

ALT 1

SECTION 1

Tairgeadh an cheist: “Go bhfanfaidh alt 1 mar chuid den Bhille�”

Question proposed: “That section 1 stand part of the Bill.”

10/07/2013L01700Senator  Jim Walsh: Section 1 deals with the abolition day and brings into focus what the 
Bill is about�  We have a Government with the largest majority in the history of the State�  We 
have seen the consequences of such a majority where the Government wants to assume onto it-
self extraordinary powers�  We have witnessed the totalitarian tendencies, referred to by a num-
ber of Members, including me, in the past 18 months or thereabouts, which became particularly 
apparent in the early stages of the Government.  That has significant risks for democracy and 
society�  The propensity with which the Government has been quick to apply the guillotine and 
to use its very large majority in the Lower House and in this House is alarming�  I am amazed 
the matter has not received much more thorough analysis in the media�  Unfortunately, we have 
a media that has become very compliant in issues and policies proposed by the Government�  
That, in itself, has significant dangers for democracy.  It is not only the thrust of what is happen-
ing but in recent times we have witnessed extraordinary pressure, which is unprecedented in my 
16 years as a Member�  Some who are Members for longer period than me have mentioned the 
exertion and coercion of Government Members to comply with the Whip on issues on which 
they have deep convictions and, in some instances, strong conscientious positions, which op-
pose some of the polices being pursued by the Government�  They are being pressurised to abro-
gate  those convictions and their conscientious positions�  While we are debating that and other 
Bills to which it is particularly relevant in the overall interest of how our democracy functions, 
it is imperative to remember that this measure, which is before the House and will be put to the 
people, will have extraordinarily adverse affects for our democratic system�

The Bill was put forward for the purpose of abolishing the Seanad�  The Government has 
moved away from highlighting the paltry savings which will be achieved because it is aware 
that will not find attraction, perhaps, with the electorate at large.  Some people are starting to 
focus on the democratic deficit within our structures and systems.  If we stand back and allow 
this to happen, ultimately, because of peoples’ antipathy in general to the political establish-
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ment and also because of the severe pressures under which they are endeavouring to survive 
economically - debates in this House every day cover issues of people in debt, distressed mort-
gages and various other scenarios which are a severe and deep challenge for them - it will lead 
to fractures in society�  It has happened elsewhere and if we allow it to happen here we will have 
to take responsibility�  

Like others, I have tabled amendments to the Bill because the principle of allowing the peo-
ple make the decision is one to which any democrat cannot seriously object�  It is extraordinary 
that this Bill came about because of a whim�  I noted in the Taoiseach’s address on Second Stage 
that he said efforts at reform of the Seanad have been ongoing for 75 years�  That is not quite 
accurate�  It has been ongoing for a considerable number of years, and perhaps a number of 
decades�  He forgot to mention that he has been a Member of the Houses for more than half that 
period of 75 years�  To the best of my recollection, at no stage is he on record as making any se-
rious effort or attempt at reforming or improving the Seanad, nor, for that matter, improving the 
Dáil�  When we look at the structures of our democratic system - there are three elements to the 
Houses of the Oireachtas - I would be a strong proponent of everything being done to improve 
and increase the productivity and effectiveness of the Houses�  I do not deny that the Seanad 
is in need of reform�  I may have differing views from some of my colleagues as to how that 
reform should take place�  The position of Uachtarán na hÉireann and the Dáil are equally in 
need of reform, and in my opinion the Dáil is in far greater need of reformation than this House�  

Part of the reason we are suffering so badly economically is due to the structure under which 
a small coterie of people, generally 15 from the Dáil - there was only one exception where a 
Member of the Seanad was appointed to Government - with their advisers and public servants, 
decide most of the policy issues and legislation that come before us�  When the Whip is applied, 
as is done rigidly in this House, which is at variance with most other democracies including the 
common law systems from colonial days in other jurisdictions, Members are reduced to rubber-
stamping what has already been decided�  The consequences of that, particularly in the eco-
nomic area, are pretty obvious�  I know from debates and discussions we had among ourselves 
that many people in the Government parties in the past 13, 14 and 15 years had different views 
and concerns on economic issues but because of the Whip system and the groupthink which 
applied, we went with what was decided by that Government�  

I am dealing with the abolition day and the effects it will have on our democracy�  That is 
reason I am bringing this into the debate�  To put forward the idea of abolition as distinct from 
giving the people a choice to abolish or reform the Seanad is, in fact, a serious mistake�  In part, 
it is done in order to achieve a situation where people, because of their angst and antipathy to 
politicians and the political system generally, will use that hostility to set aside one of the insti-
tutions of our democracy, which is Seanad Éireann�

In past debates, comments were made and papers prepared which said that the primary 
purpose of an Upper House is to provide a system of checks and balances on the legislative 
process�  The powers of the Seanad were talked about and it was said that the House was a de-
liberative body with limited powers of initiation and review of legislation, but with the capacity 
to initiate discussion on matters of public interest�  One such paper went on to advise a new 
role for the Seanad�  It proposed that Seanad Éireann should establish a standing committee for 
future strategic policy needs�  It said that Seanad Éireann should have a particular role concern-
ing the EU and equality issues�

10/07/2013M00200An Cathaoirleach: All those issues can be discussed in the various sections of the Bill�
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10/07/2013M00300Senator  Jim Walsh: Absolutely but I ask the Cathaoirleach to bear with me while I come 
to the point�  It also said the House should devote more time to legislation and Senators should 
be provided with more research facilities to assist them in their work.  It said, specifically, that 
Seanad Éireann should be given a watch-dog role on secondary legislation�  Many statutory 
instruments become law with no parliamentary scrutiny, requiring only that they be laid before 
the Oireachtas�

The paper said that Seanad Éireann could produce specific reports on the application of 
Government policy and such reports could then be put to the relevant Ministers�  It talked about 
reducing the Taoiseach’s nominees from 11 to eight� 

10/07/2013M00400An Cathaoirleach: The Senator is going way outside the scope of this section�

10/07/2013M00500Senator  Jim Walsh: It talked about allowing 20 seats to be directly elected, with the re-
maining 23 seats being voted in by local authority members�  Finally, it stated that Fine Gael 
would consider the potential of a system allowing voters in Northern Ireland to participate in 
Seanad elections�  As the Cathaoirleach will be well aware, that was the Fine Gael document on 
Seanad reform, which was presented to this House when Mary O’Rourke was the Leader�  That 
was a few short years ago but, of course, when stuck for a headline for a dinner dance, the idea 
of abolishing the Seanad emerged over a cup of tea and a chat among a small number of people, 
and it is now taking off as a reality�

The bullying tactics that have gone on in the main Government party would, in any other 
area of employment, be serious issues to be challenged�  However, in the political sphere, for 
some reason, they are regarded as good practice�  In my opinion, it is highly dangerous to give 
more power to that kind of leadership mentality�

10/07/2013M00600An Cathaoirleach: The Senator is outside the scope of section 1�

10/07/2013M00700Senator  Jim Walsh: No�  I am talking about the abolition date�  After that day, we will not 
be able to talk about these things if the Seanad is abolished�  People need to be aware of the 
consequences of what they are doing�

Within the last few weeks, I spoke about visiting Yad Vashem in Jerusalem, which is the 
museum dedicated to the 6 million Jews who died in the Holocaust.  One of the first plaques one 
sees there highlighting the issues that arose during the terrible era of the Holocaust, shows how 
the Nazis dismantled the Reichstag when they came to power�  I am not comparing this Govern-
ment to the Nazis but I am saying that once one starts to dismantle democracy, one is taking a 
road without knowing where it will lead�  In weighing up all these issues, we need to be well 
advised that talking about an abolition day is not the direction in which we should be going�

As Senator Zappone said, many amendments have been ruled out of order�  Like others, I 
received a letter stating that my amendments have been ruled out of order�  

10/07/2013M00800An Cathaoirleach: There are no amendments in this section�

10/07/2013M00900Senator  Jim Walsh: I know that but people should have had a clear choice of abolishing or 
reforming the Seanad�  That would have been democratic and a much more advanced way to go�

10/07/2013M01000An Cathaoirleach: There is no provision for that in the Bill�

10/07/2013M01100Senator  Jim Walsh: I know that�  It is because it does not suit the agenda of the Fine Gael 
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leader, in particular, and the quotient of support he has within his party�

10/07/2013M01200An Cathaoirleach: There are constitutional restrictions under Article 46�4 of the Constitu-
tion�

10/07/2013M01300Senator  Jim Walsh: I am accepting that one cannot do it, but the Government could have 
done it�  That point has been made over quite a long period by many Senators on both sides of 
the House�  If we embark on this route, it will lead to a situation where the proper and effective 
functioning of the House will be seriously challenged�  All of us here are on one Oireachtas 
committee or another�  When the abolition day comes, and it is decided that the Seanad should 
be abolished, we know how many members are in attendance at committees in the last 30 min-
utes or even before then�  Invariably, it is recognised that because of the level of constituency 
work - which is part and parcel of the system of the Lower House - most members will obvi-
ously have to contribute a large proportion of their time to ensuring that they satisfy their con-
stituents’ needs in order to be re-elected�  Therefore, we will not have an enhanced committee 
system, but rather a dysfunctional one.  That, in itself, will have ramifications for the operation 
and effectiveness of these Houses�  All these issues are coming into play and unless we high-
light them in this debate it could well be too late when people become aware of the downside 
of this legislation�

10/07/2013M01400An Cathaoirleach: There are plenty of sections where all these issues can be highlighted�

10/07/2013M01500Senator  Jim Walsh: I do not object to the principle of the people having a choice, but if 
we are really serious about reform, this Bill is not reforming legislation; it is about dismantling 
our democracy�  It is a bit like what the Government has been doing in local government by 
dismantling town councils�

10/07/2013M01600An Cathaoirleach: We are not talking about town councils�

10/07/2013M01700Senator  Jim Walsh: I know that�

10/07/2013M01800An Cathaoirleach: We are dealing with section 1 which specifically refers to the date in 
the Bill�

10/07/2013M01900Senator  Jim Walsh: The Bill is dismantling our democracy and our democratic institu-
tions�  The Minister of State, Deputy Brian Hayes, who was previously Leader of the Opposi-
tion in this House, was in New Ross for the 50th anniversary commemoration of the JFK visit�  
He saw the tremendous work the town council had done there�

10/07/2013M02000An Cathaoirleach: That has nothing at all to do with section 1 of the Bill�

10/07/2013M02100Senator  Jim Walsh: The Minister of State is agreeing with me that the town council has 
done tremendous work�  It is symptomatic of town councils across the country�  I am concerned 
about the tendency of the Government to gradually erode our democracy and the rights of our 
people, while giving bankers more power so that they can crucify people, having landed the 
country in this mess�  It is all in the interests of a larger elite in our society, but not in the inter-
ests of the ordinary citizen�  Democracy has to be about ordinary citizens�

I am opposed to this Bill on the basis that a clear choice of reforming or abolishing the Se-
anad should be put before the people�  By virtue of the fact that that choice is not being given 
to the people we are running a real risk, particularly in the current climate of total disenchant-
ment with politicians and the political system - not just in Ireland but elsewhere, although it is 
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very evident here - that we may get an outcome promulgated by the Government which will 
not serve future generations of Irish people well�   Even at this late stage I appeal to those who 
have influence to make the necessary amendments to the Bill in order that a clear choice will be 
given to people�  My concern is that if people are offered a choice to abolish the Seanad, they 
would not vote for its retention because they would not trust either of these Houses, or the Gov-
ernment, to reform it�  There are good reasons for that�  We have all seen the broken promises 
from the previous election�  We have seen the damage the Government has done�  We have seen 
commitments made�  One only has to ask any pro-life person about the written commitments 
from various parties and individuals prior to the election that count for nothing�  The Minister, 
Deputy Rabbitte, probably told the truth when he said that they are things one does before an 
election but they are not of any significance subsequent to it.  In that climate, I am concerned 
that by not offering a clear-cut choice to people, we may well end up with a situation which will 
not serve the people in the future�

10/07/2013N00200Senator  David Norris: I do not propose to visit either Yad Vashem or The Dunbrody�  It is 
a question of tactics�  I understand exactly what is going on and I commend my colleagues�  We 
must have the fullest possible discussion of this matter�  I intend to be a little bit concentrated at 
the beginning because if we start the filibuster now, we are in danger of goading the people into 
extinguishing us through sheer boredom, if anyone is watching�

10/07/2013N00300Senator  Marie-Louise O’Donnell: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013N00400Senator  David Norris: I thank the Leader of accepting the vigorous assertion from this 
side that we should not just follow an empty tradition�  I salute him and thank him for doing that�  
We should have an orderly progression of the Bill�  It is perfectly clear that the Government and 
in particular those who are unfortunate enough to be members of a harassed minority on the 
Government side-----

10/07/2013N00500An Cathaoirleach: Senator Norris-----

10/07/2013N00600Senator  David Norris: -----are in disarray.  That was obvious from the first moment when 
that glorious statement that I hope turns up-----

10/07/2013N00700An Cathaoirleach: One of the problems is that there is a specific amendment, No. 9.

10/07/2013N00800Senator  David Norris: I am addressing it�

10/07/2013N00900An Cathaoirleach: Let me explain�  Senator Barrett tabled amendment No� 9 but we are 
dealing with this section before we get to the amendment�

10/07/2013N01000Senator  David Norris: Have you ruled it out, a Chathaoirligh?

10/07/2013N01100An Cathaoirleach: Had Senator Norris acceded to the ruling I set out at the beginning, we 
would take amendment No� 9 before we would get to the sections�

10/07/2013N01200Senator  David Norris: Absolutely�  I am talking about the abolition�  I will be quick�  I 
hope we have money to fund a campaign�  I accept the Government has already spent €2�1 mil-
lion in advance of the abolition and the estimates could possibly go as high as €25 million�  I do 
not know how they can persuade-----

10/07/2013N01300Senator  Marie-Louise O’Donnell: No�
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10/07/2013N01400Senator  David Norris: Yes, the Government has�  I can quote the Ministers in that regard�

10/07/2013N01500Senator  Marie-Louise O’Donnell: My look of surprise is because-----

10/07/2013N01600Senator  David Norris: I am reading Senator O’Donnell’s explanation�

10/07/2013N01700Senator  Marie-Louise O’Donnell: I would like to see that�

10/07/2013N01800An Cathaoirleach: Senator Norris�

10/07/2013N01900Senator  David Norris: There is a reference to €21 million�  It is a huge waste of money�  
I hope we will have money for an advertisement about abolition day�  When abolition day was 
announced, the then Leader of the Opposition in this House, the then Senator Frances Fitzger-
ald, gave the greatest jaw drop in recorded history, because the Taoiseach, Deputy Enda Kenny, 
did not even have the courtesy to tell her that he proposed to abolish the Seanad�  He did not 
even know at that stage that he had to ask the people for permission�  He was going to do it all 
by his little self�  There is a touch of the political groundhog day about abolition day as well�  
This has been done before�  We have been here before in another bloody expensive, futile po-
litical exercise and then they reversed it�  They might have to do it�  I am calling this political 
groundhog day�

I said the Government is disorganised and that the people on the Government side of the 
House are clearly disorganised�  They would have to be�  They are either disorganised or wit-
less, because they are voting for their own abolition�  That is the maddest thing I ever heard in 
my life�  They are disorganised because of the way in which the Bill is being taken�  I tabled an 
amendment to the Title of the Bill and I would have thought that it would be discussed�  It is on 
page 4 and I would have thought page 4 came before page twenty something�  The amendment 
I had was a proposal to allow the people to exercise their democratic right to vote whether to 
retain Seanad Éireann or to concentrate all power in one Chamber and the political parties who 
have membership of that House�  That is a perfect description of what is being proposed�

I take it that you will be back in the Chamber to deal with some of the amendments, a 
Chathaoirligh, because I wish to ask about the instructions you might have received from Gov-
ernment�  I am very suspicious�  I will make a request under freedom of information because 
I would like to know�  I hope you will be back in the Chair, a Chathaoirligh�  The next time I 
see you I will ask the question directly of you�  You will have plenty of time to think about it 
in light of the fact that I am making a freedom of information request on what contact there 
was between the Cathaoirleach’s office and Government, either directly or second hand, giving 
instructions to the way in which amendments were to be treated�  This is not the view of the 
Cathaoirleach because it is plainly rubbish�

The other point I wish to make relates to the abolition day�  I have to laugh at the way the 
Government stuck out three cábógs who had all been in the Seanad themselves�  That is an 
interesting approach�  When one looks at the way people have behaved in the other House and 
in this House, it reminds me of when they abolished Grattan’s parliament�  I am pleased to say 
I had relatives in both Houses and they voted against the abolition but the rest of them were 
bought off�

10/07/2013N02000Senator  Sean D. Barrett: As today�

10/07/2013N02100Senator  David Norris: As may be happening again today�  We are told that there are inves-
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tigative journalists�  I would like to have someone follow, not the money trail but the promotion 
trail, because it is amazing the way those people who were shy little violets in Seanad Éireann 
have blossomed out into bloody rhododendrons now and they are all over the place denouncing 
the House they were damn glad to be in at the beginning�  Let us get someone to have a look 
at the successful careers of those who pulled up the ladder after them in the traditional style of 
the Irish peasant and, to use Senator MacSharry’s phrase, urinated on all the people who tried 
to climb up after them�

10/07/2013N02200Deputy  Brian Hayes: From one Irish peasant to another�

10/07/2013N02300Senator  David Norris: It is important we take this stand and ask for information�  We 
want to know who is pulling the strings and who is giving the instructions to the Cathaoirleach, 
which is illegal�  If there is correspondence and the Government is dictating to this House, that 
is illegal and the Government should be impeached�  I hope there will be a long, interesting, 
informed debate�  We are now told at the last minute that the debate will continue from 7 p�m� 
to 10 p�m�  Some of my colleagues might not be present but I will stay until 10 p�m� and I will 
be here every bloody day to fight because abolition is an absolute disgrace.  Members on the 
Government side will vote for their own abolition�

10/07/2013N02400Senator  Eamonn Coghlan: No�

10/07/2013N02500Senator  David Norris: That is what they are doing�  I say to any Member who votes in fa-
vour of the Bill and for the abolition of the Seanad that I could accept if they thought the Seanad 
was rubbish and no use, regardless of whether they were parachuted in or they got in through 
the rotten boroughs of the councils or whatever other bloody way they got in, but if they vote 
for this Bill, they are not worthy to be in this House.  They are not fit to be in this House-----

10/07/2013N02600Senator  Diarmuid Wilson: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013N02700Senator  David Norris: -----and they should not be permitted to perpetrate a fraud on the 
people by drawing a salary for being in a House that by their very vote they have said is not 
worth a damn�

10/07/2013N02800An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Norris�

10/07/2013N02900Senator  David Norris: How dare they do that and continue to take their money�  If they 
have any integrity or decency, if they vote for abolition, they should get to hell out of here�

10/07/2013N03000Senator  Ned O’Sullivan: Follow that�

10/07/2013N03100Deputy  Brian Hayes: That was a pantomime�

10/07/2013N03200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I urge Senator Zappone to be less intemperate�

10/07/2013N03300Senator  Katherine Zappone: I wish to start by welcoming the Minister of State, Deputy 
Brian Hayes, to the House�  He knows that I have the greatest respect for him�  We know that 
he sat where we are sitting and now he is sitting in the Minister’s chair�  The reason I have the 
greatest respect for him is because I know he will provide us with a very robust exchange, one 
based on rationality and deliberation, not messages and spin�  The Minister of State is a worthy 
opponent�

10/07/2013N03400Senator  David Norris: Oh�
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10/07/2013N03500Senator  Katherine Zappone: I listened to Senator Norris�

10/07/2013N03600Senator  David Norris: I let a little cough�  Could Senator Zappone spell what I said?  Only 
if she can spell it does it constitute an interruption�

10/07/2013N03700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Norris�  I urge Senators to show decorum in the Cham-
ber, address the Chair and not to have argy-bargy back and forth�

10/07/2013N03800Senator David Norris: I deeply apologise for my little cough�  I may not be able contain 
any further outbreaks but I will stifle them as much as I can.

10/07/2013O00200Senator  Katherine Zappone: Is the Senator apologising to me or to the Chair?

10/07/2013O00300Senator  David Norris: Through the Chair, I am apologising to the Senator�

10/07/2013O00400An Leas-Chathaoirleach: We are on section 1 and I ask Senator Zappone to continue 
without interruption�

10/07/2013O00500Senator  Katherine Zappone: Thank you, Senator Norris�  Having said what I said, fol-
lowed by a cough, this is the definition section.  The first note in the section is that the Gov-
ernment intends to abolish the Seanad, to provide for its abolition.  What is the definition of 
“abolition”?  It is to destroy, to do away with completely, to make null and void and to put an 
end to�  If that is not enough, if we go to Roget’s Thesaurus it indicates it is to nullify, to destroy, 
to abrogate, to invalidate, to cancel, to tear up, to repudiate, to unfrock, to void, to quash and 
to depose.  The first note in the section is that the Government intends to do all of those things 
to Seanad Éireann but not to reform it, about which several of my honourable colleagues have 
begun to speak, not to reform the Dáil, nor to view the governance of our State as a whole, but 
instead to put a piecemeal choice before the people�

Why abolish the Seanad now without tested Dail reform?  Will the Government’s proposals 
for Dáil reform, some of which the Minister of State identified in his concluding speech last 
week, work?  The people deserve better than this�  The Government is offering a new politics 
that is piecemeal�  Why not have a central governance referendum in 2015 that could be in-
clusive of constitutional reform of the Dáil as well as the Seanad so that people would have a 
clear choice of how they want the whole political system reformed, rather than getting supposed 
reform piece by piece and being forced to vote on the abolition of the Seanad without knowing 
what is coming in its place?

10/07/2013O00600An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The next speaker was to be Senator Wilson, but as he is not here, 
I call Senator Cullinane�

10/07/2013O00700Senator  David Cullinane: I thank the Minister of State for coming to the House again to 
take Committee Stage of the Bill�  We all gave our Second Stage speeches, and I am sure many 
Second Stage speeches will be made again today, the reason being that all the amendments that 
have been tabled have been ruled out of order�

10/07/2013O00800Senator  Sean D. Barrett: That is shameful�

10/07/2013O00900Senator  David Cullinane: The reality of the position and we have to take the opportunities 
that are given to us-----

10/07/2013O01000Senator  David Norris: It is a fraud�
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10/07/2013O01100Senator  David Cullinane: -----to make our points on the sections on Committee Stage by 
speaking to the sections�  I am sure at some point that the Leas-Chathaoirleach will pull me up 
and say that issues I am raising are not relevant to the section, but to what sections will they be 
relevant?  We need to be given an opportunity to explore properly and tease out in detail all the 
issues we raised on Second Stage in general terms, but that opportunity is not even being given 
to us because all we can do is again make general statements in respect of the sections�  If we 
try to deal with specifics that are not exactly relevant to the section, the Leas-Chathaoirleach 
will pull us up on that�  That is regrettable�  We should have been able to debate the amendments 
which have been tabled�  I do not accept some of the reasons the amendments were ruled out of 
order but that has been ruled on�

Abolition day is not something to be proud of�  It is a sham, a fraud and a failure�  In reality, 
it is an acceptance of failure that the political establishment has failed to reform the Seanad�  
The Government was very quick to bring forward legislation to abolish the Seanad�  That is 
what this is, a Bill to abolish the Seanad�  Fianna Fáil has to take responsibility as well as La-
bour and Fine Gael, having been in government numerous times during the past 30 or 40 years, 
as all parties had numerous opportunities to bring forward reform Bills and each and every 
Government failed to do so�  The failure to reform the Seanad has nothing to do with the people 
inside or outside this Chamber but everything to do with the political establishment which 
failed in its job to reform the Seanad�

Even when the people had their say about increasing the franchise for university graduates, 
that small piece of reform was not put in place by way of legislation�  We should not be discuss-
ing abolition day but discussing reform not only of the Seanad but also of Dáil�  One thing on 
which I think we can all agree, even those who have put forward views to reform the Seanad, is 
that this House in its current form needs to be reformed�  We have two excellent Bills that were 
agreed on Second Stage but they have been left hanging�  We have the abolition Bill, the one 
being discussed, but we are not allowed to discuss the reform Bills on Committee Stage of this 
Bill�  We are not even allowed to discuss reform and are not being given the opportunity to do 
so, and neither are the people�

I believe the Government made a mistake in rushing to abolish the Seanad and I said that 
during my contribution on Second Stage�  I believe it was a genuine mistake, not because I 
believe we can stand over this House in its current form but because I believe in reform and 
not only reform of the Seanad but reform of the Dail and of local government, and we are not 
getting that�  We are not getting any reform of local government or reform of the Dail�  All we 
are getting is abolition of the Seanad�

I cannot understand why the Constitutional Convention was not given the opportunity to 
discuss reform�  It could very well have said, had it been given the opportunity, that it did not 
believe in a bicameral system, a second chamber, and that rather it believed a single robust 
chamber with proper checks and balances would be the best thing for this State�  It may well 
have decided that but it was not given the opportunity  I know for certain that if the delegates 
to the Constitutional Convention were to have put forward a proposition that an arm of the 
Oireachtas be severed, abolished, cut off, done away with - all those the terms Senator Zappone 
gave, they would not have recommended that in any seriousness had they not also spelled out 
what would come in its place and how we would reform the Dáil�  In fairness, some propos-
als have been put forward by the Government but they are only cosmetic changes and will not 
bring about the checks and balances we need�
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We have two dysfunctional Chambers, the Dáil and the Seanad, and if we abolish the Se-
anad, we will be left with one dysfunctional Chamber�  We will have fewer Deputies and the 
committee system will not work with fewer Deputies and no Senators�  It will fall apart and 
while it may not collapse, it certainly will not be effective�  It will not do its job�  The commit-
tees will not be fit for purpose, and for that reason also, I will oppose this section and abolition 
day�

For me, the core principles that should underpin political reform are democracy, account-
ability, representativeness and checks and balances�  No one could argue that this House is 
democratic�  I certainly would not argue that it is�  It is undemocratic, unrepresentative and 
elitist and it needs to be reformed, but abolishing the Seanad will not improve democracy�  It 
will not do anything to improve the situation�  It may get rid of one dysfunctional chamber but 
where will the improvements be?  How will that improve democracy?  I would challenge the 
Minister of State and the Government to point out how abolishing the Seanad will improve de-
mocracy�  How will abolition day, which is what this section is about, improve accountability in 
this State?  How will abolishing one arm of the Oireachtas without looking at reform improve 
accountability?  We know what happened in the banking sector�  There is no abolition day for 
what the bankers did, for the bankers in this country or for the lack of regulation, but there is an 
abolition day for one arm of the Oireachtas which is not responsible, despite the contention the 
Taoiseach, for the problems this country is in�  What will abolition day do for representativeness 
in the Oireachtas?

The Government made a great play about wanting to improve access to Oireachtas for 
women, and I accept that and support all the proposals it brought forward in regard to quotas�  
However, if we have no Seanad, 60 Senators will be gone and we will have fewer Deputies�  
How will that be good for getting women into the Oireachtas?  One of the Government’s pro-
posals, which it has talked about, is four-day week, and perhaps five-day week, sittings.  How in 
God’s name will that be good for working mothers who live in Donegal, Galway or Waterford 
who will be asked to sit in the Dáil four days a week in Dublin away from their families?  These 
are the kind of cosmetic rushed changes we will get because the Government has not properly 
thought out abolition day�

10/07/2013O01200Senator  Sean D. Barrett: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013O01300Senator  David Cullinane: The Government was bounced and rushed into this�  The Tao-
iseach was head-strong and no one in his party called for reflection on the consequences of 
abolition of the Seanad�  If the Government is minded to abolish the Seanad it should at least 
tell the people what will replace it�  We are again being asked to buy a pig in a poke and to take 
a leap of faith�  We have been asked by this Government and previous governments to take sev-
eral leaps of faith and we all know where they got us�  I do not believe we should take this leap 
of faith�  I believe that in being asked to support abolition of the Seanad we should know what 
will replace it�  We have not been given this level of detail�

Another issue in terms of the principle of this is that of checks and balances�  Where are 
the checks and balances in the system?  We will not have any�  We will have only one House 
and, with no disrespect to the Minister of State, Deputy Brian Hayes, four Ministers running 
the country�  The reality is that there are four Ministers and a Taoiseach running this country�  
Where are the checks and balances?  What new powers will be given to backbench Deputies 
who, if truth be known, are as powerless as Members of the Seanad?  I see no provision for 
checks and balances�  
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For all of the above reasons, I will be opposing this legislation�  I believe the day on which 
Seanad Éireann will be abolished will be a sad day for this country�  It will be a sad day for this 
State, the Taoiseach of which refuses to allow debate on reform and for people to vote on that 
reform�  It is a sham for the Government to say that the people rather than it will be responsible 
for abolition of the Seanad�  The Government will campaign for its abolition�  This Bill will 
enable that process�  The Government is not allowing the people to vote for reform�  That is its 
failure�  It is a sham and a lie to say that the people rather than the Government will make that 
decision�   The Government is putting only one option to the people, namely, abolition of the 
Seanad�  There will be no reform, which is a failure of this Government�

It is time the Government stopped peddling untruths on this issue�  It is untrue for the Gov-
ernment to say that it is leaving this decision to the people�  It is giving the people Hobson’s 
choice and no real option�  If the option is for the Seanad to remain as is or be abolished many 
people may vote for its abolition�  I believe if they had the option the majority of people in this 
State would vote for reform and for a democratic second Chamber that is fit for purpose.  They 
would also want to vote on Dáil reform, which opportunity they will not be given either�

10/07/2013P00200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Before I call Senator Ó Murchú, I wish to read a note from the 
Cathaoirleach�  The Leader of the Fianna Fáil group has asked that the House be informed that 
while only Senator Wilson’s name is included in the list of those opposed to sections, it is rep-
resentative of all Fianna Fáil Senators�

10/07/2013P00300Senator  Labhrás Ó Murchú: We do not often expect to be successful in our attempts to 
have amendments on some issues accepted�  It is often the case, where a Government has a huge 
majority, that we go through a ritual not expecting any major change at the end of the day�  One 
of the reasons for this is the Whips system�  I have been listening to the debate on the abolition 
of the Seanad, in respect of which I have heard some wonderful contributions from the other 
side of the House�  It is clear that if they had the choice some Members opposite would be vot-
ing against this Bill�  However, the Whip system does not permit this�  While it is necessary to 
have a Whip system in most cases, as clearly shown by the House of Commons, it is possible 
to allow people a free vote at times without the whole Parliament falling apart�  As such, the 
argument in this regard could be left to one side�

I believe that because this is a fundamental issue, not only for Senators but for democracy, 
there should be a free vote on it�  We know from earlier contributions that this is a fundamen-
tal issue�  It should not, therefore, be treated lightly or glibly by sticking to the tradition of the 
Whips system�  I do not support this legislation and hope that Senators who are bound by the 
Whip but are committed to this democratic House to which they have made huge contributions, 
and not because of their salaries and so on, will have a free vote�  I fully understand the emotion 
and outrage expressed by particular Members of this House�  I know their track records and the 
amount of time they have dedicated to this House�  I am aware of the research they have under-
taken and how seriously they take their role�  I know that they have invested their own profes-
sionalism and expertise in this House�  This will not be available in the future in any mandated 
way if this House is abolished�

10/07/2013P00400Senator  Sean D. Barrett: Shame�

10/07/2013P00500Senator  Labhrás Ó Murchú: It is important to acknowledge that the train has only barely 
left the station on this one�  Already, there is some light for Senators and what they stand for 
at the end of the tunnel, even if it is dim�  I have been surprised and delighted at the number of 
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people who during the past few weeks have initiated discussion with me on the proposed refer-
endum�  It is clear that when people realise what is on offer they are shocked�  Up to now, things 
were quiet, we were moving along at a leisurely pace and people believed the country was in 
good hands and that everything would come right on the other side�  They then realised we were 
in recession and began to question our regulatory system and those whom they had looked up 
to and thought were pillars of society, including bankers and so on�  They are now questioning 
the reason for the proposed abolition of one Chamber of the Oireachtas, asking questions such 
as is it because Senators have not done their job well or because they are not aware of who they 
are?  That is not our fault�  It does not mean we have not contributed in this House, that we have 
not beavered away for long hours on legislation or that we have not been successful in having 
hundreds of amendments accepted�  If does not mean any of that, rather it is a lack of knowl-
edge, which is not our fault�  That is a matter for those who make that information available to 
the public�

The people are beginning to question whether abolition of the Seanad will be good for de-
mocracy�  They wonder why this is being proposed and if the Government is genuinely commit-
ted to having a better system and structure�  I will be opposing this legislation because as I have 
said from the outset I do not believe this issue has been handled properly�  There is no question 
about that�  This matter was dropped into the middle of an emotional election campaign�  No-
body but the Taoiseach knew about it.  Much of the spin around this issue has been deflated.  
We were told about savings that would accrue as a result of this measure�  It is clear there were 
no facts to back that up�  We were also told there was a major restructuring taking place in the 
Dáil�  That is not true�  There will be no major restructuring of the Dáil�

In my experience, the committee system has deteriorated in recent years�  It was proposed, 
based on a populous concept, that committees would cover up to nine portfolios�  The result has 
been small attendance at meetings and meetings held at the same time as the Seanad is sitting�  
The committee system is not what it is being made out to be�  It has deteriorated�  The idea of 
replacing the Seanad if abolished with a non-mandated committee has been floated.  While I do 
not wish to be derogative about our civil servants, who are the best in the world, it is more than 
likely that most of those appointed to that non-mandated committee will be civil servants�  The 
accountability provided by this House will not be replaced�

1 o’clock

I am of the view that we still have an opportunity to deal with this matter in a logical and 
reasonable manner and not in a way which appears to indicate that we just want to defend our 
own positions�  People are ready to listen�

  In the context of the amount of money the Government is going to spend on the referendum 
campaign, it must be remembered that judgments handed down in past court cases indicated 
that the way in which money was spent on particular referenda was not legal�  I genuinely hope 
that will not be the case on this occasion�

  The Government is not offering any further arguments in respect of this matter�  Even if 
the amendments are not accepted, I hope we will be successful in ensuring that, as far as is po-
litically possible, this House will present a united front�  I cannot imagine a situation whereby 
the Seanad will be abolished and the Dáil will be left as it is currently constituted�  We live in 
strange times and people are angry�  They expect that some form of remedial action, which will 
get rid of the difficulties that exist and offer remedies in respect of the suffering and problems 
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they are experiencing, is going to be taken�  If the House is abolished, there will obviously no 
longer be a reason for Ministers to come here�  I accept that at times Ministers feel somewhat 
uncomfortable when they are subjected to the type of informed interrogation they are obliged 
to endure in the Seanad�

10/07/2013Q00200Deputy  Brian Hayes: They deserve it�

10/07/2013Q00300Senator  Labhrás Ó Murchú: Unlike the Dáil, this House is not all about personalities 
and soundbites�  This Seanad is charged with holding Ministers to account in respect of their 
actions�  Ministers do not want to be scrutinised in this way and they would prefer if it did not 
happen in the future�  However, this will not help democracy and it will not be fair to the people�  
As a result of what is proposed in the Bill, people will not obtain the response they deserve�  
The legislation before us does not represent the wishes of the people, nor does it reflect what 
Senators are hearing from them in respect of this matter�

There is another bit of light at the end of the tunnel.  When this proposal was first floated, 
one would have been obliged to peruse the back pages of the newspapers in order to find any 
type of comment that was supportive of the Seanad�  However, a recent editorial in the Sunday 
Independent referred to the vandalism connected with this proposal�  The tone used in The Irish 
Times and other newspapers indicates that a change is coming about�  This is because we have 
moved away from the stereotyping and the clowning and are now involved in genuine consider-
ation of the democratic structures which obtain in this country�  In my view, this represents light 
at the end of the tunnel�  When the media - which is coming on board - ourselves and all like-
minded people who genuinely respect and support democracy come together, I am convinced 
that everyone will see the Bill for what it is, namely, an ill-thought-out proposal�  The Bill is 
anti-democratic�  It takes the people for granted and does not provide them with the leadership 
to which they are entitled�  If it is enacted, they will not even be given an option in the context of 
how they might vote in the referendum�  This is because the Bill does not contain any reference 
to reform�  When the Seanad is abolished, what will be left?  Nothing whatsoever�

This matter should have been referred to the Constitutional Convention�  There is no argu-
ment about that�  The convention would have been the ideal forum in which to discuss the future 
of the Seanad�  It is an insult to the people to present them with a “to be or not to be” style ref-
erendum and not even offer them the opportunity to vote on reform�  I am of the view that they 
will take that insult to heart�  I hope it might still be possible for us to retrace our steps and - I 
will not hold my breath in this regard - for once show the nature of real democracy�  People are 
losing respect for those in public life because they see the shenanigans that occur�  They are also 
aware of the hypocrisy relating to the systems and structures that are in place�  Let us provide 
them with real leadership�  This matter does not come down to being opposed to the Taoiseach 
or ranting against the parties in government or anyone else, it relates to why we are here in this 
House, namely, to represent the people.  Never has it been more necessary for us to fulfil that 
responsibility than is the case at present�  Who knows?  We may just experience a miracle when 
it comes to the vote on the legislation.  Let us keep our fingers crossed.

10/07/2013Q00500Senator  Sean D. Barrett: Who will be happiest if the Bill is passed?  The answer, of 
course, is the Cabinet, senior bureaucrats and bankers�  In other words, the people who avoid 
checks and balances all the time�  This is their Bill and that is why I know both the Seanad and 
the people will reject it�  I welcome the Minister of State�  In Trinity College we welcome all 
visiting teams to College Park in order that we can beat them�
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10/07/2013Q00600Senator  David Norris: Well said�

10/07/2013Q00700Senator  Sean D. Barrett: On Friday last, my research assistant - who is well known to the 
Minister of State - presented to the Department some 400 pages of photocopied articles relating 
to the regulation of banking.  He is one of the people the Government is seeking to fire.  If I 
am not a Senator, I cannot keep him in employment�  He delivered those articles free of charge�  
His costs are included in the Government’s bogus figures in respect of how much it costs to run 
the Seanad�  Much of what we do involves working for Departments which need the expertise 
which Members of the Seanad possess�  This fact must be acknowledged, even if the Govern-
ment likes to treat people in the way in which my research assistant is being treated�

The Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport, Deputy Varadkar, has been in contact with 
me in respect of his road safety legislation�  I will charge him for whatever research I carry out 
on his behalf in this regard and there will be the usual cries regarding useless Senators wasting 
money�  This is despite the fact that we will assist in drawing up a better Bill for a Department 
which does not have a great reputation for preparing legislation�  We are here to help and that 
is why we all came to this House following the most recent election�  The Minister of State can 
inform his friend the Taoiseach that he has completely managed to demoralise his own team, 
the members of which are slumped in their seats across the way�

We are idealistic individuals and we are interested in bringing forward ideas�  In the context 
of our treatment at the hands of the Taoiseach, the seat I occupy was held by many who came 
before me�  Of the 190 or so successive Heads of State who - at College Green, at Westminster 
and here - held responsibility in this area, it is the Taoiseach who has chosen to proceed with 
abolition�  He has stated that this is nothing personal to the current Members of the Seanad�  It 
is highly personal when we work our socks off in order to bring forward legislation, etc�

10/07/2013Q00800Senator  David Norris: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013Q00900Senator  Sean D. Barrett: The Taoiseach has decided that he does not want us anymore�  
That makes it personal, unless, of course, the Minister of State wants to convince me that 
it was the previous incarnations of the Seanad that were at fault and that all our difficulties 
were caused by Mary Robinson, Owen Sheehy Skeffington, Trevor West, W. B. Yeats, Garrett 
FitzGerald, Sir Horace Plunkett, Jim Dooge and others�

10/07/2013Q01000Senator  David Norris: And President Michael D� Higgins�

10/07/2013Q01100Senator  Sean D. Barrett: Yes�  What is being done is highly personal in the context of the 
way in which it has been directed at the Members of the current Seanad�  In my opinion, the cur-
rent crop of Senators are 60 of the finest people one could meet.  A total of 42 of them are new 
to the House and they should not be blamed for whatever misdemeanours those in government 
believe occurred in the past�

The Minister of State indicated on Second Stage that what is happening here is not a rerun 
of what occurred in 1801�  It is an exact rerun of the abolition of the Grattan’s Parliament in that 
year�  We never got Grattan’s Parliament back and we will not get the Seanad back if those on 
the Government side succeed�  In his article in Patrick Geoghegan’s book on the Act of Union, 
Dr. James Quinn states:

In the end, the passing of the Union was something of an anti-climax�  Edward Cooke 
commented on how quietly it was received, even in Dublin�  But the anti-climactic nature 
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of the final debates on the Union to some extent obscured the magnitude of what had been 
accomplished�  Within a year a parliament that existed for over 500 years was persuaded to 
agree to its own extinction�

10/07/2013Q01200Deputy  Brian Hayes: The Senator should tell us what Patrick Geoghegan says in the book, 
which I have read�

10/07/2013Q01300Senator  Sean D. Barrett: Dr. Quinn also states:

Ironically, among the instructions that the Castle had received from London was that the 
Union should not be a means of introducing any radical measure of parliamentary reform�  
Yet, carrying the Act of Union itself was a step of breathtaking radicalism�  During the de-
bates on the reform of the Irish Parliament in 1797, one member summed up the mood of 
the Commons when he maintained that, although it was perhaps true that the Irish parlia-
ment needed some reform, “it was bad policy to thatch a house in a hurricane�”  Just over 
a year later, with the storm still raging, the British government concluded that the bill for 
renovations was too high and decided to pull down the entire edifice.  In Cornwallis and 
Castlereagh, they found two unlikely but effective levellers�

That is what the Taoiseach is about, namely-----

10/07/2013Q01400Deputy  Brian Hayes: That is a selective reading of Geoghegan’s book, which I have read�  
I think I am more familiar with it than the Senator�

10/07/2013Q01500Senator  Sean D. Barrett: -----demolishing a House of Parliament�  I hope the Minister of 
State is ashamed and that he sees the parallels�

10/07/2013Q01600Deputy  Brian Hayes: The Senator has just indulged in a selective reading of Patrick 
Geoghegan’s book�

10/07/2013Q01700Senator  Sean D. Barrett: We never got anything similar to that which was afforded to 
Grattan’s Parliament�

10/07/2013Q01800Deputy  Brian Hayes: The Senator should read the entire book�

10/07/2013Q01900Senator  Sean D. Barrett: I have done so and I can read more quotations from it into the 
record�  The Minister of State need not worry on that score�

10/07/2013Q02000An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The Minister of State will have an opportunity to respond�

10/07/2013Q02100Deputy  Brian Hayes: I apologise to the Senator for my interventions�

10/07/2013Q02200Senator  Sean D. Barrett: I thank the Minister of State�

10/07/2013Q02300Senator  David Norris: The Minister of State need not worry�  He should just give us an-
other flap of his wrist.

10/07/2013Q02400An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Barrett to continue, without interruption�

10/07/2013Q02500Deputy  Brian Hayes: Patrick Geoghegan is a very fine historian.  I would not want his 
work to be misquoted�

10/07/2013Q02600Senator  Sean D. Barrett: Earlier today, Senator Mullen quoted the German Protestant 
pastor Martin Niemöller who was imprisoned by the Nazis�  He gave us some parallels�  This 
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Government came first for the Údarás.  It does not matter because we are not Gaelic speakers.  
Let it abolish the Údarás-elected people�  Then it came for councillors�  We are not councillors�  
Who cares about that?  Let it abolish the councillors�  Then it came for eight Dáil Deputies, 
mysteriously located for the most part in Monaghan, Cavan and Donegal�  We are not from 
Monaghan, Cavan or Donegal so we do not care�  Now, it is coming for 60 Senators�  That is the 
track record and it is about time the Seanad stood up against this antidemocratic Government 
at every opportunity�

Let me address what we had last week�  Some 29 people on the opposite side voted to prog-
ress the legislation�  It must be directly from Joseph Porter’s song in “H�M�S� Pinafore”:

I grew so rich that I was sent

By a pocket borough into Parliament�

I always voted at my party’s call-----

10/07/2013R00200Deputy  Brian Hayes: “And I never thought of thinking for myself at all�”

10/07/2013R00300Senator  Sean D. Barrett: We agree with the Minister of State�  He never thinks of thinking 
for himself at all�  He is his master’s voice�

10/07/2013R00400Deputy  Brian Hayes: But I know it and Senator Barrett does not�

10/07/2013R00500Senator  Ned O’Sullivan: Will the Minister of State sing it for us?

10/07/2013R00600Senator  Sean D. Barrett: “I thought so little, they rewarded me by making me the Ruler 
of the Queen’s Navee!”  What will happen to these 29 Haulbowline recruits when they turn up, 
these 29 new members of the Naval Service?  Will the make Admiral?  No, they are not really 
Admiral material.  Are they able-bodied?  I would not say so.  Could they be petty officers?  
Absolutely�  The name of their ship, a destroyer, is “Enda”�  However, the destroyer “Enda” is 
going nowhere because there are two captains who are steering it in different directions, Cap-
tain Enda and Captain Eamon�  I call on the people opposite to come across to the splendid ship 
“Reform and Retention”�  We have Admiral Norris in charge, the captain�  We have very good 
afternoon speeches.  We have a very good captain’s high table.  The person of Senator Quinn 
will give the best food, drink and service�  The ship’s surgeon, Senator Crown, will ensure ev-
eryone is healthy�  Monsignor Mullen, the ship’s chaplain, will ensure that they will all have a 
direct relationship with the Almighty�

10/07/2013R00700Senator  Ned O’Sullivan: Senator Barrett has been reading too much Patrick O’Brian�

10/07/2013R00800Senator  Sean D. Barrett: Those on the opposite side should leave this silly case whereby 
they speak in favour of the Seanad and then vote against it, as 29 people did last week�  There 
will be more of those days and those Senators will discredit this House�  It cannot be a place 
where people say one thing and do another�

The Government does not like the university seats or northerners�  The Minister of State 
would not believe the amount of correspondence I have received from my northern voters�  A 
man from Enniskillen asked me not to let the Government abolish the Seanad because he said it 
was vital for this country�  The Unionist parties were down last week and representatives from 
the SDLP were here yesterday�  The man asked why the Taoiseach had become a partitionist 
Taoiseach�  He said we need measures that unite the two communities in this country and that 
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the Taoiseach would be denying his people their voting rights�  He said that it would go against 
the Good Friday Agreement and the Anglo-Irish Agreement�  Those voting rights were in place 
when the agreements were signed but the Taoiseach is sweeping them away�  It is too awkward 
having northerners around here�  What will be next?  Will he ban northerners from the Irish 
rugby team or ban them from the Irish cricket team?  It would certainly solve the Rory McIlroy 
problem�  This Taoiseach does not like northerners�  Let him play for the United Kingdom in 
the Olympic Games�

The Taoiseach does not like universities either�  He is getting rid of the university seats�  I 
have come to try to help the Government but not only in matters of economics�  The Minister 
of State at the Department of Transport, Deputy Kelly, was here�  He did not believe in satellite 
navigation systems�  We got in the professors in the relevant subjects to explain that it was not 
necessary to do a written examination for every county in Ireland in order to drive a taxi�  We 
managed to cure somewhat the technophobia of the Minister of State�  How do we tax heavy 
goods vehicles on the roads?  We got in touch with the civil engineering department in the col-
lege and learned that it should be done by the fourth power of the axle weight, not the unladen 
weight per vehicle�  The Minister of State at the Department of the Environment, Community 
and Local Government, Deputy O’Dowd, was here for that�  He said that he could not consider 
it for six months and that he would have to do the research�  I put it to him that it was done al-
ready and it was simply a matter of pressing the button and the data could be printed out�

There is a problem with a lack of technological development in the Civil Service�  We are 
trying to help mitigate that in the House.  If it is not wanted, that is fine.  Trinity College Dublin 
ranks eighth in Europe and 48th in the world�  There are many other people who will listen to 
the type of wisdom that universities bring�  Anyway, it is a shameful act, without any reference 
to the record of service since 1607, to seek to abolish an entire constituency of people who have 
served the country splendidly�

Why is this Taoiseach different from his predecessors?  The former Taoiseach, Mr� Cos-
grave, nominated Michael D Higgins to the Seanad�  The former Taoiseach, Mr� FitzGerald, 
began his career here�  Mr� Douglas Hyde became President after serving as a Senator, as did 
Michael D Higgins�  Why is the Taoiseach in a one-person minority, with people grovelling to 
him saying that they agree with them now, but they do not put up any argument?  Why is he 
dominating a traditionally democratic party, which the Fine Gael Party was once?  Senators 
from the Government side have quoted James Dillon and espoused the creative tension between 
the two Houses of Parliament�

This is a shameful exercise and I am pleased to see the opinion polls moving in our direc-
tion�  I imagine that when the Taoiseach turns up on “Prime Time” for the debate with Senator 
Norris it will complete the process and we will then have won�  This is such a waste of money 
and time�  The Government is destroying its political capital�  It is not reforming banks or senior 
elements in the Civil Service�  They are crucial people�  The Government blamed the collapse 
of the Celtic tiger on the Seanad without a shred of evidence to support the proposition�  The 
Government has now backed itself into a corner and, as Senator Labhrás Ó Murchú said, it 
should get out now while the going is good�  I will be praying every day that the Seanad will 
be retained and I believe people on the Government side should say the same prayers for the 
Seanad to be retained�

10/07/2013R00900Senator  David Norris: Brilliant�  Bravo�
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10/07/2013R01000Senator  Darragh O’Brien: I welcome the Minister of State�  I had an opportunity on 
Second Stage to direct several questions to the Taoiseach in my contribution but I have not had 
an opportunity to get answers to any of them, although the Taoiseach gave a commitment that 
he would come back on Committee Stage for his third visit in two and a half years, and I hope 
he does so�  There are several things I wish to ask the Minister of State directly since he is the 
main proponent in his party�  I believe the Minister of State will be the director for his party in 
abolishing the Seanad�

10/07/2013R01100Deputy  Brian Hayes: No, Senator O’Brien has the wrong man�

10/07/2013R01200Senator  Diarmuid Wilson: That is the other man, the Minister, Deputy Bruton�

10/07/2013R01300Senator  Darragh O’Brien: I am sorry�  The one thing I asked of the Taoiseach-----

10/07/2013R01400An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senators should be aware that we are on section 1�

10/07/2013R01500Senator  Darragh O’Brien: I am on section 1�  I call for honesty in the course of the de-
bate�  There is a colleague of the Minister of State in Dáil Éireann, a former Senator, Deputy 
Paschal Donohoe�  More than likely, if things keep going the way they are, he may regret the 
fact that there will not be a second House, because it will be the end of his political career�  He 
lied in an article, frankly�  He said that this House cost €50 million�  The Taoiseach has bandied 
about a figure of €30 million.

10/07/2013R01600An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The word “lie” is a strong word to use�

10/07/2013R01700Senator  Darragh O’Brien: He told a blatant mistruth�  He should know better�  I believe 
from talking to colleagues who were in the last Seanad that he was quite an effective Senator�  I 
call for honesty in the debate.  Does the Minister of State agree with the figures from the Office 
of Public Works about the cost of running the House?  Is it €50 million, €30 million or €8 mil-
lion?  The Department of Finance answered parliamentary questions on the matter in the other 
House�  If that is the case, we need a debate and I would welcome that if it was truthful�

The Taoiseach has started off in a very lacklustre way because he is couching this as part 
of reform�  Senator Barrett put it clearly�  He referred to the abolition of Údarás na Gaeltachta, 
the reduction of the number of councillors, the abolition of town councils and the reduction in 
the number of Deputies, which was to be 20 and will now be eight in number�  Reduction and 
abolition do not amount to reform�  I speak as someone who served in Dáil Éireann during the 
last Dáil and as someone proud to serve in the Seanad now�  I see many things done in Seanad 
Éireann that would improve what happens in Dáil Éireann and vice versa�  The simple abolition 
of this House is not the way forward�  I will campaign vigorously against it, not as a Senator 
but as a citizen�  Other Senators remarked - as did I - on Second Stage that there have been over 
540 amendments dealt with in this House and accepted by the Government�  One could put it 
that there were either 540 omissions or mistakes from the Dáil which had to be corrected in 
law�  What is the Taoiseach proposing should go in its stead?  Perhaps the Minister of State will 
inform us today of what is being proposed in place of the Seanad, should it be abolished�

It was cowardly in the extreme for the Taoiseach to say that if this referendum is defeated, 
there would be no reform�  We have tried�  There have been reforms in this Seanad�  I commend 
the Leader, Senator Maurice Cummins, the Cathaoirleach, Senator Paddy Burke, and all Mem-
bers of the Seanad�  We have endeavoured to make this Chamber more relevant to open it up to 
the public, which we have done�  We have far more constructive debates than I experienced in 
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Dáil Éireann, and I still watch there�  We have had rafts of legislation introduced here, includ-
ing another excellent Bill produced by Senator White this evening�  Where do we go if there is 
no Seanad?  What is in place?  The Taoiseach is proposing to give some additional powers to 
Dáil committees�  With the exception of the Committee of Public Accounts, Dáil and Oireachtas 
committees have failed because they have not been given the resources required to carry out 
their jobs�

There is no scrutiny of European legislation of any note in committees�  We have asked 
repeatedly for the Seanad to be given that role in scrutinising EU directives and legislation�  
Senators could unpick those and report back to Government, which could report back to the EU�  
However, the Taoiseach did not allow that either�  The Taoiseach will be remembered as one of 
the most autocratic taoisigh the country has ever seen�  His reform agenda is simply an agenda 
to centralise power�  He has already centralised power in his Economic Management Council 
of four people who have served in the Dáil for more than 30 years�  I would love to know what 
the Taoiseach’s own record as a legislator is for the more than 35 years he has served in Dáil 
Éireann�  Prior to entering government, how many Bills did he actually publish?  How many 
amendments did Deputy Enda Kenny table and get passed in Dáil Éireann?

10/07/2013S00200Senator  David Norris: Good question�

10/07/2013S00300Senator  Darragh O’Brien: I would say it was very few.  Most Senators, even first-term 
Senators, have produced more legislation than the Taoiseach has done as Father of the Lower 
House in more than 35 years�

10/07/2013S00400Senator  David Norris: Bang on�

10/07/2013S00500Senator  Darragh O’Brien: This House has a role and we will argue for that role�  Senator 
Norris was 100% correct in saying last week that it is inappropriate to publish a Bill that makes 
no reference to a referendum�  The Government will not even tell us when the referendum will 
be held�  When will the Government inform people of the date on which they will vote on Se-
anad abolition?  Will it ensure it is as soon as possible in late September or early October so 
that once the House comes back in the middle of September, we are straight into a referendum?

10/07/2013S00600Senator  Jim Walsh: Before the budget�

10/07/2013S00700Senator  Darragh O’Brien: Senator Walsh is right�  It will put it in before the budget and 
use it to try to divert the people from the decisions the Government will be taking in the budget�

A number of years ago, the Taoiseach famously said, “Paddy likes to know”�  Paddy does 
know�  The Irish citizen knows and is not stupid�  The Taoiseach should never underestimate the 
intelligence of the electorate�  When this constitutional amendment is debated - if we are given 
time to debate it and the Government does not try to ram it through in two weeks, as it probably 
will - the flaws in what is being proposed will be seen by the people.

The fact that a deeply unfair Social Welfare Bill the Government put through earlier this 
year was not defeated in this House is still a great regret of mine�  A Bill that was cutting disabil-
ity allowances and the respite care grant was only passed by one vote�  However, I believe the 
Government got a fright that day and over the course of that week�  Most of the Seanad stood up 
for the people in what they saw were deeply unfair cuts being made, particularly to the respite 
care grant�  I believe the Taoiseach got a fright and has decided to go on a solo run disguised 
as reform�  He claims to be the champion of reform by abolishing one third of the Oireachtas�
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I accused him of it on the last day and I accuse him of it again�  I accuse the Minister of 
State, Deputy Brian Hayes, and the Government of constitutional vandalism�  It is tearing asun-
der Bunreacht na hÉireann for a potential political gain of its own�  It is very easy to hang 60 
politicians out to dry by claiming they cost €50 million and should be got rid of�  They do not 
cost €50 million�  The cost of running this House is approximately €8 million�  What does a 
referendum cost?  The children’s rights referendum cost more than €14�7 million�  That is what 
it will cost the Exchequer and it will be a diversion�

10/07/2013S00800Deputy  Brian Hayes: There will be two referendums on the day�

10/07/2013S00900Senator  Darragh O’Brien: Yes�  The other one will be on the courts�  It will still cost about 
€14 million�

10/07/2013S01000Deputy  Brian Hayes: There might even be three�  It is half that amount�

10/07/2013S01100Senator  Darragh O’Brien: The Minister of State said there could be three�  It will prob-
ably be six because the Government loves referendums�  Every time I open a newspaper there 
is mention of another referendum�

10/07/2013S01200Deputy  Brian Hayes: Reform requires a referendum�

10/07/2013S01300Senator  Darragh O’Brien: The Government is planning a referendum on a massive 
change to reduce the voting age.  Anytime I am out and about the first thing anyone on the door-
step says is that we must reduce the voting age�  The second thing they always say to me when 
I am out in my constituency is that the presidential term should not be seven years but should 
be five.  That is playing on everyone’s mind, big time.

10/07/2013S01400Senator  Ned O’Sullivan: That is a big one�

10/07/2013S01500Senator  Darragh O’Brien: It is absolute nonsense�  Abolition of the Seanad is not even in 
the top ten�  It may be in Tallaght but not in Swords�

10/07/2013S01600Deputy  Brian Hayes: Perhaps if they saw today’s proceedings, they might change their 
minds�

10/07/2013S01700Senator  Darragh O’Brien: The Minister of State will be aware of this because I have 
raised it with him directly�  For the past two weeks I have endeavoured to get a one hour debate 
on the new statutory code of conduct on mortgage arrears�  One hour is all I seek and I cannot 
get it�  I cannot get that debate here in the Seanad to get a Minister to outline why the Govern-
ment is proceeding with this�  If we are discussing reform, surely to God Ministers should be 
answerable, if not accountable, to this House�  As Senators and legislators, we should be able to 
raise issues on behalf of our constituents, the people who elect us and whom we represent�  That 
includes university Senators, Taoiseach’s appointees and Senators, such as I, who were elected 
through the panel system�  I cannot even get one hour and yet the Government spent all day last 
Friday debating a Bill - which is good legislation - on moving to Central European Time�  That 
is fine.  Let us have that debate if the Government wants.  However, I cannot get an answer on 
why the Government is pulling the rug from under people in mortgage arrears�

A reformed Dáil and Seanad would enable legislators to raise those points and hold Govern-
ment to account�  However, we are not permitted to do so�  Apparently we are concerned about 
reducing the presidential term from seven to five years - big deal - and reducing the voting 
age from 18 to 16 - big deal�  The Government will not even give people the option of Seanad 
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reform�  It would not even allow it go to the Constitutional Convention to be discussed�  It is 
putting a referendum to the people on reducing the voting age when only 52% of the Constitu-
tional Convention agreed to that�  However, it is not holding a referendum on how people can 
get nominated to stand for the Presidency because it did not like the answer�  It did not take on 
board suggestions Senator Norris has made over the years and that were made at the Constitu-
tional Convention to allow citizens to nominate people to run for the Presidency�

The Government is picking and choosing what it wants to drive the agenda�  It is driving its 
agenda by ripping asunder Bunreacht na hÉireann which in the main has served the State very 
well in the time it has been in place�

What checks and balances will the Government introduce to the legislation as published?  In 
the Taoiseach’s Second Stage speech he mentioned the powers of removal and impeachment of 
a President and removal of a Comptroller and Auditor General�  If the Seanad is abolished, just 
60% of the Dáil can vote for the removal of a Comptroller and Auditor General and 70% for the 
removal of a President�  I asked the Taoiseach directly if that would be done in the context of the 
removal of a party Whip�  An autocratic Taoiseach, like the current one, could simply propose 
the removal of the Comptroller and Auditor General because he did not like he was doing with 
a banking or any other inquiry and then whip every Fine Gael Party Deputy into removing the 
Comptroller and Auditor General or even the President�  I hope we never have a Government 
with as sizeable a majority as the one this Government has, regardless of the lead party in that 
Government�  It is proven that large majorities are bad for democracy�  There is no question in 
my mind about that but if a Government had a large majority without a Seanad to make Minis-
ters feel uncomfortable, answer questions, or at least request a Minister to come into the House 
to answer questions, hold him or her to account on social welfare Bills and produce legislation 
that was helpful to Government, where would we be heading?  Where is democracy heading in 
this country?  It is not too late for the Minister of State to change tack on this, even though he 
has published the Bill�

I do not mean to be derogatory but the Taoiseach did not give me the impression when he 
was in this House that his heart was in this measure�  That is strange for someone who, until 
a few years ago, was saying that a reformed Seanad would work and who, in that Fine Gael 
reform paper, spoke about the then Taoiseach coming to the Seanad once a month to answer 
questions�  He certainly has not lived up to that when he has been in the House twice in two 
and a half years, but it is not too late�  All of us must ensure the structures of the Legislature are 
protected and improved, and there is no doubt in my mind that they can be vastly improved�  
The Leas-Chathaoirleach, my colleague, Senator O’Donovan, has produced a very good reform 
document, as have Senator Zappone and Senator Quinn, who published a very good Bill the 
Government accepted on Second Stage�  I do not understand the rush�  The Taoiseach continu-
ally states this measure is a commitment in the programme for Government, but numerous com-
mitments in the programme for Government have been set aside�  It is not as if the Government 
is following commitments it made prior to the election or in the programme for Government�  
It has ditched many of them�

(Interruptions)�

10/07/2013T00300Senator  Darragh O’Brien: Your party is in government�

10/07/2013T00400Deputy  Brian Hayes: It was in your manifesto as well�
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10/07/2013T00500Senator  Darragh O’Brien: You are the one who is proposing-----

10/07/2013T00600Deputy  Brian Hayes: You proposed it in your party’s manifesto�

10/07/2013T00700Senator  Darragh O’Brien: You produced the Bill�  You are proposing this�

10/07/2013T00800Deputy  Brian Hayes: Which was in your manifesto, Senator�

10/07/2013T00900Acting Chairman  (Senator  Denis O’Donovan): Members should speak through the 
Chair�

10/07/2013T01000Senator  Darragh O’Brien: I will give the Minister of State a direct answer, which is more 
than what his Department has given me about the code of conduct on mortgage arrears�  The 
abolition of the Seanad was proposed by my party in the context of overall Dáil reform, some-
thing with which I said at the time I did not agree�  That is not our party policy now�  It is the 
Minister of State’s policy�  I say to the Minister of State directly, as leader of the Fianna Fáil 
group in the Seanad, that it is not Fianna Fáil Party policy to abolish the Seanad and we will 
vigorously oppose the abolition of the Seanad�

Is it the case that the Minister will hold this referendum before the budget this year?  Does 
he know that?  I bet the Minister will do that�  He will have this fake campaign of reform during 
which people will be told to trundle out on RTE, TV3 and on radio and be their master’s voice 
about the way the Taoiseach is a reforming Taoiseach and this is a reforming Government when 
we all know that is nonsense�  The Government is trying to hoodwink the people by diverting 
them from the decisions it will be taking in the budget in early October�  If the Government 
wants to have a referendum, why not have it after the budget?  Allow us debate the budget and 
allow the people see what it is proposing in the budget�  It should not use this mock reform as 
cover for the decisions it will make at budget time�

I am always grateful that the Minister of State participates in debates�  He is a former Sena-
tor, and he was an effective Senator�  I do not believe he agrees with the abolition of the Seanad, 
and most of his colleagues do not with agree with it�  I have not met a Government Senator 
who agrees with its abolition, yet all of them vote for it on the basis that the people have to 
have their say.  That is fine, but when will take place?  Will the referendum be held before the 
budget?  Will the Minister of State give me the date or will he have a rushed two to three week 
campaign?  That is what he intends to do�  Have the days that the Government and groups of 
civil servants spent putting together this Bill been useful?  Is that time best spent for this Gov-
ernment?  Would its time not be better spent trying to fix some of the problems it faces, some it 
inherited but others it created, and some of which have got more serious such as the worsening 
mortgage arrears crisis?  Will it even allow a debate in this House on issues like that?

We will have other items to raise with the Minister of State but I ask him, in a non-partisan 
way, to look at the record of this Seanad so far and what has been done by way of debate, 
amendments to legislation and Bills being proposed�  Excellent work has been done here, and 
I say that as someone who has served in both Houses�  I am incredibly proud to serve as a 
Member in this Seanad and I have no doubt that if a truthful campaign is allowed happen and 
if enough time is given to that campaign, this will not be the last Seanad�  I hope the Taoiseach, 
on his personal crusade, will be sent away with his tail between his legs on this issue because he 
has got it incredibly wrong, and I believe he knows that�  If the Government holds this referen-
dum before the budget, it will be an opportunity for the people to give it a bloody nose�  I will 
be asking everyone in my area to oppose this referendum and send a clear signal to the Govern-
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ment that the electorate is not happy with the road it is taking on many issues�  I look forward 
to responses to those questions�

10/07/2013T01100Senator  Feargal Quinn: The Minister of State is very welcome�  I remember well the time 
we spent together in this House and what an enthusiastic leader he was for the Opposition�  It 
was a good Seanad�  A great deal was achieved in that time and the Minister of State’s enthusi-
asm, commitment and intelligence worked very well�  I am delighted he is here today and that 
he has given so much time to come to this House because, as Senator O’Brien has said, we have 
been disappointed that in two and a half years, the Taoiseach turned up only twice, and one of 
those occasions was to tell us he was planning to abolish us�

What we are debating is abolition day and the detail of the abolition, although many people 
have moved somewhat from what we were talking about�  Section 1 reads:

(1) This Act may be cited as the Houses of the Oireachtas (Inquiries, Privileges and 
Procedures) Act 2013�

(2) Subject to subsection (3), this Act shall come into operation on such day or days as 
the Minister may appoint by order or orders either generally or with reference to any par-
ticular purpose or provision, and different days may be so appointed for different purposes 
and different provisions�

I would like an explanation of what that means�  It further reads:

(3) Where the Minister proposes to make an order under subsection (2)—

(a) he or she shall cause a draft of the proposed order to be laid before each House, 
and

(b) he or she shall not make the order unless and until a resolution approving of the 
draft has been passed by each House�

When that happens-----

10/07/2013T01200Deputy  Brian Hayes: On a point of order, with respect, that is not in the Bill�  I am not 
sure what the Senator is reading�

10/07/2013T01300Senator  Feargal Quinn: My apologies�  The Minister of State is right�  I have the wrong 
Bill�

10/07/2013T01400Acting Chairman  (Senator  Denis O’Donovan): We are on section 1�

10/07/2013T01500Senator  Feargal Quinn: I quoted from the Bill that will come before the House at 5 p�m�  
My apologies; I picked up the wrong piece of paper�

When this State was established in 1922, we established a State with two Houses of the 
Oireachtas�  That was 91 years ago�  After 15 years, the Government of the day decided it did 
not like the second House and then put forward a Constitution in 1937�  At that time it consid-
ered the options open to it, and these were such that it could have done without having a second 
House but it thought it through�  I believe the Government, and the people of the day who sup-
ported that Constitution, thought that through and decided they wanted checks and balances in 
place on the power of the larger House, which was democratically elected�  On that basis we 
have had a second House since then,and in 75 years it has served us well�
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Since the Constitution was introduced in 1937 we have had the experience of looking around 
the world and seeing how few countries have maintained their constitutions in spite of what 
happens�  I have not done my history and must get Senator Barrett to have a look at it�  In 1939, 
the Second World War began and our Constitution was under very severe threat I am sure, but 
the Government of the day stated it intended to stay neutral and did so�  We operated through 
the war with a Constitution which survived when many others did not�  I am probably the only 
Member of the House who remembers that time�  I remember going with my family to Rush on 
a Sunday in 1940 and being very excited by the sand dunes�  The following day Russia entered 
the war�  I was a little bit confused at that age between Rush and Russia and told everybody I 
had been there the day before and now the soldiers were fighting there.  I remember this very 
well.  I also remember my first visit to Croke Park in 1943.  Senator Barrett has spoken about 
Northerners�  My father who came from County Down told me as a young fellow not to cheer 
for the fellows in red because they were from Munster, but to cheer for the fellows in blue be-
cause they were from Cavan, which was in Ulster�

10/07/2013U00200Senator  Diarmuid Wilson: He was a very bright man�

10/07/2013U00300Senator  Feargal Quinn: On that occasion the Ulster team won�  I am probably the only 
person here who remembers the Second World War�  I also remember the shortages and the ef-
fort the country put together and the threats there must have been to the country in those days�  I 
am quite sure the Taoiseach and Government of the day worked hard to ensure the Constitution 
they established in 1937 was not abolished�  Not only did the Constitution survive, but democ-
racy did also�

We went through a tough period after the war�  In 1958, I had an opportunity to spend a win-
ter in France, and what an exciting time to spend in France because Algérie française took place 
and the revolution or coup d’état occurred�  The army took over the French Fourth Republic and 
the constitution failed�  They got Charles de Gaulle to come in and take over and he introduced 
the Fifth Republic�  I was in France for the referendum which introduced the new constitution�  
I mention this because it is a reminder of the fact that we have a Constitution on which an aboli-
tion day has never been foisted�

10/07/2013U00400Senator  Sean D. Barrett: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013U00500Senator  Feargal Quinn: Our Constitution survived as did our democracy�  The Fifth Re-
public came into being and France ended up with a new constitution on this basis�

In 1973, we had to vote on whether we would give up our independence - we thought - and 
join the European Economic Community, EEC�  We held a referendum and it was a big chal-
lenge to our future�  We joined the EEC as it was in those days�  Our Constitution survived as 
did our democracy�  In 2008, the Minister of State was a Member of the other House and, like 
everybody, I remember the banking crisis of that year�  It threatened our future, our Constitu-
tion and our democracy�  The economic collapse which occurred in those days and seeking the 
bailout were major challenges but no abolition day was discussed�  Several years later, in the 
run-up to an election, a man hoping to become Taoiseach sprung this suggestion on us and pro-
posed an abolition day�  We are not quite told when this would occur but we know the intention 
is it will occur�

Our Constitution will survive, as will our democracy, but only if we manage to have checks 
and balances and ensure we have a second opinion�  If a doctor tells me he or she wants me to 
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have a serious operation, I will seek a second opinion�  If I go to a lawyer who tells me he or 
she wants me to go to court, but it will cost a very large sum of money if I lose, I will seek a 
second opinion�  Senator Norris spoke very well today about the second opinion in this House�  
Senators Zappone, Crown and I have tabled two Bills which have passed Second Stage and 
they are worthy of consideration�  These Bills are with regard to a reformed Seanad�  Reform 
of the Seanad will not take place if we do not vote the correct way on abolition day�  I want our 
democracy and Constitution to survive�  This will not happen unless we commit ourselves to 
where we are going�

 The Bill need serious consideration today�  Everybody should have a view on it and every-
body should speak on it�  The Leader has put his heart and soul into the Seanad over the past 
two and a half years�  Sitting more hours today would give all of us an opportunity to debate it 
and ensure our Constitution and democracy survive by paying serious attention to the detail in 
the Bill�  We must ensure it gets attention today�  I hope every Member of the House has an op-
portunity to speak his or her own mind, particularly those who are party members and obliged 
to have a Whip�  They should be able to speak�  Those on the Government side can state they are 
not in favour of an abolition day being fixed as proposed in section 1 but, as some have already 
stated, are in favour of holding a referendum so the people can decide�  Some have stated they 
intend to vote “No” and not to campaign in favour of a “Yes” vote�  If we argue the case well 
and make the case clearly, we will put off this abolition day; we will decide there is no need 
for it because there is a need for a second House which will provide a second opinion and the 
checks and balances which other nations have�

The United States is a good example�  Without having a strong Whip system in its Senate or 
House of Representatives, its constitution has survived since 1792 and has worked very well�  
There have been amendments to it but it has not had an abolition day�  One of our tasks today 
is to ensure we debate this and ensure we do not have an abolition day as proposed in section 1 
of the Bill�  I urge the Minister of State to listen very carefully and I urge the House to consider 
everything being said�  I also urge honesty and integrity from those who speak�  We should not 
shorten the debate�

10/07/2013U00600Senator  Ned O’Sullivan: I welcome the Minister of State back to the House for another 
joust�  He drew the short straw in government today-----

10/07/2013U00700Deputy  Brian Hayes: You could say that�

10/07/2013U00800Senator  Ned O’Sullivan: -----because he will spend quite a lot of time here�  I do not know 
who will look after the office.  It is significant that the Government benches are so empty.  It 
speaks volumes�  No one in the Fine Gael or Labour parties has any stomach for what the Tao-
iseach is doing�  By their absence, they are verbalising it�

I wish to discuss for a moment the idea of democracy�  Some excellent contributions have 
been made this morning�  I listened to them closely�  We all subscribe to the principle of democ-
racy�  We also take it for granted that it will always be there�  We are wrong to do so�  Democracy 
is a fragile flower.

10/07/2013V00200Senator  Sean D. Barrett: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013V00300Senator  Ned O’Sullivan: One does not destroy it in one fell swoop�  The history books 
show us that those who subverted democracy did so in an insidious way by inches�  All of a 
sudden, one woke up in the morning to find one’s parliament was gone.
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For our ancestors in the cave, there was no democracy�  The biggest caveman with the big-
gest club became the tribal leader and everyone else did what he said�  To a certain extent, this 
approach still obtains in undemocratic countries, except it is no longer a club that he wields, 
but an army of tanks and guns�  It was a primitive way of organising society�  Somewhere along 
the line, wiser heads decided that there had to be a better way�  In ancient Greece, democracy 
first found the light of day.  The word “democracy” comes from two Greek words, “dêmos” 
and “kratos”, meaning “rule of the people”.  The Athenians were the first to formulate society 
on the will of the people when they formed their city states�  The Greek work for a city state 
was “polis”, from which we get the word “politician”�  Everyone had a say�  In fact, there was 
too much of a say, because Athens needed to consult almost its entire population to make any 
decision before it trimmed the process down�

The Athenians began to hone and perfect a form of democracy�  They even used a plebiscite, 
a crude type of referendum�  For example, if a piece of broken pottery - this was called an os-
traka - with a man’s name on it was put into a bowl and a sufficient number of people followed 
suit, the man would be ostracised, in that he had to leave the city state for ten years�  This is 
where the word “ostracised” comes from�  I am giving a Greek lesson�  The Athenians perfected 
their democracy and it worked�  Athens went on to become one of the wealthiest states in the 
world�

The Romans picked up on this�  Although they had kings at one point, they quickly turfed 
them out and put in place the senatus populesque romanum, the senate and people of Rome�  
The tribunes represented the people and the members of the senate, while a privileged class, had 
a democratic semblance�  They made sure that no dictator could come to the fore�  As we know, 
they dealt with the great Julius Caesar in a certain way�

10/07/2013V00400Senator  Terry Leyden: It was effective�

10/07/2013V00500Senator  Ned O’Sullivan: Yes�  In more modern times, we have seen how fragile de-
mocracy can be�  With the exception of the French revolution, which was an overnight and 
sensational affair, other governments were gradually taken over�  The classic example was the 
fascist movement�  Mussolini appeared to be a man of the people at the beginning, but he then 
decided to usurp control and famously marched on Rome, frightening the life out of the king 
and everyone else�  Hey presto, he was in government�  He ruled through fascism and hatchet 
men, the Blackshirts�

Observing this, Hitler decided that it was the way to go in Germany, leading to the Brown-
shirts, the bully boys�  He did not get into power overnight�  He fought umpteen elections, going 
from 5% of the total poll to 28% or 29%�  Clever people believed that they could handle him 
and they allowed him into government but he was smart�  Like the cuckoo who got into the 
nest, he quickly kicked out the other eggs and took over�  Then he decided that parliament was 
a hindrance to him because people like the socialists and communists were saying things with 
which he did not agree.  Then there was the mysterious fire in the Reichstag one night when the 
entire building went up in smoke�  I think the Taoiseach missed out on that one�  Maybe he was 
afraid that the entire building would go�

10/07/2013V00600An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Is this relevant to section 1?

10/07/2013V00700Senator  Ned O’Sullivan: Very relevant, because it is about democracy�  As Senator Walsh 
and others have stated, it is about opposing “abolition day”�  I rage against that expression�  It 
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will be a day of shame�

10/07/2013V00800Senator  Sean D. Barrett: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013V00900Senator  Ned O’Sullivan: “Abolition day” sounds like a farmer saying that he or she 
will kill a pig next week�  We will have an abolition day because the Taoiseach wants to kill 
the Seanad�  This is why I am contributing on the Bill, rehearsing old democratic institutions 
and discussing fascism, of which this country has some experience�  I referred to it on Second 
Stage�  A famous member of the Fine Gael Party stood up in the Dáil and pointed out that the 
Blackshirts were winning in Italy, the Brownshirts were winning in Germany and the Blueshirts 
would win in Ireland�  The Government of the time needed to deal with that serious effort at 
subverting democracy�  It also needed to deal with the subversion of the so-called IRA, which 
was collaborating with the Germans-----

10/07/2013V01000Senator  Terry Leyden: I have never called a quorum, but Senator O’Sullivan’s speech 
deserves the attention of Government Members�  Is a quorum present?

10/07/2013V01100Senator  Ned O’Sullivan: I do not believe so�

Notice taken that 12 Members were not present; House counted and 12 Members being 
present,

10/07/2013V01300Senator  Ned O’Sullivan: It is nice see Government Members filling the benches.  Clearly, 
they have no stomach for this debate�

2 o’clock

I was speaking about the danger to democracy and how a previous Government, under the 
leadership of Éamon de Valera, also had to contend with a subversive organisation, the so-
called IRA�  It spent the Second World War collaborating and playing funny games with the 
Germans and raided the Magazine Fort in the Phoenix Park�  The organisation also brought 
German spies into this country and in doing so was totally at odds with the then Government�  
The IRA remained a threat to democracy in this country until recently, when it finally decided to 
pack in its activities�  Some remaining splinter groups of that organisation believe democracy is 
not important because they, even though they represent only 1% or less of the population, do not 
agree with it�  That is the background to my opposition to section 1�  It is important democracy 
is protected�  Erosion of democracy starts small and continues until it is gone�  

  The Taoiseach’s commentary around an alternative to the Seanad was ill-advised�  Fol-
lowing that commentary, the Taoiseach was immediately called aside by his handlers and we 
have not heard any more on the matter�  The Taoiseach suggested that this House should be 
peopled by so-called experts and others of exceptional wisdom, to be appointed by him�  Such 
people are to have no democratic mandate.  While we may be flawed in many ways we have 
been through an electoral process.  It is not easy to get elected to this House.  It is a difficult and 
testing process.  The Taoiseach proposed to wave a wand and fill the seats of the Seanad with 
his friends and people in whom he has confidence and trust.  It was a hair-brained idea, one 
which the Taoiseach has not repeated�  However, it is a matter that will have to be addressed if 
the proposed referendum is to proceed�  I hope it will not�  I hope this Bill will be defeated by 
a sufficient number of Senators, not because I want to deprive the people of a vote - far from 
it, we are all democrats - but because they should be offered a proper choice�  If this Bill is de-
feated, the Taoiseach and the Government, to its relief, will be forced to reconsider the matter 
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and introduce alternative legislation based on proposals such as those put forward by Senators 
Zappone, Quinn and O’Donovan.  Let those proposals be put to the people.

  Those Senators opposite who say they support retention of the Seanad but propose to 
support the passage of the Bill in order that the people will have an opportunity to decide on 
the matter are doing a disservice to the people�  There is no point putting the wrong question 
to the people�  To do so is unfair�  It is giving the people a Hobson’s choice�  Let us defeat this 
Bill, following which the Taoiseach might come back with a more considered, intelligent and 
progressive approach which, if put to the people in a referendum, we could all support�  We do 
not want a star chamber in place of the Seanad�  The star chambers were invented by the kings 
of England in medieval times�  When they needed advice they would convene a star chamber, 
the people of which would advise on how to proceed�  They quickly became a dictatorship 
themselves�  That is what would become of what is being proposed�  Such a chamber would be 
answerable to nobody but the Taoiseach, who could probably dismiss them as quickly as he or 
she appointed them�

  We have seen from the debate on the Protection of Life During Pregnancy Bill 2013 how 
important this Chamber is�  There has been much more debate on that issue in this Chamber, 
even if only on the Order of Business, than there has been in the other House�  It has also been a 
much more enlightened debate�  I am in the minority among my party in the Seanad in that I will 
be supporting that legislation�  I have listened with great interest to the commentary of people 
on all sides of the debate�  Without the Seanad, that debate would be greatly diminished�  While 
I am critical of the Taoiseach in terms of his attitude to the Seanad and his arrogant behaviour 
of late on many other issues, he has shown great courage in staying the course in the debate on 
the Protection of Life During Pregnancy Bill despite fierce and unprecedented pressure from 
within his party and from powerful institutions and organisations, some of them public and oth-
ers anything but public�  

  I recently raised the issue in this House of who is funding the group opposed to the Protec-
tion of Life During Pregnancy Bill 2013�

10/07/2013W00200Senator  David Norris: It would be nice to know that�

10/07/2013W00300Senator  Ned O’Sullivan: That information will have to be made known because there will 
be other debates in which this group will get involved�  What amounts is it spending?  We must 
account for what we spend in even a town council election�  These people are spending millions 
of euro more than any political party ever spent on a referendum or general election�  I want to 
know from where that money is coming�

10/07/2013W00400An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The Senator is straying a little from the Bill before us�

10/07/2013W00500Senator  Ned O’Sullivan: Yes, a little�  However, I am crediting the Taoiseach’s courage 
on this issue�

10/07/2013W00600An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I must apply the rule of ultra vires�

10/07/2013W00700Deputy  Brian Hayes: Let him off�

10/07/2013W00800Senator  Ned O’Sullivan: I will conclude shortly�

10/07/2013W00900Senator  Darragh O’Brien: The Senator should take his time�
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10/07/2013W01000Senator  Ned O’Sullivan: While the Taoiseach often does what is right, his judgment on 
this matter is off as everybody in this House and in Government, including Cabinet Ministers, 
knows�

The statement by a former Senator and colleague that abolition of the Seanad would result 
in savings of €50 million was repugnant and subversive in its own way�

10/07/2013W01100Senator  Darragh O’Brien: It is a lie�

10/07/2013W01200Senator  Ned O’Sullivan: I will not use the word used by Senator O’Brien as it is unpar-
liamentary�  It was certainly a shocker and a whopper�  It, too, has not been mentioned since�  
The two main issues put forward thus far by the Government in support of the abolition of the 
Seanad, including the creation of a star chamber as proposed by the Taoiseach and that €50 
million would be saved, as suggested by Deputy Donohoe, have been blown out of the water�  I 
look forward to continuing this debate should this legislation be passed�  Those who support it 
have nothing other than codology to say, with which they are trying to fool the people�

There is another issue worth mentioning�  Two groups are responsible for electing the 43 
panels of Senators�  These are made up of the nominating bodies and the electorate, made up 
in the main of county councillors�  The nominating bodies take their responsibilities seriously�  
They will not nominate a person for election to the Seanad unless they have interviewed and 
vetted him or her�  It is a stiff process�  Once nomination is secured, the person then has to face 
his or her county councillors�  As I said earlier, county councillors do not vote for fools�  They 
put candidates through a rigorous process before electing them to this House�  These people 
are legitimately entitled to a vote in respect of a chamber like the Seanad�  They have earned 
that right�  There is a real connection between Parliament and the people because every county 
councillor represents an average of 2,000 people�  The quota in County Kerry when I was up for 
election was 2,500 voters�  Those elected are answerable to those 2,000 people and the council-
lor who votes for them�  As such, if one gets 50 county councillor votes, one has a lot of people 
to account to and look after�  Councillors know how to use this privilege�  They use us as a 
conduit to Government�  We make arrangements for them to meet Ministers, present them with 
information, circulate them with legislation and so on�  This will be taken from them�  Also, 
university graduates will no longer have the privilege of voting for someone from their college�  
It is proposed that this system will not be replaced�  This must also be resisted�

The timing of this referendum has been raised a great deal�  I would say a lot of midnight 
oil was burned by the mandarins to get this particular date lined up�  Would it not be wonder-
ful to take the eye off the budget or, even better, would it not be great to hold the referendum 
in the context of an austerity budget and make the abolition of the Seanad another saving in 
the budget?  It would be very clever�  These people are earning their high wages�  They would 
probably be happier if they did not have to account to the likes of us either�  I urge all Members 
to oppose this Bill and not to vote for it because they think it is pro-democracy�  It is actually 
an insult to democracy�

10/07/2013X00200Senator  Fiach Mac Conghail: It would be very attractive to fall into the slipstream of the 
wonderful filibustering of Fianna Fáil.  It is democracy in action and it is wonderful to see how 
we are still stuck on section 1 after a couple of hours debating it�  They all made Second Stage 
speeches but I will not fall into that trap�

10/07/2013X00300An Leas-Chathaoirleach: There are 11 more speakers to speak on section 1�
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10/07/2013X00400Senator  Fiach Mac Conghail: I will keep my contribution very short�

10/07/2013X00500An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I am not trying to curtail the Senator�

10/07/2013X00600Senator  Catherine Noone: We know that�

10/07/2013X00700Senator  Fiach Mac Conghail: No curtailment but encouragement�

I wish to make a few points arising from the debate so far on section 1�  I resent the question 
being put to us by the Taoiseach, which is about retention or abolition�  It is disingenuous and it 
is also highly dysfunctional because it does not allow debate�  I listened to Senators David Nor-
ris and Ned O’Sullivan and I am in a quandary not about whether the Seanad should be retained 
or abolished but about whether there is a need for a bicameral model�  I believe there is a need 
for a bicameral model�  The subdivision of that debate is whether the Seanad, as it exists, should 
be abolished�  That is quite a nuanced debate and there are plenty of arguments to be made on 
both sides, some of which have to do with the way the Seanad is run�  

The Leas-Chathaoirleach and the Minister of State, Deputy Brian Hayes, were involved in 
what is called the “Mary O’Rourke report” in 2004�  The Minister of State made a lot of sug-
gestions in the deliberations on how to reform the Seanad but the clearest sentence in the report 
was that the Seanad had no distinctive role in Irish society, or in Irish politics�  It was not a 
subjective comment or a kind of judgment on the Seanad but it was the House itself saying in 
2004 that there was no connection or no emotional, philosophical or, indeed, constitutional con-
nection between the citizens and the work of the Seanad�  That is not the fault of this Seanad or 
its Members but it was a very clear statement of the shortcomings of the Seanad�

We have been put in a position where we cannot discuss the nature of bicameralism�  The 
question is, therefore, loaded�  I am not a member of either of the Government parties�  As to 
whether I should vote in support of this Bill so that it becomes an Act and, therefore, the ques-
tion can be put to the people, Senators David Norris and Ned O’Sullivan said that if I do so it 
makes me somebody who opposes democracy�

10/07/2013X00800Senator  Terry Leyden: It does�

10/07/2013X00900Senator  Fiach Mac Conghail: It does not�  Does it mean I oppose the Seanad, or Seanad 
reform?  The problem is the issue of trust, in particular the trust of the Taoiseach and the Min-
ister in not enabling the citizens to form their own view�  We have been given a very narrow 
choice, which really is not a choice at all�  It is highly disingenuous and insulting to citizens�

I am a proud Member of Seanad Éireann and I value every minute I am here�  I learn a lot 
from the debates and I contribute when I have the capacity to do so�  We speak about reform 
all the time and, as I said previously, there is not a Member of this House who does not favour 
reform of the Seanad�  Every Member of this House has a view on that and, to continue the 
dysfunctionality theme, we know we have no power to change that�  

Two years ago I came in here all guns blazing�  I run the Abbey Theatre and when I come 
up with an idea to put on a play - I say to the Minister of State that it will not be a Gilbert and 
Sullivan one, although I see parts for him and Senator Sean Barrett-----

10/07/2013X01000Deputy  Brian Hayes: Walk on roles�

10/07/2013X01100Senator  Fiach Mac Conghail: Maybe Senator David Norris might have a view on that 
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because he might want to be cast in the lead role�

10/07/2013X01200Senator  David Norris: Patience�

10/07/2013X01300Deputy  Brian Hayes: I think Little Buttercup might be an excellent one�

10/07/2013X01400Senator  Fiach Mac Conghail: The Minister of State might say so but I could not possibly 
comment�

I was very impressed by the Leader’s elegant and eloquent defence of the Seanad the other 
day within millimetres of his boss, the Taoiseach�  I urge other Members to read the Leader’s 
remarks because they were very smart and intelligent�  I suspect I know how he will vote if this 
Bill is passed and the question is put before the people�

 I mentioned “Four Roads to Glenamaddy” as a metaphor earlier�  There are four roads in 
terms of political reform�  It really is disheartening and depressing to think that this Government 
came into power on a tidal wave of reform, a sense that it could re-imagine Irish politics and 
heighten that level of trust and participation between citizens and the Oireachtas and yet it is 
taking quite a piecemeal and disruptive approach to political reform.  The first of the four roads 
is the Presidency.  We are looking to reduce the term of office of the President, a matter which 
was discussed at the Constitutional Convention�  

The second road is Dáil reform which has been really piecemeal�  It was interesting to hear 
somebody as moderate as Deputy Charlie Flanagan, who is chairman of the Fine Gael Parlia-
mentary Party, being quite clear and critical of his own Government not only in regard to the 
progress of reform but the depth of it�  The famous Friday sittings - I am reminded of the catch 
phrase “It’s Friday, it’s five to five and it’s Crackerjack” - do not, in any way, prove that the 
Fine Gael and Labour Party Government is interested in reform because those sittings are not 
a coherent response to reform�

The third road is the committees�  Potentially, the committees are the one area in which real 
engagement and real action can occur�  I have had the privilege of sitting with Senator Labhrás 
Ó Murchú on the Oireachtas Joint Committee on the Environment, Culture and the Gaeltacht 
and for the year and a half before Christmas, we watched the brief of six or seven Ministers�  
Clearly, there are not enough committees�  I would not hold the popular view that we need 
fewer politicians.  If anything, we need a sufficient number of politicians to do the work.  The 
committee system, as it operates, disincentivises Deputies and Senators from investing in the 
work as there are no votes there because of the fourth road to Glenamaddy, local government 
reform�  There is still a sense that Deputies and Senators need to spend more time in their con-
stituencies dealing with important work�  I am not in any way undermining that but the time to 
spend on policy and research is quite limited�  The engagement and the level of expertise at the 
committee level should be greater, and there should be more committees�  I can see the possibil-
ity of improved committee structures leading to greater trust, engagement and deliberation on 
legislation�

The nearest I have come to what could be called non-adversarial and constructive politics 
are debates in the Seanad.  I know there is difficult legislation ahead of us in the Protection of 
Life During Pregnancy Bill but I know we will respect each other’s views�  There will be grave 
concern and disagreements but the process will work in a way that will show manners and re-
spect�  I can see this at committee level too, although some reform is necessary�  The problem is 
we are being asked to assess this Bill when critical political reform is non-existent in other areas 
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of our parliamentary democracy, which is a concern�  We are being asked to vote on this either 
on a nod and a wink or as a promise without evidence of political reform�

I have been quite proud of the Constitutional Convention and I previously worked on the 
We the Citizens programme, which showed how such a convention can work�  I know Sena-
tors Norris and Zappone wanted to amend the work of the committee but could not because the 
Oireachtas agreed a work programme�  One of my amendments to the Bill was rejected as being 
out of order, and I got the notice this morning although I put the amendment in last Friday�  I 
prepared a long speech but I cannot give it�

10/07/2013Y00200Senator  David Norris: The Senator may do so on the section�  The ruling is wrong in any 
case�

10/07/2013Y00300Senator  Fiach Mac Conghail: I thank the Senator for that advice�  There is a series of 
mixed messages around parliamentary democracy reform�  The Constitutional Convention is a 
very valuable and important initiative and Seanad reform should be part of that in its own time�  
I wanted to include a provision in the Bill that if the referendum was rejected, the Constitutional 
Convention should consider Seanad reform and report to the Government within 12 months to 
detail areas of reform within the Seanad�  That is, mar a deireann siad as Gaeilge, rogha an dá 
dhíogha - is é sin atá agam�  Céard go baileach a cheart dom a dhéanamh?  Ar cheart dom tacú 
leis an mBille seo agus é ag dul tríd an Seanad, ag súil go ndéanfaidh pobal na hÉireann vótáil 
i gcoinne an reafrainn, rud a thabharfadh seans don Seanad athnuachan a dhéanamh air féin, nó 
ar cheart dom dul i gcoinne an Bhille ag súil go ndéanfar an t-athnuachan istigh anseo?  The 
challenge is that in a way I am disagreeing with the views of Senators Norris and O’Sullivan 
but I do not disagree with the content of their argument�

This referendum is likely to be defeated by the citizens and the polls are close�  I would like 
to hear from the Minister of State, Deputy Brian Hayes, and all former Senators in the Govern-
ment parties on how this is articulated�  I do not like using the term “power grab” and although I 
am in favour of a bicameral model, I do not favour the way the Seanad works now�  A bicameral 
model could work in many ways and there could be a system involving full-time politicians and 
members of civic society, which sometimes cross over�  The Upper House could operate on a 
part-time basis and deal with important checks and balances�

10/07/2013Y00400An Cathaoirleach: We are not discussing how a Seanad could be made up�  We are dealing 
with section 1�

10/07/2013Y00500Senator  Fiach Mac Conghail: I am speaking to the section, and I thank the Cathaoirleach 
for defining that for me.  It is regrettable that the option of reform was not given an opportunity 
to be decided by citizens�  I am in a quandary in that respect�

I disagree wholeheartedly with Fianna Fáil’s argument and voting in favour of the Bill does 
not mean I am in favour of abolishing the Seanad or that I do not favour a bicameral model�  
That is a fact�

10/07/2013Y00600An Cathaoirleach: Senator Norris made some assertions relating to the Chair�  I advise 
the Senator and the House that I do not take any instruction from the Government on whether 
amendments are in order�

10/07/2013Y00700Senator  David Norris: I will be challenging the Cathaoirleach’s rulings because they are 
completely absurd�
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10/07/2013Y00800Senator  Terry Leyden: I welcome the Minister of State to the House�  It is appropriate that 
he is here as he is the new Lord Castlereagh in this abolition of the Seanad�  He has taken on 
the role played by Lord Castlereagh in 1800, with the one difference being that he is not wining 
and dining Members at Dublin Castle�  Members at the time were given large quantities of the 
best quality sherry and food before being brought to the Irish House of Commons to vote in ac-
cordance with Lord Castlereagh’s wishes�  The winning margin was one vote�  I do not believe 
the Minister of State has yet reached that stage�

It is absolutely essential that all 60 Members in this House have an opportunity to contribute 
to the most important Bill to come before this House since its foundation�

10/07/2013Y00900Senator  Maurice Cummins: They did so on Second Stage�

10/07/2013Y01000Senator  Darragh O’Brien: It is unfortunate that more Government Members are not here 
to listen to Senator Leyden�  Notice taken that 12 Members were not present; House counted 
and 12 Members being present,

10/07/2013Y01200Senator  Terry Leyden: I ask the Cathaoirleach for guidance�  I have tabled and amend-
ment which reads “In page 4, to delete lines 9 to 17�”�  Is that not in order?  Would that not be 
put there as well?

10/07/2013Z00200An Cathaoirleach: I have made a ruling on it�  The Senator received a letter in respect of 
my ruling on that particular amendment�  We are dealing with section 1 so the Senator must 
speak to it�

10/07/2013Z00300Senator  Terry Leyden: That is in section 1�  It is very appropriate that the Minister of State 
is here because he co-signed a document which was chaired by former Senator Mary O’Rourke 
in 2004 and written by the Minister of State and formers Senators John Dardis and Joe O’Toole�  
I think former Senator Brendan Ryan opted out�  It stated that:

When the 22nd Seanad convened in September 2002, there was a widespread consensus 
among Senators that the issue of Seanad reform needed to be addressed�  In particular, there 
was a strong view that the Seanad should lead the reform process by facing squarely the 
major issues and dealing with them objectively and comprehensively�  

  In its first week of sittings, the new Seanad held a debate on the reform of its composi-
tion and functions�  At the conclusion of this, it passed a resolution instructing the Commit-
tee on Procedure and Privileges to establish a Sub-Committee on Seanad Reform to bring 
forward proposals on reform of the House�

  This report contains those proposals and it is our privilege to present them to the Com-
mittee on Procedures and Privileges.  Our report sets out our analysis and findings follow-
ing-----

10/07/2013Z00400An Cathaoirleach: Has this anything to do with section 1?

10/07/2013Z00500Senator  Terry Leyden: This is the genesis of the situation�  I can argue it very forcefully 
and the Minister of State would have to agree with me that he would love to know what he said, 
agreed to and signed in 2004�  He spent days and weeks here in this House�

10/07/2013Z00600Deputy  Brian Hayes: Read my speech�
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10/07/2013Z00700Senator  Terry Leyden: I will get to his speech, do not worry�

10/07/2013Z00800Deputy  Brian Hayes: He has not read it�

10/07/2013Z00900Senator  Terry Leyden: I will read every bit of his speech�

10/07/2013Z01000Deputy  Brian Hayes: Good�

10/07/2013Z01100Senator  Terry Leyden: If he can provide it, I will have it but I will get it before I finish.

The report went on to state that “our review was wide-ranging and thorough, involving the 
analysis of eleven previous reports on the Seanad, research on upper houses overseas and an 
extensive public consultation process�”  It went through them all, analysed them and came up 
with the definitive report.  It stated that “of particular importance to this review was the involve-
ment of the public-----

10/07/2013Z01200An Cathaoirleach: We are not discussing that report�  We are discussing section 1�

10/07/2013Z01300Senator  Terry Leyden: The section is so obvious�  It is so clear�

10/07/2013Z01400An Cathaoirleach: The Bill is not talking about reform�  It is talking about abolition�  Sec-
tion 1 is about the abolition date�

10/07/2013Z01500Senator  Darragh O’Brien: On a point of order, those of who oppose the Bill are talking 
about reform and it is important that the reform side is put forward in this debate as part of sec-
tion 1�

10/07/2013Z01600An Cathaoirleach: Section 1 only concerns the date of abolition�

10/07/2013Z01700Senator  Terry Leyden: Our friend from the Abbey Theatre could make any point about 
this but I am not allowed so I wonder what is fair play�  He could say what he liked about the 
reform and why he wanted reform�

10/07/2013Z01800An Cathaoirleach: He was not discussing a report or two reports�

10/07/2013Z01900Senator  Terry Leyden: He was discussing the same thing�  This is the entire basis�  This is 
the bible of reform chaired by former Senator and former Minister Mary O’Rourke and written 
by a former Senator who is now a Minister of State�

10/07/2013Z02000Deputy  Brian Hayes: The Senator is the new policy of reform�

10/07/2013Z02100Senator  Terry Leyden: Let us leave that aside for the moment�  I have plenty of other 
research�  The Minister of State will enjoy this�

The Seanad was abolished in 1936�  This is fascinating and relevant�  Why was it abolished 
in 1936 and restored?  The Seanad was abolished in May 1936 after serious clashes with the 
Dáil over the Seanad’s use of its powers to delay legislation, in particular, the implementation of 
priority legislation of the Government like the Constitution (Removal of Oath) Bill 1932, which 
was very close to the heart of Éamon de Valera, and the Wearing of Uniforms (Restrictions) 
Bill 1934�  The enactment of the Bill to abolish the Seanad was also delayed�  The Government 
did not have a majority in the Seanad at the time�  Professor Tom Garvin attributed the political 
imbalance which resulted in the abolition of the Seanad to triennial elections�  Abolition of the 
Seanad featured in the Fianna Fáil election manifesto in 1933, according to Professor Dermot 
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Keogh and Dr� Andrew McCarthy in The Making of the Irish Constitution 1937 (2007)�  I had 
an audience with de Valera in Áras an Uachtaráin in 1972 with my wife who was then Mary 
O’Connor�  He was a wonderful, inspirational man�  

Although de Valera was opposed to having a Seanad, he established a commission, which 
the Minister should possibly look at, to look at the proposal for a second Chamber in 1936 as 
part of preparations for a new Constitution�  It was a concession to the many people who felt 
that a second Chamber was desirable�  The same applies now�  The Commission produced three 
reports - a majority report and two minority reports�  Each of them supported the proposal for 
a second Chamber but recommended different powers and compositions�  The constitutional 
provision for the new Seanad took ideas from all three reports�  To de Valera, the value of the 
Seanad lay in its legislative role�  Introducing the draft Constitution in a Dáil debate on 11 May 
1937, de Valera stated that:

My attitude is that, even though some of us may be largely indifferent to the question 
of whether or not there is a Seanad, if a large section of the people of the country think that 
there is something important in having a Seanad, then, even if we ourselves are indifferent 
to it, we should give way to the people who are anxious for it� 

In 1937, the Constitution - Bunreacht na h-Éireann - was voted for by my and other Mem-
bers’ parents�  To my knowledge, nobody in this House voted for it but their parents and grand-
parents certainly voted for it�  It provided for a Seanad based on ideas of vocational representa-
tion and corporatism popular in Europe at this time and which were endorsed by the papacy 
in the encyclical produced in 1931 by Pope Pius XI�  He was a brilliant man�  This stressed, as 
an alternative to class conflict, an institutionalisation of sectoral divisions based essentially on 
groupings----- 

10/07/2013Z02200An Cathaoirleach: When are we going to get back to section 1?

10/07/2013Z02300Senator  Terry Leyden: I am dealing with section 1 because this is the genesis of aboli-
tion�  One needs to know what one is doing when deciding in this House how to vote�  How in 
Heaven’s name can one vote for something when one does not seem to know the background?  
I went to the trouble of researching the background so we know exactly what we are voting for 
and what happened the last time.  I am not finished yet as I have a lot to say.

10/07/2013Z02400An Cathaoirleach: If the Senator has done so much research on everything, he would 
know exactly what section 1 is about�  It is not about what he is talking about�

10/07/2013Z02500Senator  Terry Leyden: Pope Pius XI was very influential at that time but not so influen-
tial, seemingly, with Mussolini or Adolf Hitler - both good Christians, allegedly�  They were and 
Members can check that as well�

10/07/2013Z02600Senator  John Whelan: Good Christians?

10/07/2013Z02700Senator  Terry Leyden: I said they tried to be�  One was a clerical student�

10/07/2013Z02800An Cathaoirleach: What has this got to do with section 1?

10/07/2013Z02900Senator  Terry Leyden: The Senator wanted clarification.  Not in their activities.  They 
were monsters who destroyed the whole Continent of Europe�  Let us be quite clear about that�  
They destroyed 6 million people�
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10/07/2013Z03000An Cathaoirleach: Could the Senator move back to section 1 of this Bill?

10/07/2013Z03100Senator  Terry Leyden: The Seanad of the 1937 Constitution retained a type of represen-
tational function and a checks and balances function�  That is what we are here for�  Its role as a 
check and balance was limited to the legislative process because the Government is responsible 
to the Dáil�  The new Seanad would have 60 Members with a term following that of the Dáil�  Its 
power over money Bills was the same as that of the old Seanad and its suspensory power over 
legislation was reduced from 18 months to 90 days�  If this Bill is rejected here, 90 days must 
pass before the Dáil can overrule our decision�  That is three months, which will go into next 
year - September, October, November and December�

The panel elections were provided for in legislation in 1937 and later under the Seanad 
Electoral (Panel Members) Act 1947�  The 1937 Act provided for 355 electors:  Deputies, Sena-
tors and seven city and council electors who were elected from the councils�  The Cathaoirleach 
benefited greatly from that and was a most popular choice of councillors from all over Ireland, 
north, south, east and west�  He will be back here again if there is a new Seanad�

10/07/2013Z03200An Cathaoirleach: Can we get back to section 1?

10/07/2013Z03300Senator  Terry Leyden: A little bit of flattery is nice, is it not?

The 1947 Act altered the nomination process for candidates and extended the electorate to 
include all city and council members, of which there are approximately 1,000 now�

I will now talk about my own experience, which is quite interesting�  I served as Minister 
of State at the Department of Transport and Minister of State at the Department of Posts and 
Telegraphs from 23 March 1982 until 14 December 1982�  I also served as Minister of State at 
the Department of Health from 12 March 1987 until 12 July 1989�  I will talk about the main 
legislation I steered through the Seanad while serving as Minister of State to show the benefit of 
this House�  This is the point I made here�  I am the longest serving Member of the Oireachtas in 
this House and the only former Minister in this House�  How and why did I respect this House?  
I can prove my respect for this House�  I respect the Minister of State coming here as he has 
always treated this House with enormous respect and given it an enormous amount of time�  I 
brought in the Adoption Act 1998�  The primary purpose of this Act was to enable the adoption 
of certain categories of children, mainly legitimate children with a parent or parents alive, who 
were not eligible for adoption under the law as it existed�  During the Seanad Committee Stage 
I, as the then Minister of State, accepted an amendment proposed by the late Senator Nuala 
Fennell, Fine Gael, and supported by Mary Robinson, Independent, to delete the word “illegiti-
mate” from the Bill�  That amendment was not proposed when the Bill was brought through the 
Dáil�  That is another example of a very important issue�  The word “illegitimate” hurt many 
people and was banned in that Bill�

The Health (Amendment) Act 1987 provided for the imposition of charges in respect of 
outpatient services�  It sounds familiar�  I did not like bringing in that Bill but I had to�  In in-
troducing the Bill, as the then Minister of State I said I was pleased to have an opportunity for 
the second time that day to come before the Upper House�  I had not previously been a Senator�  
The Criminal Justice (Forensic Evidence) Act 1990 was initiated in the Seanad�  The purpose of 
the Act was to provide the Garda Síochána with powers to take bodily samples such as blood, 
urine or saliva from a person suspected of serious criminal offences for forensic testing�  The 
main purpose of the Trade and Marketing Promotion Act 1991 was to merge Córas Tráchtála 
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and the Irish Goods Council�  The Liability for Defective Products Act 1991 gave effect, in Irish 
law, to European Community directive 85/374/EEC on liability for defective products which 
was adopted on 25 July 1985�  The directive was described by me as the then Minister of State 
as, “without question, the most significant measure to emerge so far in the Community in the 
areas of consumer protection” and that, as a result of the Bill being passed the “Irish consumers 
will be advanced in a very significant way by providing additional legal redress.”  One of the 
contributors was a former Senator Pat Kennedy, who was an expert in that particular field.  I 
listened to him�  We debated the Bill for days and he made a great contribution�

There was also the Patents Act 1992�  I was then Minister of State with responsibility for 
trade�  The main purpose of that Act which replaced the Patents Act 1964 was to establish ex-
amination procedures for patent applications which were less officially time-consuming.  The 
Act also enabled the State to ratify the European Patent Convention and the Patent Co-operation 
Treaty�  I got great support from the Elan Corporation which happened to be located in my 
constituency�  It was more than helpful and I took much advice from Don Payne who was then 
managing director who created about 500 jobs in that area�

10/07/2013AA00200An Cathaoirleach: Will the Senator please return to the section?

10/07/2013AA00300Senator  Terry Leyden: I am trying to make the point how effective the House has been�  I 
am one of the people who can give evidence here because nobody else, except the Minister, has 
brought forward legislation to this House�  I have and I am trying to prove the point�

10/07/2013AA00400Deputy  Brian Hayes: Lots of people have�

10/07/2013AA00500Senator  Terry Leyden: Excuse me�  I am the only Member of this House who has done so�

10/07/2013AA00600Deputy  Brian Hayes: Senator Feargal Quinn introduced legislation in the House.

10/07/2013AA00700Senator  Terry Leyden: Let us clarify the issue�  I am the only Member who has been a 
Minister or Minister of State�  I do not know of any other former Minister here�

10/07/2013AA00800An Cathaoirleach: Will the Senator please return to section 1�  It is in relation to the aboli-
tion date�

(Interruptions)�

10/07/2013AA01000Senator  Terry Leyden: It is getting better�

10/07/2013AA01100Senator  Diarmuid Wilson: And how it has been created�

10/07/2013AA01200Senator  Terry Leyden: I want to prove the point about bicameral parliaments�  What is 
the whole point of bicameral parliaments?  There are currently bicameral legislatures in 75 of 
the 186, or 40%, of countries which are members of the Interparliamentary Union, IPU�  Bi-
cameralism is even more common in the OECD and the EU�  Some 19 of the 34 developed 
countries in the OECD have bicameral parliamentary structures and what is wrong with that?  
If it is good enough for them, it might be good enough for us also�  There are 13 bicameral par-
liaments in the 28 member states�  The list of 75 countries with bicameral parliaments in alpha-
betical order are interesting: Afghanistan, not working too well, Algeria, Antigua, Argentina, 
Australia, Austria, Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, Belarus, Belgium, Belize, Bhutan, Bolivia, 
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Brazil, Burundi, Cambodia, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Congo, Czech Re-
public, Democrat Republic of Congo, Dominican Republic, Egypt, under major pressure, and 
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if it had a good bicameral system it may not have the problems it has today, Ethiopia, France, 
Gabon, Germany, Grenada, Haiti, India, Ireland for the moment, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, 
Kazakhstan, Lesotho, Liberia, Malaysia, Mauritania, Mexico, Morocco, Namibia, Netherlands, 
Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan, Palau, Paraguay, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Russian Federation, 
Rwanda, Saint Lucia-----

10/07/2013AA01300An Cathaoirleach: What is the purpose of this?

10/07/2013AA01400Senator  Terry Leyden: The point I am making is that other countries have accepted the 
fact that bicameral parliaments works very well.  I am trying to influence the Government not 
to go ahead with this section and to agree that the bicameral approach is right on the basis of the 
reform brought forward by the Minister of State, Deputy Brian Hayes�  The Minister is here to 
testify the effort he made�

10/07/2013AA01500An Cathaoirleach: There is nothing in this Bill about reform�  It does not provide for re-
form�

10/07/2013AA01600Senator  Terry Leyden: As I have started the list I will finish it.

10/07/2013AA01700An Cathaoirleach: This Bill only provides for abolition�  We are on section 1 which is on 
relation to----

10/07/2013AA01800Senator  Terry Leyden: That is the whole problem�

10/07/2013AA01900An Cathaoirleach: We are bound by the Article 46 of the Constitution�

10/07/2013AA02000Senator  Terry Leyden: As I have it here I will read it out�

10/07/2013AA02100An Cathaoirleach: In this House we cannot change that�

10/07/2013AA02200Senator  Terry Leyden: I am ready for that too�  I will get to Article 46�  Article 47 reads:

 1� Every proposal for an amendment of this Constitution which is submitted by 
Referendum to the decision of the people shall, for the purpose of Article  46 of this 
Constitution, be held to have been approved by the people, if, upon having been so submit-
ted, a majority of the votes cast at such    Referendum shall have been case 
in favour of its enactment into law� 

2�  1° Every proposal, other than a proposal to amend the Constitution, which is submit-
ted by Referendum to the decision of the people shall be held to  have been vetoed 
by the people if a majority of the votes cast at such Referendum shall have been cast against 
its enactment into law----- 

10/07/2013AA02300An Cathaoirleach: That is the referendum�

10/07/2013AA02400Senator  Terry Leyden: Yes�

10/07/2013AA02500An Cathaoirleach: We are on the legislation for the referendum�

10/07/2013AA02600Senator  Terry Leyden: I want to finish the list of bicameral parliaments and prove the 
point about the House working so well�  The list continues as follows: Saint Lucia, Senegal, 
Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sudan, Swaziland, Switzerland, Tajikistan, Thailand, Trinidad, 
Tunisia, United Kingdom, Unites States of America, Uruguay, Uzbekistan, Yemen and Zimba-
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bwe�  Those are all worthwhile countries that have proved clearly why it is so good�

The document which I have at my disposal on bicameral parliaments, Seanad Éireann and 
OECD countries states that federalism and large populations are the normal indicators of bi-
cameral parliaments�  Ireland is unusual for having a second Chamber - I will have to change 
that one�  The composition of the Seanad is unique in terms of representation and indirect elec-
tion and appointment�  This is an excellent document and the Seanad deserves to have it�  One 
has to study this to cast a vote on this House�  Every Member should have an opportunity to 
contribute to the debate and then to make up his or her mind and say, “Sorry, we will reject this 
Bill and will not have a referendum�”  After 90 days the Government may decide to bring in an 
amendment to the Bill to have a choice based on the recommendations of the Minister of State, 
Deputy Brian Hayes, which are excellent�  I believe the people would decide to have a reformed 
Seanad, not to abolish it�  That is the main purpose of my contribution�

I will deal with each section as it arises�  In the circumstances I think there are others who 
wish to contribute�  I am sure Senator John Crown will wish to contribute�  I will conclude my 
contribution but I intend to come back with further elaborations and information which I have 
at my disposal�  I hope to get some more details from the Minister of State’s report because it is 
important to get it on the record� 

10/07/2013AA02700Senator Darragh O’Brien: I do not want to continue to do this, but it is unfortunate again 
that there are only four members of the Government parties in the Chamber for this important 
debate and on that basis I am calling a quorum�

Notice taken that 12 Members were not present; House counted and 12 Members being 
present,

10/07/2013BB00100Senator  John Crown: Cuirim fáilte roimh an Aire Stáit�  There is something seriously 
wrong with our system of government�  The evidence for this has been apparent for the past sev-
eral years�  Those of us who have a visceral, emotional and fanatical devotion to the concept of 
absolute democracy will freely admit that, to paraphrase the old adage, democracy is a terrible 
system of government but it beats the hell out of all the others�  There are many historical as-
pects to our stable democracy of which we can be very proud�  I refer to the peaceful transfer of 
power in the early days of the State between the two rival parties whose members had actually 
shot at one another during the Civil War some years before, the fact that we survived the Second 
World War, sundry economic emergencies and armed sedition - from within and without - on 
the part of the forces of extremist nationalism�  Those forces sully the word “republicanism”, 
which should itself always be spelled with a small “r”�   However, there is still something seri-
ously wrong with our democracy�

I say this because it is fairly obvious that most of the events surrounding the economic melt-
down we experienced in recent years were not acts of God�  These could have been prevented 
by the actions of certain men and women if they had been in the right place and made the right 
decisions�  However, that did not happen�  While we are delighted that we have a system of 
government which minimises, but does not entirely eliminate, the potential for despotism and 
which maximises, although does not completely translate into, the will of the people being 
reflected in the halls of Government, it does not operate optimally.  How else can one explain 
the fact that, with the honourable exception of the Labour Party, all of the major parties helped 
to inflate the Celtic tiger economy and then supported the blanket bank guarantee, two actions 
which, as we now know, were catastrophic?  How else can one explain the fact that those who 
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are now loudest in their criticism of the actions of the then Government were proponents of 
such actions when they were in opposition?  Nobody was prepared to put his or her hand up and 
say “Stop”�  The reason for this is that our system of government often - although not always - 
incentivises the election of the wrong people in the wrong way�

We hold local elections which are fought by people who basically campaign on local issues 
and who invoke a thin veneer of national interest from time to time�  This bizarre system is 
brought to its apotheosis in circumstances where if one is running for election to the Dáil, one’s 
bitterest opponent will be one’s party and constituency colleague�  I am not a professional poli-
tician and I do not like it when people refer to me as a politician�  I like to think of myself as an 
advocate and that my day job is my day job and that is how it will always be�  I can, therefore, 
consider this matter from the outside and perhaps wag my finger in a slightly accusatory manner 
when I say that it seems awfully bizarre that two individuals who are supposed to be buying into 
the same ideology and the same set of values, aspirations, goals and ambitions for their country 
can find themselves locked together like feral beasts during that quinquennial gladiator festival 
that is our general election cycle�

I intend no disrespect and I am a great believer in absolute democracy�  I am also of the 
view that democracy should reflect the will of the people.  I am not instinctively in favour of 
technocracy�  In view of the fact that all the decisions relating to a very complicated economic 
situation are currently being made by three teachers - I am sure they were very good teachers - 
and a former union representative and that no one in the Lower House, or among the front-line 
officials in the Department of Finance, possessed a PhD in economics when critical decisions 
were being made in the late summer and autumn of 2008, one must ask whether we are putting 
forward to run for election the right people who possess the right expertise and national per-
spective�  Even though I am sure there were smart people in the previous Dáil who understood 
that Ireland was not going to be the first country in the world which, despite the evidence of 
history, was going to have an infinite and ever-accelerating property bubble that would never 
collapse, no one stated - in the national interest and despite the fact that it might not be wise 
to do so from an electoral point of view - that it might be time to stop, even if doing so would 
precipitate the inevitable decline in property prices that eventually occurred�  Had someone 
done so, that decline might have happened in a more controlled fashion�  However, no one was 
prepared to speak up because all people were interested in was the next election�

That is one of the reasons I decided to run for election to the Seanad�  In many ways, this 
House is “Dáil lite”�  It is a place to which people who do not want to give up their day jobs but 
who are prepared to sacrifice their time can come and can hopefully make some contribution to 
the national discourse�  I would like to believe that the latter was the original intention of those 
who framed the 1937 Constitution�  The Seanad was never supposed to be another Chamber 
filled with full-time politicians and functionaries of political parties.  It was supposed to be a 
House with limited powers and a well-defined role which could augment the pure democracy 
of the Dáil by introducing an extra level of scrutiny and expertise without in any sense trying to 
foster some notion of elitism or make an attempt to subvert the Dáil’s role�

3 o’clock

However, that is not what happened�  We all know what happened�  Again, I am not point-
ing fingers.  Those who are full-time politicians and who are interested in political careers and 
political parties will always consider ways to advance their careers in politics�  The Seanad was 
a great big turkey waiting to be plucked�  It was another prize that could be grasped by politi-
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cians and used as a place where careers could either be built or sheltered and nurtured during the 
rocky times of rough weather in the Dáil, and where there could be a gentle let-down towards 
the end of their careers�  It was also seen as a place where people who did not necessarily want 
to be full-time politicians but who were party loyalists could obtain some degree of reward�  
That is what happened in the Seanad�

10/07/2013CC00200Senator  Catherine Noone: It is obvious that the Senator never ran on the panels from 
which we were elected�

10/07/2013CC00300An Cathaoirleach: Senator Crown, without interruption�

10/07/2013CC00400Senator  Catherine Noone: Senator Crown interrupts me now and again�

10/07/2013CC00500An Cathaoirleach: Senator Crown, without interruption�

10/07/2013CC00600Senator  John Crown: The Seanad became one of two highly dysfunctional Chambers 
which we have now in the Oireachtas�  The catastrophe which befell the country in 2008 was 
due partly to the builders and partly to the property boom�

Tugadh tuairisc ar a ndearnadh; an Coiste do shuí arís�

Progress reported; Committee to sit again�

Parental Leave Bill 2013: Second Stage

10/07/2013CC00900Acting Chairman  (Senator  Paschal Mooney): Before I call on the proposal to be moved, 
on my behalf and that of my colleague from County Leitrim, Senator Comiskey, I welcome 
Councillor Frank Dolan and some friends and neighbours from Sligo and Leitrim who have 
joined us in the Visitors Gallery�  As Leitrim people we are particularly pleased to welcome you�  
With that, our little bit of parochialism is out of the way�  I hope the Minister of State does not 
mind us indulging ourselves�

10/07/2013CC01000Senator  Mary M. White: I move: “That the Bill be now read a Second Time�”

I am pleased to welcome the Minister of State�  As she is aware, I am one of her biggest fans�  
The purpose of the Parental Leave Bill 2013 is to provide for both maternity and paternity leave 
for parents of newborn children�  It allows fathers the opportunity to share the maternity leave 
allocation of 26 weeks from the workplace if the mother so wishes�  This innovative legislation 
proposes that the current maternity leave scheme be amended to enable a women to transfer a 
proportion of her maternity leave and benefits to the father of the child.  Fianna Fáil supports 
the Bill, which provides for maternity and paternity leave for parents of a newborn child�  This 
is part of an overall Fianna Fáil strategy aimed at creating jobs and stimulating growth in the 
economy by encouraging women entrepreneurs to develop their businesses�  It seeks to amend 
Part II of the Maternity Protection Act 1994 to provide an entitlement to maternity or paternity 
leave after the birth of an employee’s child�  The Bill also has the added impact of enabling 
fathers to have a more hands-on opportunity in the rearing of their children, including newborn 
babies, while underpinning the concept of a shared responsibility for the care of children�

The greatest challenge facing the country is to create employment to offer hope and a po-
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tential living to the 300,000 unemployed and the young people in our schools and colleges�  
The only way we can create jobs is to encourage new enterprise�  The responsibility for raising 
young children rests almost entirely with women�  The biggest untapped source of enterprise 
is 50% of the population, women, who face multiple barriers in becoming entrepreneurs and 
developing business�

My contribution to easing the barriers is to allow fathers to share the responsibility of ma-
ternity leave.  This flexibility in the maternal leave scheme would allow women entrepreneurs 
to devote more time to their enterprises, develop their businesses and create jobs�  International 
studies show that women entrepreneurs are lagging significantly behind their male counterparts 
and Ireland reflects this international trend with women early-stage entrepreneurs in Ireland 
outnumbered, with two and a half times more men in top business positions than women�

The Bill is one of a series of innovative initiatives contained in the forthcoming Fianna 
Fáil policy paper I have produced and which will be launched next week�  It is about promot-
ing women entrepreneurs�  It offers fresh thinking in employment solutions�  I have experience 
having started up Lir Chocolates with Connie Doody in 1986 and the company now employs 
150 people.  I know from experience what are the difficulties.  I never thought that women 
were discriminated against because I never felt discriminated against�  From my research and 
based on all the academic studies, Irish women are not as self-confident as Irish men about their 
ability to start up, run and grow a business�  One of my key recommendations is to establish a 
national office for women entrepreneurs within Enterprise Ireland - we would not need to set up 
a new organisation�  We should encourage women to work in teams rather than operating solo�  
That is why Connie Doody and I were able to create a business�  We worked 24 hours a day and 
seven days a week for 16 years, but it was a team effort�  One hears very little of State bodies 
encouraging people to start up as teams�  My paper contains approximately 14 initiatives, one 
of which is encouraging teams�

When we started Lir Chocolates the philosophy and policy was a step-by-step approach, 
involving learning everything about one’s local domestic market first, which we did.  We then 
moved to the North and then further.  When Tesco took over Quinnsworth my world fell apart.  
However, it gave us an opportunity and we took it�  We went straight into 700 stores in the UK�

I thank Senator Quinn for his support.  I will tell a little anecdote.  We could not afford to 
have outer cases for our boxes of chocolate in the beginning�  So every week I used to go to 
Superquinn in Ballinteer where we live and the ladies in the deli used to keep the Castlemahon 
chicken outer boxes�  I used to collect ten or 12 of those and deliver our boxes of chocolates to 
the shops with which we were doing business.  I pay thanks to both Senator Quinn and Tesco.  
I also thank Mr� Tom Nolan�

Half the population are women�

10/07/2013DD00200Deputy  Kathleen Lynch: More than half�

10/07/2013DD00300Senator  Mary M. White: More than half�  Nobody is thinking about this�  The country is 
not being competitive if we do not use the brains of half the population - the women - and do 
not help them to start up businesses�  We are losing out on their brains and skills�  There are 
many other issues and I do not want to hog the time�  Our party leader, Deputy Martin, asked 
me to prepare a policy paper on women entrepreneurs�  We will launch it towards the end of 
next week and we will deal with it here in the Seanad because I believe we will be here the fol-
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lowing week�  As a businessperson I had to innovate relentlessly, day-in and day-out, to keep 
the business going and to grow it�

I set up Lir Chocolates to create employment - that was my mission�  I saw how people 
changed physically and emotionally when they got a job�  When I got to a certain stage in the 
business I got an opportunity to stand for election to public office with Fianna Fáil and took it.  
I thank the Minister of State for everything and wish her continued success�

10/07/2013DD00400Senator  Terry Leyden: Well done�

10/07/2013DD00500Senator  Darragh O’Brien: I commend Senator White on all the work she has done in 
preparing this excellent Bill and in preparing the paper on assisting women entrepreneurs to 
which she has referred�  I have high regard for the Minister of State and I believe the Bill is 
worthy of being accepted on Second Stage�  As a father, I recognise that should a woman decide 
to share the maternity leave - it should be her choice - with her partner or husband that should 
be allowed�  The Bill would amend Part II of the Maternity Protection Act 1994 to provide an 
entitlement to maternity or paternity leave�

Maternity leave has been extended considerably over the past 20 years�  Women are entitled 
to 26 paid weeks and an optional 16 weeks unpaid maternity leave�  Under the current State 
benefit maternity leave system only the mother is allowed to avail of that payment.  The current 
system does not allow a woman to transfer part of her paid maternity leave should she wish to 
do so to the father so that he can share in caring for the child�  If such a partial transfer was pos-
sible it could allow a woman greater options, control and flexibility over the time she decides to 
take off after the birth of her child�  Amending the current maternity leave scheme to enable a 
woman to transfer a portion of her maternity leave and benefits to the father of the child would 
allow the woman to work outside the home and spend more time in her job�  It would also have 
the added effect of a better, more hands-on approach being taken by the father�  It does not 
seek to make any compulsory change�  That would be the choice of the woman in that instance 
should the Bill be accepted�

It is interesting to note that paternity leave is not recognised in our employment law�  There 
is no obligation on employers to grant male employees special paternity leave, either paid or 
unpaid, following the birth of their child�  Annual leave taken following the birth of a child is 
treated in employment in the same way as any other leave at any other time of the year, and it is 
at the discretion of the employer to decide who can and cannot take annual leave at a given time�  
I am aware of instances, particularly in a challenging economic environment, where employers 
will not grant annual leave for a life-changing event for a father such as the birth of his child�  
The Civil Service, for example, provides for a period of paid leave for male employees follow-
ing the birth or adoption of their child�  Fathers employed in the Civil Service are entitled to a 
special paternal leave period of three days with pay in respect of children born after 1 January 
2000�

The Bill Senator White has put forward will bring us further into line with some of our Eu-
ropean colleagues, but I believe it will go even further than that�  Austria, Denmark, Italy and 
France provide two weeks paternity leave�  Iceland grants its fathers three months away from 
work at 80% of their salary�  We know that is not an option at the moment, and Senator White 
knows that too, but this proposal would not impose any additional cost on the Exchequer or on 
an employer�  It simply gives the option to share that leave up to a maximum of 14 weeks�  The 
mother might take 22 weeks fully paid leave, with the father taking four weeks�  We are not 
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proposing an exact split; it is flexible.

I would hope that this Bill, which has been very well put together and which I believe is 
workable, will have the effect of putting more responsibility on fathers on the birth of a child�

10/07/2013EE00200Senator  Mary M. White: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013EE00300Senator  Darragh O’Brien: I remember when my four year old was born and it is far more 
onerous for the mother than for the father, particularly for a woman working outside the home�  
It is difficult for women working in the home but particularly for those working outside the 
home�  If this Bill were accepted it would place certain responsibilities on the father, which is 
welcome�  There are further aspects in law we should examine in terms of these errant fathers 
or “deadbeat dads”, as they are called in the United States, a description I dislike�  I hope the 
Department of Social Protection, in terms of payments to the mother, would consider taking 
payments out of the salaries-----

10/07/2013EE00400Senator  Mary M. White: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013EE00500Senator  Darragh O’Brien: -----of fathers who will not pay their share of maintenance for 
their children�  It is outrageous that we still have to go court to do that, and those orders are not 
always enforceable�

The Minister of State is very welcome�  I commend Senator White on this excellent legisla-
tion, which once again shows the importance of the Seanad in terms of its innovative measures�  
I would very much hope the Minister will be able to accept it on Second Stage�

10/07/2013EE00600Senator  Martin Conway: I welcome the Minister of State, Deputy Lynch, to the House�  I 
understand the Government will not oppose this Bill beyond Second Stage, which is the correct 
approach to take�  Senator White has always been to the forefront in initiating proposals�  As 
a councillor I recall reading positive documents from her both in the area of suicide and care, 
entitlements and support for older people.  I have been the beneficiary of some of her Lir choco-
lates, and I am sure the ladies in SuperValu were delighted to give her the cartons because-----

10/07/2013EE00700Senator  Mary M. White: Superquinn�

10/07/2013EE00800Senator  Martin Conway: My apologies, to Senator Quinn.  I am sure the ladies in Super-
quinn were delighted to give her the cartons because I have no doubt, knowing her generosity 
of spirit and character, that she looked after them with some chocolates at Christmas�

10/07/2013EE00900Senator  Mary M. White: That is true�

10/07/2013EE01000Senator  Martin Conway: I am not surprised the Senator has taken the initiative again with 
this legislation which will enhance and improve the lives of women who give birth, and fathers�  
I would caution against increasing maternity leave from 26 weeks to 28 weeks�  I would con-
sider, in the current climate, that in the short term at least that is not sustainable financially.  I 
understand we have among the best maternity leave periods in Europe�  The Minister, Senator 
White and Senator Moran would know more about this than me but it is not too long ago when 
it was ten weeks and then 14 weeks�  Coupled with that, a woman expecting a baby might have 
to go on maternity leave two weeks prior to her due date but for health reasons could not con-
template returning to work other than after four weeks�  There is a six-week period in which, 
with the best will in the world, there will not be equality, for obvious health reasons�
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The principle of equality beyond that for fathers of children in terms of maternity leave is 
something I would espouse�  Senator O’Brien has a four year old child�  I do not have any chil-
dren and therefore I am not as equipped as others to comment on this area but Senator O’Brien 
always makes good contributions, and the points he made are compelling�  I agree also with the 
principle of fathers having responsibilities beyond even what is contained in Senator White’s 
legislation�

I concur with Senator O’Brien’s comments about the American phraseology but what it is 
depicting is not appropriate�  I have often said that fathers who renegued on their responsibili-
ties when it comes to maintenance should have it deducted at source or their tax increased to 
take account of the maintenance due�  When social welfare is being paid a deduction at source 
should be considered�

10/07/2013EE01100Senator  Sean D. Barrett: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013EE01200Senator  Martin Conway: In terms of the provisions, the financial difficulties that would 
be imposed in the current environment by increasing the leave from 26 to 28 weeks is an issue 
but if the principle of the Senator’s Bill was accepted, all these issues could be thrashed out 
on Committee Stage�  Members on all sides of the House could table amendments that might 
considerably enhance and improve the Senator’s Bill�

We have come a long way in terms of recognising the importance of having parents avail-
able to care for their child when it is born�  I would like to see an enhancement of parental re-
sponsibility beyond the 26 weeks and a loosening up in terms of people wishing to take unpaid 
leave, not just in the public sector but in the private sector also�  Incentives should be given 
whereby if a family is in a position financially to allow one of the spouses take time off to care 
for a child until the age of four or five, the State should not stand in the way of parents doing 
that.  The public service is reasonably flexible in terms of people trying to achieve that goal in 
life.  It is probably more difficult in the private sector, particularly for someone in management 
and those with specific expertise.  With the greatest will in the world employers do not want 
to let good staff go and probably are not in a position for production, managerial and a raft of 
other reasons to facilitate unpaid leave�  The Government should take any opportunities it has 
to act as a partner in such an environment�  The legislation is commendable and I look forward 
to seeing it progress to Committee Stage�

10/07/2013FF00200Senator  Jillian van Turnhout: I welcome the Minister of State and I congratulate and very 
much thank Senator White for introducing the Parental Leave Bill�  I will speak in support of 
the Bill and highlight some issues which could be addressed on Committee Stage to strengthen 
it and broaden its scope�

Sitting here on such a beautiful day we are all aware of work-life balance and getting it 
right is notoriously difficult, particularly in the current economic environment where parents 
feel their choice to take leave to be with young children has been significantly diminished and 
in some cases removed�  Children often lose out with regard to bonding time with both parents 
in early years.  It is important we support parents of young children in this difficult balancing 
act of caring for a young family and working�  The best outcome for children is a quality early 
childhood experience with their parents and quality early years education�

Parental leave is very important because it gives parents an equal role in caring for their 
children and helps break down negative and prevailing gender stereotypes about child care�  In 
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this regard I express my support for the overwhelming vote of the Constitutional Convention 
in support of considering Article 42�1 of the Constitution which refers to women in the home�  
A total of 98% of delegates voted in favour of a proposal to alter the article to make it more 
gender neutral and acknowledge the important role of other carers in the home�  It would be an 
important amendment to our Constitution in the fight against gender stereotyping.

If fathers taking and sharing paternity leave in the early part of their children’s lives were the 
norm and actively encouraged I believe employers would be far less likely to apply, intention-
ally or unintentionally, bias in terms of hiring and promoting staff�  We often hear anecdotally 
from employers that when they interview somebody in their 20s and 30s they look at a female 
through a different lens then they look at a man�

10/07/2013FF00300Senator  Mary M. White: Definitely.

10/07/2013FF00400Senator  Jillian van Turnhout: This is a fact and any employer who speaks honestly will 
say this�  Making this change with regard to parental leave would encourage and enable women 
to remain in the workforce after they have children by taking and sharing leave entitlements 
with their partner�

Ireland has a birthrate of 16�2% which is the highest in Europe and these children are our 
future labour force and contributors to our pension fund�  We know supporting a healthy birth 
rate is very important�  I will contrast this with Germany, which has a birthrate of 8�1% which 
is the lowest birth rate in the EU�  A connection has been drawn between its maternity leave 
arrangements, which in effect saw female employees getting sucked into an inequitable model 
of child care and losing their career footing after spending lengthy periods of leave in one go, 
and a slump in the birthrate�  In 2007 the system was overhauled to encourage fathers to take 
up more parental leave�

Sweden has a very flexible parental leave system and either working parent can take and 
share an entitlement of 16 months paid leave per child at 80% of salary�  This cost is divided 
between the state and the employer�  Norway has a paternal quota scheme�  Norwegian parents 
may take 46 weeks of parental leave at 100% pay or 56 weeks at 80% pay, with three weeks 
before and six weeks after birth reserved for the mother, while ten weeks of total parental leave 
is reserved for the father�

All these systems reinforce the importance of the first year of a child’s life, which has been 
shown by research, and also shows the importance of balancing between the father and mother�  
I am concerned because there is a gender bias throughout our legislation�  If we look at current 
parental leave only if the parents work for the same employer can they look to share their pa-
rental leave entitlements�  The Government has stated it plans to reform this area and bring us 
into line with the European directives allowing parental leave to be interchanged between new 
parents�

We need to be ambitious�  I understand the economic climate we are in, but when we ex-
amine legislation we should aim for where we wish to go�  We want gender equality in caring 
responsibilities and I would like to see a paternal quota and not a mother’s entitlement to give 
leave to the father�  We should clearly state in legislation that fathers have a role�  In Sweden if 
the father does not take up the leave it is lost�  This means employers look at men and women 
in the same way and it ensures the leave is taken�

I suggest we also examine and include adoptive leave�
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10/07/2013FF00500Senator  Mary M. White: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013FF00600Senator  Jillian van Turnhout: It is certainly something I will raise on Committee Stage�

10/07/2013FF00700Senator  Mary M. White: Yes�

10/07/2013FF00800Senator Jillian van Turnhout: At present only a mother is entitled to adoptive leave, ex-
cept where a male is the sole adapter�  It is okay to give leave to a male adopting on his own but 
if a male and female are adopting together our legislation states only the female can take adop-
tive leave�  When we get to Committee Stage, which I hope we do, I will table an amendment 
on this�  I fully support the Bill�  This discussion is important�

10/07/2013FF00900Senator  Mary Moran: I welcome the Minister of State, Deputy Lynch�  I welcome the Bill 
tabled by Senator White and commend her for it�  I broadly support the principles of the Bill, 
which I will speak about, and I will further delve into it as I would also like to discuss the area 
of adoption�

As a mother of five children and a former school teacher I have real-world experience in 
the area of maternity leave�  Perhaps I was fortunate in that I worked for a Department, had a 
public service job and was entitled to maternity leave�  As somebody who took maternity leave 
five times in six years I will admit the fourth time I felt almost embarrassed to be asking for 
maternity leave again�  I did not have any issues, but some people commented to me that I was 
lucky to work in the public service and was entitled to it�  Only once did I ever hear comments 
that I felt should not have been made�  I feel very strongly that women should not be ashamed, 
feel intimidated or be hindered in their career or profession�  In interviews they should not be 
looked at differently because they are women in their 20s or of childbearing age or are pregnant�  
It should not have any bearing�

I welcome the Bill and the importance it would give to paternity leave�  At the time my ma-
ternity leave was at least half of what it is now, and while the opportunities available now have 
been curtailed by the economic situation some sectors still enjoy good maternity leave�

An important and welcome aspect of the Bill is the proposed time off for antenatal classes�  
A pregnant employee should be entitled to take time off for one set of antenatal classes without 
loss of pay and we need to discuss this further�  The father should also be entitled to a once-off 
period without loss of pay for the purpose of attending antenatal classes�  My husband was self-
employed and there was never a question he would come because he could not take time from 
work�

I agree the measures laid out in the Bill would place Ireland on a firmer footing with our 
European counterparts�  Currently, parental leave is predominantly in favour of the mother, 
without much time afforded to the father�  Neither is there a statutory entitlement to paternity 
leave�  In the Civil Service, fathers receive three days of special paternity leave following the 
birth or adoption of a child�  Elsewhere, it is usually left to the discretion of the employer�  Some 
employers are more generous in granting paternity leave than others�

In the UK, which we should examine closely, it has been proposed that fathers would be 
entitled to one or two weeks of paternity leave and could also share in the mother’s maternity 
leave, which is termed “additional paternity leave”, to be taken after the baby is 20 weeks old 
and before the baby is one year of age�  This proposal will take effect in 2015�
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I support the call in broad terms and agree that women should not be made to feel as if their 
professional development or progression is adversely affected by taking maternity leave or by 
not returning earlier�  Sometimes, women feel under pressure to return earlier than scheduled�  
As Oireachtas Members, we are tasked with providing the conditions for fair and equal employ-
ment for all citizens�  Just as we do not want women to encounter issues, the same should be the 
case for men�  There should be a balance�  No mother of the 21st century should have to narrow 
her professional prospects to have a family, but this raises the issue of child care�

10/07/2013GG00200Senator  Mary M. White: Yes�

10/07/2013GG00300Senator  Mary Moran: I experienced difficulties in that regard.

I commend the Bill, as it opens up possibilities and provides the House with an opportunity 
to debate the matter�  I hope that we will have an opportunity to discuss it further on Commit-
tee Stage�  It is important that both parents be present to bond with the child and that the father 
does not lose out�

However, the issue of adoption has been overlooked in the Bill�  It should be put forward 
for consideration�  Under the Adoptive Leave Act 1995, as amended by the Adoptive Leave Act 
2005, only the adoptive mother is entitled to avail of adoptive leave from employment except 
where the man is the sole adopter�  The person taking-----

10/07/2013GG00400Acting Chairman  (Senator  Marie Moloney): I must ask the Senator to conclude, as her 
time has concluded�

10/07/2013GG00500Senator  Mary Moran: -----the adoptive leave does so without any entitlement to pay�  It is 
subject to the employer�  This situation should be addressed in the Bill�  Paternity leave should 
be allowed in this context, as adoption is just as life-changing as having a biological child�

10/07/2013GG00600Senator  Mary M. White: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013GG00700Senator  Mary Moran: Fathers and partners should be afforded the same time off to bond 
and care for adoptive children�

Will the Acting Chairman indulge me for a moment on a further issue concerning the amount 
of money that a father would be paid while on paternity leave?  Will the package mirror pay 
under maternity leave?  If it poses a cost, many families would not be able to afford it�

10/07/2013GG00800Acting Chairman  (Senator  Marie Moloney): The Senator has gone way over her time�

10/07/2013GG00900Senator  Mary Moran: Same-sex couples are not afforded the same parental leave entitle-
ments as heterosexual couples�  I hope that we will consider the equal rights of parents, be they 
same-sex or heterosexual couples, on Committee Stage�

10/07/2013GG01000Senator  Feargal Quinn: I welcome the Minister of State�  This Bill is also welcome�  
Senator White has put a significant amount of effort into it.  As someone who has run a business 
and is also a mother, which is not easy, she has a great deal of experience of this matter�  I was 
delighted to hear Senator Moran’s reference to a prenatal clinic.  My wife and I have five chil-
dren.  With our first child, my wife had the opportunity to attend the late Kathleen O’Rourke for 
antenatal clinics.  Fathers attended on the last day as well to get experience.  My wife benefited 
in the form of pain control through breathing methods�
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Senator White has introduced an interesting Bill�  Changes may be made on Committee 
Stage, given everything that has been stated�  The Senator has invested her commitment on that 
basis�  The Bill is worthwhile�

People often refer to gender equality, but they forget to mention that this concept also ap-
plies to men�  In terms of parental leave, we must strike a balance�  Ireland is lagging behind in 
this regard, even compared with our neighbours in the UK�  Having an employer who is a parent 
is a considerable benefit.  A manager of one of our supermarkets, Mr. Jerry Twomey, has a wife 
named Yolanda�  He arranged a little initiative - it does not deal with birth as such - whereby 
parents got the morning of their children’s first day of school in September off.  This was ap-
preciated by the parents�  As he and his wife have four girls, he is aware of the day’s importance�

Currently, men do not have the ability to spend as much time with their children at a crucial 
stage of their development�  According to some studies, fathers who take more responsibility 
for small children are more likely to stay in contact should their families break up at a later 
stage�  From the employers’ perspective, I can understand the concerns that they may have with 
such a Bill�  Some have been mentioned�  However, if we were to balance out the leave, we 
would lessen their concern that a woman was more likely to leave her job because of childbirth 
if she knew that men were entitled to the same leave�

However, we must also be careful about placing too many regulations on business�  It is one 
matter for a large multinational to offer paternity leave, but the effect on a small to medium-
sized enterprise, SME, employing five or six people could pose difficulties.  These are the sorts 
of issue that we can address on Committee Stage�

What will this measure cost the taxpayer?  Has a cost-benefit analysis been conducted?  If 
more leave days are taken, which is a reasonable assumption, productivity will decrease�  Sena-
tor White mentioned unemployment but competitiveness must be considered first, as it will 
attempt to solve the unemployment problem.  It is difficult for me to support a Bill through 
which more costs will be placed on business�  More importantly, if more costs are placed on the 
taxpayer, who is already under significant financial stress, how difficult will that be?  Should the 
Government offer paternity leave just because some private companies offer the same benefit?  
This fundamental question is worth considering�

If we are going to go down the route of paternity leave, we must ask more questions about 
its day-to-day functioning�  We must bear in mind the situation in other countries where paternal 
leave is in operation and the lessons they have learned�  Listening to Senator O’Brien’s com-
ments was interesting�  I mean Senator Darragh O’Brien - there are two Senators O’Brien in the 
House and we must be careful about which one we are speaking�

Some Scandinavian countries have found that there is a low take-up of paternity leave�  Ac-
cording to this Bill, fathers and mothers “shall be permitted to share between them the mini-
mum period of maternity or paternity leave�”  I am unsure as to whether this is the way to go�  
One of the proposed solutions would be to scrap the transfer of leave between parents�  Some 
claim that this is the only way to encourage men to take up paternity leave�  This would be a 
somewhat drastic measure, but I would be interested in the opinions of other Senators�

In Germany, mothers get bonus weeks of maternity leave if their husbands take a minimum 
amount of paternity leave, which encourages the uptake of paternity leave�  Should we consider 
doing something similar and offering a bonus?  Should we also consider a plain split between 
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maternity and paternity leave?  In Iceland, three months are reserved for the mother, three for 
the father and three for them to decide�  On average, fathers only took 103 days leave compared 
with the 178 days taken by mothers�  This approach is more favourable than that of other coun-
tries with paternity leave�

Iceland is going even further�  Recently, its Government passed legislation for a system of 
five months maternity leave, five months paternity leave and two months parental leave, which 
the parents must decide how to use by 2016�  Should we consider this as an example?  The Bill 
is admirable in looking towards real gender equality�  I have some reservations but they arise on 
Second Stage of every Bill�  This Bill is very worthy of consideration�  It is likely the Minister 
of State will agree to Second Stage, about which I am delighted, and I encourage her to ensure 
we can debate it on Committee Stage�  I know Senator Mary White has a very open mind on 
making changes to it to make it a more perfect Bill than it is�  The heart and soul of Senator 
Mary White are in this Bill and we would like to think it will become law�  If that means some 
improvements or changes, then so be it�

10/07/2013HH00200Minister of State at the Department of Health  (Deputy  Kathleen Lynch): We should 
always be very careful about falling into global assumptions about men or women�  The one 
thing I discovered in my work on equality, about which I was a bit surprised, is that women who 
have children work longer hours because of the financial imposition, and it is an area in which 
Senator Mary White has had an interest long before I ever got this job and we have discussed it 
on several occasions�  We need to be careful we do not impose on people what we consider to 
be their protective role�  That is something which surprised me�

A Europe, Middle East and Africa manager for Dell told me that it has taken a root and 
branch approach to ensure it supports and maintains, as far as possible, as many women as it 
can in its workforce because it considers them to be so valuable and the company asks them 
what they think would help them�

This Bill would clearly have an equality bonus because one would not have the obvious first 
impression by an employer in terms of women of child bearing age�  Women of that age may 
not intend to have children or it may not be possible for them to have children but how can one 
convince someone sitting across a desk of that?  I think it would have an equality bonus�  This 
issue will bring us into different areas which are not necessarily connected to maternity issues 
at all but will open up the discussion in regard to other areas�  

I think that for a while people thought the two officials sitting behind me and I lived together 
because we spent the six months of the Presidency working on the whole maternity-paternity 
leave area in Europe�  We met all the relevant Ministers in Europe�  I am sure that some day 
someone will make a freedom of information request in regard to that and thank us for our ef-
forts�  Unfortunately, there are some people who are more conservative than us, although some-
times one would think that was not possible, and they refused to move on this issue�  However, 
we have not given up�  We do not hold the Presidency anymore, so we do not have the type of 
influence we had but we worked extraordinarily hard on it and I think our efforts were appreci-
ated�  We are not the only ones thinking about this issue; other people in Europe are thinking 
about it also�  Other countries are worried about the cost implications, as was Senator Feargal 
Quinn.

I thank Senators Mary White, Diarmuid Wilson and Darragh O’Brien for bringing forward 
this proposal�  Their intentions are laudable, as I would expect, and worthwhile, as they recog-
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nise the important role that mothers and fathers play in the caring and nurturing of young chil-
dren.  I am well aware of the difficult work that goes into the development of a Private Mem-
bers’ Bill and, on many occasions since I have become Minister of State, I have paid tribute to 
colleagues in both Houses who have undertaken this task�  I again acknowledge the hard work 
undertaken by the Senators in bringing these proposals forward�

The Minister for Justice and Equality, Deputy Alan Shatter, has asked me to acknowledge 
the work of the Senators in preparing these proposals�  As they may know, in his time as a 
backbencher, he was responsible for a number of Private Members’ Bills which became law - I 
think more than anyone else�  In the light of that record, he has asked me to say - and I agree 
completely with him on this point - that it is his firm conviction that Government should not 
automatically oppose a Private Members’ Bill where it contains a good idea, even if it needs 
more work at a technical, drafting level�  There are a number of problems with the detail of this 
Bill, as distinct from the principle, which I will come to those in a moment, but I would say to 
Senators and Members of the other House who may be thinking of bringing forward Private 
Members’ Bill in the justice area in future that they might consider availing of a confidential 
consultation with the relevant departmental officials in a advance of publication.  That is always 
helpful�  The Department cannot express an opinion on the merits or on the politics of it and 
cannot help with the drafting but could point out any obvious technical problems with the draft 
Bill and give the sponsoring Member an opportunity to have these corrected�  This would actu-
ally be a useful step as we parliamentarians could then concentrate on the substance when we 
debate the Bill rather than having to point to technical issues�

There are a few technical problems with the Bill, as published�  I am slightly confused by 
a number of elements of this draft legislation, which I hope Senator Mary White can explain�  
These include that the Bill proposes to increase the number of weeks of maternity leave from 
26 to 28 weeks and provides that this new allocation be shared - 14 weeks for the mother and 14 
weeks for the father�  This appears to be the intention, although the Bill has a number of draft-
ing defects, including the proposed new section 8(1) to be inserted in the existing Act, which 
creates an entitlement of not fewer than 14 consecutive weeks leave for the pregnant employee 
or the father, that is, the word “or” means this is not for both�  I am sure this is an error but the 
Senator might confirm this.  It is easy to see how these things can happen without the help of 
draftsmen�

I might also mention the Title of the Bill, Parental Leave Bill 2013�  The Bill, in fact, pro-
poses to amend current maternity leave legislation and not parental leave legislation�  For the 
benefit of doubt or confusion, I wish to set out the current position in regard to the various types 
of leave available.  Maternity leave of 26 weeks, which attracts a social welfare benefit, is cur-
rently available to mothers, as is an unpaid period of 16 weeks�  Adoptive leave of 24 weeks, 
which also attracts a social welfare benefit, is currently available to mothers, as is an unpaid 
period of 16 weeks�  I note that the Senator’s Bill is silent on the issue of adoption�  I am not the 
only one who picked up on that but I am sure it is something which can be looked at�  Parental 
leave of 18 weeks, which is unpaid, is available as an individual right for both mothers and 
fathers�  This leave can be taken in respect of a child up to the age of eight or, in the case of a 
child with a disability or serious illness, up to the age of 16�

We currently have no provision for paternity leave which, in a number of other countries, is 
available to fathers�  We should have provision for paternity leave in our system and the Gov-
ernment has agreed that we should have paternity leave�  On this point of principle, therefore, 
the Government will not oppose the Bill�  However, the Government cannot support the intro-
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duction of this two additional weeks paid maternity or paternity leave at this time�  To come to 
Senator Feargal Quinn’s point, last year close to 24,000 women received maternity benefit at a 
cost of over €300 million to the social insurance fund�  It is estimated that the cost of such an 
additional two weeks would be in the region of €11�4 million per year�  This, in itself, does not 
sound like a huge amount of money but it is just not feasible in the current economic climate�  
We need to avoid creating perverse economic incentives where higher paid men in employ-
ments that offer maternity leave on full pay would take the leave rather than the mother who is 
in a lower paid employment which only attracts the social welfare maternity benefit.

4 o’clock

We need to take our economic realities into account and avoid increased costs and any 
dislocation in the labour market as far as possible in making progress in this area, although we 
are committed to making progress�  Essentially, people in well-paid employment could gain an 
advantage rather than having people benefiting right across the spectrum.  These are issues to 
be teased out�

  A much more substantial frailty in the Bill is that the entitlement to 14 weeks leave for 
fathers is created without any qualification and without giving the mother any choice.  We must 
be careful about that and there are many permutations�  A mother currently has 26 weeks leave, 
which attracts maternity benefit, a social welfare payment, and this Bill would reduce that to 
14 weeks without any consultation with the mother�  This new right is given to fathers without 
any qualification, regardless of whether there is a continuing relationship between the parents, 
the circumstances of the conception or whether the father is spending any time of any nature 
with his child or making any contribution to his child’s support�  Are we serious about reduc-
ing a women’s entitlement and transferring it to the man without regard to whether he has any 
involvement with the child?  I do not think we are but the issues can be examined�

  I do not support the removal of an existing right, especially in this area, where women 
have had to fight over the generations for the right to maternity leave and not be discriminated 
against because they take such leave�  That relates to Senator Moran’s point�  There is also the 
right to return to work and to the same pay and conditions as before�  Nothing in this proposal 
should weaken the rights of women, and I am sure everybody agrees with that point�  This pro-
posed Bill also requires the mother and father to take the leave at separate times and I do not 
understand the reasoning behind this aspect of the proposal�  I imagine that in certain cases both 
the mother and father may wish to consider taking leave together to cope with the demands of a 
young child, and anybody in that position knows that it is great to have another person available 
when the other takes a rest or takes a break from night feeds�  Nevertheless, I am interested in 
understanding the Senator’s views on this aspect�

  Notwithstanding the obvious flaws in the Bill as published, it is timely to take on board the 
idea of creating a provision for paternity leave by allowing maternity leave to be shared with 
the father in certain circumstances�  As I stated earlier, we do not have a statutory provision for 
paternity leave but it is important that fathers and their important role in nurturing children are 
acknowledged�  I consider this an omission in our current system, especially in terms of pro-
moting greater equality in society by encouraging a fairer sharing of domestic responsibilities 
between men and women�  Evidence from countries such as Norway indicates that paternity 
leave - aside from its social benefits and positive impact on fatherhood - promotes equality for 
women and supports a higher level of female participation in the labour force�
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  I favour a flexible approach to address modern workplaces and give working families 
maximum flexibility in choosing how to divide leave and life.  There must be a period of com-
pulsory leave for the mother for health and safety reasons, and that is currently six weeks in 
our system, with two weeks before the birth and four weeks afterwards�  I favour an approach 
whereby the mother remains in control of the leave but can decide to share some of it after the 
compulsory period with her partner�  How much can be shared would need to be considered in 
detail and we would need to consult relevant parties, not least with mothers.  Such a flexible 
system would help to create a system of parental leave that works for modern lives and respects 
a family’s right to choose how to care for children.  This flexibility would also enable work-
ing fathers to take a more active role in caring for their children and help towards reducing the 
gender bias that currently applies to women’s careers�

  In summary, the Government cannot support the proposal to increase the overall length of 
maternity or paternity leave and cannot support a proposal that fathers would have an automatic 
right to 50% of the available leave allowance, regardless of whether there is a relationship with 
the mother�  However, I am suggesting to Senators that the Government will accept the principle 
of the Bill, which is that we should have provision for paternity leave on a shared basis in our 
family leave system�  We will accept it on the basis that we will not take Committee Stage until 
the first quarter of next year.  This will allow us to consult more widely with employers and 
trade unions, relevant non-governmental organisations and with women groups, as well as with 
the Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation and the Department of Social Protection in 
order to design an approach that is affordable and feasible�  This would also include consulta-
tion with the Equality Authority, soon to become part of the human rights and equality commis-
sion, on the gender equality aspects�  The path to be followed will also have to ensure no major 
increase in public expenditure in the context of the State’s current circumstances�

  Following this consultation, the Government will bring forward Committee Stage amend-
ments early in the new year�  The shape of an amended proposal could possibly include mater-
nity leave remaining vested in the mother; and the mother having the choice to share a part of 
the leave, to be defined and in any event excluding the minimum period which must be taken 
by the mother for health and safety reasons and to meet EU law requirements, with the father�  
The father will also have to meet the necessary social protection requirements in his own right 
with regard to social insurance contributions, etc�, in order to receive payment�  That point was 
raised by Senator Moran�  Proposals may also include safeguards to avoid any dislocation or 
perverse incentives, and Senator White may know more about tackling this than anybody else 
because of her involvement in commerce�  There would also need to consider similar provisions 
applying to adoptive fathers and mothers�  We need to design an approach that will work and 
we need a full impact assessment on the amended Bill�  I ask the Senators now for time so the 
Government can consult fully on the implications of the Bill and to allow for the development 
of a number of detailed Committee Stage amendments to address the issues of concern I have 
outlined�  If that is agreed, we will not oppose the Bill�

  As many Senators are aware, the Government approved proposals last December to draft 
a family leave Bill�  This will consolidate all the family leave legislation, including that dealing 
with maternity, parental, adoptive and carer’s leave, into one Bill�  Responsibility for carer’s 
leave is being transferred from the Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation to the De-
partment of Justice and Equality in the context of this statute law consolidation exercise�  This 
consolidation will involve examination of possible discrepancies and anomalies between the 
various Acts with a view to making the code more accessible and streamlined�  This is a sig-
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nificant statue law consolidation and revision project on which work is ongoing.  It is too soon 
to say when the Bill will be published but we are aiming for early next year�  Depending on 
the timing of publication of this Bill, it may also be possible to incorporate the principle of the 
Senators’ proposals in the consolidation Bill and still come back in the first quarter of the year.  
If that is not possible, we will return with amendments to the Bill in the first quarter of 2014 as 
a stand-alone exercise which can ultimately be incorporated in the family leave Bill�

  I thank the Senator for her difficult work and I hope we can all agree on a way forward.

10/07/2013JJ00200Senator  Paschal Mooney: I thank the Minister of State for her comprehensive reply�  I also 
join my colleagues on this side of the House in complimenting Senator White, as the Minister 
of State has done, on her initiative in bringing this forward�  It is rather interesting that while 
the main thrust of the Bill is about specific details, as discussed by the Minister of State and 
outlined by Senator White, the overall objective is not just about equality, but to try to encour-
age more women into work.  Specifically, it is about ensuring that women in work will not have 
any obstacles in their advancement�  There is a glass ceiling not alone for executive positions, 
but also with the pay issue right across all strata of society�

Notwithstanding the fact there are some technical issues outlined by the Minister of State 
that need correction, I am particularly pleased that the overall thrust of the Bill is being ac-
cepted�  That will bring us in line with best practice in other parts of Europe�  The Minister of 
State is correct in saying women have fought long and hard to get the rights they currently enjoy 
with maternal leave�  Based on international statistics from across Europe, we were not unique 
in Ireland in the view that the nourishment of children from birth to early childhood years was 
the responsibility of the mother, with the father traditionally seen as the bread winner, but there 
have been considerable changes over the past 30 years in particular�  I suggest that Mr� Mc-
Creevy’s individualisation concept may have changed the system utterly�  I do not know if a 
terrible beauty was born but I am not sure as much emphasis was placed on people who wished 
to have a working woman in the home as there was in getting women into the wider economy�  
I often suspected that there was a great deal of pressure coming from the increasing number of 
multinationals coming into this country to get more and more women into the workforce, not 
always to the benefit of the nurturing of their children.  I am not suggesting that all of that had 
anything to do with the anti-social problems we are currently experiencing, all the other aspects 
of marital life or the raising of children but certainly I do not think much thought was given to 
the social impact of individualisation�  

I do not necessarily want to take up the time of the House in respect of this�  My primary 
role was to support Senator White in putting forward this proposal and to hear the Minister of 
State’s response.  There are elements of her response that need further amplification.  It is vitally 
important that the rights mothers currently enjoy would not be eroded in any way as a result of 
the initiative brought forward by Senator White�  I do not think that this was what she intended 
to do�  I will leave the House with the thought that this is as much about equality in the work-
force as it is about the nurturing of children in the home�  It will be interesting to get the views 
of the Government when Committee Stage of the Bill is reached and to hear how it will protect 
and encourage more women who are currently in the workforce to ensure there is more equality 
in the workforce as distinct from just looking after the needs of young children�  

All of us know, particularly mothers, that the most critical part of a child’s development is 
in the first two years.  In that period of time, insofar as is possible, the mother needs to be with 
child and bond with it�  Unfortunately, due to economic circumstances, that has changed�  It 
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goes back to the early part of the past ten or 15 years with the changes in the tax code�  It was 
something I did not necessarily agree with at the time and I still do not agree with it�  I still think 
it is important that the mother is with her children in those critical early years as much as is 
possible�  At the same time, needs must and the economic realities that most families now face 
mean that where they can, both parents work so some sort of new system must be brought to 
bear to bring the father into the equation�  That is the thrust of this Bill�

10/07/2013KK00200Senator  Marie Moloney: I did not intend speaking on the Bill but sitting here and listen-
ing to the debate, I found it very interesting�  I commend Senator White for bringing this Bill 
forward�  It is amazing that in all the years in which Government and the Oireachtas has been 
dominated by men, it takes a woman to look for paternity leave�  Well done to Senator White 
for that�

We cannot overestimate the importance of the father�  I recall an experience I had with my 
first child.  I came home on a Thursday with the baby and my husband collected me and stayed 
off work from Thursday to Sunday�  On Monday morning, he was going out to work and the 
baby started crying�  I started crying and I did not know which one of us was worse�  My poor 
husband did not know what to do�  He had to ring work to see if he could stay at home for the 
day�  It shows how coping with a small child can be demanding�  Many people get post-natal 
depression and it is quite horrific to go through.  I am not saying I went through it but I know 
women who suffered badly from it�  Some even ended up in hospital�  I can see the importance 
of having someone there to support one�  I know one’s family can but one is calling them all the 
time�  If one’s partner or spouse is there to help one, nothing can beat that�  

Senator White would like to share leave so that while the father was at home, the mother 
would work�  Having the father in the home to help even during the few days when one comes 
home from hospital is very important�  Like others, I have reservations about some aspects of 
the Bill but we can thrash them out as we go forward on Committee Stage.  Obviously, the fi-
nancing of it is one issue�  Given the climate we are in, who will pay for paternity leave?  Will 
it be the employer or the State?  Will the father take over the maternity benefit?  Will he have 
contributions?  There are a range of technical issues that must be sorted out but the sentiment 
and idea are good�  I commend Senator White for bringing it forward�  In fairness, the Minister 
is not shelving it or turning it down�  He has agreed to look into and tweak it�  It has the makings 
of a good Bill and will reflect well on Senator White because she brought it forward.  

I deal, as do all of us, with young women who are in one-parent family set-ups�  In some cas-
es, they really do not want any connection with the father of their child and the father is fighting 
for his right to be associated with the child and to have his name on the child’s birth certificate.  
I worry that if this is introduced into law, the father would have a right to take paternity leave 
and the mother would have to let him take over�

10/07/2013KK00300Senator  Mary M. White: It is the mother’s choice whether to share or not�

10/07/2013KK00400Senator  Marie Moloney: Is it a choice if it is introduced into law?  Again, we can thrash 
all that out and tweak it a bit�  I am worried about it�  A mother who may have had a caesarean 
section would need longer maternity leave than one who had a natural birth�  Again, I would be 
worried about having these women go back to work too soon�  Obviously, that is a health and 
safety issue�  They are some reservations I have�

On the flip side of that, there are some very good proposals here.  In particular, women par-
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ticipating in the workplace is fantastic�  We have come a long way because women can make 
a valuable contribution to the workforce�  We have come a long way from the days of the mar-
riage bar, about which I spoke this morning at a meeting of the Oireachtas Joint Committee on 
Education and Social Protection�  Women could not even go to work in those days, never mind 
get maternity leave�  They had to give up their jobs just because they were married�  It did not 
matter whether they had children or not�  We have come a long way where we are now look-
ing for leave for fathers, never mind women returning to work�  This morning, I again raised 
with the Minister for Social Protection the fact that those women should have been entitled to 
a credited contribution�  That has all been sorted and we have what is known as a homecarer’s 
credit for women at home looking after children�  Back in those days, it was not their fault�  
They had no choice because that was the law�  One had to give up one’s job simply because one 
got married�  

The Cathaoirleach is giving me notice that my time is up.  Time flies when one is enjoying 
oneself�  I commend Senator White and hope this Bill will go the whole way and that we will 
be behind her on it�  

10/07/2013KK00500Senator  Sean D. Barrett: I welcome the Minister of State and welcome her for her very 
nice and generous response�  We had a hard morning trying to defend this House against those 
who wish to extinguish us so doing something creative is wonderful�  I thank the Minister of 
State; Senator Conway, who always speaks in that frame of mind; and Senator Moran as well�  I 
also thank Senator White for the Bill and all the work that went into it�  I thank Senator Moloney 
for sharing her experiences�

The sharing within the family is a good idea and does not involve an increase in expendi-
ture�  I am sure that interests the Minister and the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform 
as well.  How would we ensure the sharing is genuine?  This is a benefit we have decided to 
give to women and I support that�  Will some unscrupulous men take it for themselves against 
the real wishes of the woman?  This is one of the things we have to discuss on Committee Stage 
to make sure there is full assent because it could be a handy grab in a way Senator White and 
the House would not intend�    In Ireland the responsibilities of fatherhood are being taken more 
seriously�  When the Minister of State is compiling her thoughts it would be interesting to know 
what social research is available now�  I get the impression, given the better housing conditions, 
that the pub society which many men would have frequented in the past has lost its attraction, 
that maybe there are not so many fellows married to the GAA, Fianna Fáil or whatever excuse 
they used to stay out of the house and that there is much more sharing�  I discussed this issue 
with Senator Feargal Quinn and he said he remembers when the first man wheeled a pram down 
Grafton Street, the newspapers were out taking photographs as this was such a historic event�  
I do not think it is such a historic event any more�  We welcome the fact that the joys of family 
life and the responsibilities are shared and there should not be the gender stereotyping that the 
Minister of State described�  

I still have a complaint against HPAT Ireland which keeps women out of the study of medi-
cine�  The Minister for Health, Deputy James Reilly, agrees with me but it still happens�  The 
excuse is that the women would leave to have children�  I say that is more customers for the 
medical profession so why object to them being in medical school?  It also deprives girls of a 
role model when they go to see doctors�  I hope that kind of discrimination will be always tack-
led�  The Minister is on our side in the argument but the universities still do it and that should 
not happen�  
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In looking through the points made by the Minister of State, I appreciate the one about the 
well-paid leave takers costing more by transferring the leave between them and her impact as-
sessment�  That is very important in all laws and I welcome what she has said�  Sometimes we 
do not think through the consequences and it would be worthwhile to do it�  This Bill is opti-
mistic, it is positive, if it frees up the women entrepreneurs that Senator Mary White wants�  If 
it strengthens and deepens the family, at which we may be better than we are given credit for, 
that is all to the good� 

 In regard to individualisation, I lived in the Kildare constituency and many women liked it 
and put Charlie McCreevy at the top of the poll�  It was not liked in The Irish Times but many 
people who were working enjoyed not being part of their husband for tax purposes�  Maybe he 
was more revolutionary than people are saying now�  I look forward to Committee Stage and 
the generous and welcome response of the Minister of State and the response of the House�  It 
has been a good afternoon’s work�

10/07/2013LL00200Senator  Cáit Keane: I wish to speak on the Bill because it is important and deals with 
parental leave�  Anything that has to do with parents, children, child care, the home and how 
we can make things more acceptable and easier for children and parents in the home place is 
worthwhile.  I am aware the Minister of State pointed out that there are many flaws in the Bill.  
However, one cannot get everything perfect at the first hurdle.  Bill drafters are there to ensure 
the corrections are made.  The spirit and the idea are good.  I listened in my office to the many 
flaws mentioned by the Minister of State.  I am not going to repeat them but they can be cor-
rected and, hopefully, they will be corrected�

On the issue of gender equality, a new regulation or report from Europe was published about 
a month ago�  The new gender equality index ranks Ireland ninth and the Minister of State had 
something to say about that and the fact that there was a need for more work to be done in 
Ireland on gender equality.  I think it was Senator Feargal Quinn who said when one is talking 
about gender equality it plays both ways�  There is male gender and female gender�  We had the 
male gender take precedence over the female gender�  In family life both genders are important�  
When speaking about gender equality it is important to recognise the role of the father as well as 
the mother and the choice that either the father or the mother has to make�  I commend Senator 
White on bringing the Bill to the House  I am aware she has put much effort into the drafting 
but, as I said, not everything is perfect at the first hurdle.

Child care is an important aspect�  I have worked, lectured, promoted and advocated for it 
for the past 20 years�  It is the most important area of policy to get right because if we get it right 
in the early stages, the future will look after itself�  The Government is committed to improving 
child care facilities�  In the short time that the Minister, Deputy Francis Fitzgerald, has been in 
government there have been many advances�  The establishment of the new Department is a 
recognition of the importance of children and child care in terms of providing a home-life bal-
ance and care giving to children�  

The Minister for Justice and Equality, Deputy Alan Shatter, introduced legislation that in-
creases the entitlement to unpaid paternity leave by a month from 14 to 18 weeks�  These 
changes bring into effect the 2010 EU directive allowing parents more than months leave�  That 
is welcome�  Always when speaking on equality, I say that very often Ireland has to be dragged 
kicking and screaming but we are getting much better�  I congratulate the Minister of State be-
cause she has been noted for her advocacy and Trojan work in bringing much of the equality 
legislation on the Statute Book to the fore, all through her political career�
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10/07/2013LL00300Senator  Mary Moran: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013LL00400Senator  Cáit Keane: The EU regulations the Minister and the Minister for Justice and 
Equality introduced will give parents a right to request a change in working hours for a set 
period on return from parental leave�  Employers are not required to grant it but under the EU 
regulation they must consider it�  This is an advance�  It is important that we support parents 
of young children in the difficult balancing act of caring for a young family.  This regulation 
will improve the quality of home-life for working parents�  In this connection, one must always 
mention the people, who by choice, be it the mother or the father, want to care full time for their 
children at home and not avail of child care�  That is a choice we must provide�

The increase in parental leave given effect in the European Union parental leave regulation 
2013 is also very important because it gives parents an equal role in caring for the children and 
helps to break down the stereotypes about child care�  I hope the Minister of State, Deputy Kath-
leen Lynch, and the Minister, Deputy Shatter, will encourage women to remain in the workforce 
after they have children if that is their wish�  

Other Senators have outlined the parental leave that is available compared to what was 
available only six to eight months ago�  The Government is committed to improving child care 
facilities�  Only last week the Minister, Deputy Frances Fitzgerald, announced the national child 
care capital allowance of €2�74 million which comes as part of the second round of capital 
grants to the child care sector�  They are old but important grants�  They were introduced many 
years ago and this is one of the areas where there could have been cuts but the Minister, Deputy 
Fitzgerald, recognised the importance of the grants in achieving a home-work life balance�  

An important aspect is sharing and being willing to participate�  Senator White has included 
in the Bill that the choice must be made between the parents�  It is important that something be 
written into the Bill to ensure that the choice is freely made, whether it be witnessed or other-
wise�  We do not know what happens in households�  It is important that a provision in included 
to ensure the choice is made freely�

10/07/2013LL00500Senator  David Cullinane: I welcome the Minister of State back to the House to discuss 
another important issue�  The issue of child care is very important, as is maternity and paternity 
leave�  I commend Senator White for bringing forward the Bill�  I always commend Sena-
tors who go to the bother of tabling legislation because it is very important�  It is easy to table 
motions on issues but when somebody goes to the trouble of drafting a Bill and doing all the 
research that is involved in it, he or she should be commended�  There is no need to be worried 
about flaws in it because that is what Committee Stage is for.  We can pick up on flaws.  It is the 
substance of the Bill that we should celebrate and accept is a good thing�

There is cross-party support for us collectively to do more in the area of child care generally 
but also in the area of maternity and paternity leave, especially paternity leave, given the very 
low levels of cover we have in this State�  While male employees are not entitled under Irish 
law to either paid or unpaid paternity leave, they may be entitled to parental leave�  Parental 
leave entitles parents who qualify to take a period of up to 18 weeks unpaid leave, generally in 
respect of children aged up to eight years�  There is no provision for a social insurance-based 
payment for periods of parental leave, but employees may be entitled to credited contributions 
to maintain their social insurance record for the period�

The Minister is on record as saying that the introduction of a social insurance-based pay-
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ment would involve a cost to the State�  It is something we need to examine because people 
do pay more taxes now than they did before, including PRSI, the universal social charge and 
income taxes�  Parents are entitled to a level of maternity cover or paternal leave when that op-
portunity presents itself�  

We all accept that society has changed�  It is not the role of women simply to care for chil-
dren - that is the role of both parents who have equal responsibility for raising their children�  In 
the early stages of a child’s life it is important that they should spend as much time as possible 
with both parents, rather than just with the mother�  Obviously, the mother has a critical role but 
so too does the father, although very often that has not been recognised for historical reasons�  

There is no reason we cannot have more paternity cover in this State�  The only reason 
against it is one of cost, in addition to the fact that there might be issues arising from employ-
ers’ organisations�  Nevertheless, we must face up to the fact that we need to do more�  In that 
respect, this Bill is a good step forward�

In the past, Sinn Féin has backed Labour Party motions supporting the introduction of paid 
paternity leave to redress the imbalance in family life�  While undertaking research for this Bill, 
I came across an interesting statistic which showed that, on average, women are working longer 
days than men�  I found that amazing, but it is a fact�

10/07/2013MM00200Senator  Cáit Keane: I agree�

10/07/2013MM00300Senator  David Cullinane: One cannot expect women to work longer hours while also be-
ing the main carer for their children, while men have no such responsibility�  The State should 
value men’s role in this regard�

We need to change attitudes so that more people will accept that it is both parents’ respon-
sibility to care for their children�  That must also be recognised by the State, however�  If the 
State does not recognise it, that creates a prejudicial view among some people who will elevate 
the mother’s role in raising children above that of the father’s role�  Equality is important and it 
works both ways�  The Bill before us gives a choice to parents but we should be moving towards 
paternity leave in any case�

The Minister of State has given a good response and is accepting the Bill in principle�  I 
commend Senator White who has brought forward many policy papers in this House�  She has 
used her time in the Seanad to undertake policy research�  One of the criticisms of Oireachtas 
Members - not just Senators but also TDs - is that we are too locally focused and a big part of 
what we do is constituency-based�  It is said that we should be spending more time on policy 
matters�  Senator White has been one of the exceptions by introducing many policies and Bills�  
This is one of the better ones and my party will certainly support it�

10/07/2013MM00400Senator  Labhrás Ó Murchú: Senator White has done this House a service�  She has a 
distinguished and prolific career in responding to important issues in society.  She does this 
through exceptionally comprehensive reports as well as Private Members’ Bills�  The reports 
she has produced over the years have often been the basis for informed debate� They are time-
less and will be used as reference documents into the future�

A lovely partnership is developing here today between the Minister of State, the Govern-
ment side and Senator White�  There is a particular tone in the Minister of State’s response 
which is excellent�  We could hear a lot more of that�  It should be put on the record once again 
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that the Government should not automatically oppose a Private Members’ Bill, particularly 
when it contains good ideas�  That is exactly what we should be hearing�  In a way, it is all about 
job sharing and we should be sharing the work that has to be done�  It should not be a matter of 
them and us, it should be us all the time because we are acting on behalf of the people�

We are dealing with a very changed society, including changed family roles.  Senator Quinn 
referred to the man pushing a pram and that picture was also in my mind�  I come from the small 
town of Cashel which has a population of 3,000�  Some 30 or 40 years ago, it would be a coura-
geous man who would push a pram down the main street�  

10/07/2013MM00500Senator  Mary M. White: He would be seen as a sissy�

10/07/2013MM00600Senator  Labhrás Ó Murchú: We were prisoners of that attitude�  Now that has changed 
and it is important to underpin, consolidate and support the family unit�  That is what this Bill 
is all about�  We accept there may be technical aspects that must be considered, which is under-
standable�  It is not a matter of Senator White or anyone else wanting all the kudos for at least 
responding to a necessity�  It is important for us to get an opportunity to tease it out�  People 
were worried that women might suffer as a result of maternity leave, but I see from the Minister 
of State’s response that that matter is handled exceptionally well by stating the woman may 
wish to opt for sharing, although there would be certain restrictions and constraints, and rightly 
so�  It is not quite as simple as we would like it to be�

In introducing this Bill, Senator White has made us all think about and discuss parental 
leave�  In that way, we can exchange ideas and views�  I compliment the Minister of State for 
having allowed the Bill to continue but on Committee Stage we will have to examine and dis-
cuss several items�  There is also room for consultation with many groups representing mothers, 
fathers and families generally�  I accept that Senator White has already done quite an amount of 
consultation but it is important for us to consult further in order to develop the best legislation�

Senator Cullinane made a good point about costings, but there is a right thing to do even be-
fore one considers such costings�  That may sound a bit irresponsible on my part but the House 
knows where I am coming from�  First of all, we should put down the legislative marker and 
then decide on the priorities involved�  I do not think we should balk at the idea of doing what 
is right simply because there is currently not as much in the national purse as we would like to 
have�  

I have read many letters in newspapers and journals from the father’s perspective of the 
family�  It may always have been in the back of one’s mind but one did not stop to think about 
it�  At the end of the day, a family is about sharing responsibility�  Many families are currently 
going through an exceptionally difficult time as a result of the recession.  Many of us cannot 
fully contemplate how difficult those times are.  A person with €10 in their pocket is rich, but 
if one has no money and must look after children, it is devastating for morale and spirit�  While 
this is only one aspect, it is an important one�  Very often when people need support most, they 
do not get it from agencies or voluntary organisations but from within their household�  It is 
only by underpinning that support through legislation that we are giving the matter accredita-
tion and recognising it�  It can bring much peace of mind and comfort to families�  Senator 
White is making us all quite animated and energised on this subject and she is making us think�   
I compliment the Minister, Deputy Shatter, for his input on the issue�  Given that we have the 
season and spirit of goodwill, as enunciated in the Senator’s statement-----
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10/07/2013NN00200Acting Chairman  (Senator  Jillian van Turnhout): I have four more speakers and I am 
conscious of time�

10/07/2013NN00300Senator  Labhrás Ó Murchú: -----let us take it one step further�  Let us not just put it on 
the long finger.  Let us ensure that it does become some kind of priority so that while our minds 
are focused on the issue we can take the next step forward�  I compliment Senator White and 
also the Minister and the Government for the response we have received�

10/07/2013NN00400Senator  Terry Brennan: I compliment my friend and colleague, Senator White, on the 
Bill�  It is evident that she has put a lot of hard work into it�  I congratulate her�

The Bill proposes to increase maternity leave from 26 weeks to 28 weeks and to provide that 
the new allocation would be shared – 14 weeks for the mother and 14 weeks for the father�  That 
has been mentioned by all speakers and that appears to be the intention of the Bill�  However, 
the Bill contains a number of drafting defects, including on page 8 where the proposed new 
section 8(1) to be inserted in the existing Act creates an entitlement of not less than 14 consecu-
tive weeks leave for either the pregnant employee or the father but not both�  That is merely an 
error but a more substantive defect in the Bill is that the entitlement to 14 weeks paternity leave 
is created without any qualification and without giving the mother any choice.  It is paramount 
that the mother has a choice, regardless of whether there is a continuing relationship between 
the couple�

The Bill makes no provision for adoptive mothers who are also entitled under current leg-
islation to an equivalent length of leave – or for adoptive fathers for that matter�  Previous 
speakers alluded to the fact also�  I am concerned about the proposal that the father would have 
an automatic right to 50% of the available leave allowance, regardless of whether there is a 
relationship with the mother�  In many cases the relationship after birth might not be as good 
as it should be and in such cases one could have fathers claiming the leave when they are not 
entitled to it�

The Minister will bring forward amendments in due course to provide that maternity leave 
will remain vested in the mother�  As a father I believe that is the right approach�  There will not 
be an increase in the current 26 week ceiling of paid maternity leave�  The mother may opt to 
share some of the maternity leave, other than the minimum period which must be taken by her 
for health and safety reasons�  That is currently two weeks prior to the birth and four weeks af-
terwards�  Leave is available to the father subject to him qualifying in his own right on the basis 
of his social welfare record�  The provision will be made for both maternity leave and adoptive 
leave situations�  The Minister of State committed to bring forward Committee Stage amend-
ments to achieve that outcome�  She has sought time to consult with relevant Departments, the 
social partners and the Equality Authority�  It is essential that Committee Stage is deferred until 
early in 2014 to enable the drafting of the relevant amendments�

As a parent and grandfather who got married when it was the law that a wife gave up her 
job until the children became teenagers and she went back to her employment, I commend and 
recognise the part played by my wife in those early years with our three children�  As far as I 
am concerned, money would not buy what my good wife contributed to the formative years�

10/07/2013NN00500Senator  David Norris: I compliment Senator White on her initiative in bringing forward 
this Bill�  She has a very distinguished record in this House in providing a series of well-re-
searched and detailed reports on a wide variety of subjects but often dealing with areas relating 
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to what one might generally term infirmity or disadvantage, such as the elderly.  She has done 
the Seanad and the Oireachtas a good deal of service in that regard�

The idea of shared parental leave is good for children because it gives a balance�  It is some-
thing in which many fathers would also rejoice�  I recall my closest friend who has been married 
for many years�  A long time ago it turned out that his wife was capable of earning more money 
than he was�  It was a very practical situation�  He withdrew from his employment and became 
a house husband�  A lot of his friends jeered him�  I did not know that and I said to his wife that 
it was wonderful�  It was great for the children�  He has turned into the most superb cook ever 
since then�  I am very much in favour of that�

A number of issues arise in the context of the Minister’s speech�  First, I am sure Senator 
White would agree with the idea of consultation between the parents�  That seems to me to be 
a good idea, in particular in a situation where, for example, there may be an absent or irrespon-
sible father�  Politically correct people deny that and say that all fathers are wonderful�  No, they 
are not�  Some of them are blackguards and others take no interest whatsoever in their children�  
I do not think they should have any rights at all�

The Minister rehearsed the various Bills in which he was involved�  I compliment him on 
that�  He mentioned the Adoption Act 1991, which was only the second Private Members’ Bill 
in 32 years.  The first one originated in the Seanad.  It was introduced by Professor W. B. Stan-
ford and was about the humane treatment of pigs in abattoirs.  Again, a first for the Seanad.  I 
welcome the Minister of State’s suggestion that Members of the Seanad might avail of an op-
portunity for consultation with civil servants�  I remember doing that some years ago on a tax 
proposal I had and it was very helpful indeed, in particular if the person involved is more clever 
than oneself�  I organised a consultation with the late Paul Tansey who was able to argue the 
case mathematically for me�  That is a very good thing�

I noticed the Minister said the Department cannot express an opinion on the merits of the 
politics.  That is fine.  However, she also said that it could not be of any assistance in drafting a 
Bill�  However, someone should�  That is a lamentable defect in our parliamentary system�  My 
colleague, Senator Quinn, introduced legislation, as has every single person on our benches.  
Senator Leyden has introduced legislation�  We should have assistance�  Drafting a Bill is a 
highly technical undertaking.  An officer should be appointed by Government to assist us in 
producing legislation�  It is not good enough for someone to say, “Oh, what do they do?”�  They 
give us damn all help and they expect us to make bricks without straw�  It is amazing the quality 
of bricks that come out of the Seanad�  I ask the Minister of State, Deputy Lynch, to take back 
the idea to her Cabinet colleagues�  The Minister accepted that a number of other countries have 
paternity leave and accepts the principle of the Bill�  I very much welcome that�  It is a good 
day and I am sure the Bill will be tidied up�  We in this House will be of increasing assistance to 
the Government in putting legislation for it to consider from Seanad Éireann�  Watch this space�

10/07/2013NN00600Senator  Terry Leyden: Senator Ned O’Sullivan had planned to contribute�  He would 
like to be associated with the remarks I will make on the Bill�  I compliment Senator White on 
introducing the Bill to the House�  I commend the Minister of State, Deputy Lynch, for being so 
open and generous in her approach�  She indicated that she will take the best of what has been 
presented and will incorporate it into a Government Bill�  That is worthwhile�  Senator White 
has invested much research in the Bill and that will be of great assistance to the Government�  
This is not a simple or straightforward area, it is a complex one.  The benefit of breast-feeding, 
which is essential in the early months, cannot be provided through paternity leave�  It depends 
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on all those types of issues and on whether there is agreement between couples�  It would be a 
great help to any new Member of the Oireachtas if his or her spouse or partner could be at home 
to assist in bringing up the children�  This Parliament, this Dáil and Seanad, is very much geared 
towards men in politics as opposed to women, particularly women who have young children�  
When I was elected to the Dáil in 1977, I could come up here on a Tuesday morning and leave 
my four children at home with my wife and family�  They were looked after, fed, dressed, edu-
cated and supported in every way possible�  I was here three or four days a week and I had clin-
ics at the weekend�  This is not a very family-friendly place�  We hear now that the Dáil may sit 
until 2 a�m� and that shows that this place is quite impractical in terms of being family friendly�

It would be easy to reform the Dáil and the Seanad and modern technology could be used�  
It would be possible through a system for Deputies to vote safely in their own homes if they 
wished to do so�  There is no reason that could not be done�  On crucial votes on a budget, the 
Members would have to be called up but on normal legislation voting in that way would be 
quite in order�  Many changes could be made�  

Deputy Lynch has been far more generous to Senator White than the Minister, Deputy Joan 
Burton, has been to me�  I introduced a wills Bill in 2007 on which I received the support of 
Fianna Fáil, Fine Gael and the Labour Party and we got it through this House�  It is a simple 
straightforward proposal to have a system in place for registering the last will and testament of 
people�  There is no such system in Ireland�  One can register one’s dog but one cannot register 
a will�  Instead of the Minister saying she would accept it, she said that the advice she got from 
her Department was that it was not practical�  It is still on the Order Paper and I have kept it on 
it to try to persuade the Minister and the Government of its value�

I compliment Senator Norris on his point of view in this regard�  The Government could 
consider such legislation�  This House has provided extremely good legislation�  Senator White 
has been very proactive not only in producing legislation but on producing wonderful docu-
ments on promoting women entrepreneurs, reports on the issues of suicide, child care and older 
people, which is fantastic material, and a Bill she introduced on the issue of mandatory retire-
ment, which was very progressive�  The Seanad has done the State some service, as Senator 
White and others have been very proactive in using the Seanad, as it provides a framework for 
introducing legislation�

On a point of clarification, I received a phonecall from a journalist just now.  I am not wor-
ried about people tweeting from here but I am referring to when something is tweeted from 
here out of context�  For instance, I spoke earlier today about the fact that certain fascists were 
Christians but that that did not excuse their monstrous behaviour�  They were monsters, let us 
be quite about it�  I hate being misrepresented�  The then Pope brought in an encyclical in 1932 
and even though there was two fascist leaders, they disregarded the Pope and religion and be-
came absolute monsters, murdering people in the Holocaust�  A tweet went out from here and 
it was picked up by the red-top journalists and straightaway they start saying they are linked 
somehow�  I was making a factual statement�  I went a bit further by the way and said that Gen-
eral Eoin O’Duffy was also a fascist who was linked to the Brownshirts and the Blueshirts who 
amalgamated with Cumann na nGaedheal to form Fine Gael�  I will add further to this at 7 p�m� 

(Interruptions)�

10/07/2013OO00300Senator  Terry Leyden: I am pretty annoyed that what was tweeted was taken out of con-
text�  I want to clarify it�
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10/07/2013OO00400Senator  Martin Conway: On a point of order, the Senator is being deliberately provoca-
tive instead of being a little bit more co-operative�

10/07/2013OO00500Acting Chairman (Senator Jillian van Turnhout): I ask Senator Leyden to conclude�

10/07/2013OO00600Senator  Terry Leyden: I commend the Bill to the House�  I am delighted that the Govern-
ment has agreed to accept this Bill and that it will pass Seanad Stage and we will return to it in 
the autumn of early next year�

10/07/2013OO00700Senator  Martin Conway: The Minister, Deputy Joan Burton, had nothing to do with the 
legislation�

10/07/2013OO00800Acting Chairman (Senator Jillian van Turnhout): I call Senator White to conclude�

10/07/2013OO00900Senator  Mary M. White: I am a person who very much wears my heart on my sleeve�  I 
am transparent, probably too much so for the business we are in�  I am overwhelmed by the sup-
port from everyone who spoke on the Bill today�  This legislation is very much part of the point 
about allowing half of the talent of our country, the women of Ireland, to participate�  We are 
not being competitive if we are not using the brains of half of the country�  We have to further 
encourage men in Ireland to fully participate in the rearing of their children�  Despite all that we 
have heard about men, I love to see a man wheeling a pram, but we still have a long way to go 
because the women are carrying the burden of the rearing of the children�  There is no question 
about that�  We need women, as Sheryl Sandberg said in her book Lean In,  to push more as well 
to participate in society�  The more helpful a man is in supporting his wife if they have children 
and, if they do not have children, the more he supports her in what she does, the more happy 
their lives will be in this world and  the more they will be able to develop their potential to the 
full because they will be living in a happy environment�  The more men help women to fully 
participate, the better�  I sincerely believe that the women of Ireland have every right to enjoy 
family and work the way men do, and their fulfilment and peace in their family life, whether 
they have children or do not have children, makes for better adjusted people, and the home is 
their nest�  I am overwhelmed�  I never expected this�

10/07/2013OO01000Acting Chairman (Senator Jillian van Turnhout): Well done, Senator White�

Question put and agreed to.

10/07/2013OO01200Acting Chairman (Senator Jillian van Turnhout): When is it proposed to take Commit-
tee Stage?

10/07/2013OO01300Senator  Martin Conway: In the first quarter of 2014.

10/07/2013OO01400Acting Chairman (Senator Jillian van Turnhout): Next Tuesday�

10/07/2013OO01500Senator  Martin Conway: I beg you pardon, that was a slip of the tongue�  Next Tuesday�

10/07/2013OO01600Senator  Mary M. White: I accept what the Minister of State said about bringing forward 
a Bill to consolidate matters but it would be better to iron out the issues on this one and for it 
to go forward�  That would be better for us all�  I do not want to integrate it into the new family 
legislation, and although that would be right thing to do, this Bill should stand on its right to 
put a spotlight on our wanting women to participate more in society and men to help women to 
participate in it�   Is that all right?
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10/07/2013OO01700Deputy  Kathleen Lynch: I wish to clarify a point with the Senator�  We need to get this 
very clear�  If Senator’s Bill, with the amendments we intend to bring forward, is not to become 
part and parcel of the overarching legislation that we will introduce at the start of next year, we 
will come back with amendments to this Bill, but it will still be the first quarter of next year 
before we get to do this because we need to carry out the consultation process�  I want to ensure 
that is very clear�

10/07/2013OO01800Senator  Mary M. White: The other point I want to make and I am using poetic licence 
here is that I want to thank the Minister of State very much for putting on the record here today 
that the Department officials should be allowed to help us.  I had it on my radar that they would 
not help us if we were not in government or they were not allowed to do so�  That is a very 
important point to make today�

10/07/2013OO01900Deputy  Kathleen Lynch: I need to clarify a point�

10/07/2013OO02000Acting Chairman (Senator Jillian van Turnhout): I am going to give the last word to the 
Minister of State�

10/07/2013OO02100Deputy  Kathleen Lynch: I need to clarify that it will not be possible for us to take Com-
mittee Stage next Tuesday�

10/07/2013OO02200Acting Chairman (Senator Jillian van Turnhout): We understand that�  It is a procedural 
issue�  The Minister of State’s words are very clearly noted�

Committee Stage ordered for Tuesday, 16 July 2013�

5 o’clock

Houses of the Oireachtas (Inquiries, Privileges and Procedures) Bill 2013: Second Stage

10/07/2013PP00200Acting Chairman  (Senator  Terry Leyden): I welcome the Minister for Public Expendi-
ture and Reform to the House�

Question proposed: “That the Bill be now read a Second Time.”

10/07/2013PP00400Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform  (Deputy  Brendan Howlin): This Bill 
establishes a comprehensive statutory framework for the Houses of the Oireachtas to conduct 
inquiries under the current constitutional framework�  The legislation is fully within the param-
eters laid down by the Supreme Court in the Abbeylara case�  It is very clear from the views 
expressed in the Supreme Court judgment that the Oireachtas is not empowered in general to 
make findings of fact adverse to the good name of any person who is not either a Member of 
the Houses or an officeholder or otherwise directly accountable to the Houses.  Accordingly 
there is no scope under the legislation to make findings of individual culpability unless there is 
a specific constitutional authorisation for such a finding.

Research following the defeat of the Oireachtas inquiries referendum in 2011 has confirmed 
that while there is a distrust among the public of the political system, in particular in relation to 
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making findings of culpability, there remains broad support for the Oireachtas itself to be able 
to carry out legitimate inquiries�

This Bill provides the necessary framework for such inquiries and represents a very im-
portant step in the process of clarifying the role of the Houses of the Oireachtas in securing 
accountability through investigations into matters of significant public importance.  One of 
the lessons for parliamentarians from the referendum is that while the public is not innately 
opposed to granting further powers to the Oireachtas it is clear that public representatives will 
have to earn the public’s trust�  Such inquiries could represent a very substantial strengthening 
in the effectiveness and contribution of the Legislature to our democratic system by not only 
helping us learn vital lessons from past events but through their recommendations identifying 
the legislative reforms and policy changes essential to making sure that egregious policy errors 
are not repeated�

I have long advocated the need for an effective and legally robust parliamentary banking 
inquiry into the events that occurred on the night of the bank guarantee and the systemic failures 
that led to our current fiscal position.  It seems that the case for a parliamentary inquiry into 
the banking collapse is a strong one�  One of the best reasons to proceed with a parliamentary 
inquiry at this stage is that none of the other possible models has been successful at meeting the 
public demand for a full account of this issue, nor are they likely to do so�

The investigations being conducted by the Director of Public Prosecutions for instance are 
against a number of named individuals and on a number of reasonably narrow grounds�  These 
prosecutions do not hold out the prospect of establishing a narrative around the events that have 
caused such damage to our State and society�  We have already had a commission of inquiry 
via the Nyberg report, which, while offering a macro analysis of events, has not succeeded in 
explaining the perspective of the individual participants involved�

Ironically, the time being taken to get prosecutions right is stymying the public’s desire to 
understand and have an account of what happened�  Earlier this week it was reported that the 
Irish Independent had withheld further publication of tapes, at the behest of the Director of 
Public Prosecutions, for fear of jeopardising prosecutions�  As far back as two years ago the 
Chartered Accountants Regulatory Board was asked to delay public inquiries into the involve-
ment of individual members and accountancy firms in respect of the events which came to light 
in 2008�

Nobody wants to prejudice inquiries or professional investigations�  Nor is it satisfactory 
that more than five years on from the time these events came into the public domain we remain 
in the position we are in�  Nor have we any guarantee, given the nature of our legal system that 
the position would be fundamentally altered in the near future�

This Bill will facilitate such an inquiry provided the terms of reference of the inquiry are 
correctly framed�  However, the proposed legislation does substantially more than facilitate a 
banking inquiry�  I want to underscore to the House that the primary purpose of this legislation 
is to create a comprehensive legal framework which is of general application�

An Oireachtas inquiry can work and successfully deliver essential public accountability 
providing it follows three key principles�  The terms of reference for an Oireachtas inquiry must 
not seek to specifically investigate the conduct of individuals and make findings of individual 
culpability�  The inquiry itself must be carried out in a manner consistent with the terms of 
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reference�  The inquiry respects the legal and constitutional rights of all witnesses called�  The 
secretariat of Oireachtas committees and members have a wide experience on a day-to-day ba-
sis of carrying out committee business subject to these requirements�  The weakening of trust 
in our politicians is not a good thing for our democracy�  The Oireachtas comprises experienced 
and capable members motivated to act in the public interest�  We need to have faith in them to 
do their job�  The conduct of a banking inquiry will assist in strengthening the effectiveness of 
the Oireachtas and enhancing trust in the political system�  It will require a disciplined approach 
by Members to ensure that inquiries are fair, balanced and effective.  I am confident that the 
statutory framework provided in the Bill provides assistance in this regard by giving clarity to 
the Houses on their powers and by setting out guidance in relation to matters such as fair pro-
cedures, avoidance of bias and so on�

The Bill contains explicit requirements to observe fair procedures�  The extensive fair pro-
cedure requirements apply to all types of inquiries conducted under this Bill, notwithstanding 
that the inquiry may have no scope to make findings that could have a direct adverse effect on 
the reputation of individuals�  Access to the courts for directions in respect of any dispute is 
provided for in the Bill�

The Bill also contains provisions in relation to the behaviour of Members to avoid any per-
ception of bias.  An assessment of whether a perception of bias has arisen will depend firmly on 
the circumstances of the individual case�  It is for the Oireachtas to make an assessment of bias 
in the first instance.  The matter could ultimately be determined by the courts by assessment of 
the view formed by a “reasonable” person�  I would like to emphasise though, that bias provi-
sions will not stifle the healthy debate that we, as politicians, engage in on a day-to-day basis.

Members of the Oireachtas would be expected to have strong views and to have articulated 
them previously on important matters of public policy that are relevant to their legislative and 
parliamentary role�  This was made clear in the Abbeylara judgment itself�  However, a dis-
ciplined approach by members of an inquiry committee will be essential, once the inquiry is 
established�  It would not be appropriate for members of an inquiry committee to make public 
comments both immediately prior to and during the course of an inquiry on the subject matter 
of the inquiry where its findings had the potential to impact adversely on the reputation of an 
individual�  Furthermore, in line with the commitments in the programme for Government re-
lating to civil servants giving evidence to Oireachtas committees, the Bill makes provisions to 
expand the scope of evidence that civil servants may give�  Civil servants will not be restricted 
from giving evidence for the purpose of establishing facts and giving the committee the full 
narrative of a series of events�  This will be the case both in regard to an inquiry conducted 
under this Bill and also in the context of committees conducting daily business�  The current 
restrictions on the Oireachtas committees from asking a public servant to otherwise express an 
opinion on the merits of policy will be maintained�  It is not expected that disclosing policy-
specific policy advice should occur other than in exceptional circumstances where it is essential 
to terms of reference of an inquiry�  This will be set out in revised guidance to all civil servants, 
which is currently being prepared by my Department and which will be made available once 
this legislation is enacted�

The Bill respects the principle that the Houses, pursuant to Article 15�10, should be afforded 
significant autonomy to regulate their own affairs.  The legislation envisages a central role for 
the Houses of the Oireachtas in both initiating and conducting a parliamentary inquiry�  There 
should be no confusion, as the Bill empowers the Oireachtas - and not the Executive - to con-
duct inquiries�  There was a conscious decision to do this as a common critique of Irish politics 
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is that it is dominated by the Executive�  Under the Bill, responsibility is assigned exclusively 
to the Houses of the Oireachtas to determine the requirement for a formal inquiry, the terms of 
reference of that inquiry, the appropriate committee to conduct the inquiry and the procedural 
and organisational aspects of the inquiry�

The Bill will not impede the important and valuable work currently being conducted by 
Oireachtas committees�  The Bill fully replicates and restates the powers available to commit-
tees contained in the Committees of the Houses of the Oireachtas (Compellability, Privileges 
and Immunities of Witnesses) Act 1997, as well as providing for a simplification of the current 
process of invoking compellability�  The Bill will therefore repeal the 1997 Act�

The programme for Government contains a commitment to address the issue of confidential 
communications with Members through constitutional change�  Following a detailed policy 
assessment and on the basis of legal analysis, it has now been decided to legislate in regard 
to this issue.  The Bill provides for qualified privilege for confidential communication from 
members of the public to Members of either House of the Oireachtas�  This will facilitate those 
who wish to draw wrong-doing to the attention of Members of the Oireachtas without having 
their identities disclosed.  The Bill provides for qualified statutory privilege for private papers 
of Members and official documents of the Houses.  These provisions are intended to apply in 
all circumstances and are not restricted to inquiries carried out under the Bill�

I would now like to turn to the Bill before the House�  This Bill, as I have already indicated, 
establishes a comprehensive statutory framework for the Houses of the Oireachtas to conduct 
inquiries�  I will now go through the Parts of the Bill and give a brief outline of its content and 
purpose�  Part 1 of the Bill contains sections 1 to 5, inclusive, and deals with standard prelimi-
nary and general matters, including the Title of the Bill and provisions for its commencement�  
Part 2 is divided into two chapters detailing the types of inquiries that may be conducted in ac-
cordance with the Bill�  Section 6 outlines the scope of chapter 1 and section 7 provides for an 
inquire, record and report inquiry; this is a power to undertake inquiries by way of recording 
and reporting evidence and making findings of uncontested facts.

Section 8 provides for a power to undertake inquiries and make findings of fact relating to 
the legislative functions of the Houses�  Section 9 provides for a power to undertake inquiries 
relating to the removal of certain officeholders as provided for in Article 33.4, relating to the 
Comptroller and Auditor General, or Article 35, relating to judges of the Supreme and High 
Court, of the Constitution or arising from legislation relating to the removal of other judges or 
officeholders where a resolution of both Houses is required.  Section 10 provides for a power 
to undertake inquiries in respect of the conduct of a Member of either House in his or her ca-
pacity as a Member�  Section 11 provides for a power to undertake inquiries to hold the current 
Government to account pursuant to Article 28�4 of the Constitution and also to hold to account 
any person who is liable to Dáil scrutiny by virtue of the terms of his or her contract or statu-
tory appointment�  Section 12 provides for a parliamentary mechanism whereby a proposal by 
a committee to conduct an inquiry is assessed by the individual or committee designated by the 
rules and Standing Orders of the House or Houses�  Section 13 makes provision for the passing 
of a resolution by the House or Houses to establish an inquiry and the setting of terms of refer-
ence for a Part 2 inquiry.  Section 14 outlines the finding of failure to co-operate with a Part 2 
inquiry that a committee is entitled to make�  Chapter 2 contains sections 15 and 16 of the Bill 
and contains details of an inquiry related to the impeachment of the President under Article 
12�10 of the Constitution�
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Part 3 contains sections 17 to 32, inclusive, and provides for a range of fair procedures to be 
followed by an Oireachtas committee conducting an inquiry pursuant to the Bill�  As outlined, 
the requirement to observe fair procedures applies to all Part 2 inquiries conducted under the 
Bill�  I draw Members’ attention to the following sections in this part�  Section 18 makes it clear 
that a witness to an inquiry has the same privileges and immunities as a witness giving evidence 
to the High Court�  Section 19 permits the committee designated by the rules and Standing Or-
ders of the House or Houses to issue a wide range of guidelines, consistent with the Bill, relat-
ing to the procedures of Part 2 inquiries�  Section 21 prohibits a Member of the Houses from 
sitting on a committee where a perception of bias might arise in a reasonable person�

Section 22 provides that a witness to an inquiry has the right to be accompanied by his or her 
legal practitioner while giving evidence if he or she so desires and attend any public session of 
the inquiry or the giving of evidence by any witness relevant to him or her�  Section 24 outlines 
the rights of a person whose good name is or may be in issue�  These rights include the right to 
be given advance notice of evidence proposed to be given against him or her in so far as that is 
possible, the right to cross-examine witnesses, the right to give evidence to the inquiry, the right 
to call witnesses and the right to make a submission at the close of evidence�  Sections 26 to 28, 
inclusive, provide for a notice to issue of a committee’s intention to exercise its compellability 
powers, set out the standard of proof and its duty to inform witnesses of its powers�  Section 
29 makes it clear that evidence compiled for the purposes of an inquiry will not be admissible 
in any other proceedings such as criminal and disciplinary proceedings�  Section 31 makes 
provision for the taking of evidence to be conducted in public and states this evidence may be 
broadcast to the public, unless the Chairman of the committee is satisfied that it would not be in 
the interests of the inquiry or fair procedures to do so�

Part 4 contains sections 33 to 41, inclusive, and makes provision for interim and final re-
ports of a committee conducting an inquiry�  These sections make provision for the form and 
content of such reports, matters relating to the amendment and publication of reports and the 
confidentiality of such documents.

Part 5 is divided into five chapters and concerns costs.  Again, I will highlight the most 
significant sections in this part.  Chapter 1 contains sections 42 to 45, inclusive.  Section 43 re-
quires a committee, prior to commencing an inquiry, to prepare a report containing an estimate 
of the legal costs and expenses expected to be incurred in the conduct of the inquiry�  Section 
44 provides for the appointment of a panel of legal costs accountants willing and able to act as 
a parliamentary legal costs adjudicator in certain circumstances, whereas section 45 sets out the 
powers of the adjudicator�  

Chapter 2 contains sections 46 to 52, inclusive, and contains provisions relating to Oireach-
tas inquiry legal costs�  The focus in the Bill is on providing for recoupment of legal costs 
only in the limited cases where the good name of a person is at issue�  Section 46 empowers 
the Houses of the Oireachtas Commission to issue guidelines in respect of inquiry legal costs�  
Section 47 provides for the recoupment of third party costs in specified circumstances.  Sec-
tion 48 provides that where a committee conducting an inquiry, or another person, has incurred 
additional legal costs as a result of the behaviour of a third party, the Houses of the Oireachtas 
Commission may direct the third party to pay such costs, provided that the grounds for the be-
lief have been confirmed by the High Court.  

Chapter 3 contains sections 53 to 55, inclusive, and concerns the payment by the Houses 
of the Oireachtas Commission of inquiry expenses and the power of the commission to issue 
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guidelines and direct third parties to pay expenses in certain circumstances�  

Chapter 4 contains sections 56 to 61, inclusive, and makes provision for legal costs in re-
spect of private bills�  These provisions allow for the updating of 19th century and early 20th 
century legislation in respect of private bill costs to bring it into line with the other costs pro-
visions included in the Bill�  Chapter 5 contains sections 62 to 64 and contains miscellaneous 
provisions in relation to costs�  Parts 6 and 7 largely mirror and update the provisions of the 
Committee of the Houses of the Oireachtas (Compellability Privileges and Immunities) Act 
1997�  Part 6 contains sections 65 to 75 and concerns compellability, privileges and immunities 
and applies only to an Oireachtas committee while it is conducting an inquiry pursuant to the 
Bill and on which a power to send for persons, papers and records has been conferred by the 
House�  This Part outlines the powers of such a committee in relation to obtaining evidence and 
makes provisions relating to irrelevant evidence and exempt evidence�

Part 7 contains 5 chapters and concerns compellability privileges and immunities�  This 
Part applies to an Oireachtas committee while it is conducting non-inquiry committee business 
and on which the power to send for persons, papers and records has been conferred�  Chapter 
1 contains sections 76 and 77 and contains relevant definitions in relation to the Part.  Chapter 
2 contains sections 78 to 82 and concerns privileges and immunities of witnesses in circum-
stances where a committee is conducting its ordinary business, outside of formal inquiry mode�  
Chapter 3 contains sections 83 to 90 and makes provision for directions that may be given by a 
committee while it is exercising its compellability powers�  Chapter 4 contains section 91 and 
provides for the payment by the Oireachtas Commission of the reasonable expenses of a wit-
ness in proceedings before a committee�  Part 8 contains sections 92 to 93�  Section 92 provides 
that a Member of either House shall not be amenable to any court and authority other than the 
House by which the relevant committee was appointed in respect of any utterance in or before 
a committee�  It also provides that certain documents may be privileged�  Section 93 places re-
strictions on the evidence of certain persons and contains the reformed procedure in relation to 
the evidence of civil servants which I outlined earlier�

Part 9 contains sections 94 to 103 and provides for applications to the High Court in rela-
tion to the conduct of an inquiry�  Section 94 clearly provides for an application to the High 
Court for directions in respect of the proceedings of an inquiry where a person is of the opinion 
that any matter relating to the proceedings is not being inquired into or otherwise dealt with in 
accordance with the Act�  A committee may itself apply to the High Court for directions and 
section 95 makes provision for such an application when a committee is of the opinion that a 
report could prejudice criminal proceedings�

Section 98 permits a parliamentary legal costs adjudicator to refer a question of law arising 
in the context of an application for an adjudication of costs for the opinion of the court�  Section 
99 permits a committee to apply to court where a person fails to comply with a direction of the 
committee or the Chairman�  Section 100 allows for appeal to the court where a direction from 
a committee could prejudice criminal proceedings which are pending or in progress�  Part 10 
contains Sections 104 to 111 of the Bill�  As outlined earlier, this Part provides for a statutory 
qualified privilege for the private papers of Members and confidential communications from 
members of the public to Members of the Houses�  I will highlight the main provisions of this 
Part briefly.

Section 104 sets out definitions and also makes clear that the operation of the privilege 
does not prejudice the power of each House to make rules and standing orders pursuant to Ar-
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ticle 15�10 to create a protection for the private papers of Members�  Section 105 provides for 
qualified privilege for the private papers of a Member and confidential communications from 
members of the public to Members of the Houses and sets out the circumstances in which such 
papers of confidential communications may be accessed or disclosed.  Section 106 permits a 
person who has communicated with a Member and who is otherwise entitled by law to disclose 
the fact or content of the communication to make such a disclosure�  Section 107 provides for 
the determination of what constitutes a private paper or confidential communication.  Section 
108 provides for guidelines to be developed by the Houses of the Oireachtas, while section 109 
sets out the arrangements which will apply to the private papers or confidential communications 
of former or deceased Members of the Houses�

Part 11 contains sections 112 to 116 of the Bill and, as I mentioned earlier, provides for a 
statutory qualified privilege for the official documents of the Houses of the Oireachtas.  Section 
112 sets out definitions and also makes clear that the operation of the privilege does not preju-
dice the power of each House to make rules and standing orders pursuant to Article 15�10 to 
create a protection for official documents.  Section 113 provides for a power for an Oireachtas 
committee designated for that purpose to make rules designating categories of official docu-
ments.  Section 114 provides for qualified privilege for official documents of the Houses and 
sets out the circumstances in which an official document may be accessed or disclosed.

Part 12 contains sections 117 to 119 of the Bill and governs the power of the Houses of the 
Oireachtas and any Oireachtas committee to examine witnesses and administer oaths�  Part 13 
contains sections 120 to 122 of the Bill and contains provisions in relation to the laying of docu-
ments and allows for the repeal of the 1966 Houses of the Oireachtas (Laying of Documents) 
Act�

Part 14 contains sections 123 to 133 of the Bill and provides for miscellaneous matters in-
cluding provision for offences by bodies corporate in section 123, provision for proceedings in 
court in section 124, matters relating to the prosecution of an offence under the Bill in section 
125, clarification on the status of court proceedings in the event of a discontinuation of an in-
quiry or the dissolution of either House in section 126�  Section 127 contains restrictions on the 
Freedom of Information Acts 1997 and 2003�  Sections 128 to 132 provide for the consequential 
amendments of other legislation�

The Schedule provides for a repeal of previous Acts relating to the Oireachtas that are either 
obsolete or are replaced by this Bill�  It also provides for part amendment of a small number of 
Acts�  I am conscious that this is a large and complex Bill and I have dealt with its provisions 
in summary form in my contribution to the House today�  That will explain why we have taken 
such great time and care with the Bill�  I thank both Houses for the degree of input into the 
Bill�  Having carried out an analysis of the referendum result in 2011 we asked for the views 
of Oireachtas committees�  They looked at the heads in some detail and provided useful debate 
before we published the final Bill in May.  I am happy to expand on any of its provisions during 
the course of this debate�  If Senators wish to raise any particular issues they are welcome to do 
so�  They will have an opportunity on further Stages to examine the Bill in detail�  I look forward 
to hearing the contributions of Senators during this debate�  I hope the House will support the 
passage of the Bill and assist in securing its early enactment because there is a public view that 
this is a piece of legislation that should be passed by the Houses of the Oireachtas�

10/07/2013RR00200Senator  Thomas Byrne: I will not oppose the Bill on Second Stage�  I agree with the 
Minister that Committee Stage will provide an opportunity to debate the provision in some 
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detail because it is quite a long and complicated Bill and it is important that we go through 
each section to tease out exactly what it means�  From the outset, it seems that the Bill is really 
putting together what is already law and setting it out in a relatively accessible statutory format�  
Inquiries can already take place but the Bill sets out the procedures clearly�

The Government and nobody else bungled the referendum in October 2011�  Historians will 
look back in shock at it because all parties supported the referendum, which in retrospect was 
an outrageous proposal to put to the people, notwithstanding the fact that we supported it too, 
in terms of trying to restrict the rights of people going before committees�  It gave people no 
rights or no recourse to the High Court�  The Oireachtas was the sole judge of the committee’s 
functions�  It was an act of collective political madness by the entire political establishment�  I 
am grateful to those who pointed out the wrongs of the proposal and the people in their wis-
dom voted against it�  That was a power grab by the Oireachtas and the Government but it was 
rejected by the public�  We must tread carefully on the issue�  The main danger seems to be in 
respect of politicians grandstanding�  I must say that this is what politicians do best�  They do it 
all the time and if they are not seen to be doing it, people wonder if they are doing anything at 
all�  There was grandstanding involved in the Abbeylara decision and inquiry�  That was referred 
to in the Supreme Court judgment�  

10/07/2013SS00200Senator  Tom Sheahan: Maybe the Senator should say “we” rather than “they”�

10/07/2013SS00300Senator  Thomas Byrne: I am saying “we”�

10/07/2013SS00400Senator  Susan O’Keeffe: No, he said “they” three times�

10/07/2013SS00500Senator  Thomas Byrne: I apologise�  I will say “we”�  It is the third person - the posh way 
of saying it - but I am including myself in it�  We must be wary of that grandstanding because 
what the public wants at all times is fairness�  The public does not want show trials or politi-
cal investigations�  The public wants to know what happened�  For all the faults, failings and 
criticisms of tribunals of inquiry, and there are many, they did come to conclusions on many 
aspects�  They reached conclusions on corruption that could not have been reached here and 
have not yet been reached in the criminal courts�  There are things a tribunal can do�  There is a 
Bill before the Oireachtas to reform tribunals and it might have been wiser to look at that for the 
banking inquiry and to look at changing the law on tribunals to reign in the costs because they 
were excessively high�  We on this side of the House must take responsibility for that because 
they were not sufficiently reigned in.  I am worried about that in terms of these inquiries.

While it is the case that the Oireachtas has the power to decide in respect of inquiries - the 
Minister set that out - and this is a significant decision by the Government, the reality is that the 
Government controls the Oireachtas�  Let us not say that somehow an independent Oireachtas 
is going to make all these decisions�  The Government controls the Oireachtas�  That is the way 
it is, always has been and is likely to remain no matter who is in power�  The idea that there 
is some independent body with independent thought making the decisions separate from the 
Executive is a nonsense�  We should not be saying or repeating it because it is not true�  The 
Oireachtas of the day will, 999 times out of 1,000, do what the Government of the day wants 
it to do�

The Bill provides for the inquire, record and report style of inquiry�  That can already hap-
pen and has happened, which is fine.  It provides for inquiries that are forward-looking and 
empowered to make findings of fact in the context of investigations relating to our legislative 
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functions here and inquiries relating to the removal of certain office holders like the President 
or judges�  This is very important and the Oireachtas has again fallen short when it is inquiring 
into office holders and Members of the Houses.  It provides for making findings of fact for the 
purpose of holding the Government to account under Article 28.4.  The major difficulty there 
relates to individuals.  There is no difficulty with holding the Government to account but the 
problem arises when one is making findings of fact against individuals.  Reading the text, I see 
that the Oireachtas can make findings of fact that directly impugn the good name of an office 
holder or former office holder.  The Minister stated on the radio last week that this would not 
apply to people who are not Members of the Dáil�  Certainly it is not my reading of it but I heard 
the Minister say on the radio last week that former Ministers who are not Members of the Dáil 
could not have findings of fact made against them.  I think this is what the Minister said.

10/07/2013SS00600Deputy  Brendan Howlin: Or former Ministers who are current Members of the Dáil could 
not have findings of fact made against them in respect of their previous-----

10/07/2013SS00700Senator  Thomas Byrne: If that is the case-----

10/07/2013SS00800Deputy  Brendan Howlin: That is the legal advice�

10/07/2013SS00900Senator  Thomas Byrne: It is legal analysis but that is a major flaw.  Will findings of fact 
be made against anybody in an inquiry?  Are we wasting our time?  I am not suggesting that 
findings of fact should be made against former Ministers but they have said they will take part 
in this inquiry�  Is the purpose of this Bill really to have televised hearings in the run up to the lo-
cal elections?  We will then find out it does not work.  Political charges will be flying around the 
place, as they have been in the past while.  They have been flying around.  The Taoiseach started 
the ball rolling�  He started the auction with his remarks about the axis of collusion�  He started 
it and we are then told as the Government rows back “Oh that’s merely a political charge�”

In this case, the charge will be investigated by those making the charge�  That is the wrong 
way to do business and a breach of fair procedures�  If the Government is serious about this 
issue, it should start from the top�  The Taoiseach should not be throwing around these politi-
cal charges against individuals and members of the last Government�  If something has gone 
wrong, let us have a commission of investigation or a tribunal of inquiry that can actually make 
these findings.  If the charges made by the Taoiseach are correct, they should be properly inves-
tigated and if people have done wrong, there should be findings made against them.  However, 
it seems they cannot be found against under this Bill so it seems a waste of time�  The theory is 
abroad that this is will be on television and will be fascinating but will, ultimately, before the 
next local elections will have been found not to have worked�  This is because there will be so 
many problems because it will be so loose and certain people will not attend�  Politicians and 
former politicians have all said they will attend�  They will all be there so the political argu-
ments will-----

10/07/2013SS01000Deputy  Brendan Howlin: They can be compelled�

10/07/2013SS01100Senator  Thomas Byrne: They do not need to be compelled�

10/07/2013SS01200Deputy  Brendan Howlin: The Senator said they will not come in�

10/07/2013SS01300Senator  Thomas Byrne: Everyone of them who has ever been asked has said they will 
come to the Oireachtas.  I am confident in saying that there would be no issue of compelling 
any member of my party�  It is a red herring for the Government to bring this up because it has 
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often said over the past number of weeks that they would be compelled to come in�  Any time 
any member of Fianna Fáil has been asked whether he or she would come to an Oireachtas 
inquiry, they have said “Yes, absolutely�  When it is on?”  They have been asking that for the 
past few years�

10/07/2013SS01400Senator  Tom Sheahan: The Senator was the one who said that people would not come in�

10/07/2013SS01500Senator  Thomas Byrne: I am saying the politicians will come in�

10/07/2013SS01600Senator  Ivana Bacik: The Senator should make his mind up�

10/07/2013SS01700Senator  Thomas Byrne: Let us start with the politicians�  They and former politicians will 
come in but many others will not come in and will not have to come in and the inquiry will not 
want to bring them in because it might prejudice criminal trials so it will be a political event 
down in the basement in this House for the next year or so�  It will drag down the reputation of 
the Houses�  A major daily newspaper has said that the banking inquiry is already hopelessly 
prejudiced by virtue of the Taoiseach’s comments two weeks ago�  I agree with that analysis�

10/07/2013SS01800Senator  Susan O’Keeffe: The Senator should not believe everything he reads in the news-
papers�

10/07/2013SS01900Senator  Thomas Byrne: I sometimes enjoy Senator O’Keeffe’s columns in newspapers 
and I do take people on face value�  There has been much criticism of the Nyberg, Honohan and 
Regling and Watson reports, some of it justified.  However, I would ask those who criticised 
those reports to actually read them.  There is a huge amount of information in them and findings 
that are relevant and if people actually took the time to read those reports, they would certainly 
enlighten themselves about much of what happened�  The Anglo Irish Bank tapes shatter the 
innocence of those of us who felt that those reports were enough and have shown us that more 
needs to be done but I do not think it will be done in the context of this legislation, necessary 
though this legislation is�

10/07/2013SS02000Senator  Tom Sheahan: I welcome the Minister to the House�  I must agree with Senator 
Byrne�  The referendum of which all sides were in favour was rejected by the people but, in 
hindsight, the people would probably prefer if they had not rejected it at the time�  I commend 
the Minister because he has spent a considerable amount of time on this Bill, which structures 
a framework for the holding of inquiries�  Much time has been spent on this and the Minister 
must be commended for his efforts�

The Bill establishes a comprehensive statutory framework for the Houses of the Oireachtas 
to conduct inquiries within the current constitutional framework�  It represents a very important 
step in the process of clarifying the role of the Houses of the Oireachtas in securing accountabil-
ity through investigations into matters of significant public importance.  There is a broad scope 
under the Constitution for the Oireachtas to carry out legitimate inquiries into matters of public 
importance.  I am confident the Bill contains explicit requirements to observe fair procedures 
and contains provisions in respect of the conduct of Members to avoid any perception of bias�  

To that end, I believe the chairman will be most important for any inquiries that will be 
carried out�  I suggest that the chairperson’s role should not be permanent, regardless of who 
the chairperson might be�    For instance, in the banking inquiry it is important that the person 
would have experience and a background in the matter, and that it would be carried out with 
due process�
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The Bill fully respects the Supreme Court judgment in the Abbeylara case�  It is underpinned 
by extensive legal advice from the Office of the Attorney General and external counsel and is 
framed to ensure that it fully meets current constitutional requirements, including the right to 
fair procedures�  The Bill contains explicit provisions for full access to the courts�  This is over-
arching legislation which will structure how inquiries are to be conducted by this House and by 
the other House in the future, including inquiries in regard to the impeachment of judges, the 
impeachment of the President, should it ever arise, inquiries into legislation and on the gather-
ing and presenting of facts� 

I am confident that this legislation will allow for a banking inquiry to be held in public, to 
lay out all the facts of what happened here in relation to the banking scandal in the past five 
years�  I advocate the need for an effective and legally robust parliamentary banking inquiry 
into the events that occurred on the night of the bank guarantee and the systems failures that led 
to our current fiscal crisis, a fiscal crisis that continues to impact on households throughout the 
country�  We continue to pick up the pieces of the previous mismanagement of our economic 
affairs�  The people demand answers as to what happened and we, as legislators, must do ev-
erything in our power to ensure that this banking inquiry happens�  This Bill will facilitate such 
an inquiry provided the terms of reference of the inquiry are correctly framed and I believe that 
will happen�  That said, this Bill is about more than a banking inquiry�

The primary purpose of this legislation is to create a comprehensive legal framework which 
is of general application for any future inquiry�  Parliamentary inquiries under this legislation 
can be cost effective, efficient and resilient to any legal challenge, provided they have focused 
terms of reference and comply strictly with fair procedures�  The Bill provides all of the con-
stitutional safeguards to protect the rights of individuals consistent with the outcome of the 
referendum on Oireachtas inquiries�  This legislation is essential to conducting a parliamentary 
banking inquiry and I welcome the Bill, and the Minister’s efforts on same�

Having read through the Bill, there are one or two queries I want the Minister to address�  He 
dealt comprehensively with costs�  As a member of the Commission - I do not want to get into 
any trouble here - the Minister would be well aware of the large fees sought from the Oireachtas 
commission following a previous inquiry and the somewhat lesser figure, which was still exor-
bitant which was paid to the legal team in question�  I urge him, in as effective a manner as pos-
sible, to ensure that does not happen again but that the fees would be laid out prior to witnesses 
appearing before the commission�  What happens in the case of non-cooperative witnesses?  My 
learned friend on the other side will have spent time in courthouses, thankfully I have not�  From 
watching relevant television viewing, if people take the fifth amendment and refuse to answer 
direct questions, can the Minister ensure they are dealt with in the Bill?  Will the State agree to 
pay the legal fees of witness who are non-cooperative?  What will happen if there is a P� Flynn 
moment at one of these investigations, whereby a witness divulges information that heretofore 
had not been in the public domain and it is of an extensive nature that it may lead to a court 
case?  Are safeguards provided for that eventuality in the legislation?

10/07/2013TT00200Senator  Susan O’Keeffe: I welcome the Minister to the House with a huge piece of work�  
It is obvious he has been very busy�  I avail of the opportunity to mention some of the other 
legislation which has been passed, published or pending�  They are relevant because they are 
all part of the reform of the political system which we can say with no exaggeration has seen 
the near destruction of public confidence in politics, politicians and the democratic system in 
the past six years.  That is the type of destruction that is difficult to repair.  It is also difficult to 
notice it because it is not about directly creating jobs or paying bills and, therefore, it always 
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receives less attention, except when it does get attention that everybody has an opinion�  It is the 
kind of glue which binds the political system together and makes it function in a more organised 
and accountable fashion�  In many ways it does not get headlines in the way it might�

I am speaking about the whistleblowers legislation just published which provides compre-
hensive safeguards for whistleblowers, an issue in which I would have a personal interest and 
would welcome�  I am aware that in the Department, the Minister is involved in the overhaul 
of ethics legislation and taking lessons from the Mahon tribunal�  There is the reform and 
strengthening of the freedom of information legislation which, I think, is extended to all bodies 
and a strengthening of Civil Service accountability, which is very welcome�  The reform and 
enhancement of the Ombudsman’s jurisdiction to all public bodies is an issue which did not get 
a huge amount of notice and yet it is extremely important�  We are delighted to see the current 
Ombudsman step up to the European plate and, no doubt, she will be replaced in due course�  It 
is good that job is being strengthened�

I understand the Bill on the regulation of lobbying should be enacted later in the year�  It was 
promised for a long time and I hope it will see the light of day under this Government because 
it is an extremely important part of building the public’s faith and confidence in the political 
system�  There is now the pending inclusion of the Government in the open Government forum 
which binds this Government to particular regulations relating to openness on information and 
performance and to disclosure on the part of politicians and civil servants and also being part of 
that partnership which was set up only some years ago will provide opportunities for this coun-
try to draw on and learn from experiences in other countries�  It was set up in response to the 
public’s desire for transparent, effective and accountable government and it will require much 
knowledge and political leadership�  I understand we should take part in that partnership as and 
from next year�  We will join with about 53 other countries, including Costa Rica, Colombia, 
Armenia, Azerbaijan who have already signed up�  Perhaps it is time we did and I welcome that� 

I welcome the work that has gone into the preparation of the Bill including all the consulta-
tions�  It is timely and is a work of great detail�  I suppose asking questions and sitting on com-
mittees and tabling amendments are part and parcel of what we would recognise as our work as 
parliamentarians�  It is part of the necessary scrutiny of legislation but it is very much the con-
temporaneous work that we do while legislation is going through the House but a parliamentary 
inquiry should be just as important a duty for us�  The purpose of Parliament is to scrutinise and 
hold the Government to account after the event, not just at the time of the formulation of laws 
and policies�  While I recognise the limitations of this legislation, because of the so-called Ab-
beylara judgment, I welcome it�  It is there to establish a comprehensive statutory framework 
for the Oireachtas to conduct inquiries within the current constitutional framework as set down 
by the Supreme Court in the Abbeylara judgment�

The Bill also aims to provide thorough safeguards to protect the constitutional rights of wit-
nesses, to confirm unfettered access to the courts and to guarantee fair procedures.  It offers a 
variety of different types of inquiry ranging from inquiries limited to recording and reporting 
evidence to inquiries of an adjudicative nature where this flows from the constitutional powers 
of the Oireachtas�  Ultimately the Bill should clarify the role of the Houses of the Oireachtas in 
securing accountability in matters of significant public importance and therein lies a question in 
itself.  Who defines matters of significant public importance?  

At the moment I know that the banking inquiry is the matter which most people are rightly 
focused on�   The Oireachtas inquiry, hopefully, can build on the information that has already 
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been provided in the Honohan report, the Regling and Watson report and the Nyberg report�  
Witnesses that have not spoken can be called and documents can be discovered to provide a 
somewhat complete picture of the events that led to the banking collapse�  Senator Byrne has 
pointed out that the provision may not work�  One thing is certain, if we sit and do nothing then 
there will be nothing�  

10/07/2013UU00200Senator  Thomas Byrne: Yes�

10/07/2013UU00300Senator  Susan O’Keeffe: Personally, I am in favour of proceeding�  A lot of care and at-
tention has been put into the Bill and I do not want to see the void that we have continue�

Equally, the matter of those held for a long period in direct provision accommodation, for 
example, could be the subject of an inquiry�  If we do not act now a future Government will 
have no choice but to inquire into the way in which men, women and children are being treated 
by the direct provision system in this country�  I cite it as an example of something that is very 
pertinent and unrelated to banking, and to show that there will be many areas in which the leg-
islation can be used� 

Of course there will always be a need for inquiry as organisations of the State fail in their 
duties of care not deliberately - perhaps sometimes - but not usually�  It is generally because 
humans fail and we need the capability to go back and check on our failings�  The public needs 
to know that elected representatives have a duty to investigate these failings�  They also need to 
know that such inquiries would be prompt, thorough and sufficiently independent of Govern-
ment so that they can succeed�  As the Minister has said, that is on the part of the Oireachtas�  
Can he tell me what is meant by “prompt”?  How would the investigations be brought forward?  
What is the timeframe? 

We learn from our mistakes and inquiries play a valuable role in learning that lesson, but 
they do more�  They can also help to secure accountability, although the legislation is limited in 
that regard, they can show the country and the world that we are able to go back and examine 
our own decisions, or lack of them, in a mature and organised way�  They can also show that we 
can hold a light up to our own failings in an organised non-hysterical fashion and not by way 
of a witch-hunt�  

The ability to inquire breathes confidence into Parliament.  The public can see that their 
elected representatives do care about the things that go wrong and have the capability to go 
back and ask about them�  It strengthens the fabric of democracy�  Passing this legislation will 
make it the business of politicians to step up to the plate to take on that responsibility and that 
all adds to the building of confidence in politics and society.  The organs of State will know that 
there is a level of accountability and, hopefully, it will encourage better practice and enhanced 
transparency�  All such inquiries must be carefully constituted in order to avoid the risk of preju-
dicing any further criminal proceedings�  

The legislation is welcome and has been a long time coming�  Since Abbeylara 12 years ago 
there has been precious little investigation in the Oireachtas�  It is almost the equivalent of cut-
ting off an arm of the activity of Parliament, something that was allowed to happen under the 
previous Government�  

The style of inquiry allowed under the Bill will be very particular�  It will require Deputies 
and Senators to come to terms with the limitations of the style but limitations do not spell disas-
ter for the process�  On the contrary, it can work to focus the effort on ensuring that information 
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is sought correctly and placed in the public domain�

Allowing for investigation into the heads of public bodies and senior civil servants is also 
welcome, not because they all need investigation but because it enhances their role and respon-
sibilities if they can be investigated and can give their version of events when asked�  Anonym-
ity for civil servants should be passed�  Just as some have got away with bad decisions and bad 
behaviour so some have been conveniently scapegoated for ministerial errors and mistakes�  I 
appreciate that the legislation outlines the way in which civil servants can give their evidence�  

The comment is often made that politicians could not carry out this investigative function 
in an appropriate fashion due to their party bias�  First, most politicians are quite capable of 
suspending their partisanship when required�  When asked to do so in a public forum, and under 
scrutiny themselves, means it will be harder to pursue party politics in that way�  I welcome the 
Minister’s observation that Members of the Oireachtas are experienced, capable and motivated 
to act in the public interest and I found that is true, in the main�

Second, not all politicians are members of a party�  Most importantly, the idea that any other 
form of investigation is truly independent is naive, at the very least�  Everyone in every walk of 
life brings their prejudice, bias and opinion to their work overtly and covertly, consciously and 
unconsciously�  All investigations have a measure of bias yet we pretend that the only people 
liable to bias are politicians�  

My final comment is for the Minister.  I am unclear as to who in the Oireachtas will be the 
investigators�  Is it every committee as the matter falls into their remit?  Will there be a special 
investigations committee?  What will be the role of the Oireachtas Joint Committee on Public 
Service Oversight and Petitions, of which I am a member?  The committee was originally set 
up to be the investigations committee but when the referendum failed that part of the job failed 
with it�  We now have jurisdiction over public petitions and oversight through the various om-
budsmen.  We have the very specific function of oversight of public service delivery “with a 
particular focus of investigating and identifying improvements in the delivery of such services 
to the public”.  I would appreciate if the Minister could comment on where the committee fits 
into the process?  

In the legislation, what is meant by “advice” from the Office of the Attorney General?  What 
are the implications for Cabinet confidentiality?  Who ultimately decides what constitutes a 
matter worthy of inquiry?  The Minister has said that it is not the Executive but the Oireachtas�  
In the absence of a particular committee who will make that decision?  

Reforming legislation works only if it is designed and intended to bring reform, not to pay 
lip service to public demand for transparency and accountability�  I welcome the legislation 
because I believe that it is designed and intended that it would bring reform, particularly in the 
case of the banking inquiry�  The other legislation that I have mentioned will strengthen our 
democratic system and public trust in the current system which can only be a good thing�  I 
welcome the Bill�   

10/07/2013UU00400Senator  Kathryn Reilly: I shall keep my comments as brief as possible because previous 
Senators have said a lot of what I was going to say and posed my questions�

As the Minister will know from the other House, Sinn Féin supports the Bill based on the 
principle that the Oireachtas should have the power to conduct inquiries�  Clearly, the defeat of 
the referendum limits the scope of the Bill and that of any subsequent inquiry but the legislation 
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is still valuable�  As has been mentioned, a lot of the discussion that took place over the past 
couple of weeks has been in terms of the banking inquiry�  As the Minister and other Members 
of this House have stated, it is important to remember that the Bill is about much more than that 
specific inquiry in terms of the framework that it will establish.  Future Oireachtas inquiries 
cannot make adverse findings against individuals.  My colleagues and I in the Sinn Féin Party 
find that provision regrettable but we respect the outcome of the referendum.

I shall touch on the referendum�  Given that the people have spoken on the referendum it 
would be regrettable if the Government chose to rerun the referendum�  The people have spoken 
on the matter and they are not minded, at present, to extend extra powers to politicians and that 
is due to their distrust of politicians�  If we, as politicians, wish to regain their trust then we must 
respect the outcome of the referendum�  As I said, the result has limited the scope of the legisla-
tion and that of a future Oireachtas inquiry, probably more than we would like�  

Earlier I mentioned the banking inquiry.  It will not be able to make adverse findings of fact 
and cannot interfere with criminal proceedings against any individual�  The only forum will 
be a court of law�  I share the frustration felt by many people about the delay in establishing 
the banking inquiry�  That is regrettable�  To date, the public’s knowledge of what happened or 
surrounded the events in 2008 has been based on leaked information to national newspapers�  
The Irish Independent has done us all a great service by putting the information into the public 
domain but that is no substitute for an open, transparent and detailed public inquiry� 

  As I said, many of my comments and questions have already been raised but the Sinn Féin 
Party supports the Bill and the establishment of the banking inquiry�  We will table some minor 
amendments at Committee Stage that will strengthen the objectives that we both share in terms 
of the legislation�  

10/07/2013UU00500Senator  Ivana Bacik: The Minister is very welcome to the House�  It is very welcome to 
be debating the Bill here and it is particularly timely given the publication of the Anglo tapes�  
Obviously, the tapes are of great interest and concern to everyone in the country�  We have been 
drip fed the revelations and the so-called humour of bankers has been exposed�

6 o’clock

In the context of the Bill’s introduction, as a criminal lawyer, the key priority is to ensure 
that criminal investigations are expedited�  The public most wants to see that those individuals 
responsible for the economic collapse will be held accountable under the criminal law where 
relevant and necessary�  The criminal process is undoubtedly taking a long time�  Charges have 
been brought and one must be careful because cases are pending but, as the Minister said, the 
DPP advised the chartered accountants some two years ago, on foot of certain information, that 
charges were imminent then�  More recently, the Irish Independent was also asked to withhold 
publication of certain aspects of the tapes�  We all very much hope that charges are imminent 
but it is important to put in place necessary resourcing both for the Garda fraud squad and the 
Office of the Director of Corporate Enforcement to ensure that investigations are not hampered 
and are brought forward in a timely fashion�

It has been alleged that there have been clear breaches of the Criminal Justice (Theft and 
Fraud Offences) Act�  A more straightforward defence is available for prosecuting fraud under 
that legislation, rather than the more complex corporate criminal offences which are also being 
investigated�  It seems to me that certain investigations could be carried out in a more timely 
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fashion�  

Leaving aside the criminal process, however, the issue at stake here is about holding broader 
Oireachtas inquiries�  The Bill provides for six different types of inquiry, while the focus of 
public debate has been on one particular type - the inquiry to hold the government to account�  
However, there are also important provisions in the Bill which deal with inquiries relating to 
the removal of office holders, the impeachment of the President, and the inquire, record and 
report inquiries�

The inquiry that everyone is interested in, however, is the one into the collapse of the banks�  
The public may want to know “who dunnit” but that is a question for a criminal process�  Given 
the parameters of the Abbeylara judgment and the failure of the referendum in 2011, Oireachtas 
inquiries are limited to an equally important question which is, what happened?  People are 
anxious to know what occurred�  That question is a key one but none of us knows the answer�  
Five years after the fateful night of the bank guarantee we still do not know what happened or, 
indeed, how it happened�  Those are questions that an Oireachtas inquiry - carried out within 
the constitutional and statutory framework of this Bill - could and should answer�  It is good to 
see the Minister bringing forward this Bill so swiftly so that we can see that inquiry being set 
up in the autumn�  

The questions of what happened and how events unfolded are appropriate to an Oireachtas 
inquiry conducted in public with the specific powers provided for in the Bill before us.  The 
legislation contains measures such as the protection of whistleblowers - which is qualified priv-
ilege for confidential communications for members of the public to Members of either House 
- and the section 21 prohibition on Members sitting where there is a perception of bias�  Senator 
O’Keeffe has spoken eloquently about that�

It is important for us to defend the principle of Oireachtas inquiries�  During the referendum 
campaign in 2011, unfortunate language was used�  I know that many lawyers were swayed by 
the gimmicky slogan “kangaroo courts”, which I thought unfairly characterised what was being 
attempted�  It was to set up a sort of inquiry that could be conducted by parliamentarians in a 
dignified and robust fashion.  I am referring to the sort of committee inquiries we have had in 
the past, including the Committee of Public Accounts’ inquiry into DIRT�  I have been present 
at hearings of the Joint Committee on Justice, Defence and Equality on contentious issues such 
as prostitution�  These issues are dealt with in a forensic but respectful fashion by members of 
the committee who have left aside party political allegiance in the context of such directed in-
quiries�  When Oireachtas committees work well they can be impressive�  It will be positive for 
the Oireachtas to see a committee of inquiry being carried out under this legislation�  

A great deal of work goes on under the radar at committees and there is much criticism 
about people turning up�  When they work well, however, they really are impressive�  In a 
broader context, it will enhance people’s trust in parliamentarians�  There is currently a vicious 
circle with people saying that they do not deserve our trust�  At the back of the kangaroo courts 
slogan was the idea that somehow parliamentarians are unworthy or unfit to conduct inqui-
ries�  Yet we are elected by the people and the people must have trust in their parliamentarians�  
Providing more detailed and comprehensive powers to conduct inquiries as set out in this Bill 
will enhance trust in parliamentarians and give them more responsibility to conduct the sort of 
important inquiry we all want to see carried out�

I want to make one final substantive point about the Bill.  I am glad the Minister emphasised 
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in his speech that the Bill empowers the Oireachtas to conduct inquiries, and not the Executive�  
As the Minister said, this was a conscious decision because of the critique that Irish politics 
tends to be dominated by the Executive�  Of course, having two Houses of Parliament should 
enhance the power of the Oireachtas as against that of the Executive but that is an argument for 
another day�  Indeed, we have been having that argument here at length, and will be doing so, 
on the Thirty-second Amendment of the Constitution (Abolition of Seanad Éireann) Bill�  

I am grateful to my colleague, Professor Gerry Whyte of the TCD Law School, who has 
raised the issue of Cabinet confidentiality.  I know the Minister is aware of this issue.  Article 
28.4.3o of the Constitution states that the rule on Cabinet confidentiality can be set aside by 
a High Court order for disclosure, but that the application must be made “���by a tribunal ap-
pointed by the Government or a Minister of the Government on the authority of the Houses 
of the Oireachtas���”�  I have discussed this with colleagues and we wondered if this means an 
Oireachtas inquiry�  I have looked through the Bill to see and it is very much an Oireachtas in-
quiry�  These inquiries will be creatures of the Oireachtas�

Senator O’Keeffe has raised an important question about the process by which the inquiry is 
set up and which committee will do it�  Clearly, however, they are being set up by the Oireach-
tas, rather than by the Executive, which is a significant strength of the Bill.  I wonder nonethe-
less if that will hamper access to Cabinet records�  That will obviously be very important in the 
context of a banking inquiry�  It may also be important for some other sorts of inquiry the Bill 
envisages that Oireachtas committees will conduct�  

I referred to the central questions of what happened and how it happened�  In this context, an 
inquiry would need to have some access to what went on in Cabinet deliberations, so I wonder 
how that can be dealt with without, I dread to say, having a referendum on amending Article 28�  
The latter article was clearly drafted to envisage a tribunal of inquiry�  That is the model that 
was envisaged but we have moved on greatly since then and this Bill will add these new sorts of 
Oireachtas inquiries�  However, I do not see them being allowed for within the current wording 
of Article 28�  I hope I am wrong about that but the point was raised with me and I think it is 
worth raising again now and later on Committee Stage�  

I welcome the debate we will have on the Bill’s more detailed provisions on Committee 
Stage�  I also welcome the Bill and the inquiries we will see being conducted within its param-
eters�

10/07/2013VV00200Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform  (Deputy  Brendan Howlin): I will deal 
individually with the points that have been raised�  I thank all Senators for their contributions�  
It is helpful to hear the clear reflection of Members of the House on legislation that is uniquely 
the creature of the House�  Much legislation that comes in here is not exclusively the work of 
the House itself�

Senator Byrne has a strong view on the referendum, notwithstanding his own position on it�

10/07/2013VV00300Senator  Thomas Byrne: I included myself in that�

10/07/2013VV00400Deputy  Brendan Howlin: Given some of the utterances in committee by some members, 
one can understand that there would be a reluctance on the part of the general public to give 
more powers to the Oireachtas.  However, I am a firm believer in the capacity of the Oireachtas 
to do the people’s business�  Grandstanding, as Senator Byrne put it, is often a substitute for not 
having actual power to do things�  It happens in local authorities as well�  If, however, they are 
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given power to do the business, they do not have to grandstand�

I do not believe that Members of the Oireachtas are any different from British MPs or mem-
bers of the US Congress, or any other parliaments that do this as a matter of routine�  They hold 
inquiries, make findings and take decisions as part of doing the people’s business of scrutiny 
and accountability�  I do not confuse that, as the Senator has, with the robustness of debate on 
the Order of Business or Taoiseach’s Questions.  At Westminster, one can have skin and hair 
flying during Prime Minister’s Questions, but that does not negate the possibility of the same 
people doing a discrete job of work in a committee room, without bias or bringing in those par-
ticular issues�   That is important�  I do not accept that the tribunal of inquiry model is a better 
one, certainly not for this purpose�

10/07/2013WW00200Senator  Ivana Bacik: I do not think anyone does�

10/07/2013WW00300Senator  Thomas Byrne: Reformed commission proposals are required�

10/07/2013WW00400Deputy  Brendan Howlin: We are always reforming�  The only reform we can have is a 
tightening of the legal representation�  People have constitutional rights in these matters�  To put 
it bluntly, there would be a revolution if we were to embark on another tribunal that could take 
a decade, as some of them did�  That was convenient for people�  I sat in these Houses during a 
decade or more of inquiries when personages were still involved at the core of political life but 
we could not raise the issue in the Oireachtas because it was all going on somewhere else�  That 
would be acceptable if a tribunal sat for a month, six months or even a year but the notion that 
normal political business has to carry on in a vacuum while somewhere else that sort of inquiry 
was going on is not fit for purpose.  To add insult to injury, we got a bill for enormous sums of 
money at the end�

10/07/2013WW00500Senator  Thomas Byrne: The Minister is ignoring the proposals of the Law Reform Com-
mission set out in the Private Members’ Bill I prepared�

10/07/2013WW00600Deputy  Brendan Howlin: I remember all the talk, even during the conduct of those inqui-
ries when the then Attorney General and the then Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Re-
form were going to do the devil and all in reforming and they did not reform any of it�  We need 
reform because there will be occasions when a tribunal of inquiry will be appropriate again�  
What we are trying to do is to create another model�  The Commissions of Investigation Act will 
allow for some forms of inquiry that could be conducted behind closed doors where that is ap-
propriate and then produce a finding.  For example, the Murphy report was a very good example 
of that�  Most of the focus in today’s debate has been on a future banking inquiry, although as I 
stressed, this is an overarching Bill�  What people want is an inquiry where people would simply 
be asked the questions everyone wants answered in a public forum under oath�

Senator Byrne is correct; I do not think there would be great reluctance on the part of many 
participants to attend, answer or to tell the truth�  No more than people do not need a newspaper 
editor to come to conclusions for them, when people have the full evidence they can weigh up 
their own views on the issues�  In a way, it is assistance�  I do not wish to sound as if I am not in 
favour of further powers for the Oireachtas but it is an assistance if it is an inquiry that cannot 
find culpability because then it can be more probing and less restrictive in the way it operates 
because it simply wants to set out the truth and let people come to their own conclusions�  I do 
not accept the political charge that because somebody says something on the Order of Busi-
ness or during Taoiseach’s Questions that we are all disqualified.  Otherwise, no parliamentary 
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inquiry would operate in any jurisdiction�  One could look at how robust the exchanges are in 
the Australian Parliament�  They make what we say look very sheepish, if that is not to use an 
Australian phrase in and of itself�  We are much more restrained than-----

10/07/2013WW00700Senator  Thomas Byrne: What the Taoiseach said was disgraceful and outrageous�

10/07/2013WW00800Deputy  Brendan Howlin: -----some of the charges that are put in other parliaments�  They 
are in no way-----

10/07/2013WW00900Senator  Thomas Byrne: Then we should investigate the charges�

10/07/2013WW01000An Cathaoirleach: The Minister should be allowed to speak without interruption�

10/07/2013WW01100Senator  Thomas Byrne: That is what will happen here�

10/07/2013WW01200Deputy  Brendan Howlin: They are in no way used by some as an excuse not to have an 
inquiry�

10/07/2013WW01300Senator  Thomas Byrne: We gave the Minister the model in the Leveson inquiry�

10/07/2013WW01400Deputy  Brendan Howlin: I say that in a measured way because many people say that they 
were in favour of an inquiry in principle but not this one, not yet, not now or not this way�

10/07/2013WW01500Senator  Thomas Byrne: We gave the Minister the model on how to do it�

10/07/2013WW01600Deputy  Brendan Howlin: Let us get on with the people’s business�

Senator Sheahan referred to bias�  That is covered extensively in the Bill�  In terms of costs, 
we have taken a great deal of care to have a determining process for costs that, first, must be 
scoped out in advance of an inquiry being embarked upon�  A formal scoping must be made 
with a presentation of estimated costs�  At the end of the process, for those who are entitled to 
get legal costs, an independent process, as set out in the Bill, will be used to make that deter-
mination�

The Bill contains extensive powers to deal with non-co-operating witnesses�  I refer to the 
offences sections, namely, sections 64, 75 and 90.  Section 64 specifies: 

64�—(1) A person who—

(a) on examination under oath under section 45, or in any affidavit referred to in that 
section, gives evidence knowing the evidence to be false or misleading in a material 
particular or being reckless as to whether it is so false or misleading, or

(b) knowingly gives a document referred to in that section which is false or mislead-
ing in a material particular or being reckless as to whether it is so false or misleading,

is guilty of an offence�

On conviction or indictment, such a person could face a fine of €500,000 or five years in 
prison�  That is the penalty for giving false evidence�  Section 75 covers other offences�  Subsec-
tion (1) states:  

(1) A person who— 
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(a) having been directed under paragraph (a) of section 67(1) to attend before a 
committee and having had tendered to him or her any sum in respect of the expenses of 
his or her attendance before the committee which a witness summoned to attend before 
the Court would be entitled to have tendered to him or her, without reasonable excuse, 
fails to comply with the direction,

(b) being in attendance before a committee pursuant to a direction under paragraph 
(a) of section 67(1), refuses to take the oath on being required by the committee to do so 
or refuses to answer any question to which the committee is entitled by law to require 
an answer,

(c) without reasonable excuse, fails to comply with a direction���

is, again, guilty of an offence�  I will not go through all of the sections�  There are very robust 
powers on compellability, answering questions and attending if one is required to so do�

I thank Senator O’Keeffe for her complimentary words on the reform agenda�  This should 
be cited in that.  Most of the publicity I get in my job is on the fiscal side, which is important 
in terms of balancing the books�  That is the focus of most attention but the reform side of my 
Department – the name “reform” - is as important to me�  I said publicly that if there is to be a 
legacy in my Department it will be on the reform side rather than the fiscal side.  Getting the 
books balanced is extremely important if we are to have any future but restoring broken poli-
tics or a broken polity would be more important in the longer term�  There is a huge agenda of 
change, much of which is being constructed below the horizon at present in terms of partici-
pation in the Open Government Partnership and Open Data so that we almost move beyond 
freedom of information and that all data will be accessible as a matter of routine�  If one adds 
to that the legislation on lobbyists, whistleblowers and freedom of information, the corpus of 
work will have a very important impact which, to put it bluntly, has not been seen since we were 
last in government when we introduced the Freedom of Information Act, the ethics Acts, the 
electoral Acts and all the reform that has not been advanced very much since�

Senator O’Keeffe asked a number of questions�  She referred to the capacity of Members�  I 
have already addressed that�  I believe that no more or less than elected Members of Parliament 
in any other analogous parliament we have the capacity to do the people’s business�  We are 
not particularly infirm in this country because of the good weather or whatever else to do the 
business any less than British Members of Parliament, US Members of Congress or the French 
Members of the Assemblée Nationale among others�  On the question of who is to investigate, in 
preparation for this Bill I originally wrote to the Cathaoirleach of the Seanad and to the Ceann 
Comhairle of the Dáil because I thought they would be the persons to determine in each House 
if there was a request who should conduct the inquiry and other such matters�  In the other 
House it will be a committee determined by the House itself, most likely to be the Committee 
on Procedure and Privileges, which will determine whether there is to be an inquiry and its 
scope�  The Cathaoirleach will be involved in this House�

Under the Constitution the Attorney General has two roles�  One is to be the legal adviser to 
the Government and the other is to be the defender of the Constitution�  The Attorney General is 
not the legal adviser to the Parliament and will not be�  There needs to be a robust, independent 
advisory system�

10/07/2013WW01700Senator  Susan O’Keeffe: To clarify, my question was whether advices given by an Attor-
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ney General would be made available at an investigation�  I am sorry if I did not make that clear�

10/07/2013XX00100Deputy  Brendan Howlin: That is not normally the practice�  No more than the advice of 
any lawyer to a client, if one is going to get the advice of the Attorney General to the Govern-
ment as a client, one would have to open up the advice of all lawyers to their clients in regard to 
proceedings of this kind�  That is something that would not be welcomed by the legal profession 
in terms of the fundamental principle of client-lawyer confidentiality.

10/07/2013XX00200Senator  Thomas Byrne: The client can waive the confidentiality.

10/07/2013XX00300Deputy  Brendan Howlin: The client can, but it is very unusual, certainly in the context of 
inquiries of this sort.  In regard to Cabinet confidentiality, subsection (1)(a) provides that the 
committee shall not direct a person to give evidence or documents relating to the discussions at 
a meeting of the Government or a committee appointed by the Government whose membership 
consists of members of the Government.  This respects the principle of Cabinet confidentiality.  
Article 28�4�3o was inserted into the Constitution following the judgment of the Supreme Court 
in the Attorney General v. Hamilton (No. 1) judgment, deriving a principle of Cabinet confiden-
tiality from the general principle of collective responsibility�  The bar on giving any disclosures 
has been modified in regard to the constitutional amendment that subsequently happened but 
the principle of Cabinet confidentiality will be respected in this legislation.  The Senator is quite 
right in that regard�

Senator Reilly has welcomed the Bill and I thank her for that�  She made an important point 
that the Bill has general application, although we were all narrowly focused in most of our con-
tributions on one aspect of it and how it will be conducted in terms of a banking inquiry, but a 
number of potential inquiries are provided for under the Constitution and we set out a process 
in respect of each case in the Bill�  I strongly agree with the Senator that it is important that we, 
as politicians, regain the trust of the people before we would ask them to give us further author-
ity in terms of strengthening the investigative powers of the Oireachtas to come to conclusions 
that would adversely impact on the good name or character of people who are not subject to the 
constitutional oversight of the Houses already�  This is a test for us in the Houses to see if we 
can conduct this in an effective way�

Senator Bacik made a strong point, as she would as a criminal lawyer, in terms of the pri-
macy of the criminal process�  I am a little concerned that she would raise the expectations of 
people that there would be wholesale criminal prosecution because criminality is confined to a 
narrow range of behaviours�  There will be a lot of people who, in some people’s minds, would 
be considered reckless, who they consider did not do their jobs or were careless, and much of 
that might not amount to a criminal offence that could be prosecuted�  Obviously, that process 
needs to be brought to its normal conclusion�  All of us are a little bit frustrated but there is a 
separation of powers�  The prosecution authorities are independent of political interference and 
that is right and proper�  That is there for a good reason�  We do not want political prosecutions 
but we expect prosecutions to come when all the evidence is adduced and the Director of Public 
Prosecutions is ready to bring prosecutions to the court, but that should not negative our wish 
to have, to use Senator Bacik’s words, the full narrative of what happened seen�  We have to 
look at the oversight of all the principal players, the Department of Finance, the regulator, the 
Central Bank and the Cabinet, who ultimately made the decisions�  Who was imputing, what 
state of knowledge did they have and how did they come to make those decisions?  I think this 
can be done�
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Senator Bacik talked about the conduct of the last referendum and the issue of kangaroo 
courts, which were words displayed in a discordant poster during the campaign in that referen-
dum�  No more than inquiries in any other jurisdiction, parliamentary inquiries are so described 
and we should not be so weak in the capacity we give our own Parliament that we weaken its 
hand to have proper oversight, but the decision in that referendum was a decision of the people 
and we have to accept the decision of the people and build trust�  To answer Senator Reilly’s 
question directly, there will be no rush to have a further referendum because we need to get on 
with this process, within the confines laid down by the people and the courts, of the constitu-
tional demands upon us.  This Bill is crafted within those confines.  It is a comprehensive Bill 
and, if implemented effectively in a way that I believe is within the encompass and the capacity 
of Members of these Houses to do, it will greatly strengthen the people’s trust in our capacity 
to hold people to account�

Question put and agreed to.

Committee Stage ordered for Tuesday, 16 July 2013�

Sitting suspended at 6�30 p�m� and resumed at 7 p�m� 

7 o’clock

 An Bille um an Dara Leasú is Tríocha ar an mBunreacht (Deireadh a Chur le Seanad 
Éireann) 2013: Céim an Choiste (Atógáil)

Thirty-second Amendment of the Constitution (Abolition of Seanad Éireann) Bill 2013: 
Committee Stage (Resumed)

ALT 1

SECTION 1

Atairgeadh an cheist: “Go bhfanfaidh alt 1 mar chuid den Bhille�”

Question again proposed: “That section 1 stand part of the Bill.” 

10/07/2013YY00500An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I welcome the Minister of State, Deputy Perry, to the House�  I 
remind Members that the purpose of this Bill is to amend the Constitution for the purpose of 
abolishing the Seanad and not, whether we regret it or otherwise, reform of the Seanad�  I do 
not wish to stymie the debate but I cannot allow Senators to stray too far from the purpose of 
the Bill�

10/07/2013YY00600Senator  David Norris: Well said�

10/07/2013YY00700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I call Senator Crown who was in possession when the debate 
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adjourned�

10/07/2013YY00800Senator  John Crown: Are we quorate?

10/07/2013YY00900An Leas-Chathaoirleach: No�

Notice taken that 12 Members were not present; House counted and 12 Members being 
present,

10/07/2013YY01100Senator  John Crown: I welcome the Minister of State, Deputy Perry, to the House and 
thank my colleagues for returning and making up a quorum�  For the sake of attribution, I called 
for the quorum�

While many sections of the press and commentariat have already had a mini-referendum on 
the Seanad and abolished it, it is as yet one of the two Chambers of our democracy, which is 
one of the longest continuously functioning democracies in Europe�  It is perhaps without self 
inflation a somewhat weighty matter that when we are discussing matters related to abolition of 
one half of our national Parliament there is an appropriate audience present for the discussion�  
While I have not done so before, I would like to put my colleagues on notice that I propose to 
try to ensure we are quorate throughout this debate�

I was looking forward to getting to know the Minister of State, Deputy Hayes, better over 
the course of this evening�  I reckon we would have had a much lengthier interaction in this 
session that we are likely to have in aggregate in the remainder of our time in Parliament�  I am 
equally pleased that the Minister of State, Deputy Perry, is in the House and that we will get to 
know each other a little better over the next while�

For the sake of fairness, I will return to the point I was making prior to the adjournment of 
the debate�  We were discussing certain aspects of the Bill, particularly the assumption that we 
are dealing with establishing an abolition day in respect of one House of our national Parlia-
ment�  As already stated, this is a weighty matter�  Democracy is an untidy form of government 
but its lack of tidiness is more than compensated for by the multiple advantages it has to offer�  
I also stated earlier that it can be a pretty gruesome form of government but it beats the hell out 
of all of the alternatives�

I am an absolute democrat and I fully believe in trying to transliterate the wishes of the 
people as closely as possible into the policies which are formulated for them and on their behalf�  
Parliamentary democracy has been the best means of doing this�  As we are aware, however, 
one House of this Parliament is extremely undemocratic.  When I first ran for the Seanad just 
over two years ago, in my one and only item of election literature I stated that I would campaign 
for its reform or abolition and that the affront to democracy which its existing electoral system 
represents outweighs any potential benefits the House, as currently constituted, has to offer.  I 
am very much of the view that the Seanad must be reformed but I accept that we are not debat-
ing a reform option�  I am a member of one of the two groups in this House which authored 
Seanad reform legislation�  The Bill with which I was involved was dealt with in a spirit of 
noble co-operation by the Minister of State’s party, which put the petty considerations that can 
sometimes guide discourse to one side and allowed it to remain on the Order Paper following 
Second Stage�  This also happened in the case of the legislation tabled by my esteemed col-
leagues, Senators Quinn and Zappone.

Even though we are not debating a reform option, I am of the view that we must briefly con-
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sider both what might be the alternatives and why we are discussing the abolition of the House�  
The reasons which have been advanced in respect of abolition are in some cases very reason-
ably and in others greatly flawed.  The democratic deficit relating to and the alleged elitism of 
the Seanad are the most sustainable reasons for abolishing it�  This is why I truly believe that if 
we only ever have a choice of leaving the House as it is currently constituted or abolishing it, I 
would state - with a heavy heart - that it should be abolished�  I have, however, decided to cam-
paign for another outcome, namely, reform�  In order to advance the reform agenda and ensure 
that it survives, we must oppose abolition in the first instance.  Once the House is gone, it will 
be very difficult to get it back.

Why is it that the elitism and undemocratic nature of the Seanad emerged as they did?  The 
reason is that the very people who are now most loudly decrying that elitism and undemocratic 
nature are those who allowed the latter to emerge in the first instance.  It was they who created 
the reality�  The original intent of the 1937 Constitution is actually relatively clever in that in the 
Dáil we would have a powerful, rigorously democratic Chamber elected by means of universal 
suffrage�  It was envisaged that this would be where the power would lie and where decisions 
would be made�  The Second Chamber was designed to incorporate a different - though not nec-
essarily elitist - skillset among its Members which would contemplate certain technocratic  as-
pects, life experiences and perspectives that might not be well represented in a single-chamber 
parliament exclusively and overwhelmingly comprising full-time politicians affiliated to large 
and well-organised political parties�  This is why our system - with its various panels, university 
Senators and, to avoid logjams, Taoiseach’s appointees - developed as it did�  That system failed 
because we ended up with a Dáil and a Dáil lite or mini Dáil�  The membership of the Seanad by 
and large comprises good and often very able people who have a good record of public service 
and representation�  In general, however, they are also the same type of people as their coun-
terparts in the Dáil�  The seats relating to the Administrative Panel, the Agricultural Panel, the 
Industrial and Commercial Panel, etc., were not necessarily filled by people who brought the 
relevant expertise with them - although in many cases they did - but rather by individuals whose 
parties felt, for very good reasons I am sure, were deserving of seats in the national Parliament�  
What occurred, therefore, was what one might describe as a sort of gentle, low-level coup�  It 
was certainly a subversion of the intent of the original authors of the 1937 Constitution�  What 
they did effectively led to the Seanad developing into something that was never envisaged�

While the argument that the Seanad merits abolition because it is undemocratic is both de-
fensible and sustainable, it must be countered by the fact that the people who created that sad 
reality are those who are now seeking to abolish it�  The Seanad was never given the opportunity 
to fulfil the role originally envisaged for it.  I have no intention of being judgmental and I am 
very cognisant of the unbelievably accomplished people who have been Members of this House 
and who made a far greater contribution to Irish life than I could ever hope to make�  However, 
when considered in the context of its entire lifespan, it could be argued that Seanad Éireann 
has not been a successful political entity�  If the House was seeking to ensure its survival on the 
basis of what it has achieved, then it would be a hard sell�  I will paraphrase another old adage at 
this point and state that some see things as they are and say “Why?”, while others look at things 
that never were and say “Why not?”

The second argument in favour of abolition, which is wholly illegitimate, is that it will save 
money�  In the context of a debate which took place approximately 18 months ago, the Minis-
ter for Public Expenditure and Reform, Deputy Howlin, informed us about the necessity for a 
constitutionally reformed Oireachtas hearings process in advance of the failed referendum to 
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allow committees of the Houses to hold inquiries�  He also stated that the money saved as a re-
sult of the abolition of the Seanad could be usefully redeployed to powerful, interrogative Dáil 
committees�  Let us stop for a moment and consider the case of an average person who thinks 
that we - a bunch of well-heeled fat cats sitting in leather chairs in Leinster House - should be 
fired because his or her daughter has been waiting two years for an operation to have her spine 
straightened at Our Lady’s Children’s Hospital, Crumlin�  That individual is being misled into 
believing that the money saved as a result of the abolition of the Seanad will be redirected into 
the health service, the area of social protection or - in order to employ additional special needs 
assistants - the education system�  If I knew that was going to happen, I would have a very dif-
ficult time trying to oppose abolition.

If I knew that the fights we are having on a near weekly basis to obtain cancer drugs for the 
patients would be aided by the redeployment of the moneys in question to this end, I might be 
on the other side of the argument�  However, the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform, 
Deputy Howlin, has bluntly stated on three occasions, in this House, in an RTE interview two 
weeks ago and in a private conversation with me, that the moneys in question will be redeployed 
to Dáil committees�  In fairness, I would not reveal what the Minister said to me in private had 
he not reiterated it in public�  In that context, when I asked he if it was still intended to redeploy 
the money to the committees he answered in the affirmative.  An argument can, perhaps, be 
made in favour of that�  Let us consider, however, the committees which will be created and to 
which this money will be redeployed if the Seanad is abolished�  Will those committees be more 
democratic?  The answer is no�

I believe Senator Hayden wishes to ask a question�

10/07/2013ZZ00200Senator  Aideen Hayden: No�  I raised my hand to indicate a desire to contribute�

10/07/2013ZZ00300Senator  John Crown: Okay�  I do not want the Senator to get repetitive strain injury but I 
must inform her that she may be waiting a little while for me to conclude�

10/07/2013ZZ00400Senator  Aideen Hayden: I will speak whenever Senator Crown concludes�

10/07/2013ZZ00500Senator  John Crown: I have a few more points to make�

Will abolition of the Seanad address the democratic deficit?  Effectively, there will still be 
a second level of scrutineers fulfilling the role set aside for this House, namely, examining leg-
islation in a more dispassionate, non-partisan, technocratic, expert and contemplative fashion�  
We will not get the latter, however�  Instead, what will happen is that people from among the 
ranks of the commentariat, those in academia, etc�, will probably be appointed�  This will not 
happen on the basis of the peer review which leads to individuals such as Senator Barrett being 
elected to the House�  Rather, they will be appointed because the Taoiseach will want to appoint 
them.  The current Taoiseach appointed some fine people to serve in this Seanad.  However, in 
the interests of trying to get legislation through - in the knowledge that there will no longer be 
in place a second Chamber place which will it in the way I have outlined - he will appoint those 
he is certain will ensure it is passed in an unhindered and uninterrupted fashion�  That does not 
constitute good scrutiny, nor does it indicate that there will be proper checks and balances in 
place�  It is the type of self-policing about which the profession of which I am a member was so 
criticised and which led to the Irish Medical Council being completely reformatted�  The aboli-
tion of the Seanad will not lead to money being saved or to better scrutiny�  It will instead give 
rise to a form of scrutiny in respect of which those who will be appointed by the Taoiseach ill be 
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less answerable�  I am of the view, therefore, that what is proposed fails on every single ground�

Two great arguments have already advanced in respect of this matter.  The first of these, 
which is defensible, is that the Seanad, which the second, which is not defensible, is that it is 
a waste of money�  There is a third great argument which is put forward and which, to me, is 
the most troubling�  At the time when I was still wrestling with my conscience on the issue of 
how much I wanted to involve myself in the Seanad retention or reform campaign, some of my 
other colleagues were taking early and vocal positions suggesting that there was a core threat 
to democracy implicit in the possibility of abolishing the Seanad�  In theory that could happen�  
In some hypothetical constitutional scenario there may be some threat to the State, but it is not 
likely�

In looking over the history of Seanad Éireann it is clear that it has done some wonderful 
things�  It has been superb in building bridges to the Northern community and giving a voice 
to fringe groups that might not have had a voice otherwise�  It has also brought us expertise�  I 
am sorry to keep pointing him out but we have someone with a doctorate in economics in the 
Oireachtas, some five years into our economic crisis.  We got him three years into the economic 
crisis, but it was three years too late.  The reality is that it is difficult to make a case that it has 
been powerful in defending democracy but it is easier to make a case that the way it is proposed 
to abolish it makes no sense when there is a Constitutional Convention that has not been given 
permission to examine the most fundamental and critical question of our Constitution, that is, 
how many chambers we should have in the Parliament and how to elect them�

10/07/2013AAA00200Senator  David Norris: Even if we did, they would ignore it�  They ignored 94% of the 
people who wanted a presidential involvement�  They ignored 94% of the people�  That is de-
mocracy Fine Gael style�

10/07/2013AAA00300An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Crown, without interruption�

10/07/2013AAA00400Senator  David Norris: I beg Senator Crown’s pardon�

10/07/2013AAA00500Senator  John Crown: Senator Norris’s pardon is accepted�  We have a bizarre situation�  I 
have no wish to trivialise any issue but perhaps some of the old political heads in the House who 
know more about this stuff than me could explain something to me�  How it is a more crucial 
and fundamental constitutional question, that needed all the huffing and puffing of a weekend in 
Malahide, to determine whether the President should serve for seven years or five years rather 
than whether we should abolish an entire chamber of our Parliament�  To me, it is incomprehen-
sible and it speaks to what I believe is the core problem with the abolition campaign�

I am rather reluctant to criticise our Taoiseach�  I believe he is the best Taoiseach we have 
had for a number of years, although I will not specify the timeframe exactly�

10/07/2013AAA00600Senator  David Norris: Two years�

10/07/2013AAA00700Senator  John Crown: Although I am not a member of his party, it is no secret that I took 
the view at the time of the last election that a change of government was necessary�  I was vo-
cal in my support of the alternative government with the implicit understanding that Deputy 
Kenny he would be the Taoiseach�  I do not buy in to the theory that he is some kind of incipient 
autocrat or some of the somewhat uncharitable historical comparisons made between a certain 
fringe of his party at one time in the past and contemporaneous fringe political movements in 
other countries�  I put it gently to my colleagues who have suggested as much that, in truth, that 
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suggestion is unfair�  I do not believe that the man’s instincts are anything other than demo-
cratic�  However, I believe he backed himself into an almighty corner when, on the spur of the 
moment, he made a decision at a time when he was having some internal political difficulties.  I 
am not criticising him for it, but he latched on to a suggestion which appears to be completely at 
variance with everything he had said previously about the Seanad, that is to say, that it should be 
reformed and that it could be constructive�  He quoted the extraordinary contributions that indi-
vidual Senators of great standing had made over the years�  Then, in a quasi-social environment 
he threw out the idea, apparently written on the back of an envelope and in a manner unplanned, 
un-counselled and not co-ordinated with any of his senior political staff, or , I strongly suspect, 
his Senators, that he would put a simple “Yes” or “No” abolition case to the people�  He has 
been unshakeable in terms of allowing discourse to occur on this issue�

We have a situation where my good friend and colleague, Senator Norris, attended the Con-
stitutional Convention and I was happy and proud to yield to him to try to force the issue and 
raise the discussion at that wonderful democratic assembly of 33 parliamentarians and 66 fel-
low citizens�  It includes folk from North and South, from every walk of life, including people 
who are involved in politics and people who are not, people who knew who some of us were 
and people who had never heard of any of us but who were simply there to give their opinion�  
None of these people were given the chance to debate this critical question�  While I do not 
believe it indicates any level of incipient despotism, autocracy or dictatorship, it may perhaps 
indicate a stubborn streak�  I believe it would have been far preferable had the convention been 
given the opportunity to discuss this issue�

There is another obvious point that merits raising and I will call on the Minister of State to 
go on the record in that regard when I conclude - in several hours’ time, that is�  We have had a 
range of opinions from people occupying the ministerial chair in this House�  They have stated 
how helpful they have found the Seanad and the contributions Members have made to legisla-
tion, how the House has pointed out things that slipped through the net following several Dáil 
Stages - that can happen in any area of human endeavour - and how the Seanad has greatly 
strengthened a good deal of legislation�

It seems to me that there was no great consensus among the Taoiseach’s close advisers�  
Certainly, there was no consensus among those who strongly supported him at the time of the 
most recent leadership contest in Fine Gael that the Seanad should be abolished without any 
discussion concerning potential reform options�  The Constitutional Convention was not given 
a chance�

We have seen a situation in the Houses whereby Members of the Seanad and Dáil have been 
effectively whipped to varying degrees on this issue�  This has come across as undemocratic�  
Although the analogy about turkeys not voting for Christmas has been trotted out we could be 
left with an even more extreme example of what I term veterinary orthopaedics, because we are 
all aware of the idea that we may be lame ducks if the House is abolished but we are still sitting 
here drawing a salary for several years�

This brings me to a final point from this initial section of my contribution.  The Taoiseach 
himself raised a particular issue in a somewhat off-the-cuff speech recently�  He stated that one 
of the key reasons the Seanad needed to be abolished was because it failed to do anything to 
stop the Celtic tiger�  We all get face-slapping blinking moments of incomprehension from time 
to time - I have had several of them in recent years since I came to the House - but my face was 
truly red with self-slapping when I heard that comment and I could not quite believe what I had 
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heard�  The Taoiseach, who, to his great credit, is the father of the Lower House, our longest 
serving Dáil Member, despite his youth, has been deeply dug in to the system of politics in the 
country, in opposition, in government, on the frontbenches, on the backbenches and every kind 
of bench around�  In truth he was a member of the party that did not really do much to try to 
deflate the Celtic tiger.  I mean no disrespect to my current colleagues from the other party, but 
while the principal fault lay with the Government of the day, it was aided and abetted by the 
principal party in opposition at the time�

Is there a record for the number of Ministers of State who can attend one speech?  I would 
like someone to keep a record of it for me�

10/07/2013AAA00800Minister of State at the Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation  (Deputy  John 
Perry): I am very disappointed to be leaving�

10/07/2013AAA00900Senator  John Crown: I thank the Minister of State�  He may be on the 9�30 p�m� to 10�30 
p�m� shift as well�  We may get to meet again�

10/07/2013AAA01000Senator  David Norris: I welcome the former Senator�

10/07/2013AAA01100Senator  John Crown: If the Minister of State, Deputy Cannon, prefers I can begin my 
speech at the beginning�

10/07/2013AAA01200Senator  David Norris: Hear, hear�  Let us have it again�  Encore�

10/07/2013AAA01300An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Crown, without interruption�

10/07/2013AAA01400Minister of State at the Department of Education and Skills  (Deputy  Ciarán Can-
non): I was listening to Senator Crown on the monitor outside�

10/07/2013AAA01500Senator  John Crown: Naturally, the famous monitor�

The accusation that the Seanad deserved an unpardonable death sentence, with no possibil-
ity of a plea-bargain, in expiation for its great crime in inflating the Celtic tiger would have 
been extraordinary coming from anyone, but it was particularly extraordinary coming from 
our current Taoiseach, a former Leader of the Opposition, who, in truth, for reasons known to 
everyone in Irish politics, was never going to be the person who while in opposition adopted 
the Cassandra position, warning people that we needed to slow down the economy�  While the 
Seanad fell asleep at the tiller during the meltdown of our economy it was not the first, second, 
third or fourth most guilty entity in that meltdown�  The most guilty entity was Dáil Éireann, 
which elected the Ministers who were insufficiently expert in economic matters to see what 
was happening and who in turn supervised the appointment of the senior officials and advisers 
who, incredibly, were not in a position to either predict a problem or to see it unravelling in real 
time�  I have, perhaps uncharitably, said that the Taoiseach criticising the Seanad for failing to 
stop the tiger was perhaps about as valid as if Neville Chamberlain had decided to blame the 
Mexicans for failing to stop Hitler even though he had been appeasing the Nazis throughout the 
immediate pre-war years�

All of the arguments which will be advanced in favour of section 1 of the legislation, which 
gives us an abolition day are arguments which, in the case of the economic one, are utterly un-
sustainable, in the case of guilt of the Seanad unsustainable and in the case of the democratic 
deficit, in truth, remediable.  I freely acknowledge the great contributions of Senators Quinn, 
Zappone and their supporters in formulating their Bill, about which I am sure we will here in 
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the coming days.  We articulated an alternative vision for the Seanad because we need to fix the 
whole darn Parliament.  Within the constraints and confines of our current Constitution there is 
a limit to what we can realistically do�  We attempted to maximise radical Seanad reform within 
the confines of Bunreacht na hÉireann such that it would not require any constitutional amend-
ment and which exists within the existing Constitution, including the various amendments and 
legislation passed over the years�

If we abolish the Seanad as proposed in section 1 of the Bill, we will never get the chance to 
look at the alternative mechanism short of there being a near insurrection-like democratic coup 
in the country which would shake the party system to its core and install a new wholly reform-
oriented entity which had as its first item on the agenda writing a new constitution.  I must admit 
that in the odd moment of megalomania, the thought occurred to me that perhaps we should try 
to do that, but that is another day’s work�

Today we are discussing what alternatives might be available if the abolition, as outlined, 
is rejected�  Our Bill proposed a universally enfranchised electorate electing the Members of 
Seanad Éireann�  They would elect all 49 non-Taoiseach nominees - a constitutional referendum 
would be necessary to change the selection process for the other 11�  The 49 would sit on the 
existing constitutionally mandated panels and on the day of a Dáil general election every voter 
would also pick the Seanad panel electoral ballot of his or her choice and would elect to vote 
in any one of the panels�  There would be certain restrictions in terms of who could vote on the 
university panels to satisfy the Constitution�  However, a university graduate who voted in the 
university panel could not vote on the other panels so we would be preserving the principle of 
one vote.  That is fine.

An entire constituency is currently affected by section 1�  A currently enfranchised body 
politic of our citizenry will have rights taken from them by other citizens if section 1, which we 
are trying to amend into extinction, is passed�  They are the graduates of the universities who 
currently live outside the State�  At the moment they have a voice in electing Seanad Éireann�  If 
the Seanad is abolished, they will lose their voice in having any say in electing any Member of 
the Oireachtas, our national Parliament�  It is offensive to democracy at its most core level that 
one group of people within a currently enfranchised electorate are making a decision to exclude 
the input of a group currently enfranchised and to disenfranchise them�  What other precedent 
do we have?  It would be as if all of the men passed a vote to take the vote away from all the 
women without letting the women vote or if people over a certain age made a decision to take 
the vote away from people under a certain age or if people who paid tax made the decision to 
take the vote away from people who do not pay tax�  It is wrong and offensive�  It is very wor-
rying that no thought has been given to this�

10/07/2013BBB00200Senator  Sean D. Barrett: It is the repartition of Ireland�

10/07/2013BBB00300Senator  John Crown: The other essential element in our reform was that not only would 
we democratise the election process, but we would totally “de-elitify” it�  I may be making up 
a new word, which has a medical name, neologism�  People with various illnesses sometimes 
make up new words�  I hope I am not going to be diagnosed by any of the tens of thousands 
watching us right now�  In an attempt to remove elitism from the selection process, our reform 
proposes that any citizen could run for the Seanad if he or she had the signatures of 1,000 of his 
or her fellow citizens�  In addition we would extend the franchise to Irish citizens living abroad�  
Great fears have been expressed over the years that we might have some horribly artificially 
inflated input of misty-eyed sentimentalised Irish abroad who were not really in contact with the 
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realities of our country�  I believe that does a disservice to our diaspora and our system would 
have a check and balance in it�  A person living abroad wishing to vote would need to be a citi-
zen and would need to go to the trouble of registering as a voter in his or her local Irish consular 
service�  This would be a wonderful way to bring the voice of our diaspora into the House�

In addition we proposed extending the franchise to non-Irish citizens legally resident here 
and who are currently eligible to vote in local elections�  We are culturally not used to being an 
immigrant society�  We think of ourselves as the praetorian guard of emigrants but do not tend 
to think of ourselves as immigrants�  We have neither the cultural skill set nor in many ways the 
administrative procedures to deal with immigrants�  In other countries the passage from legiti-
mate immigration status to citizenry is smoothed rather more easily than it has been here�  This 
would give another opportunity for those wonderful contributors to our society who were not 
born here and have been contributing by working and they may be paying taxes�  Their children 
may be taking part in our sports events and they are enriching the cultural potpourri which is 
our country�

10/07/2013BBB00400Senator  David Norris: Popery?  No popery here�

10/07/2013BBB00500An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Crown, without interruption�

10/07/2013BBB00600Senator  John Crown: How does one compete with that?  It would have given them ex-
panded access into the halls of Parliament�  If we vote for section 1, I am afraid all those op-
portunities are cut off at the knees and we will not be able to pursue that any further�

Why is this political nirvana so important?  I believe the real political problem in the country 
is the composition of and the electoral system used for the Dáil�  I mean absolutely no disrespect 
to my Dáil colleagues�  I have come here as an outsider and still consider myself somewhat of 
an outsider and not a real politician�  My respect for their work and the commitment they show 
to what is in general an extremely difficult job has increased enormously.  I have a professional 
sense of understanding of the concept many of them have of being continually on call - at the 
end of a phone for somebody who has a problem in a way that I can relate to in my day job�  
However, there is still something very wrong with the way we are doing it because we have a 
three to five year electoral cycle, depending on political variables, at the end of which we have 
a large number of simultaneous local elections�  The principal skill sets that get one elected, and 
I say this not in an insulting way, are, first, negotiating the Byzantine ways of the local party 
structure and getting on the nominating process and, second, being a sound, solid constituency 
worker�  In general, if one sits at home in one’s lonely garret on a quiet Thursday night in any ru-
ral or urban place in Ireland and thinks about what we need to do to fix the education system, the 
health system, the welfare system or something we need to do to increase equity in our society, 
no matter how good the idea it will never be one’s highest professional priority as a politician 
because one’s highest priority in our localised system - the word “parochial” is correct and I use 
it not in any pejorative sense - is how one can impress sufficient numbers of local people that 
they will return one to Leinster House at the next electoral cycle.  It makes it difficult to be the 
bearer of bad news or the person who, as the political equivalent of Morgan Kelly, could have 
stood up during the time of the previous Government and said: “Guys, it has never happened in 
the history of commerce that a bubble of the kind we are experiencing did not stop and in the 
overwhelming majority of cases, when they blow up that fast they crash disastrously, and they 
stay crashed�”  It must be said that not all economists were clever enough to see that coming, 
but the reality is that there were no PhD economists in the first line either of our Government 
or our Department of Finance�
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The current system in the Dáil is dysfunctional and is resulting in people being elected who 
have refocused on local rather than national issues�  The Minister will be aware that in general 
in the other House, and even among the Members of this House who may aspire to being a 
Member in the other House, often one’s bitterest political rival and most proximate threat to 
one’s own career advancement in terms of being elected or re-elected is not the person who is 
one’s ideological foe but the person in one’s own party who is in the same constituency�  There 
is something fundamentally crazy about that�  If our country is to be run by a bunch of people 
who believe they have a set of ideas to try to fix it, they should at least be able to work in unison 
and in a way that maximises their collective chance of getting to where they can make the deci-
sions and have the power to do something about it, but instead we have the opposite�  We have 
people who are wondering what part of the constituency so and so from their party is strong in, 
and what they can do to undermine him or her in the constituency and make themselves stron-
ger there�  Again, because of the system we have, we end up with people who are not only not 
fixated on the national issues but are not particularly incentivised to be fixated on thought and 
thinking things through�  It is a much more visceral reaction�

Into this heady mix of dysfunction we throw the rather strange structure of our two major 
political parties who, in truth and with no disrespect to them, and I look at them from the out-
side, are indistinguishable.  There is a cultural difference in terms of remote Civil War affilia-
tions and a somewhat more subtle cultural difference in terms of some of the extreme aspects 
of their demographics of support but, by and large, they occupy the same part of the left-right 
debate in economic matters�  It is interesting that in the current debate on the Protection of Life 
During Pregnancy Bill, one group was subject to the Whip and one group was not, but the same 
spectrum of opinions is apparent across both parties�  I suspect that if both were subject to the 
Whip and both were not subject to the Whip, we would see a roughly similar proportion of 
Deputies going with and against the party’s wishes on this Bill and its contentious amendments�  
We have this strange system that places a high premium on personality, because if one’s policy 
vision is the same as that of the next man or woman and one is looking for what we call product 
differentiation, one is differentiating it on matters other than one’s political ideas�

I would love to see fundamental reform of the entire Oireachtas�  Imperfect as the Seanad is, 
and we are speaking on section 1 of the Bill to abolish the Seanad, if the contention in section 1 
were defeated and instead the reforms Senators Quinn, Zappone and I had suggested, and there 
are only nuanced differences among them, were included as part of a reform process, we would 
at least have one House of our national Parliament that was elected with a national focus�  It 
would be a less powerful House, it would not be one which could thwart the wishes of the other 
House under our Constitution, but it would still be nationally focused�  Instead, what we will 
have is one House that will be regionally focused, with no one with a national focus, and which 
will have a scrutineer function that will be taken from the imperfect quasi-democracy that is the 
electoral system of Seanad Éireann and entrusted completely to a group who will be appointed 
by the Taoiseach�  Everything about section 1 is wrong, and that is the reason I believe it should 
be defeated�

10/07/2013CCC00200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I remind the Senator that section 1 is about the definition.

10/07/2013CCC00300Senator  John Crown: That is correct�

Progress reported; Committee to sit again�
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Business of Seanad

10/07/2013CCC00500Senator  Maurice Cummins: As the contributions are three times longer than the Second 
Stage contributions it is obvious we need more time�  Can I propose an amendment to the Order 
of Business that the debate will adjourn at midnight, if not previously concluded?

10/07/2013CCC00600Senator  David Norris: No, you cannot�

10/07/2013CCC00700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Is that agreed?

10/07/2013CCC00800Senator  David Norris: No�  It is not agreed�  It is rubbish�  More bullying�

10/07/2013CCC00900Senator John Crown: A Chathaoirligh----

10/07/2013CCC01000An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I have to deal with this matter first, Senator Crown.

10/07/2013CCC01100Senator  John Crown: Can I take my seat while this is being dealt with?

10/07/2013CCC01200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Yes�  You can resume your seat�

10/07/2013CCC01300Senator  John Crown: I am not yielding the-----

10/07/2013CCC01400An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The Leader has proposed an amendment to the Order of Busi-
ness, “That the debate on the Bill be extended to midnight, if not previously concluded�”

10/07/2013CCC01500Senator  Katherine Zappone: On a point of order, I thought I received a schedule from the 
Leader’s office stating that it would extend to midnight.  Is that correct?

10/07/2013CCC01600An Leas-Chathaoirleach: No�  To clarify, the Order for Business today stated this debate 
was to run from 7 p�m� to 10 p�m�  The Leader is now proposing, as is his right, that it be ex-
tended to 12 midnight, if not previously concluded�  Is that agreed?

10/07/2013CCC01700Senator  David Norris: No�  I want to ask a question of the Leader�

10/07/2013CCC01800An Leas-Chathaoirleach: There will be no questions�  It is a proposal�

10/07/2013CCC01900Senator  David Norris: On a point of order, supposing, for example, the debate is not 
finished-----

10/07/2013CCC02000An Leas-Chathaoirleach: That is a supposition, not a point of order�

10/07/2013CCC02100Senator  David Norris: I do not care�  Does the Leader propose to have us sitting here until 
2 a�m�, 4 a�m�, 6 a�m� or 7 a�m�?  Some of us have jobs�

10/07/2013CCC02200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: That is not a point of order�  It is a supposition�

10/07/2013CCC02300Senator  David Norris: I do not care what it is; it is a point of disorder then�  A bit of infor-
mation is no harm, even from this lousy Government�

10/07/2013CCC02400An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Norris, with all due respect, the question is that-----

10/07/2013CCC02500Senator  Terry Leyden: There is no question yet�

10/07/2013CCC02600An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I am putting the question�
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10/07/2013CCC02700Senator  Terry Leyden: On a point of order, it has not been put�

10/07/2013CCC02800An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Leyden-----

10/07/2013CCC02900Senator  Terry Leyden: On a point of order-----

10/07/2013CCC03000An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I hope it is a point of order�

10/07/2013CCC03100Senator  Terry Leyden: Of course it is a point of order�

10/07/2013CCC03200Senator  John Kelly: I doubt that very much�

10/07/2013CCC03300Senator  Terry Leyden: It is unprecedented to change the rules-----

10/07/2013CCC03400An Leas-Chathaoirleach: That is not a point of order�  I am putting the question that the 
amendment be-----

10/07/2013CCC03500Senator  Terry Leyden: -----in the middle of the day�

10/07/2013CCC03600Senator  Maurice Cummins: Members are being given more time�

10/07/2013CCC03700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I am putting the question�

10/07/2013CCC03800Senator  Terry Leyden: This is bully-boy tactics to try to get the Bill-----

10/07/2013CCC03900An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Is the amendment agreed to?  Agreed�  No?

10/07/2013CCC04000Senator  Maurice Cummins: Members can have all the time in the world�

10/07/2013CCC04100Senator  Terry Leyden: You are changing the rules�

10/07/2013CCC04200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Those in favour say “Tá”�

(Interruptions)�

10/07/2013CCC04400An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Ciúnas�

10/07/2013CCC04500Senator  David Norris: On a point of order, the Government side has made a significant 
contribution by not opening one little beak over there-----

10/07/2013CCC04700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Norris-----

10/07/2013CCC04800Senator  David Norris: -----which shows how ashamed they are�  It is a disgrace�

10/07/2013CCC04900An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Norris, please resume your seat�

10/07/2013CCC05000Senator  David Norris: They cannot complain about us talking too long when they have 
not even opened their gobs�

10/07/2013CCC05100An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Norris, please resume your seat�  As a matter of respect 
to the Chair, when the Chair puts a question, points of order cannot be made�  It is either voted 
on or not�  It has been agreed�  Is that correct?

10/07/2013CCC05200Senator  David Norris: No�

10/07/2013CCC05300An Leas-Chathaoirleach: When I asked the question nobody said “No”�
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10/07/2013CCC05400Senator  David Norris: I said “No” about 1,000 times�

10/07/2013CCC05500An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Not when I asked the question�

10/07/2013CCC05600Senator  David Norris: “Yes” or “No” is the answer, and Votáil�

Question put.

8 o’clock

  The Seanad divided by electronic means�10/07/2013EEE00500Senator  John Crown: In view of the close out-
come, I request that, under Standing Order 62(3)(b), the division be taken again other than by 
electronic means�

Question put: 

The Seanad divided: Tá, 29; Níl, 19�
Tá Níl

 Bacik, Ivana�  Barrett, Sean D�
 Bradford, Paul�  Byrne, Thomas�
 Brennan, Terry�  Crown, John�
 Burke, Colm�  Cullinane, David�
 Clune, Deirdre�  Daly, Mark�
 Coghlan, Eamonn�  Leyden, Terry�
 Coghlan, Paul�  Mac Conghail, Fiach�
 Conway, Martin�  MacSharry, Marc�
 Cummins, Maurice�  Mooney, Paschal�
 D’Arcy, Jim�  Norris, David�
 D’Arcy, Michael�  Ó Murchú, Labhrás�
 Gilroy, John�  O’Brien, Darragh�
 Harte, Jimmy�  O’Brien, Mary Ann�
 Hayden, Aideen�  O’Donovan, Denis�
 Healy Eames, Fidelma�  O’Sullivan, Ned�
 Henry, Imelda�  Reilly, Kathryn�
 Keane, Cáit�  Walsh, Jim�
 Kelly, John�  Wilson, Diarmuid�
 Landy, Denis�  Zappone, Katherine�
 Moloney, Marie�
 Moran, Mary�
 Mullins, Michael�
 Noone, Catherine�
 O’Donnell, Marie-Louise�
 O’Keeffe, Susan�
 O’Neill, Pat�
 Sheahan, Tom�
 van Turnhout, Jillian�
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 Whelan, John�

Tellers: Tá, Senators Paul Coghlan and Aideen Hayden; Níl, Senators Sean D� Barrett and 
John Crown�

Question declared carried.

An Bille um an Dara Leasú is Tríocha ar an mBunreacht (Deireadh a Chur le Seanad 
Éireann) 2013: Céim an Choiste (Atógáil)

Thirty-second Amendment of the Constitution (Abolition of Seanad Éireann) Bill 2013: 
Committee Stage (Resumed)

ALT 1

SECTION 1

Atairgeadh an cheist: “Go bhfanfaidh alt 1 mar chuid den Bhille�”

Question again proposed: “That section 1 stand part of the Bill.” 

10/07/2013FFF00500An Cathaoirleach: Senator Crown is in possession�

10/07/2013FFF00600Senator  John Crown: Go raibh maith agat, a Chathaoirligh�

10/07/2013FFF00700An Cathaoirleach: We must wait for the Minister�

10/07/2013FFF00800Senator  John Crown: Bhí mé ag smaoineamh ar - - - - - �

10/07/2013FFF00900An Cathaoirleach: Silence in the Chamber please�

10/07/2013FFF01000Senator  David Norris: Cá bhfuil an tAire?

10/07/2013FFF01100An Cathaoirleach: Ag teacht�

10/07/2013FFF01200Senator  David Norris: We will wait until he comes�

10/07/2013FFF01300Senator  John Crown: Do I resume my seat?

10/07/2013FFF01400Senator  David Norris: Another Minister who also worked in the Seanad, bejaysus�  They 
must be running out of Ministers�
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10/07/2013FFF01500An Cathaoirleach: I welcome the Minister of State at the Department of the Environment, 
Community and Local Government, Deputy Fergus O’Dowd�

10/07/2013FFF01600Senator  John Crown: Cuirim fáilte roimh an Aire Stáit�  Ni raibh sé anseo ag tús an 
chómhrá agus b’fhéidir go dtosóidh mé arís as Gaeilge�

10/07/2013FFF01700Minister of State at the Department of the Environment, Community and Local Gov-
ernment  (Deputy  Fergus O’Dowd): Ní gá�  Bhí mé ag éisteacht leat�

10/07/2013FFF01800Senator  John Crown: Out of deference to the Minister of State’s complex schedule, I will 
not rehash the points I had made earlier�

10/07/2013FFF01900Senator  David Norris: Irish is the first official language of the State.

10/07/2013FFF02000An Cathaoirleach: Senator Crown without interruption�

10/07/2013FFF02100Senator  John Crown: The Ministers have been rapidly rotating during this debate�  I have 
consulted my copy of Bunreacht na hÉireann to find out how many officeholders there are and 
how many more I can expect to see in the next several hours�

10/07/2013FFF02200An Cathaoirleach: That has no relevance to the debate on section 1�

10/07/2013FFF02300Senator  John Crown: The arguments being advanced in section 1 for the abolition of the 
Seanad are in one case poorly justified and in two other cases wholly bogus.  The argument 
that the Seanad should be abolished because it is undemocratic is a sustainable argument and 
one which I believe is best addressed through the process of reform�  That is why I authored a 
reform Bill, from which I have already put the highlights on record�

10/07/2013FFF02400An Cathaoirleach: We are not discussing a Bill to reform the Seanad�  We are discussing 
section 1, which deals with the abolition day�

10/07/2013FFF02500Senator  John Crown: I am trying to construct an argument as to why section 1 should be 
rejected�  We are making the case that the Bill commences with references to the abolition of 
one of the Houses of the national Parliament, before the matter has been put to a referendum�  I 
think arguments in defence of that House are valid arguments to make�  This is not part of my 
main speech, but I am on record as having said that the House, as currently constituted is an 
affront to democracy.  It is very difficult for me to make a case rejecting the abolition without 
saying this is not some crazy turkey voting against Christmas but is part of a more plausible 
strategy for Oireachtas reform�  We will not go there now�

Some of the implications or downstream effects, as we would say in biology, of a rapid 
unthoughtful insufficiently prepared abolition of the Seanad is that if the Seanad were to cease 
in a country which has traditionally poorly developed local government structures we would 
have a colossal lacunae in terms of public governance�  If it was decided that we were having a 
fundamental reform of the structures of governance with stronger local government, one could 
make an argument that if the power was devolved to regionally-based local governance, we 
would not need a second scrutinising Chamber because in truth much of what would happen 
would be scrutinising the activities of the local authorities anyway�  With great respect, there 
is no significant evidence of that kind of fundamental reform happening, reform that would 
delegate both authority and responsibility to the local governance�  We have seen a number of 
cosmetic changes in terms of numbers and structures but in terms of actually changing what 
they do, we have not seen much�
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Again, I hope I am not expressing disrespect for those who have expressed this opinion 
but I do not believe our Taoiseach is some kind of incipient autocrat, a despot in waiting who 
is trying to systematically dismantle many of the organs of democracy in the country in an at-
tempt to stage some kind of an oligarchic power grab�  I do not believe that at all�  The effect 
of taking away organs of democracy before other ones are developed is that there will be a 
de-democratisation of many aspects of public governance in this country�  It is bit like the old 
argument to ban cars from coming into the city, but why not build the public transport first.  We 
are saying that we will get rid of one problem but we will not actually set up the structures that 
will deal with�

The other issue that desperately needs to be dealt with is our committee system�  I sit on a 
committee and I am sure as I was as variable an attentive attender as the average parliamentar-
ian but because of the way things are structured they are somewhat low impact�  If we were to 
have a fundamentally reformed system of central government and Parliament we would have 
to have in place a really good scrutinising committee system, a system which is accountable 
and comprised of elected officials.  Instead we are being told we will lose the quasi-democratic 
second Chamber�  In truth it is fashionable to decry its lack of democracy, and I have been a 
principal decrier but the vast majority of Members in the Seanad are voted by people who are 
themselves voted on the basis of popular franchise, one person one vote and an open voting 
system�  Our local authority representatives are I believe a valid, if surrogate, electorate to select 
the Members of one of the Chambers of our Parliaments but instead what we are going to have 
is a reformatting of the current parliamentarily weak committee system apparently with some 
kind of jury rigging add-on of unelected technocratic experts, who will be there to provide the 
technical scrutinising function which at present is conducted by Seanad Éireann�  We will lose 
the veneer of the surrogate democracy we have in the Seanad and replace it with something that 
is wholly technocratic�

With no disrespect to the Taoiseach, whom I mentioned to one of the many previous Minis-
ters who was present when I was speaking today, I believe is one of the better persons to have 
served as Taoiseach and the best Taoiseach we have had for some time�  He has brought great 
honour to the office and I believe his instincts are democratic but in this case, I believe he is 
making a mistake�  In addition, his proposed model of Taoiseach and Government-appointed 
technocrats as the substitutes for the Seanad scrutiny function is flawed.  It is basically self-gov-
ernance�  It is the same type of model that was felt to have failed in terms of the old structures of 
the Medical Council, which many believe currently fails in the other professional organisations�  
This idea of self-policing and self-regulation is not a system that is in vogue right now�  There 
is a move away from that system in all types of areas of public governance�  For that reason I 
think the Taoiseach is making an error on this�  Has that scrutinising function been successful?  
Others who are more serious students of parliamentary history than I am can quote the numbers�  
I have heard of the hundreds of amendments that were proposed, many of which were accepted 
and which strengthened legislation that arrived in this House�  In addition to that, we are not 
just scrutineers, we are initiators�  

People looking at the process of Parliament from the outside will ask whether a lot of what 
goes on will affect them�  Some of what has occurred in this House will affect people�  The hu-
man rights advocacy for gay people and other monitories in our society, which has long been 
espoused by Senator David Norris, is critically important�  This one-man dynamo of legislation, 
Senator Feargal Quinn, who is not here this evening, has brought his considerable professional 
and life experience to bear in very practical ways in a number of critically important pieces of 
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legislation which, to be honest, people thinking of the big picture might forget - for example, 
having a label which tells one from where one’s food actually came�  If it states: “Made in Ire-
land”, is it just packaged in an Irish sausage casing but has come from somewhere else?  This 
is important�

If Senator Feargal Quinn’s defibrillator legislation is passed, people will be alive at the next 
general election who would not be alive if that legislation had not been initiated in and enacted 
by this House, and I speak with some authority on this�  I know many patients whose lives were 
saved by defibrillators and many people whose lives were saved by rapid extra hospital resus-
citation�  It is important to acknowledge that�

In a small way, the Bill which Senators Mark Daly, Jillian van Turnhout and I have ad-
vanced to ban smoking in cars with children has already had an impact, even though I regret 
to say, parenthetically, it is lost some place in the bureaucracy�  If Seanad Éireann is abolished, 
as recommended in section 1 of the Thirty-second Amendment of the Constitution (Abolition 
of Seanad Éireann) Bill 2013 which we are debating, any impetus which we would have to see 
that Bill come to fruition would disappear because I think it is low down in terms of legislative 
priorities�  

Parenthetically, I should also add that I am a great admirer of the Minister for Health, Dep-
uty James Reilly, and I strongly support his efforts to fundamentally reform our health system�  
I am particularly happy that we have a man of his strength and courage who is now starting 
the flex the muscles against the tobacco industry, a battle to which, in truth, the Taoiseach, the 
Minister for Finance and the Minister for Justice and Equality dealt a blow when they rather 
inappropriately met the tobacco industry a while ago�  

In the current Dáil structure, despite having a good Minister like the Minister for Health, 
one piece of legislation has gone through in the smoking control area but that Bill makes it 
easier for the tobacco companies�  The Minister advanced that Bill through gritted teeth and in 
the face of great personal opposition because he was forced and mandated to do so by diktats 
which came from the European Court of Justice and the EU competition authorities�  The real-
ity, as of July 2013, is that this Government which set itself out as a campaigning Government 
to tighten the noose on tobacco legislation following on the leadership Deputy Micheál Martin 
showed in a previous Government, has not succeeded in doing that�  The one Bill which is go-
ing through and which would tighten the noose is our smoking in cars Bill which would be lost 
if the Seanad did not exist�

Has the mere fact the Seanad started a debate on that issue succeeded in putting it on the 
public interest agenda?  I think it has�  We outlined in this House and in various media the ex-
traordinary level of harm which could accrue to children if incarcerated in a car with a smoking 
adult, something which people were not aware of�  I think it has already caused a behavioural 
change.  I always said the purpose of that Bill was not to fill prisons but primarily educational 
and I believe it probably has had that educational role�

Similarly, as an epiphenomenon related to Senator Feargal Quinn’s wonderful defibrillator 
Bill, the debate about whether we should charge VAT on defibrillators has been reignited.  I 
believe we had a role in accelerating the process of the legislation on the regulation of sunbeds�  
There were 400 cases of malignant melanoma in 2008 and 995 cases in 2010�  Sadly, one pretty 
much assumes that the proportion of those which are fatal is approximately one quarter of cases�  
If that proportion stays constant, the absolute number of patients who will find themselves 
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battling potentially fatal melanoma will have gone up�  Again, taking the VAT off sunblock 
products and regulating the sunbed industry was suggested in this House, as was increasing 
the number of dermatologists�  I do not mean to blow my own trumpet here but one message 
which I have got onto the public agenda because of my debates here and at the committee is 
the extraordinary shortage of specialists per head of population�  It is just bizarre and bears no 
resemblance to any other country in the OECD, with the exception of the UK which is the sec-
ond worst�  If one has a spot on one’s skin which might be melanoma - maybe one is one of the 
950 people who get it - one could be waiting months for an appointment here�  This issue was 
brought up in this House and has the effect of changing the public agenda�  

Some other things could be lost if we go ahead and approve this Bill, including the contri-
bution which has been made historically by other great Senators�  The reasons for the success 
of peace in troubled Northern Ireland are complex�  It is a success which, understandably, has 
many fathers but I have no doubt that some of the more directly responsible fathers were the 
bridge builders, some of whom sat in this House�

I am not demeaning the role of any of the others who were involved at the front line of 
the conflict and who adopted the path of peace, for which I salute them.  However, there were 
others who were in this House and who were never particularly involved in the war in the first 
place but who, at a time when it was not particularly fashionable, were trying to preach the gos-
pel of reconciliation and compromise�  One incredibly wonderful man in this regard was the late 
Senator Gordon Wilson�  My family knew his family in north Leitrim for many generations and 
I had the privilege of associating with some of his children when I was younger�  What a phe-
nomenal contribution he made and what a phenomenal message it was when he was appointed 
as the bereaved father of a Northern Ireland Protestant girl, a beautiful young nurse, who lost 
her life in a terrible episode in Northern Ireland.  She had not even been put in her coffin when 
he pleaded for reconciliation and no revenge but he then incurred the wrath of his own com-
munity by accepting a seat in the Seanad�  His record of reconciliation is one to which we can 
only aspire to�  The list is endless�

The criticism is often made that Seanad Éireann is the incubator or retirement home for 
people at either ends of their careers, and I am sorry to use the cliche because everybody hears 
it and it upsets Members with Dáil ambitions�  Incubators are sometimes a good thing�  We 
have a lot of healthy babies which needed to be incubated.  The reality is that many fine and 
very worthwhile political careers in the Dáil, in government and in the Taoiseach’s office were 
launched by people who wet their feet and cut their teeth in this House�  Maybe some part of it 
is a prep school, a finishing school or an educational process.  

10/07/2013GGG00200Senator  David Norris: Retirement homes are great as well�

10/07/2013GGG00300Senator  John Crown: I will reserve my comments on the other sections until later and 
will stick to section 1 for the moment�  There is a kind of warm fuzzy feel-good feeling about 
the folks who have done this and it would have been a great loss if they had not been Members 
of this House�

There is, however, something else which must be acknowledged�  Imagine if things go 
badly wrong here and in Europe over the next few years and we have further economic upheav-
als, which many serious commentators state is a real possibility�  If, during the mid-term of a 
Government, we need to inject some expertise into Parliament, the Seanad at least provides a 
mechanism to do that via the Taoiseach’s appointees�  We will lose that completely if we lose 
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the Seanad�  I put it to the Minister of State that this is something which has scarcely been used�  
We are all familiar with the late James Dooge who, I believe, was a very fine Senator and ac-
complished Minister and contributed in a very important way to the work of government in the 
country�  We would not have had the opportunity to appoint him� 

It is quite plausible to conceive of a scenario over the next year or five years somebody like 
Garret FitzGerald who, while stating he knows James Dooge to be a fine, gifted and intelligent 
man who he would like to have in government, would be unable to do so�  There may be a spe-
cific skill we need.  Our current Taoiseach might decide that it would be nice to have somebody 
like Senator Barrett at the Cabinet table who understands economics in a very technical sense 
and the different and conflicting advice being offered.  This is a mechanism which would be lost 
to us in the event that we abolish the Seanad�

10/07/2013HHH00200Senator  Terry Leyden: Senator Crown could be Minister for Health�

10/07/2013HHH00300Senator  David Norris: That would be a good idea�

10/07/2013HHH00400Senator  John Crown: The only other job I would take is Taoiseach�

10/07/2013HHH00500Senator  Terry Leyden: The Senator should run for the Dáil the next time�

10/07/2013HHH00600Senator  John Crown: There is a colossal presumptuousness about the section in the Bill 
which provides that Seanad Éireann is to be abolished and, as a consequence of the abolition, 
amends provisions of the Constitution that confer functions on Seanad Éireann or that are pre-
mised on the existence of that House�  It strikes me that there is a cart and horse phenomenon, 
in terms of legislating for a referendum and predetermining, on the basis of the outcome of the 
referendum, what we will get�

We have precedence for this-----

10/07/2013HHH00700Senator  David Norris: There is no mention of the horse�  We only get the cart�

10/07/2013HHH00800Senator  John Crown: That is true�  There is precedence for this kind of very confusing 
technical referendum occurring�  It occurred in 2002, which is one of the referendums whose 
consequences we are currently grappling with in terms of the Protection of Life During Preg-
nancy Bill�

I looked in from the outside and put in writing that the Seanad should be abolished or re-
formed�  I still believe that but I would prefer to reform it�  As somebody who is in here and sees 
the dysfunctions of the two Houses, I see an extraordinary argument for launching a process of 
parliamentary reform which would involve, in effect, writing a new constitution�  I do not think 
there is a shortcut around this�  We do not have a good mechanism for doing that in Ireland be-
cause our current Constitution cleverly keeps unto the Taoiseach and the Government the sole 
right to introduce amending provisions for the Constitution�

There does not seem to be a shortcut other than democratically seizing power and advancing 
a new constitution in a very radical format�  We can, within the existing Constitution, examine 
the two Houses we have�  We have it within our gift to advance meaningful reform of the House 
which would give us, instead of the de-democratised, single chamber parliament we would have 
operating in a lacuna with no strong committee system, fewer checks and balances and without 
local government, one nationally focused house which would still, because of its constitutional 
mandate and limitations, be a reflective scrutinising chamber which could not thwart the wishes 
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of the more powerful Dáil but which could act the nidus for more fundamental reform�

I do not want to make personal comments�  Most Ministers, given the system we have, do 
a very good job�  In truth, as I have said before, the reality is that we do not have a particularly 
good system for picking Ministers�  We have a particular pool of available people which may 
contain people who are talented, skilled and have skill sets which can match various Depart-
ments, but it also contains those who may not�

I understand populism when people say things such as our first reform should be to abolish 
the Seanad and our second reform should be to shrink the Dáil�  That would create a lacuna�  If 
one shrinks the Dáil before one changes the way one appoints Ministers, I am not being pejora-
tive when I say we will have an even shallower talent pool from which to pick Ministers�  We 
will have a smaller number of people from which to pick critical and, in some cases, highly 
technical ministerial appointments�  Poor Descartes must be turning in his grave�

We have a need for a shopping list of mandatory constitutional reforms�  It as if a mother 
has taken a basket with a screaming child through a supermarket, has ignored milk, meat and 
potatoes and nappies and has instead gone straight for the sweets at the checkout, bought them 
first and worried about the rest later.  It is a simple and populist option which gives the illusion 
of reforming zeal and momentum to the process of parliamentary reform without grappling 
with the core issues which need to be fixed.

In 2007 and 2008, when critical decisions could have been made, but were not, which might 
have ameliorated the worst aspects of the economic collapse, the fault was not with Seanad 
Éireann�  To do an analogy to death, the Seanad was asleep at the tiller but was guilty of sins of 
omission rather than commission.  It was the Dáil which ratified the Ministers who made the 
decisions�

Even though we have now had a change of Government, a similar process is in place as well 
as policies which are very similar to those of the post-meltdown policies advanced by Fianna 
Fáil�  There was broad consensus between the two parties as to the mid-course corrective ac-
tions which needed to be taken�  I am sure my Fianna Fáil colleagues will resonate with that, but 
there is not that much difference between what they said after the terrible mistakes they made 
in the post-meltdown process and what the incoming Government did�

Imagine if instead we had a Government which included some economists - I will not men-
tion names because they are broadly divided - and people who really understood banking�  
People who knew about banking and looked at it from the outside have been documented as 
saying there was a real problem, even though they did not predict the last recession�

10/07/2013HHH00900Senator  Terry Brennan: Kevin Cardiff, for instance�

10/07/2013HHH01000Senator  John Crown: None of these people works in influential positions or is sitting 
around the Cabinet table�  As a result of the quirks of our Constitution and 43 local elections 
which determine who will make the major macroeconomic decisions for the country, we had a 
group of people who were, without being critical, heavily personally incentivised not to break 
bad news�  They did not want to be the ones who would say there would be a problem�  They 
did not want to tell people who suddenly felt rich because the three bedroom houses they had 
owned for years were suddenly worth multiples of hundreds of thousands of euro, who believed 
that because of some fundamental rewriting of the laws of economics, they had changed into 
wealthy people, even though they were still doing the same meaningful, skilled jobs and work-
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ing as hard as they always were, that there was a problem�  Salaries were no bigger and people 
still did what they did before, but they felt richer.  It is very difficult for a politician focused on 
local electoral issues to say he or she is sorry to have to tell people that there is a shell game 
going on, people have been scammed and we need to change things�  Maybe if we had a differ-
ent system of selecting Deputies and Ministers we might have had a better way of dealing with 
such a situation�

I have a day job and I like to think I am perhaps what the framers of the Constitution had in 
mind�  They wanted to bring in people who on the one hand, understood that there were more 
politically sophisticated people who were full-time politicians and made the big decisions while 
they, on the other hand, could bring a different perspective on some of the decisions made and 
offer different skills�  I like to think I have done that in my little area�  I know for a fact that this 
man sitting on my right has done it in a colossal way in economics and I believe he has been 
an educational resource for Members of both Houses�  One must then ask how Senator Barrett 
would have functioned with the current Whip system�  There a few people in the dominant party 
of Government who, although they might not have been economists with PhDs, had strongly 
dissenting views on some issues, particularly those related to banking, and it would appear 
that they were whipped into submission�  We had the strange situation of one Deputy who, at 
his own committee, spoke one way and voted another because his expertise and heart told him 
one thing and his Whip told him to do the other�  One of my colleagues has just informed me 
that the home of Irish horse racing - horseracing�ie - has stated that there are numerical limits 
relating to the number of times the whip can be used in a race�  It can be used seven times in a 
flat face and eight times in a jumps race.  Whoever is in charge of Deputy Mathews would have 
been disqualified and a steward’s inquiry would have been held within about three days of the 
initiation of the first meeting of the current Dáil.  

Sadly, the Whip system works in here�  I know this for a fact because I have become very 
friendly with many of my colleagues on both sides of the House�  In many cases, they have sin-
cere, well-thought out and well-informed positions which are at complete variance with those 
of their party and as a result, are whipped into submission�  Again, I do not wish to personalise 
this�  I have huge personal and professional regard for the extraordinary, methodical and foren-
sic scrutiny of Bills, particularly health Bills, by Senator Colm Burke in this House�  To see him 
advance a really important Bill addressing a technical niche that had been neglected in the pro-
grammes for Government of successive governments and be defeated by his own Government 
was instructive�  It tells us something about where reforms really need to take place�  

What was that great line during the week?  One should always use the words “in conclu-
sion” multiple times in a speech because it gives one’s audience hope�  In summary, I am a 
complete reformer�  I believe the arguments advanced for defending this House as it is currently 
constituted as a critical bulwark of democracy are not very strong�  The principal arguments are 
those relating to what it could be and the opportunity cost of losing something that we cannot 
easily get back in a reformed format�  I mentioned it to the Minister of State’s colleagues who 
were here before�  To most of us who have looked at this, it is simply and deeply offensive that 
this was never considered for discussion at the Constitutional Convention�  What could be a 
more fundamental constitutional question for a democracy than the structure of its national par-
liament?  Most of us have had the privilege of visiting the convention on a number of occasions�  
I found it to be a very rewarding experience and a wonderful way of engaging with and hearing 
the opinions of our citizenry - not just some elected elite of our citizenry but real citizens, many 
of whom were no more involved or interested in or knowledgeable about politics than the aver-
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age citizen�  What a wonderful idea it would have been if they had been given the opportunity 
to discuss the actual structure of their national Parliament�  I am sorry if I am being repetitive�  
Both the Cathaoirleach and Minister of State were not here when I said it earlier�  The fact that 
the convention discussed whether the President, which is a largely ceremonial office although 
potentially constitutionally crucial given the right circumstances, would have a five-year rather 
than a seven-year term but it was not considered valid to discuss the entire structure of our Par-
liament is very regrettable�  

Our considered opposition to section 1 of the Bill relates to the heart of the matter which is 
that, without invoking any dictatorial autocracy, it comes across as being arrogant�  There was 
no constituency pushing for this�  There was a certain constituency pushing for retention and a 
larger constituency for reform�  The reform constituency prominently included our Taoiseach�  
He was one of those who at a summer school articulated very fine ideas about what the Se-
anad could do in a reformed structure�  Apparently without any particular consultation and in a 
country with colossal economic problems caused by people, politicians and the political system 
we had, he did not decide as his first constitutional priority to ask what we could do to prevent 
those set of circumstances occurring again by possibly giving us a different level of expertise 
in Government�  Instead, he decided that we will do it because it is a waste of money when the 
Minister most directly responsible for public expenditure and reform, Deputy Howlin, told us 
while sitting in the chair in which the Minister of State now sits that it will save no money and 
that the money will be redeployed to less democratic Dáil committees buttressed by techno-
cratic appointees who will become the non-accountable scrutineers of legislation, supplanting 
the role of our surrogate democracy, which is the Seanad�  

On that, I must freely admit that I am spent�  I urge the Minister of State to take our message 
on board and consider that this rushed, unthoughtful, pointless, non-money-saving, mislead-
ing and misleadingly blameful initiative to abolish the Seanad without giving our people any 
chance to discuss its reform should be reconsidered in good faith�

10/07/2013JJJ00200Senator  Martin Conway: Senator Crown’s contribution made a number of very valid 
points�  The detail he went into certainly augurs well for the discourse that will take place in the 
weeks leading up to the referendum�  From the outset, I have said that the people should have 
their say on the future of the Seanad�  The Fine Gael, Labour and Fianna Fáil election manifes-
tos signed up to a referendum on the Seanad and certainly questioned its future�

(Interruptions)�

10/07/2013JJJ00400Senator  Martin Conway: Yes, it did�

10/07/2013JJJ00500Senator  Mark Daly: Following reform of the Dáil�

10/07/2013JJJ00600Senator  Martin Conway: Clearly it was also a populist decision in Fianna Fáil when it was 
trying to retrieve some sort of connection with the people�  In fairness, the leader of Fianna Fáil 
has been forthright in his position on reform�  I have also been forthright in saying that I will 
not be voting in favour of the abolition of the Seanad�  It would be hypocritical of any Member 
of this House to say they will be voting in favour of the abolition of the Seanad and to continue 
taking a salary�  I am certainly not going to be hypocritical�  I do not intend campaigning either 
way�  If I am asked for my personal view in any forum, public or private, I have no problem with 
and no hesitation in articulating it in as much detail as people are prepared to listen to�

I believe that this House is probably working at half mast in its current form�  There is so 
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much potential that could be achieved�  Senator Crown has put forward a very articulate case 
on a number of different fronts that the Seanad and its personnel would be of huge benefit to the 
political system in certain circumstances�  I am of the view that this Seanad is probably a better 
Seanad than the ones preceding it�  There are 42 new Senators with the Senators who were re-
elected and are extremely capable�  Senator Mark Daly and I have worked very closely on the 
whole issue of the undocumented Irish in the past year, the impetus for which has come from 
the Seanad.  I salute Senator Daly who has led the charge in that field.  

Senator John Crown is an expert in the whole area of health, while Senator Sean D� Barrett 
is an expert in the area of transport economics and economics in general�  Much strategic think-
ing goes into the amendments proposed by Senator Barrett which, to a large extent, the Gov-
ernment takes on board�  It may not accept the amendments and may need to tidy up technical 
amendments but the overall thrust of the amendments has influenced legislation significantly.  It 
may not be overtly done but it is covertly done�  Legislation that has passed through the Houses 
in the past couple of years has been enriched and enhanced as a result of the contributions of 
all Senators but particularly Senator Barrett in the whole area of economics�  Had more of his 
amendments been accepted, it is possible that legislation would be even more enhanced and 
enriched, specifically the Taxi Regulation Bill which passed through recently.  I was present for 
much of the deliberations on that legislation which was insightful and informed Members who 
may not be up to speed on that issue of a new way of doing business�  I tabled a motion which 
was unanimously accepted by the House in the area of restorative justice�  That is an issue that 
would be dealt with in the Dáil as time would not permit�

10/07/2013KKK00200Senator  David Norris: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013KKK00300Senator  Martin Conway: Given that one is dealing with 165 individuals trying to get 
speaking time, it would not have got the attention and deliberation in the other Chamber�  The 
practitioners of restorative justice and those who advocate this new type of penal reform or pre-
penal reform, before people go into the prison system, were very impressed with the manner in 
which this House dealt with the issue�  It has now gone to the Joint Committee on Justice, De-
fence and Equality to put forward specific recommendations.  A sub-committee is being formed 
to examine the issue and bring in the practitioners and those who are advocating for restorative 
justice�

10/07/2013KKK00400Senator  David Norris: May I say, without being discourteous to Senator Conway, whose 
contribution is extremely interesting, that I am delighted that we have managed to flush out one 
member of the Government after five and a half hours.  In order to ensure his remarks are heard 
as widely as possible, can we ensure there is a quorum in the House?

Notice taken that 12 Members were not present; House counted and 12 Members being 
present,

10/07/2013KKK00600Senator  Martin Conway: I am delighted that Senator Norris decided to give me a breather 
so early in my contribution�  As I was saying before the quorum bell, the restorative justice 
community was happy with the Seanad, in particular.  Certainly it has raised the profile of the 
Seanad for the many people who are promoting and supporting restorative justice�  Restorative 
justice has worked extremely well in Northern Ireland and there are other examples in New 
Zealand and parts of Germany, while in Canada there is a significant advancement in the whole 
area�  I have always felt that Ireland has proved itself as a country in terms of, for example, the 
smoking ban, where we led the way in Europe and I think we can lead the way in Europe with a 
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whole new way of dealing with the victims and the perpetrators of crime�  Certainly, the Seanad 
opened up the debate in that area�

There are many issues in the area of disability that need to be dealt with, for example, Irish 
sign language�  In the next term I intend to be prominent in pushing the issue whether through a 
Private Members’ motion or Private Members’ legislation to get recognition for Irish sign lan-
guage�  People who come from minority backgrounds, whether they are people with disabilities 
or from other communities, have a role to support in the Seanad to ensure minorities have a 
voice�  In the past the Seanad has successfully provided a voice for many minorities�  We have 
seen the work Senator Norris has done in legislating for the area of homosexuality along with 
many other very useful contributions�  

When the people get their say and reflect on the decision they have to make they will, I 
think, vote to retain the Seanad�  However, it will be with a moral caveat to a future Government 
that instead of election manifestos proposing a referendum for abolition - that process will have 
gone through - hopefully, the next set of election manifestoes will propose a suite of reforms 
through which the Seanad will have real power�

9 o’clock

This Seanad will run its full term regardless and be dissolved on the day before the next 
Government is formed�  Let us hope that the various parties’ election manifestoes will include 
proposals on Seanad reform that will lead into meaningful reform under a programme for Gov-
ernment�  This is what the people of Ireland will vote for�

  We can debate right through the night, but the people of Ireland deserve their say�  Our 
Constitution does not provide for a “preferendum” in which the choices would be to abolish, 
reform or retain�  It is just a referendum�  Energies would be better used campaigning among 
the people as opposed to creating a logjam of contributions in the House, as excellent and all 
as they are�  I could sit and listen to many of my colleagues all night, but that would defeat the 
purpose�

10/07/2013LLL00200Senator  Terry Leyden: The Senator will�

10/07/2013LLL00300Senator  Martin Conway: Democracy in the Chamber is as it is�  We are trying to present 
the Seanad as a real alternative in a professional way�  We are not playing games, as well inten-
tioned and all as they may be�

10/07/2013LLL00400Senator  Terry Leyden: The Taoiseach has been quick to argue that countries such as 
Denmark, Norway and Finland have similar populations to ours, yet manage with one-chamber 
parliaments�  This is disingenuous, and the Taoiseach knows it�

10/07/2013LLL00500An Cathaoirleach: The Senator has spoken already�  The Minister has not arrived yet�  I ask 
the Senator to stick to section 1�

10/07/2013LLL00600Senator  Terry Leyden: The amendment is to oppose the section�  I am giving the grounds 
for why it should be opposed�

10/07/2013LLL00700An Cathaoirleach: There is no amendment to section 1�

10/07/2013LLL00800Senator  Terry Leyden: I see that section 1 is opposed�
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10/07/2013LLL00900An Cathaoirleach: Section opposed is not an amendment�  It is only an intention to delete 
the section�

10/07/2013LLL01000Senator  Terry Leyden: We oppose it because it is not an acceptable amendment to the 
Constitution�  I will elaborate further on this point�  I listed the various Bills that I, while a Min-
ister of State, debated in the Seanad to show that the Seanad was productive�  On 28 April 1988, 
I was in this Chamber when the late Nuala Fennell, a wonderful Deputy and Senator, moved 
amendment No� 14 to the Adoption (No� 2) Bill 1987 on Committee Stage (Resumed)�  It read: 
“In page 6, line 31, to delete “illegitimate” and substitute “a child whose parents were not mar-
ried to each other or an orphan�”�”  She went on to state:

I hope the Minister will accept this amendment�  In making this request I am conscious 
of the fact that this is not something to do with money�  It has nothing to do with legal costs�  
It should be an extremely easy thing to do�

The amendment was supported by Mary Robinson, former Senator and former President, 
who stated:

I am in favour of the removal of a concept which we have determined should not form 
part of our law relating to children any more; to substitute a formulation, either exactly as 
in Senator Fennell’s proposed amendment, or one which represents the sense she has put 
forward, that it is a child not of a marriage who would be eligible for adoption under the first 
part of the proposed amendment of section 10 of the 1952 Act�

This was a good point�  As the then Minister of State for health, I replied: “I propose to ac-
cept this amendment�  In fact I intend to go further, to delete section 6 altogether�”  That debate 
showed the House’s influence at the time.  I did not need to refer the matter to the Cabinet.  
Sometimes, we feel that the Ministers of State who enter the Chamber have had no powers 
delegated to them�  I had those powers and I used them�

People might not have realised that I used to attend the Chamber as a Minister of State 
where I debated with Mary Robinson and Nuala Fennell and accepted their reasonable point�

10/07/2013LLL01100An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Is the Senator on section 1?

10/07/2013LLL01200Senator  Terry Leyden: Yes�  I am opposed to the abolition of the House, given the con-
tribution that it has made and that it can make in future, provided that Ministers of State know 
how much power they have�  Very few current Ministers of State will accept amendments in the 
Seanad�  I have provided an example of how I, as a relatively young Minister of State for health, 
could listen to the points being made and take on that responsibility�  Was this not a contribution 
to Irish life?  Those two fine, upstanding women politicians were Senators.  Nuala Fennell went 
on to be a Minister of State afterwards, as far as I am aware�  Mary Robinson went on-----

10/07/2013LLL01300Senator  Martin Conway: To be the President�  Well done�

10/07/2013LLL01400Senator  Terry Leyden: -----to be the President�  I listened to them�  I expressed some dis-
quiet at the use of the term “illegitimate” and stated:

I, too, consider this an unacceptable terminology�  I appreciate the Senators’ concern�  I 
share their desire to avoid the use of this term, particularly following the recent enactment 
of the Status of Children Act.  However, there is a difficulty in relation to the Adoption Acts, 
as the term “illegitimate” is used in various places throughout those Acts�  It is my intention 
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to remove all of those references in the context of the comprehensive Adoption Bill which 
I plan to bring forward�  Pending this, it would be very confusing to delete the reference to 
“illegitimate” from section 10 of the 1952 Act, while leaving similar references elsewhere 
in the Adoption Acts unchanged�

And so on�  When Nuala Fennell was asked whether the amendment was withdrawn, she 
replied that it was and a new section was proposed by Mary Robinson�

The Seanad has been a useful vehicle�  I am the only former Minister of State in the House�  
I had considerable respect for the House while I held that role�  I was not a former Senator at 
the time, but I believe that the Minister of State, Deputy O’Dowd, is a former Senator, and I 
presume that he also has considerable respect for the House�  Indeed, he should have� 

10/07/2013LLL01500Deputy  Fergus O’Dowd: Particularly for the Senator’s good self�

10/07/2013LLL01600Senator  Terry Leyden: Otherwise, he would not be where he is now�  I went the other way�  
I was a Deputy first, joining the Dáil in 1977, but it took me three attempts to join the Seanad.  
People claim that it is easy to enter this House because one only needs a few votes�

10/07/2013LLL01700Senator  Martin Conway: The Senator has mastered it now�

10/07/2013LLL01800Senator  Terry Leyden: One could get the equivalent of 51,000 votes at a count�  I tried in 
1992 and 1997 and succeeded in 2002.  It took effort.  My first time walking through the doors 
of Leinster House was in 1977.  I want to be clear - entering the Seanad is a difficult task.  It is 
difficult to get elected from the university panel, where the numbers are high and tremendous 
people have been elected�  On our panels, we are nominated by nominating bodies and elected 
by councillors�  As the Leas-Chathaoirleach knows, persuading those councillors is a major 
achievement for any Senator�  Nominees are scrutinised carefully by them�

For this reason, it is regrettable that the link between local government and the Oireachtas 
will be broken�  When the dual mandate was ended, Senators should have had the option to run 
for the Seanad and a local authority�  I accept that it is better to have such a separation in the 
Dáil�  In 1982, I was a councillor in Roscommon, the Minister of State with responsibility for 
posts, telegraphs and transport and a Deputy�

10/07/2013LLL01900An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Is all of this relevant to section 1?

10/07/2013LLL02000Senator  Terry Leyden: It is relevant�  Section 1 relates to the question of how the House-----

10/07/2013LLL02100Senator  Martin Conway: This is “Terry’s Life”�

10/07/2013LLL02200Senator  Katherine Zappone: At least he is here�

10/07/2013LLL02300Senator  Terry Leyden: -----is linked to our current situation�  I am showing why I will 
vote against section 1�  I will vote if I cannot get out of here soon�

10/07/2013LLL02400Senator  Martin Conway: The Senator told me that-----

10/07/2013LLL02500Senator  Terry Leyden: I have a commitment as well�  My dear aunt, Mary Maloney Ley-
den, died in Multyfarnham in Mullingar and I must attend the funeral tomorrow�  She was a 
great friend of mine, but these things happen�

I was explaining to the Minister of State’s colleague, the Minister of State, Deputy Brian 
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Hayes, about the wonderful work done in the report on Seanad reform�  The select committee 
was chaired by a former Minister, Mary O’Rourke, and was contributed to by the then Senator 
Brian Hayes, one of the Lords Castlereagh of this Parliament, former Senator John Dardis, the 
then Deputy Leader, and the former Senator Joe O’Toole, an accomplished co-ordinator of the 
Independent group�  On 14 January that year, Senator Brendan Ryan decided to resign from 
the sub-committee because of his dissatisfaction with the manner of appointment of the three 
ordinary Members from Seanad Éireann to the Houses of the Oireachtas Commission�  Sena-
tor Ryan was a valued and committed member of the sub-committee who made a significant 
contribution to the review�  The sub-committee regretted his decision to resign�  He is now a 
Member of Dáil Éireann�

This is a vital document because it has the imprimatur of the man who is trying to get rid of 
the Seanad�  The front man for the Government�  

10/07/2013MMM00200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Which report is that?

10/07/2013MMM00300Senator  Terry Leyden: It is the Report on Seanad Reform by the Sub-Committee on Se-
anad Reform of Seanad Éireann’s Committee on Procedure and Privileges�

It is important that this document’s foreword should be on the record of the House because 
it will show exactly what could have happened�  It states:

In broad terms, our recommendations involve new ways to choose Senators that involve 
the public much more closely, combined with significant changes to the Seanad’s functions.  
We believe that these changes will give a much greater public legitimacy to the Seanad 
while ensuring that its composition differs from that of the Dáil�  In addition, we feel that 
it will enhance the prospects of people with particular valued expertise being able to make 
a contribution to the work of Seanad Éireann.  The significant changes to the functions of 
Seanad Éireann that we have recommended involve the definition of a new role for the 
House in the areas of legislative consultation, EU affairs, social partnership, North/South 
Implementation Bodies, and the scrutiny of public appointments�  In making these recom-
mendations, we have sought to define a new division of labour between the two Houses of 
the Oireachtas and to identify important jobs that currently fall between the cracks in our 
political parliamentary system�  We acknowledge that this report will have considerable 
political implications.  Difficult decisions will have to be taken involving sensitive political 
matters�  But if progress is to be made, we believe that there is an urgent need to accept the 
political reality that Seanad Éireann really must be reformed if it is to make a viable and 
distinctive contribution to the economic, social and political affairs of our country�  We feel 
strongly that the recommendations in this report provide the framework for doing this in a 
reasonable and balanced way�  They offer a new start, and a new sense of purpose to Seanad 
Éireann.  We are confident that, when implemented, they will empower the Seanad to make 
a major contribution to meeting the challenges facing twenty-first century Ireland.

  It is signed by Senator Mary O’Rourke, Chairperson and Leader of the Seanad; Senator 
Brian Hayes, Leader of the Fine Gael group; Senator John Dardis, Deputy Leader of the Seanad 
and a member of the Progressive Democrats; and Senator Joe O’Toole, co-ordinator of the In-
dependent Group�

That is an extremely good document which should be read and could provide a framework 
for reform�  If this referendum is defeated, the Government should consider putting this docu-
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ment in the form of legislation�  This excellent document should have been implemented but un-
fortunately at the time - that is, from 2004 to 2007, close enough to the general election - we did 
not get results from the Minister of the day�  It then went to the next stage when Mary O’Rourke 
was elected to the Dáil and so was Deputy Brian Hayes�  Joe O’Toole and John Dardis were 
both returned to the Seanad but were not in a position to push this forward�  

The period from 2007 to 2011 saw the economic collapse�  When the bailiffs were coming 
it was not the time to negotiate a new House in this case�  

10/07/2013MMM00400Senator  David Norris: There was another regime in between�

10/07/2013MMM00500Senator  Terry Leyden: Was there?

10/07/2013MMM00600Senator  David Norris: There was�  John Gormley was the Minister�

10/07/2013MMM00700Senator  Terry Leyden: Senator Norris might be able to elaborate on that as he was aware 
of it�

10/07/2013MMM00800An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Leyden should address the Chair�

10/07/2013MMM00900Senator  Terry Leyden: I am sorry�

10/07/2013MMM01000An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I am concerned about protestations butting in�

10/07/2013MMM01100Senator  David Norris: It would be appropriate if Senator Leyden read out the report au-
thored by the Minister of State, Deputy Brian Hayes�  I think he would be interested to hear his 
own words about how valuable the Seanad is and how it should be retained�

10/07/2013MMM01200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Norris should resume his seat�  Senator Leyden is on 
section 1 which deals with the abolition date�  He promised he would be brief�

10/07/2013MMM01300Senator  Terry Leyden: I made no such promise�

10/07/2013MMM01400An Leas-Chathaoirleach: His demeanour indicated to me that he would be short and sweet�

10/07/2013MMM01500Senator  Terry Leyden: Negative on both counts - neither short nor sweet�

10/07/2013MMM01600An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I remind the Senator to try to stick to the section�  I am trying 
to be fair�

10/07/2013MMM01700Senator  Terry Leyden: I appreciate that�  If I were in the Leas-Chathaoirleach’s position I 
would be very fair as well�  However, the Minister of State, Deputy Brian Hayes - the new Lord 
Castlereagh - authored a report on Seanad reform�  There is a portrait of Viscount Castlereagh 
in the Linenhall Library in Belfast, and he looks like Deputy Brian Hayes�  There is a marked 
resemblance between them, which is extraordinary�

When the Minister of State is replying to the debate he might be able to elaborate on the 
wonderful meetings he had in this House with the Leader�

10/07/2013MMM01800An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Leyden is distracting me and the Minister of State�  He 
is inciting Senator Norris to do things he may not otherwise do�

10/07/2013MMM01900Senator  David Norris: There is a remarkable resemblance, but Viscount Castlereagh is in 
a fur coat and no knickers�
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10/07/2013MMM02000An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Norris is well aware that he should not interrupt the 
speaker�

10/07/2013MMM02100Senator  Terry Leyden: I would be pleased if the Minister of State could respond after-
wards�  Does he intend to respond to the debate?

10/07/2013MMM02200Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform  (Deputy  Bri-
an Hayes): If I am invited to speak, I will do so�

10/07/2013MMM02300An Leas-Chathaoirleach: If the Minister of State so wishes, he can speak�

10/07/2013MMM02400Senator  Terry Leyden: Not yet�

10/07/2013MMM02500An Leas-Chathaoirleach: On Committee Stage, he can come in at any time�  However, a 
lot of other speakers also wish to contribute�

10/07/2013MMM02600Deputy  Brian Hayes: I would prefer to hear all my colleagues first.

10/07/2013MMM02700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Leyden may be trying to set a little trap for the Minister 
of State�

10/07/2013MMM02800Senator  Terry Leyden: No�  I would like to get his response�

10/07/2013MMM02900Deputy  Brian Hayes: He used to set traps in the Department of Health to catch all the rats 
and mice, did he not?

10/07/2013MMM03000Senator  Terry Leyden: No�  I used to eliminate them�  That is different�  I was delegated 
responsibility for that�

10/07/2013MMM03100An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I ask the Senator and the Minister of State to respect the deco-
rum of the House�

10/07/2013MMM03200Deputy  Brian Hayes: That was the only job for him - catching all the rats and mice�

10/07/2013MMM03300An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Is the Senator concluding?

10/07/2013MMM03400Senator  Terry Leyden: No, I am not�  That is very kind of the Minister of State�  He is 
currently in charge of buildings, including historic monuments�

10/07/2013MMM03500An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Is this to do with section 1 of the Bill?

10/07/2013MMM03600Senator  Terry Leyden: If the Minister of State had been in a bit earlier he would have 
found out that I introduced numerous pieces of legislation in this House, including the Adoption 
(No� 2) Bill 1987�  I debated with the former Minister, Nuala Fennell, and the former President, 
Mary Robinson�  I will not read out the details now, as I read them out earlier�

At the time, the departmental officials used to be very nervous when Senator Mary Rob-
inson was here�  In fact, Senators may recall that sittings were held in the ante-room as this 
Chamber was being refurbished�  I feared nothing, including Mary Robinson, because she was 
a nice, decent and fair woman�  I found out that she was a good debater and it was worthwhile 
discussing matters with her�  I dealt with more issues than just those pertaining to the Depart-
ment of Health�  

10/07/2013MMM03700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The Senator is moving beyond section 1 again�
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10/07/2013MMM03800Senator  Terry Leyden: No�  I am replying to the Minister of State’s little comment�

10/07/2013MMM03900An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I ask the Minister of State and the Senator to resume on the sec-
tion�

10/07/2013MMM04000Senator  Terry Leyden: By the way, I think he got his information from me in a jovial 
manner on one occasion�

(Interruptions)�

10/07/2013MMM04200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I will allow Senator Leyden to conclude�

10/07/2013MMM04300Senator  Terry Leyden: The Minister of State made an intervention to which I am respond-
ing�  I am trying to explain that I had more responsibilities there�

10/07/2013MMM04400An Leas-Chathaoirleach: With all due respect, neither the Minister of State’s intervention 
nor the Senator’s response have anything to do with section 1�

10/07/2013MMM04500Senator  Terry Leyden: The Report on Seanad Reform was signed by the then Senator 
Brian Hayes�  The Sub-Committee on Seanad Reform was established by Seanad Éireann’s 
Committee on Procedure and Privileges�   The review set itself the following terms of reference:

1� In order to equip Seanad Éireann to make a full and effective contribution to Irish 
political life in the twenty-first century, the Seanad CPP Sub-Committee on Seanad Reform 
shall undertake a review of and make recommendations on the composition and functions 
of Seanad Éireann�

That is very worthy�  It proceeds:

2� In undertaking the review, particular regard shall be  had to the following matters:

 a� Composition

i� The most appropriate basis of primary representation in Seanad Éireann;

ii� University representation either in its current or an amended form;

iii� The nomination of Members by An Taoiseach; and

iv� The most appropriate basis for providing representation for emigrants and 
persons from Northern Ireland�

That is a wonderful aspiration that has been achieved in Trinity College, UCD and beyond�  
It goes on:

b� Functions

i� The role of Seanad Éireann in the passage of legislation;

ii� The contribution Seanad Éireann could make-----

10/07/2013NNN00200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The report is a matter of record�  I hope Senator Leyden does not 
intend to read the full report into the record�

10/07/2013NNN00300Senator  David Norris: I hope he does�  It is very good�
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10/07/2013NNN00400Senator  Marc MacSharry: If he does not then I will�

10/07/2013NNN00500An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The Senator might not be allowed�

10/07/2013NNN00600Senator  Terry Leyden: -----to enhanced parliamentary accountability and scrutiny;

iii� The extent to which Seanad Éireann could engage in the review of public 
policy; and

iv� The role of Seanad Éireann in European Union affairs�

3� In making its recommendations, the Sub-Committee may present the following 
for consideration:

i� Proposals that could be implemented by way of changes to the Seanad Éireann 
Standing Orders relative to Public Business;

ii� Proposals that could be implemented by way of changes to Statute Law; and

iii� Proposals that require changes to the Constitution�

4� The Sub-Committee shall have the following powers:

i� Power to invite and accept written and oral submissions from interested per-
sons or bodies, including political parties;

ii� Power to engage the services of persons with specialist or technical knowl-
edge;-----

10/07/2013NNN00700Senator  David Norris: This is such riveting stuff and I have never heard it before�  It is so 
good for the Minister of State to hear it but unfortunately there are not enough of my colleagues 
to listen to it so I would appreciate if you could ask for a full House, a Leas-Chathaoirligh�

Notice taken that 12 Members were not present; House counted and 20 Members being 
present,

10/07/2013NNN00900Senator  Terry Leyden: I will not delay the House�  I have elaborated on the situation�  I 
assure the Minister of State, Deputy Brian Hayes, that it is a great report and it should have been 
acted upon�  I fully accept there was a lack of action�  If action had been taken there would be a 
reformed Seanad in place�  We are all to blame in that regard�

I hope someone will read the submissions made by An Taoiseach at the time, Mr� Bertie 
Ahern; Deputy Tommy Broughan; former Deputy and Taoiseach, Mr� John Bruton; former 
Deputy and Taoiseach and at the time Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr� Brian Cowen; Deputy 
– at the time Senator – Timmy Dooley; former Senator, Mr. John Hanafin; former Senator, Dr. 
Maurice Hayes; former Senator, Dr� Mary Henry; Councillor John Hussey from Fermoy Town 
Council; the then Cathaoirleach of Seanad Éireann, Mr� Rory Kiely; Senator Terry Leyden; 
Mr� Michael McDowell, then Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform; Deputy – then 
Senator - Joe McHugh; Senator Marc MacSharry; Senator Paschal Mooney; former Senator, 
Mr� Pat Moylan; Senator David Norris; former Deputy, Minister and Ceann Comhairle and at 
the time Minister for Arts, Sport and Tourism Mr� John O’Donoghue; former Deputy, Mr� Jim 
O’Keeffe; former Senator and Deputy, Ms Fiona O’Malley, former Senator, Ms Ann Ormonde, 
former Senator and Deputy, Mr. Liam Fitzgerald; Senator Feargal Quinn; former Senator – 
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now Deputy - Shane Ross; former MEP, Ms Rosemary, Dana, Scallon; Deputy – then Senator 
-  Liam Twomey; and Senator Mary White�  All of those people made contributions and it could 
be worthwhile for Senators to read them during the course of the debate in the coming weeks�

10/07/2013NNN01000Senator  Diarmuid Wilson: I made a submission�

10/07/2013NNN01100Senator  Terry Leyden: I am sorry, but I am reading from a list of submissions�

10/07/2013NNN01200Senator  Diarmuid Wilson: I am aware of that�

10/07/2013NNN01300Senator  Terry Leyden: Senator Wilson is confirming that he made a contribution.

10/07/2013NNN01400An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I would not like Senator Leyden to abuse my indulgence�  I am 
being very patient�

10/07/2013NNN01500Senator  Terry Leyden: I will check the situation�  I am reading from a list�

10/07/2013NNN01600Senator  Diarmuid Wilson: It would be important to do so�

10/07/2013NNN01700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Leyden should conclude without interruption�

10/07/2013NNN01800Senator  Terry Leyden: The point made by Senator Wilson is that he made a contribution 
but I cannot see his name on the list�

10/07/2013NNN01900Senator  Diarmuid Wilson: I made a contribution�

10/07/2013NNN02000Senator  Terry Leyden: Senator Wilson was not a member of the public then�

10/07/2013NNN02100An Leas-Chathaoirleach: It would be appropriate for Senator Wilson to allow Senator 
Leyden to conclude�

10/07/2013NNN02200Senator  Terry Leyden: I am sorry about that�

10/07/2013NNN02300Senator  Diarmuid Wilson: It is important that the record is accurate, a Leas-Chathaoirligh�

10/07/2013NNN02400Senator  Terry Leyden: I will not read through the list again but having looked quickly 
over it I cannot find his name.

10/07/2013NNN02500Senator  Diarmuid Wilson: I thank Senator Leyden�

10/07/2013NNN02600Senator  Terry Leyden: It might have been overlooked�

10/07/2013NNN02700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I remind the Senator that we are on section 1�

10/07/2013NNN02800Senator  Terry Leyden: I accept the bona fides of the then Senator and leader of Fine Gael 
in the House who diligently put together this comprehensive and worthwhile report�  The inac-
tion of the government at the time and the following government has given rise to the critical 
situation in this House�  I very much regret that, not from a personal point of view but from 
my experience as a Member of this House who brought legislation through it, accepted amend-
ments and respected this House�  I still respect this House�  It is a sad day for this country to 
see a House of such potential being removed on the whim of the leader of Fine Gael for party 
political reasons when the current leader of the Labour Party was getting kudos and looked like 
he might lead the Government on that occasion�  It was a very successful strategy�  I know there 
is a strategy group within the Fine Gael Party�  It was active then and it is active now�  I know it 
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has certain strategies on propaganda�  One might notice the way propaganda developed around 
our esteemed colleague, Deputy John McGuinness�

10/07/2013NNN02900An Leas-Chathaoirleach: We are on section 1�

10/07/2013OOO00100Senator  Terry Leyden: The point I am making is regarding the genesis of the reason the 
Taoiseach has decided to go ahead with this referendum�  When one realises the structure of the 
advice group, the dirty tricks department, if I were to be blunt and honest about it-----

10/07/2013OOO00200Senator  Marc MacSharry: The black ops department�

10/07/2013OOO00300Senator  Terry Leyden: Garret FitzGerald had a group and we could name the members of 
it, but there is a group inside-----

10/07/2013OOO00400Senator  David Norris: There were many who tried to do in Deputy John McGuinness and 
there were many who wanted his job�

10/07/2013OOO00500An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I ask the Senator not to name people or I might have to repri-
mand him�

10/07/2013OOO00600Senator  Terry Leyden: It would be fair to say that Deputy John McGuinness is a highly 
reputable-----

10/07/2013OOO00700Senator  David Norris: They wanted a rubber-stamp�

10/07/2013OOO00800Senator  Terry Leyden: -----Member of the other House and Chairman of the Committee 
of Public Accounts-----

10/07/2013OOO00900Senator  David Norris: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013OOO01000Senator  Terry Leyden: -----and under no circumstances did this Government want him to 
lead up an inquiry into the banking crisis-----

10/07/2013OOO01100Senator  David Norris: Exactly�

10/07/2013OOO01200Senator Terry Leyden: -----because of his strength�

10/07/2013OOO01300An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The Senator is ultra vires in terms of this section�  He is moving 
beyond the remit of the section�

10/07/2013OOO01400Senator  Terry Leyden: It is the same Taoiseach, Government, advisers and people who 
will try to attack Members of this House for allegedly delaying the legislation going through�  
We will find that they will issue little pieces to the newspapers here and there.

10/07/2013OOO01500Senator  Cáit Keane: That is the Sunday Independent but-----

10/07/2013OOO01600Senator  Terry Leyden: I know from where they come�  I know their work�  The way it 
was worked in the case of Deputy John McGuinness was unreal�  We had drip-feed day by day�

10/07/2013OOO01700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: That issue concerning Deputy John McGuinness is totally ir-
relevant to this section�

10/07/2013OOO01800Senator  Terry Leyden: It was an interesting point to make in this regard�
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10/07/2013OOO01900An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I do not think it is interesting�

10/07/2013OOO02000Senator  David Norris: As a lawyer, I am sure the Leas-Chathaoirleach will agree that it 
goes to show mens rea so it is not ultra vires at all�

10/07/2013OOO02100An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Mens rea is not relevant to section 1 which deals with the aboli-
tion day�

10/07/2013OOO02200Senator  Cáit Keane: Senator Leyden should go back in history and address why his party 
did not reform this House during all the years it was in government and given all the reports 
that had been done�

10/07/2013OOO02300Senator  Terry Leyden: If the Senator wants to go back in history-----

10/07/2013OOO02400Senator  Cáit Keane: Go back in history and do not be-----

10/07/2013OOO02500Senator  David Norris: The Senator’s Minister tried to abolish history the other day�

10/07/2013OOO02600Senator  Cáit Keane: Yes�

10/07/2013OOO02700Senator  David Norris: Yes, well, there you are�

10/07/2013OOO02800An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Leyden to continue, without interruption�

10/07/2013OOO02900Senator  Cáit Keane: I talk facts, not fiction.

10/07/2013OOO03000Senator  Terry Leyden: If the Senator wants me to go back in history, I will read the speech 
of the Honourable Henry Grattan in the Irish House of Commons against the union with Great 
Britain�

10/07/2013OOO03100Senator  Cáit Keane: The Senator does not need to go that far back�  He should just go back 
to when his party was in government�

10/07/2013OOO03200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Those who interrupt Senator Leyden only encourage him to 
continue and that gives him a chance to-----

10/07/2013OOO03300Senator  Cáit Keane: I will not say anything more�  I will be silent�

10/07/2013OOO03400Deputy  Brian Hayes: I have read Henry Grattan and Senator Leyden is no Henry Grattan�

10/07/2013OOO03500Senator  Terry Leyden: The Minister of State did not know Henry Grattan�  That is the 
point�

10/07/2013OOO03600Senator  David Norris: If the Minister of State knew of Castlereagh-----

10/07/2013OOO03700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: With all due respect, I ask Senator Leyden to stick to the section�

10/07/2013OOO03800Senator  Terry Leyden: That is the point�  We are talking about the situation there�  Some 
MPs were raised through peerage or promoted, for example, from a baronet to an earldom, and 
in a few of those cases direct money bribes were made�  I do not think any money bribes were 
made here but a few people have been promoted quite lavishly by this Government and they 
have forgotten their roots very fast�  They have become very reluctant to acknowledge the fact 
that they were the very people who would have argued against this�  I do not know whether the 
Minister of State argued in the parliamentary party against this but I doubt if he did because 
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if he did, he would not be in the job he is in today�  Deputy Durkan argued against it�  Deputy 
Joanna Tuffy, a fine Labour Party Deputy, argued against this.  I do think there is one Fine Gael 
Senator who will canvass for one vote against the abolition of Seanad Éireann because they 
would be only going-----

10/07/2013OOO03900Senator  David Norris: In favour�

10/07/2013OOO04000Senator  Terry Leyden: -----against their own principles�  They will not vote in favour of 
the abolition of Seanad Éireann because they have too much respect for themselves and their 
tradition�

I hope this section will be beaten by the people when they reject the proposal to abolish 
Seanad Éireann, and in that case they will have their ultimate power�  I believe they will not 
abolish Seanad Éireann but they will want it reformed�  That is why we are strongly making the 
case we want reform of the Seanad, not its abolition�  That is what we arguing for and that is 
what I am hopeful we will achieve�

10/07/2013OOO04200Senator  Jimmy Harte: I am delighted Senator Leyden has produced a photograph of, I 
think, Lord Cavendish�

10/07/2013OOO04300Senator  David Norris: Castlereagh�

10/07/2013OOO04400Senator  Jimmy Harte: Lord Castlereagh�

10/07/2013OOO04500Senator  David Norris: Cavendish came later�  He was murdered in the Phoenix Park�

10/07/2013OOO04600Senator  Jimmy Harte: I would point out to any Member who would like to visit the La-
bour Parliamentary Party rooms that there is a photograph of Bill Norton there and he is a dead 
ringer for Senator Leyden�

10/07/2013OOO04700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: We are on section 1�  Many personalities are being brought into 
the discussion and that is clouding the issue�

10/07/2013OOO04800Senator  Jimmy Harte: I will invite Senator Leyden down there�  Bill Norton is a dead 
ringer for the Senator�  The issue of the abolition of the Seanad has been well documented�  The 
Minister of State might tell us why the seventh amendment of the Constitution legislation in 
1979 was never put into law�

10/07/2013OOO04900Senator  David Norris: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013OOO05000Senator  Jimmy Harte: No one has spoken about that�  I blame all previous Governments 
during the past 34 years for not implementing that legislation�  It was quite a simple amendment 
along with the sixth amendment of the Constitution legislation which related to adoption, but 
the latter was put into law�  The seventh amendment was passed by a massive majority, even 
though there was only a turnout of 28% of the electorate on the day�  I have never heard why 
that did not happen but the Minister of State may be able to tell me the reason for that�

10/07/2013OOO05100Deputy  Brian Hayes: A lack of political will�

10/07/2013OOO05200Senator  Jimmy Harte: Exactly�  The political will was there to put the question to the peo-
ple in a referendum but the people were short-changed at that time�  The university graduates 
who assumed at the time that they would have a vote in future Seanad elections were disenfran-
chised.  It baffles me why Governments after 1979 refused to implement that legislation.  I think 
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it was just accepted that it was not going to happen, which was a misuse of the referendum by 
the Government of the day, which might have been a coalition Government and Senator Barrett 
could possibly clarify that�  I have no problem with the referendum taking place�

10/07/2013OOO05300Senator  Marc MacSharry: On a point of order, in fairness to the number of speakers on 
the Government side, the few who want to speak are entitled to a full quorum of members to be 
here to listen to them�

Notice taken that 12 Members were not present; House counted and 12 Members being 
present,

10/07/2013PPP00200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Harte may resume now�

10/07/2013PPP00300Senator  Jimmy Harte: As I said, I have no objection to the referendum�  It is, perhaps, 
to be welcomed in light of the many discussions down through the years in regard to abolition 
and reform of the Seanad�  This issue has gathered so much momentum it was necessary that 
this Government or, perhaps, the next to address it�  If, following the referendum, the Seanad is 
retained, it will then have-----

10/07/2013PPP00400An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Ciúnas�

10/07/2013PPP00500Senator  Jimmy Harte: -----credibility because the people will have backed it�  Those who 
have been calling for its abolition will then be silenced�  The referendum is a type of stress test�  
If the people opt to retain the Seanad because they believe it serves a purpose, it will require 
more powers�  When speaking recently at a conference with a Dutch MP who had read about 
the proposed referendum on abolition of the Seanad, he told me that the Senate in Holland has 
powers and that the Dutch Parliament is generally afraid of it in terms of getting legislation 
through.  Even though it meets for only four or five days a month, it has a great deal more power 
than Seanad Éireann�

When the Seanad was reconstructed in 1937 by Éamon de Valera, it should have been given 
more teeth�  Subsequent Governments retained it as is because it suited democracy at the time�  
The public, in voting for retention of the Seanad, may require that it be given more powers, 
which will give them more say than they currently have, and that it take cognisance of public 
opinion on particular issues such as those currently being discussed�  Often, the Seanad serves 
only as a rubber stamp on legislation already discussed in the Lower House�  The banks now 
have to be more careful when lending money because there will be consequences if people can-
not repay�  It is important that if the Lower House passes legislation, the public can, through this 
House, put pressure on Government to amend it�  While many good Bills have gone through 
the Seanad and to which many amendments were tabled, regardless of what the Seanad does, it 
cannot prevent legislation being enacted�

The Senate in Australia has immense powers�  It runs more or less two-track with the Parlia-
ment�  It is a system on which I would like the Seanad to be modelled�  The thinking in Govern-
ment circles is that there is no point to having two Houses within one democracy�  We need a 
second opinion on this issue�  There have been many militant Labour Governments in the UK 
but none of them has abolished the Lords system, which when compared with the Seanad is 
totally undemocratic�  While the Lords system was pared down by the Labour Party, it remains 
an appointed body that is respected by the English public�  I have not heard much talk in the 
UK about abolishing the House of Lords for any reason, financial or democratic.  Where there 
is democracy, this must be questioned�  The House of Lords is an important part of the English 
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system�  People generally look to it for the real opinion on matters of law�  The former MP, John 
Prescott, is a member of the House of Lords�  Many of the people who have been through that 
system use that experience when offering an opinion on legislation�

It is constantly said that the Seanad is a retirement home for some politicians and a wait-
ing home for those wishing to get elected to the Dáil�  Those who retire from the Lower House 
and are then elected to this House bring great experience with them�  They are often not under 
the extreme pressure they were under when they were a Deputy, and they can pick a particular 
subject or area on which they can concentrate�  The public will decide in October what type of 
Seanad or second Chamber is required in this country and will be of benefit not only to political 
parties but to the people�  I do not fully support the current structure of the Seanad�  I believe 
all Members would be happy if the Whip was loosened�  While many Members on the Govern-
ment side support some of the proposals put forward by the Opposition side, they are unable to 
support them because of the Whip system�

Turnout for the 1979 referendum was below 29%�  I imagine turnout this time round will be 
about the same�  This means only 25% to 35% of the population will engage on the issue�  Most 
people in this country do not really care about the Seanad�  Those who are talking about it are 
political parties and pressure groups�  People in legal circles appear to want a more elite Seanad 
than currently exists�  I resent the statement that Members of a reformed Seanad should be paid 
€10,000 per annum�  This might suit retired professionals with money, but people from Sligo, 
Cavan, Cork and so on cannot afford to take on membership of the Seanad as a hobby�  It might 
be a nice pastime for wealthy people.  In my view, it would be a glorified Law Library.  That is 
not what the public wants�

I ask that when the people make their decision, they do so based on their needs, including 
more influence over what is going on in the country at this time.  While many U-turns are made 
for good reasons, this could in future be done by the Seanad in terms of taking the Government 
out of a hole�  Ministers are often castigated for making U-turns�  If the threat came from this 
House that issues would not be agreed, this would begin in the Lower House�  I am sure the 
Minister of State, Deputy Hayes, will agree that not all legislation that goes through the Lower 
House is perfect�  If the Seanad is abolished, there will be greater onus on the Lower House to 
scrutinise legislation�  I do not believe a Minister or Minister of State has the time or foresight 
to do this because of the frequent urgency of getting legislation through�

The public will decide whether the Seanad is to be retained�  All Governments are guilty 
of not reforming the Seanad�  While the 1979 referendum was passed by the people, the then 
Government said the decision was irrelevant and gave the two fingers to the people.  If this 
referendum is passed, the Government will be quick to implement its decision�  The 1979 refer-
endum was just as important as the referendum on the abolition of the Seanad, but both results 
will be treated differently�  I ask that the Minister of State consider this and offer his view on the 
reason the 1979 referendum decision has never been implemented�  Is it possible to implement 
it at this stage?

10/07/2013PPP00600An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I call Senator MacSharry and remind him that we are on section 
1, which deals with the abolition date�

10/07/2013PPP00700Senator  Marc MacSharry: I welcome the Minister of State, Deputy Brian Hayes, to the 
House and thank him for the amount of time he has been present in the House for this debate�  
None is as qualified as he to interpret accurately the work and quality of the workings of this 
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House down through the years or to have an appropriate insight into how reform could best be 
applied to the Houses of the Oireachtas, particularly the Seanad�

10/07/2013PPP00800Senator  John Gilroy: Which is about to be demonstrated�

10/07/2013PPP00900Deputy  Brian Hayes: I have only one vote�

10/07/2013PPP01000Senator  Marc MacSharry: What we will judge him on is how well he transmits that to the 
Cabinet between now and the relevant day�  We are dealing with section 1�  I am of the few that 
this section must be considered in conjunction with Schedule 1, which states:

1 1° Seanad Éireann shall stand abolished on the day and at the time (“the abolition 
day”) specified in the following subsections of this section.

 2° The day referred to in subsection 1° hereof is the day immediately preceding the one 
on which Dáil Éireann first meets after the general election for members of Dáil Éireann that 
next takes place after the enactment of this Article�

3° The time on the day referred to in subsection 1° hereof is midnight�

2 Notwithstanding Article 18�8 hereof, no general election for Seanad Éireann shall 
take place after the dissolution of Dáil Éireann that next occurs after the enactment of this 
Article�

3 This Article shall be omitted from every official text of this Constitution published 
after the abolition day

In order, therefore, to accurately assess what will be the abolition day, one may arguably 
be required to accurately assess when the next general election might take place�  In order to 
do this, one might also be required to assess the performance of the current Administration in 
the context of the projections and outcomes relating to the manifestos of the two parties in the 
coalition and to the programme for Government�  At this point I do not have copies of those 
manifestos-----

10/07/2013QQQ00200Senator  John Gilroy: Does the Senator have a copy of his own party’s manifesto?  What 
did Fianna Fáil say about abolishing the Seanad in that manifesto?

(Interruptions)�

10/07/2013QQQ00400Senator  Marc MacSharry: -----or a copy of the programme for Government�  I am afraid, 
therefore, that I will not be able to quote either on this particular occasion�  However, I can re-
view matters before Committee Stage�

10/07/2013QQQ00500Deputy  Brian Hayes: Perhaps the Senator might clarify Fianna Fáil’s position on aboli-
tion�

10/07/2013QQQ00600An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator MacSharry, without interruption�

10/07/2013QQQ00700Senator  Marc MacSharry: The Minister of State will be able to reply when everyone has 
made his or her contribution�  That will not be for some time yet�

10/07/2013QQQ00800Senator  Catherine Noone: If he is not dead at that stage�

10/07/2013QQQ00900Deputy  Brian Hayes: I will assist Senator MacSharry�  This matter has nothing to do with 
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the general election�

10/07/2013QQQ01000Senator  Marc MacSharry: It is all a matter of interpretation�

10/07/2013QQQ01100Deputy  Brian Hayes: No, it is not�  It is a matter of law�

10/07/2013QQQ01200Senator  Marc MacSharry: It is a matter of interpretation�  What any Member of the 
Houses of the Oireachtas must do is make the best interpretation he or she can of the legislation 
put before him or her�

10/07/2013QQQ01300Deputy  Brian Hayes: May I explain?

10/07/2013QQQ01400Senator  Marc MacSharry: With respect, the Minister of State may not�  I would like him 
to listen to my interpretation�

10/07/2013QQQ01500Senator  John Gilroy: Is this the best Senator MacSharry has to offer?

10/07/2013QQQ01600Senator  Marc MacSharry: Increasingly and arguably, the main reason for reforming the 
Houses of the Oireachtas relates to the fact that the Cabinet and the Ministers in it use them as 
mere tools to facilitate their work�  It should be the case that the Cabinet is the mechanism by 
means of which the will of the people, as advocated by the Parliament, is implemented�  The 
Minister of State’s interpretation, definition and view are nowhere near as important as the 
collective views of the 49 Members of this House who advocate the words and wishes of the 
vocational interests the represent�  The other 11 - the Taoiseach’s nominees - bring their own 
expertise to the matter.  Their expertise was garnered in a variety of fields and they were, quite 
rightly, selected for appointment by the Taoiseach�  With respect, I am not here to listen to the 
Minister of State�  He is here to listen to me-----

10/07/2013QQQ01700Senator  John Gilroy: God help us all�

10/07/2013QQQ01800Senator  Marc MacSharry: -----and to deliver my message, and those my colleagues wish 
to send, to the Government�  I think my colleague opposite may have had a few drinks before 
he came to the Chamber�

10/07/2013QQQ01900Senator  John Gilroy: Senator MacSharry should not start that�

10/07/2013QQQ02000An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator MacSharry-----

10/07/2013QQQ02100Senator  Marc MacSharry: I would like to have the opportunity to conclude my contribu-
tion�

10/07/2013QQQ02200Senator  John Gilroy: On a point of order, Sinn Féin used the same tactic on the night 
when the promissory notes-----

10/07/2013QQQ02300An Leas-Chathaoirleach: That is not a point of order�

10/07/2013QQQ02400Senator  John Gilroy: It is a point of order�  I want to make a personal statement on this 
matter�  I assure Senator MacSharry that I have no drink taken�  I never drink in these Houses 
and it is disgraceful for the Senator to suggest that I do�  It is also disgraceful for him to sug-
gest that any Member would dishonour the House in the manner in which he is doing with the 
nonsense he is uttering�

10/07/2013QQQ02500An Leas-Chathaoirleach: That is not a point of order�  I will deal with the matter�
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10/07/2013QQQ02600Senator  John Gilroy: It is a point of order�

10/07/2013QQQ02700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The remark made by Senator MacSharry represents an unfair 
charge in respect of a colleague and he should withdraw it�

10/07/2013QQQ02800Senator  Marc MacSharry: I have no difficulty withdrawing the remark.  Of course, the 
Senator jumped to a conclusion�  I did not, after all, state that it was an alcoholic drink�  It might 
have been a drink with a high sugar content�  All I can say is that there is clearly a level of gid-
diness on the other side of the House which is leading to my contribution being disrupted�

10/07/2013QQQ02900An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator MacSharry should confine his comments to section 1.  
The Minister of State will respond when all Senators have contributed�  Members should not be 
goading each other�

10/07/2013QQQ03000Senator  Marc MacSharry: I am not doing any of that�

10/07/2013QQQ03100Senator  John Gilroy: Senator MacSharry should cop on�

10/07/2013QQQ03200Senator  Marc MacSharry: I am speaking calmly and quietly�

10/07/2013QQQ03300Senator  John Gilroy: And foolishly�

10/07/2013QQQ03400Senator  Marc MacSharry: I am probably the first Senator to actually speak to the section.

10/07/2013QQQ03500Senator  Catherine Noone: In fairness, at least the Senator made reference to the amend-
ment�

10/07/2013QQQ03600Senator  Marc MacSharry: I made reference to section 1, which is the relevant section�

10/07/2013QQQ03700Deputy  Brian Hayes: I can help the Senator�

10/07/2013QQQ03800Senator  Catherine Noone: There are no amendment to this section�

10/07/2013QQQ03900Senator  Marc MacSharry: With the best will in the world, I do not need the Minister of 
State’s help�  I thank the Minister of State for being present but the Taoiseach ought to be here 
because it is he who ruthlessly set about vandalising the Constitution without even consulting 
his colleagues�  In the context of the horse-trading which occurs within Cabinet, it is obvious 
that the Labour Party was not able to get its proposal for a 3% tax increase for those earning 
over €100,000 and, equally, Fine Gael was not able to get its abortion proposals over the line�  
I can only surmise that this debate is in vain, particularly as the Taoiseach has shown absolute 
disdain for the House from the very outset�  He was present for a token few minutes during the 
Second Stage debate�

10/07/2013QQQ04000Senator  Michael D’Arcy: I wish to call a quorum�

10/07/2013QQQ04100Senator  Marc MacSharry: That is an excellent idea�

  Notice taken that 12 Members were not present; House counted and 12 Members being 
present,

10 o’clock10/07/2013RRR00100

An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator MacSharry, you were in possession�
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10/07/2013RRR00200Senator  Marc MacSharry: We were discussing the Taoiseach and the fact that he should 
be here to consider this�  While we are grateful that the Minister of State, Deputy Hayes, has 
kindly made himself available-----

10/07/2013RRR00300Senator  Paul Coghlan: A Leas-Chathaoirligh, with respect to the speaker in possession, 
he upset Members�  There was a call for a quorum�  I must confess I was not paying attention, 
but I believe it was caused by remarks, inadvertent or otherwise, by Senator MacSharry and he 
should withdraw them�

10/07/2013RRR00400An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator, he apologised on the record and the matter is dealt with�

10/07/2013RRR00500Senator  Paul Coghlan: He has apologised�  I am sorry�  My apologies�

10/07/2013RRR00600An Leas-Chathaoirleach: We are back on section 1�

10/07/2013RRR00700Senator  Marc MacSharry: We were discussing the abolition day and the need for the 
Taoiseach to have made himself available today and for the entire debate�  I was pointing out 
the fact that he made his proposal unknown to any of his colleagues, with the exception of one 
or two advisers earning approximately €130,000 per year now that they are in government�  At 
the time they were advisors to the leader of Fine Gael

10/07/2013RRR00800An Leas-Chathaoirleach: What advisers are getting is irrelevant to the Bill�  You should 
stick to section 1�

10/07/2013RRR00900Senator  Marc MacSharry: No�  We are on section 1�  I will bring back the relevance to 
section 1�  I was saying that we are discussing the abolition day�  The Minister of State interrupt-
ed and said that he would explain it�  I said there was no need because I had my own view on it�  
I had hoped he would listen to my view because, as the Minister of State, he is here to listen to 
us rather than the other way around�  I was saying that to accurately assess the abolition day-----

10/07/2013RRR01000Senator  David Norris: He has used the split infinitive.  He should say “to assess accu-
rately”�

10/07/2013RRR01100Senator  Marc MacSharry: -----we may need to assess the performance of the Govern-
ment heretofore because that might help us see the future, see when the next general election 
may take place and when the abolition date may actually fall�  I went off on a slight tangent in 
the context of the Minister of State taking the view that he needed to explain to me precisely his 
view on the section, which I do not need�

10/07/2013RRR01200Deputy  Brian Hayes: I was trying to be helpful�

10/07/2013RRR01300Senator  Marc MacSharry: I was retorting with the view that the Taoiseach ought to be 
here to listen to it�  That would have been unlike the set piece which we have had in Irish de-
mocracy for generations, whereby Parliament is a mere tool of the Cabinet of the day�  That is 
not to absolve previous Cabinets nor is it an excessive criticism of the current Cabinet�  How-
ever, it is a fact that Ministers take the view that they can simply give the legislation to the Chief 
Whip to get it over the line and they do not care about the views of parliamentarians�  We all 
sit in the House whistling “Dixie” out the window giving our views on whatever the legislation 
is�  By the admission of the Minister of State, Deputy Hayes, he wanted to explain to us what 
the legislation means�  I can speak English�  Thankfully, I can read legislation�  With a mere 11 
years’ experience in these Houses I have a view on the legislation before us without recourse to 
the help or assistance of whatever Minister is in the House�  While I fully appreciate that we are 
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on the all-important issue of the abolition day, if we are to accurately consider these issues, we 
must do it in a way by starting at the beginning�

I was doing a radio interview during the week with the Fine Gael director of elections who 
was promoting the abolition of the Seanad�  It was on Highland Radio in Donegal�  Unless 
people are from Donegal they would not have heard it�  I gather it was broadcast midweek, 
but since Senator Harte was here on Thursday he probably did not hear it either�  I asked the 
Minister whether he could tell me how many times the Government amended legislation in the 
Seanad last year�  He said that it was far too easy for Senator MacSharry to be asking quiz show 
questions in such an interview�  The interviewer put it to the Minister that he did not know�  I 
told him, but I said another thing as well�

10/07/2013RRR01400Senator  Denis Landy: Too often�

10/07/2013RRR01500Senator  Marc MacSharry: I put it to the Minister that I would make it easy for him and 
I asked him how many times he, as a Minister, amended legislation in the Seanad last year�  A 
long pause followed�  Then the presenter put it to the Minister that he did not know�  To me, 
that speaks volume for the arrogance of anyone such as the Taoiseach, Deputy Enda Kenny, a 
Minister or Minister of State or anyone representing the Government to advocate the abolition 
of the Seanad without bloody well briefing themselves on what they did in the Seanad in the 
previous 12 months�

Anyway, we know about the set piece.  The Minister meets the officials in the anteroom and 
the script is handed to him�  He reads it out�  When a Bill is on Committee Stage he is given the 
answer to the amendment and then we are back to the set piece�  What is the set piece?  What is 
the real true axis of collusion, to use a phrase popular in recent weeks?  The axis of collusion is 
between senior civil servants to senior Ministers to the Chief Whip�

10/07/2013SSS00200Senator  Cáit Keane: I remind the Senator that we accepted an Opposition Bill in the Se-
anad this evening so he is not correct�

10/07/2013SSS00300An Leas-Chathaoirleach: That is irrelevant to the debate�

10/07/2013SSS00400Senator  Cáit Keane: It is not irrelevant

10/07/2013SSS00500Senator  John Gilroy: What Senator MacSharry is saying is equally irrelevant�

10/07/2013SSS00600An Leas-Chathaoirleach: If people interrupt the speaker, it prolongs the debate�

10/07/2013SSS00700Senator  John Gilroy: The agony of it�

10/07/2013SSS00800Senator  Cáit Keane: We cannot let untruths go unchallenged�

10/07/2013SSS00900An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I will take the names of everyone who wishes to comment and 
when everyone has made his or her contribution, the Minister of State will respond�  I ask Sena-
tor MacSharry to continue on section 1�

10/07/2013SSS01000Senator  Marc MacSharry: I am still on section 1�

10/07/2013SSS01100An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I hope he is�

10/07/2013SSS01200Senator  Marc MacSharry: I gave the background as to why I felt certain things needed 
to be said�  It is interesting to note that in 1978, the number of Bills initiated in this House was 
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as low as 6%�  We then had the 1979 amendment to the Constitution which no Government has 
bothered to implement by law�  By 1988, some 9% of all legislation was initiated here, and by 
1998, it was 24%�  It was 23% in 1999, the same in 2000, 19% in 2001, 33% in 2002, 45% in 
2003, 41% in 2004, 34% in 2005, 31% in 2006, 33% in 2007, 31% in 2008, and it has been 
somewhat higher than that in the past two years.  The figure for amendments last year was 
1,500, a figure the Minister of State did not know.  He has used this House to make improve-
ments to his Department’s legislation on one occasion�  He did not know that, but why would 
he want to know that when he is trying to direct the abolition of one third of the Oireachtas?  At 
a minimum he will get a better briefing before the next interview on wiping out one third of the 
Oireachtas�  In 1999, 130 amendments were made in the House; in 2008 it was 1,199; in 2007 
it was 764; in 2006 it was 946; in 2005 it was 1,547; and in 2004 it was 1,861�

We wonder how soon the abolition day might come�  The Taoiseach, the Minister, Deputy 
Hogan, and some others, who have been talking on the issue, have mentioned how we are go-
ing to have such an enhanced local government system that there will be no need for the kinds 
of checks and balances the Seanad would provide�  They point to many northern European 
countries with no second House but good local government�  That is an incomparable situation�  
The level of devolved powers in northern European countries is completely different from that 
in local authorities here�  This is in a year when we are digging up the pitch further in terms of 
local democracy with the abolition of town councils and making county councils in certain ar-
eas exceptionally small�  We are telling the people in the north west, for example, that a county 
such as Sligo, with a population of 65,000 and the ninth largest urban centre in the country with 
22,000 people can make do with 18 councillors�  However, a few miles down the road, County 
Leitrim with a population of 33,000 people will also have 18 councillors�

There is insufficient joined-up thinking.  We are using enhanced local government as a de-
fence for the abolition of the Seanad�  As I have always said, someone wanting true power, who 
is not one of the very few who gets to be Taoiseach or a Minister having the benefit of using 
two tools in Parliament - the Dáil and Seanad - and who cannot make it to become Secretary 
General of a Department, should become a county manager�  As anyone who has served on a 
local authority knows, the county managers are the people who are in complete command of 
local authorities�  Having vandalised the local authorities, the Government is now proceeding 
to vandalise the Constitution and the Oireachtas by getting rid of one third of it�

No Member of this or any previous Seanad, even those who are Ministers and Government 
Deputies, although they might not like to say it in public, would not be avid enthusiasts for 
and promoters of not only Seanad reform but radical Seanad reform�  Senator Leyden spoke 
about the many reports over the years - I believe there have been 12 - most notably the report 
by Mrs� Mary O’Rourke’s group to which the Minister of State, Deputy Brian Hayes, contrib-
uted�  Many of us made submissions to that group and the report had a broad welcome across 
the board�  It was on the programme for Government in 2007 but it seemed to disappear and the 
wheels came off the economy subsequently�

Then there was the rush of blood to the head in October 2008 in Citywest preparing for the 
Fine Gael presidential dinner�  As Senator Norris said earlier, we then saw the greatest example 
of a jaw drop from the then leader of the Fine Gael group in the Seanad, the Minister, Deputy 
Fitzgerald, when to her shock the leader of Fine Gael and now Taoiseach proposed abolishing 
the Seanad�  In this game I can fully understand anyone playing the ball and I can even under-
stand people playing the man, but why we must go and dig up the pitch is beyond me�
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A Member on the Government side mentioned earlier today it is not the fault of any Senator 
that reform has not taken place over the years�  However, blame lies almost exclusively with the 
Taoiseach of the day�  Whether that was Seán Lemass, Eamon de Valera, Jack Lynch, Charles 
Haughey, Garret FitzGerald, John Bruton or the present Taoiseach, Deputy Enda Kenny, it is 
fundamentally wrong�  Sadly, it is at a time when there is public apathy with politics because 
they see in reality we are living in a functional dictatorship with three or four people are in abso-
lute command�  The Whips impose and people vote through legislation�  Regardless of whether 
it is on abortion, banks, social welfare or capital expenditure, that is the way it is�  I know how 
it operates - I sat in the Fianna Fáil Parliamentary Party room shouting my head off for ten years 
only to get nowhere�  Fine Gael Members are up in the same room now and they probably go in 
one after another asking Ministers and the Taoiseach to get certain things, but the reply is: “No, 
you won’t�  We’re doing this and get in there and support it�  If you don’t like it, there’s a queue 
outside the gate looking to take your place�”

10/07/2013SSS01300An Cathaoirleach: We are on section 1�

10/07/2013SSS01400Senator  Marc MacSharry: We are on section 1, which is a very important section�

10/07/2013SSS01500An Cathaoirleach: However, the Senator is not on section 1�  He has strayed away from it�

10/07/2013SSS01600Senator  Marc MacSharry: I am on section 1�  I make no apologies for going into the 
maximum possible detail on legislation which is vandalising the Constitution�

As I said in another debate last week, I think of the people in Iran when they were trying 
to get rid of the Shah and get something better�  I think of people in other countries who were 
striving for civil liberties and went for a particular choice but ended up with something so much 
worse�  It is inappropriate simply to put the question and capitalise on the level of public apathy 
for politics that exists at the moment�  I believe if the question of abolishing the Dáil were put 
to the people, there would be a risk that people would abolish the Dáil�  If they were asked to 
abolish the Judiciary and replace it with something else, it is conceivable that people would 
consider such an issue�  However, the Taoiseach wants to abolish it�  Everybody in these Houses 
knows that, including most of the journalistic crew, many of whom would be happy to see the 
end of the Seanad�  As we can see from the overloaded Visitors Gallery, the level of interest in 
this House has been non-existent but they conveniently bury that by saying that if the Seanad 
did anything useful, they would cover it�  I do not know any Senator who is on the editorial 
team in RTE, Independent Newspapers or any of the other news agencies around the country�  
In fairness, local radio stations and the local media are very good in that regard because they 
tend to cover the politicians from the various counties but the national media does not cover it, 
and that has been one of the problems�

In its relatively flawed state in terms of its election system, most of us might like to see uni-
versal franchise, the scrutiny of public appointments and proposed European Union directives, 
and the opportunities afforded us under Lisbon II but we will not be given that option�  The 
question will be simply “Yes” or “No” to its abolition, and it is a risky one�  We must be careful 
what we wish for�  The election was bought on a manifesto of promises and the only one the 
Government is prepared to carry through is the abolition of the Seanad - the vandalisation of the 
Constitution - without giving people an option or asking if they want it abolished or reformed�  
If it asked that question and the answer was that it should be reformed, by all means it should be 
given to a body such as the Constitutional Convention, which deals with Mickey Mouse issues 
compared to what it is capable of considering, to examine the most appropriate reform�  I would 
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suggest considering the Mary O’Rourke document, the debate on which all of us, including the 
Minister, participated in�  I regret I do not have the submissions before me because I wanted 
to read the submission of the former Taoiseach and leader of Fine Gael, John Bruton, into the 
record of the House, which would be useful�

10/07/2013TTT00200Senator  David Norris: Yes�

10/07/2013TTT00300Senator  Marc MacSharry: To take up from where Senator Leyden concluded, it is impor-
tant that we would examine some of the suggestions in that document as a way forward, which 
are important if we are to consider any aspect of this legislation, and no better place to put it 
on the record than when dealing with section 1 because if we are to consider the abolition date, 
we must consider also all the options available for reform�  In the report, and Senator Leyden 
kindly made reference to-----

10/07/2013TTT00400An Cathaoirleach: That is not in the Government’s proposal in this legislation�

10/07/2013TTT00500Senator  Marc MacSharry: That is the point I am making�

10/07/2013TTT00600Senator  David Norris: What is not in it?

10/07/2013TTT00700An Cathaoirleach: The Constitution confines us.

10/07/2013TTT00800Senator  Marc MacSharry: The Constitution confines us to what?

10/07/2013TTT00900An Cathaoirleach: To the proposals in the legislation�

10/07/2013TTT01000Senator  Marc MacSharry: Absolutely, and I agree on that�  It is on section 1, which is 
opposed�

10/07/2013TTT01100An Cathaoirleach: Reform is not an option in relation to this�

10/07/2013TTT01200Senator  David Norris: It should be�

10/07/2013TTT01300Senator  Marc MacSharry: Perhaps it could be amended�

10/07/2013TTT01400An Cathaoirleach: It is not in the legislation, Senator�

10/07/2013TTT01500Senator  David Norris: It does not matter�  We can amend the legislation�

10/07/2013TTT01600Senator  Marc MacSharry: We could amend the legislation�

10/07/2013TTT01700An Cathaoirleach: The Constitution defines it.  I will point it out to the Senator.

10/07/2013TTT01800Senator  David Norris: Do, please�

10/07/2013TTT01900An Cathaoirleach: It is Article 46�4 of the Constitution�

10/07/2013TTT02000Senator  David Norris: Yes�  Very good�

10/07/2013TTT02100An Cathaoirleach: It is in the Constitution�

10/07/2013TTT02200Senator  David Norris: Yes, but they are firing the Constitution out on its ear.  They do not 
give a tuppenny damn about the Constitution�  To hell with them�

10/07/2013TTT02300An Cathaoirleach: Senator MacSharry, on section 1�
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10/07/2013TTT02400Senator  David Norris: Why should we bother with the Constitution when they are tearing 
it up?  They would not allow us discuss it in the Constitutional Convention and the one thing 
they got 94% on they threw out on its ear�  That is democracy for you�

10/07/2013TTT02500An Cathaoirleach: Senator, you have spoken already�  I call Senator MacSharry�

10/07/2013TTT02600Senator  Marc MacSharry: I know it is frustrating for Members to hear some of the facts 
but the reality is that while section 1 might not mention some of the matters I am mentioning, 
there is no reason it should not mention them�

10/07/2013TTT02700An Cathaoirleach: It is specific in regard to abolition day.

10/07/2013TTT02800Senator  Marc MacSharry: It is too specific.

10/07/2013TTT02900An Cathaoirleach: There are other sections, Senator�

10/07/2013TTT03000Senator  Marc MacSharry: I know that but, equally-----

10/07/2013TTT03100Senator  David Norris: We will get to them in the next few weeks�

10/07/2013TTT03200Senator  Marc MacSharry: I agree there are other sections, and there will be much more 
to say on those, but I have a problem with this legislation from beginning to end�  In respect 
of section 1, we are starting off in the wrong place�  I am using this opportunity to put certain 
comments on the record�  Since the foundation of the State a legislative debate of this nature has 
not taken place in either House and while it may have been a political gimmick for some at the 
time, it is now serious�  If this legislation is passed as a result of the Government majority, and 
the people running the whole show I spoke about earlier succeed, this question will be put to 
the people and if the people vote to abolish the Seanad, Irish society will spend 50 years trying 
to replace it, and it will not be able to get agreement on that�

10/07/2013TTT03300Senator  Diarmuid Wilson: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013TTT03400Senator Marc MacSharry: The Minister of State can wince all he likes but I know that the 
day he saw the Schedule and was told he was taking this Bill in the Seanad, he said, “Oh my 
God, what did I ever do to the Taoiseach that he is sending me here for this debate?”�  I agree 
with him if that was what he thought because I would not be happy about it and I would insist 
that the Taoiseach get into the bed he made and deal with it�  If he had any courage, that is where 
he would be�

I appreciate the Cathaoirleach’s frustrations, and I know it is a late hour, particularly for the 
staff of the House, but coming up the stairs earlier a group was being given a tour and I heard 
the usher say, “You know, ladies and gentlemen, when the Fitzgeralds lived here, this was used 
for entertainment�”  If the Taoiseach gets his way, it might not be too long before it is used sim-
ply for entertainment but for now, these contributions are going on the record� 

Regarding the way forward, step 8 on page 51 of the report outlines the importance, and I 
referred to former Taoiseach, John Bruton, earlier, of former Taoisigh and Tánaistí having ac-
cess to the House�  It states: “Former Taoisigh and Tánaistí-----

10/07/2013TTT03500An Cathaoirleach: What does that have to do with section 1, which is about the abolition 
day?

10/07/2013TTT03600Senator  Marc MacSharry: They will not be able to come in if it is abolished�
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10/07/2013TTT03700An Cathaoirleach: The definition is specific.

10/07/2013TTT03800Senator  Marc MacSharry: It is of course�

10/07/2013TTT03900Senator  David Norris: It is a pity about them because I would like to put on the record of 
the House that in the other House they are doing the same snotty little things that they are doing 
to us in keeping us here until midnight�  The Cathaoirleach should know that the Government 
colleagues in the Lower House are being kept there until 5 a�m� to bully them�  It is unprec-
edented, and it is an utter tyranny�  The Members opposite should be ashamed to be part of this 
scandal on democracy�

10/07/2013TTT04000An Cathaoirleach: Senator, you are not-----

10/07/2013TTT04100Senator  David Norris: They will be there until 5 a�m� in the morning�  It is not a national 
emergency�  They have plenty of time to talk about the Bill and we have plenty of time here as 
well�

10/07/2013TTT04200An Cathaoirleach: Senator Norris, you are not in possession�

10/07/2013TTT04300Senator  David Norris: None of us is in possession because they are trying to oust us�  
They are trying to evict us but they will have a damn hard job�

10/07/2013TTT04400An Cathaoirleach: Senator, you are completely out of order�

10/07/2013TTT04500Senator  David Norris: I do not care�

10/07/2013TTT04600An Cathaoirleach: We have no control over the other House�  I call Senator MacSharry on 
section 1�

10/07/2013TTT04700Deputy  Brian Hayes: Senator Norris is bullying everyone�

10/07/2013TTT04800Senator  Marc MacSharry: I have just given the reason I am putting this on the record�  It 
states:

Former Taoisigh and Tánaistí possess valuable knowledge and experience [which all of 
us know] having spent many years in public life and served at the highest levels of Gov-
ernment�  The Sub-Committee believes that it is possible that some of them may wish to 
contribute from time to time to debates on particular issues, and some mechanism should be 
put in place to facilitate this�

The report recommended that former Taoisigh and Tánaistí should have the right to attend 
and speak, but not vote, in the Seanad�  That is a very good idea, as is the vocational make-up 
of it�  

On occasions there would be criticism from the Independent benches - present company 
excluded - of those of us who had come from the political nomination process�  I am on the 
industrial and commercial panel and I am probably more qualified to speak about industry and 
business than 90% of Members of Dáil Éireann because I have worked in business, gone bust 
in business, exported beef to 47 countries around the world-----

10/07/2013TTT04900An Cathaoirleach: Senator, that has nothing to do with section 1�

10/07/2013TTT05000Senator  Marc MacSharry: It has a context-----
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10/07/2013TTT05100An Cathaoirleach: I ask the Senator to speak to section 1�

10/07/2013TTT05200Senator  Marc MacSharry: The Cathaoirleach is being particularly strict with me�  I lis-
tened to the debate on the monitor in my office.  I began by speaking specifically on section 1.  
I then gave a context for the reason I am moving on to other issues�

10/07/2013TTT05300An Cathaoirleach: You are not on section 1�

10/07/2013TTT05400Senator  Marc MacSharry: I have given a reason I believe I must talk about other issues 
in the context of section 1 yet I am the one who is being told I have gone way off the point�

10/07/2013TTT05500An Cathaoirleach: You are talking about amending-----

10/07/2013TTT05600Senator  Marc MacSharry: Other Members read various matters into the record earlier�

10/07/2013TTT05700An Cathaoirleach: -----Standing Orders�

10/07/2013TTT05800Senator  Marc MacSharry: The point I was making on the nominations is that while I 
was elected through a Fianna Fáil nomination process, my vocational responsibilities here are 
to industry and as I said, 90% of the Members of the Dáil would not be qualified to talk about 
industry in the way I can because in that House there is a disproportionate number, with no 
disrespect to the profession or the contributions of the people, of lawyers and teachers whereas 
in this House there is a diversity of participants from all walks of life whether it is academia, 
agriculture, industry and so on�  That is vitally important�  Any reform should take cognisance 
of this, while at the same time tapping into the benefits, as suggested in the report, some of 
which could be realised by the likes of former Taoiseach John Bruton and even our great cur-
rent Taoiseach, Deputy Enda Kenny, when he becomes a former Taoiseach, a day for which all 
no doubt yearn�

The election of the Cathaoirleach is mentioned, and I am sure the Cathaoirleach made a 
submission in 2002, as I did, that the functions of the Cathaoirleach of Seanad Éireann should 
mirror those of the Ceann Comhairle instead of playing second fiddle.  The Cathaoirleach is 
responsible for preserving order, and I would hate to fall foul of this when trying to explain my 
point on section 1�  The Cathaoirleach also interprets Standing Orders and ensures the decisions 
of the Seanad are made in a proper manner�  The Cathaoirleach is also an ex officio member of 
the Council of State�  When the Seanad is abolished who will constitute the Council of State?

10/07/2013UUU00200An Cathaoirleach: It is provided for in the Bill, in another section�

10/07/2013UUU00300Senator  Marc MacSharry: We have not got to that section�

10/07/2013UUU00400An Cathaoirleach: This is why the Senator should stick to section 1�  He is straying away 
completely from it�

10/07/2013UUU00500Senator  Marc MacSharry: When we get to that section I will not read this exact para-
graph again, but it is important that we go through the various aspects of it�  The size of the 
Seanad is mentioned and it is suggested, which is not necessarily something with which I agree, 
that a reformed Seanad would have 65 Members�

Earlier I mentioned the Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation, Deputy Bruton, speak-
ing about the cost�  A cost of €24 million is bandied around recklessly by Ministers�  The truth is 
completely different�  I have a document which refers to the cost of the Houses of the Oireach-
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tas, which I am sure has some bearing on the abolition day�  I went back through this because I 
thought it was important to do so�  The salary for a Senator is at present approximately €65,000� 
The figures in the document date back to 2009 when the average figure for a Senator’s salaries, 
allowances and expenses was €119,000�  The total for Senators’ pay was €4�5 million�  At the 
time salaries for senior Members or longer-serving Members was as high as €78,000�  The total 
for Senators’ staff was €2�4 million�  In total, between salaries and allowances the cost in 2009, 
when such figures were much higher, was €6.9 million.  That is all.  We hear a figure of €24 
million being bandied around�  During the radio interview, when the Minister, Deputy Bruton 
could not remember what he had done in the Seanad himself although he is director of elec-
tions for its abolition, he got a little ratty with me and stated it is rigged and the Government is 
guaranteed to win all time�  That is wrong�  I suggested he might abolish the Whip for a month 
and see how it would operate�

10/07/2013UUU00600Senator  Sean D. Barrett: Or abolish the Dáil where the Government has a bigger majority�

10/07/2013UUU00700Senator  Marc MacSharry: If there was to be reform I would like to see this done�  I would 
like there to be no Whip and for the House to deal with EU scrutiny and ratifying public ap-
pointments�  Not one Bill would need to be passed for this and it would cost nothing�  However 
we cannot have this because senior civil servants would not like it and neither would Ministers�

I spoke about an axis of collusion earlier and I stated a number of them exist�  There is one 
between the banks, the Central Bank and the Department of Finance and there is another be-
tween the Secretary General of each Department and their counterparts in the relevant section 
of the European Commission�  They tell the Ministers what suits them and Ministers are com-
pelled to act accordingly�  Perhaps they do so willingly in some instances�  The House always 
wins�  From Government to Government from the 1970s through to today, whether they were 
Fianna Fáil or Fine Gael in single party or coalition governments of various parties what were 
the real policy differences?  What was the fundamental game-changer from one government to 
the next?  The answer is nothing�  The Government is following the banking policy of the previ-
ous Government�  In fairness it has watered down the code of conduct on mortgage arrears and 
I must give it that.  We are mere pawns and tools in the game whereby the senior outfits decide 
what happens, the Whips are sent down and the fear factor dictates what happens�  With regard 
to costs we can see it is pure mythology to speak about €24 million or €25 million�

In the Seanad over the years various amendments have been made and Private Members’ 
Bills have been introduced, some of which were accepted by the Government of the day but 
most were not because it was not the Government’s idea and governments do not like to give 
kudos to opposition parties for anything�  Occasionally the Independents get their Private Mem-
bers’ business through but in the main they do not�  These issues are rarely covered by the me-
dia.  In fairness, Senator Norris, and other high profile people in civil society who happened to 
be Senators such as Joe O’Toole and Shane Ross, receive media coverage arguably because of 
their stature outside the House�  They have made exceptional contributions here also but they 
have received media coverage as a result of their outside contributions�  The rest of us do not�  
We are swept aside, and if it were not for an intemperate outburst by either myself or Senator 
Leyden we would not make it into the media�

Sadly, this is what will inform the decision to be made by the public, assuming the legisla-
tion is passed�  This is what will happen�  People will judge the House on what colour writers 
such as Lise Hand and Miriam Lord write about intemperate outbursts, which are a tiny percent-
age of the actual work done on the scrutiny of legislation.  Even in its flawed state, if the public 
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was truly informed about what goes on in here I believe it would have much more confidence in 
the political system�  That said, of course it needs reform but it does not need the political will 
of a single Senator to have it reformed although all Senators past and present have the will to 
engage in reform�

Ministers hate coming to the Seanad which is why so many Ministers of State, with re-
spect-----

10/07/2013UUU00800Deputy  Brian Hayes: I come in here often�

10/07/2013UUU00900Senator  Marc MacSharry: -----are sent here�  I acknowledge several Ministers, such 
as Deputies James Reilly and Alan Shatter, always come themselves to the greatest possible 
extent�  Arguably they are among the busiest Ministers and it goes to show that if one wants 
something done one should give it to a busy person�  I thank those Ministers for coming but they 
do not enjoy coming here because it holds up the legislative process�  If we put ourselves in the 
position of a Secretary General we can imagine he or she would not want to go to the Seanad 
to listen to another six hours of debate and would rather have the legislation guillotined�  This 
makes sense to them and they believe they are right�

I dread to think what will happen the country if there is no reformed Seanad�  If any mem-
bers of the media are covering this debate let the message go out loud and clear that none of us 
want an unreformed Seanad�  As for the cost, €6�9 million is a lot of money but salaries for the 
Houses of the Oireachtas and expenses should be set by an independent external body which 
has nothing to do with any Members of the Houses, and probably should be benchmarked 
against international parliaments of countries of similar size and not businesses or entrepre-
neurial salaries�

The Seanad has had some big legislative successes over the years, such as with regard to 
equality legislation in the early 1990s, and there have been many examples since�  The NAMA 
legislation was amended by the Seanad�  The Seanad debated the legislation for 70 hours and 
could have spent another 70 hours trying to get it right�  It is delinquent in the extreme as a 
political gimmick to effectively vandalise the Constitution�  Real leadership is about having the 
courage to take on the vested interests and reform�  No Taoiseach from any party has had the 
courage to do this and this one clearly does not either�  That is sad, although not for any of us�  
If it added credibility to a new Seanad, I would have no difficulty agreeing this second not to 
be a part of any future Seanad, not to run for it or whatever�  However, as a tool for the people 
rather than one for the Cabinet of the day, the Seanad could be very useful if reformed�  Before 
we throw the baby out with the bath water, we should attempt to implement some of the great 
reforms�  There is the Mary O’Rourke document from the early 2000s and there are others�  I 
would support a referendum if the choice was abolition or reform�  If reform was chosen, which 
I believe it would be, the Constitutional Convention could consider whatever terms of reference 
it is given and could consult widely and we could press ahead with reform�  However, without 
the political will of the Taoiseach of the day, that is an impossibility�  It is not how it should be 
and it is fundamentally wrong that it is like that, but sadly that has been the practice over the 
years�  

I know there are others who are very anxious to speak and that the Cathaoirleach is very 
anxious that I sit down�  In the context of explaining my disappointment with section 1 and the 
abolition date, I had to put a number of other things on the record which clearly the Government 
feels are unrelated but nevertheless, given my experience however flawed it may be, I have 
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resolved to do so�  I hope other Members will try to add to that and continue where I left off�

10/07/2013VVV00200Senator  Mary Ann O’Brien: I cannot believe I am attempting to protect a third of our 
Oireachtas, a pillar of our democracy, which has been the base of our State for 91 years�  We are 
moving to an alarming situation where our top Ministers will have a powerful, vice-like grip on 
power and the decisions made for all of our citizens�

“Reform” and “change” are words with which we are in agreement when it comes to our 
Oireachtas but for the Government to take a carving knife and sever one third of our Parliament 
off, as a sacrifice to the citizens as a pre-budget 2014 gift-----

(Interruptions)�

10/07/2013VVV00400Senator  Mary Ann O’Brien: That is how I feel�  I have listened to others over the past few 
days but I am not here to stay.  I am here for a fleeting visit for three to five years, depending 
on what happens, so I am speaking about the institutions�  I am really concerned about future 
generations - my children and my children’s children - and what we might be doing�

10/07/2013VVV00500Deputy  Brian Hayes: Get elected like the rest of us�

10/07/2013VVV00600An Cathaoirleach: Senator O’Brien, without interruption please�

10/07/2013VVV00700Deputy  Brian Hayes: My apologises�

10/07/2013VVV00800Senator  David Norris: If the Minister of State wants to interrupt, he should do so clearly 
like me and should not mutter�

10/07/2013VVV00900An Cathaoirleach: Senator O’Brien, without interruption�

10/07/2013VVV01000Senator  Mary Ann O’Brien: In more unsettled times, our legislators were so sensitive to 
the voice of the people-----

10/07/2013VVV01100Senator  David Norris: Stop muttering�  I mean the Minister of State and not the Senator�

10/07/2013VVV01200Senator  Mary Ann O’Brien: I thought it was me�

10/07/2013VVV01300Senator  David Norris: No�

10/07/2013VVV01400An Cathaoirleach: Senator Norris, will you restrain yourself?  Senator O’Brien, without 
interruption�

10/07/2013VVV01500Senator  Mary Ann O’Brien: In much more unsettled times, our legislators were so sen-
sitive to the voice of the people that they made special provision in the formation of the first 
Seanad to ensure former southern unionists, the Protestants and even the Jewish people had a 
vote in the public forum�  In these particularly settled times, we apparently have the arrogance 
to think we can simply abolish or retain the Seanad as opposed to reform it, with emphasis on 
the electoral process�  Our Seanad has the capacity to formally represent diverse constituencies 
- regional, class and ethnic as well as experts and experience�  Our Seanad hinders the passage 
of flawed legislation, acts a check to the Dáil and offers a cooling period.  The Minister of State 
will know that, as he was one of our good Senators�  With two legislative bodies, our Oireachtas 
has enhanced oversight of the legislation, excluding EU legislation which is not scrutinised as 
it should be, although many Senators have alluded to the fact that they would like to do that in 
a reformed Seanad�
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The level of reasoned and informed debate which takes places in the Seanad, as opposed 
to the Dáil, is well recognised�  It seems to be a much better form of debate�  The Government 
Senators often debate as if they have a free vote compared to what goes on in the Dáil where one 
feels the Government Deputies are trying to score political points for the media or the twitterati�  
I really look forward to the day, in the not too distant future, when the people vote to keep the 
Seanad and that this valuable artery of our Oireachtas can be reformed for the betterment of our 
country and democracy�

10/07/2013VVV01600Senator  David Norris: Well said�

10/07/2013VVV01700Senator  Trevor Ó Clochartaigh: Tá an-áthas orm a bheith in ann cuidiú leis an díospói-
reacht anocht mar is díospóireacht iontach tábhachtach é�  Táimid ag caint ar an lá scoir in alt 1 
den mBille�  Is mór an feall é go bhfuilimid ag caint ar a leithéid de rud�  Ní dóigh liom go raibh 
duine ar bith amuigh ansin a bhí ag iarraidh a leithéid de rud a dhéanamh seachas an Taoiseach 
féin�  Tá sé tar éis é seo a bhrú anuas ar gach uile dhuine ina pháirtí féin agus, toisc go bhfuil 
sé mar chéile leapan ag Páirtí an Lucht Oibre, tá sé á bhrú anuas in aghaidh a dtola ar Pháirti 
an Lucht Oibre chomh maith chéanna�  Agus tá sé á bhrú anuas ar an bpobal�  Is dóigh liomsa, 
agus le Sinn Féin, gurb é a bhí á iarraidh ag an bpobal ná an Teach seo a leasú, nó a fheabhsú, 
seachas é a scor�  Is ar an mbunús sin atáimid ag seasamh anseo anocht�

Ba mhaith liom labhairt ar mo thaithí féin�  Ní raibh mórán eolais agam ar an Seanad sula 
dtáinig mé féin isteach ins an gcóras�  Ba oscailt súile dóm an córas seanchaite a bhí ann, ó 
thaobh daoine a thoghadh go dti an Teach seo�  Níl sé ionadaíoch nó daonlathach�  Bhéadh sé 
fíor-thábhachtach, seachas a bheith díreach ag caint ar an Teach seo a scor, go mbreathnófaí ar 
bhealaí eile leis an Teach a dhéanamh níos éifeachtaí ó thaobh oibre de�  Ba chóir go mbeimís 
ag plé bealaí go bhféadfaí daoine a thoghadh ar bhealach éagsúil�  Glacann gach duine leis go 
bhfuil an bealach a toghtar Seanadóirí mí-dhaonlathach�  Níl deis ag gach uile saoránach atá 
ina chónaí in Éirinn nó, go deimhin, saoránaí na hÉireann atá thar lear nó atá ina gcónaí ins an 
Sé Chontae, vóta a chaitheamh do duine a sheasfadh anseo ar a shon�  Bhéadh sé tábhachtach 
go ndéanfaí a leithéid sin, ach níl an rogha sin curtha os ár gcomhair�  Tá an Rialtas díreacht 
ag caint ar “abolition day”�  Teideal é sin a bhéadh ag a leithéid de George Lucas i Hollywood�  
B’fhéidir gur b’shin é an scannán a déanfar faoi shaol Enda Kenna amach anseo agus gurb é an 
teideal a bhéas air ná “Abolition Day”, starring Enda Kenna�  Is mór an feall sin i dtír ina bhfuil 
an daonlathas fíor thábhachtach agus inra throid muid go láidir ar son ár ndaonlathais�  

Bhí mé ag labhairt le fear ag an deireadh seachtaine a bhíonn ag déanamh cuid mhaith obair 
dheonach san Afraic�  Tharraing seisean anuas ceist an tSeanaid liom mar gheall go mbíonn sé 
ag taisteal go dtí tíortha ar nós an Aetóip agus an tSúdáin nach bhfuil córais chomh forbartha 
nó chomh daonlathach acu agus atá againn fein, agus a mbéadh fíor shásta dá mbeadh rialtas 
daonlathach acu�  Feiceann sé i dtír s’againne, atá in ainm is a bheith ar cheann des na tíortha 
is forbartha in iarthar an domhain, go bhfuilimid ag iarradh ciorriú a dhéanamh ar an daon-
lathas�  Nuair a fhéachaimid ar sin, ins an bpictiúr leathan des na ciorraithe eile atá an Rialtas 
ag déanamh ó thaobh na comhairli baile agus ó thaobh bhord Údarás na Gaeltachta agus an deis 
toghchanaíochta a baineadh den phobal ins na ceantair Gaeltachta sa gcás sin, is céimh mhór 
ar gcúl é� 

Smaoiním siar ar thoghchán an tSeanaid�  Tá na painéil gairme againn, rud atá thar a bheith 
mí-fhéaráilte mar go gcaithfidh iarrthóir a bheith bainteach le páirtí pholaitiúil nó le ceann 
des na heagrais ainmniúcháin chun a ainm a chur chun cinn le seasamh ar an bpainéal, fiú.  
B’fhéidir gur fheil an seift do ré atá caite, ré de Valera san aimsir a caitheadh, ach tá Éire tagtha 
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chun cinn go mór ó thaobh forbartha de�

Ar an Dara Chéim, luaigh mé go bhféadfaí breathnú timpeall ar an Teach seo agus gur léir 
nach bhuil il-ghnéitheacht ag baint le Comhaltaí an Tí�  Is beag duine gorm a chonachthas ina 
shúi ins na cathaoireacha seo, má chonachthas aon duine�      Is beag duine a thagann ó náisiún 
eile is beag duine atá anseo go bhféadfá a rá go dtagann siad ó mionlach eitneach in san tír seo�  
Níl fhios agam an raibh aon duine anseo de chúlra an lucht siúil� Buíochas le Dia, tá daoine ann 
ó chúlra éagsúla gnéis agus mar sin de agus is maith an rud é sin� Ach ba chóir dá mbreathnódh 
tú ar na suíocháin atá sa teach seo is gur beagnach microcosm de phobal na hÉireann a bheadh 
i gceist agus go mbeadh chuile dhuine atá ag cónaí in san náisiún seo againne in ann iad féin 
a aithint trí na hionadaithe atá anseo in san teach seo, ach ní féidir é sin a dhéanamh�  Ba chóir 
go mbeadh sibh tar éis oibriú ina threo sin, seachas a bheith ag dul i dtreo scoir, gan rogha a 
thabhairt don phobal�

Chomh maith leis sin, bhí muid ag cur an moladh chun cinn agus ní thuigim fós agus ní 
dóigh liom go bhfuaireamar freagra sásúil fós air�  Cén fáth nach bhféadfaí an cheist seo a chur 
isteach go dtí an coinbhinsiún bunreachtúil?  Is léir, cé go raibh cuid mhaith daoine b’fhéidir 
in amhras faoi cé chomh éifeachtach is a bheadh an coinbhinsiún bunreachtúil go bhfuil obair 
mhaith déanta agus faoi chathaoirleacht Tom Arnold go bhfuil roinnt ceisteanna an-suimiúil plé-
ite maidir leis an aois vótála agus mar sin de agus cead pósta do dhaoine homaighnéasacha�  Is 
léir go raibh an Rialtas sásta na ceisteanna sin a chur os comhair an choinbhinsiúin bunreachtúil 
ach nach raibh sibh ábalta an cheist seo a chur os a gcomhair.  S’í  an cheist a chuirfinn-se ortsa 
a Aire ná cén faitíos a bhí oraibh, cén faitíos atá ar Enda Kenny go bpléifí rud go daonlathach?  
Cén faitíos a bhí air nach raibh sé sásta ach dhá uair an chloig a chaitheamh anseo é féin nuair 
a bhí muid ag plé an dara stáid den Bhille seo, le na ceisteanna seo a chíoradh agus a phlé linn? 
Cén fáth nach bhfuil sé sásta dúshlán an Seanadóir Norris a ghlacadh agus díospóireacht poiblí 
a bheith aige na meáin faoi na ceisteanna a bhaineann leis an mbunreacht�  Is maith an rud an 
faitíos a deir siad agus is léir, in ainneoin go mbíonn Enda ag iarraidh a bheith ag cur in iúl gur 
fear iontach láidir é agus go bhfuil sé in ann an bata a bhuaileadh anuas ar dhaoine ina pháirtí 
fhéin, go bhfuil sé ag ritheacht ón gceist seo agus ag ritheacht ón daonlathas nuair a thagann  
sé go dtí na ceisteanna fíor thábhachtach�  Ní díreach ceist intleachtúil é seo mar atá léirithe 
ag Seanadóirí eile a chuaigh romham� Is ceist é seo a bhaineann le dearcadh éagsúil a fháil�  Is 
ceist é a bhaineann le breathnú ar Bhillí ar reachtaíocht ar dhlite ar bhealach eile ar fad seachas 
díreach tríd súile na dTeachtaí Dála agus nílim ag fáil lucht ar Theachtaí Dála�  Tá cuid mhaith 
acu atá iontach cumasach in san méid a dhéanann siad, tá taithí leathan ag cuid mhaith acu ach 
is léir go bhfuil dearcadh i bhfad níos leithne le fáil ón Seanad ón taithí atá agamsa anseo le dhá 
bhliain go leith�

Tá daoine a thagann ó chúlra eacnamaíochta daoine a thagann ó chúraim pobail daoine eile 
a d’oibrigh le ceardchumainn agus daoine eile ó chúlra gnó agus mar sin de�  Tá an taithí sí 
fíor-thábhachtach, tá sé teoranta sa mhéid go bhfuil an seasca duine atá anseo tofa ó toghranna 
an-chúng�  Is féidir leat breathnú mar shampla ar na Seanadóirí Ollscoile atá anseo in ainneoin 
go bhfuil an-mheas agam ar na Seanadóirí Ollscoile maidir leis an méid a deireann siad anseo sa 
Seanad agus tugann siad an t-uafás saineolas leo, is míbhuntáiste é agus is laincis é nach bhfuil 
vóta ag gach duine a fuair oideachas tríú leibhéal in san tír seo len iad a thoghadh�  Dar ndóigh 
s’é an moladh a b’fhearr linne ná go mbeadh sé de chead ag chuile saoránach Éireannach vóta a 
chaitheamh le daoine a thoghadh go dtí na tithe seo.  Ach ní fiú go raibh sibh sásta an cheist sin 
a chur, is leithscéal amach is amach é, an rud atá sibh a rá go raibh tuairiscí in dhiaidh tuairisce 
déanta ó thaobh an tSeanaid a athchóiriú�  Tá sé sin fíor ach an rud a bhí gann in san aimsir a 
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chaitheadh ó thaobh Rialtas in dhiaidh Rialtais ná an toil polaitiúil leis na hathruithe sin a chur 
i gcrích�

Is iomaí moladh maith a tháinig chun cinn maidir leasú a dhéanamh ar struchtúr an tSeanaid 
ach ní raibh aon Rialtas sách misniúil le sin a chur i gcrích agus tá sibhse díreach mar a ché-
ile, easpa misnigh�  Deirtear nár chiall fear an mhisnigh riamh é agus faraor nach bhfuil sé sin 
fíor faoin Taoiseach in san gcás seo� Cén fáth nach raibh sé sásta na moltaí ab fhearr a tháinig 
ó na tuairiscí éagsúla sin a phlé?  Arís iad a chur os comhair an choinbhinsiúin polaitiúil nó 
ó fhóraim éigin eile, iad a phlé anseo sa Seanad agus na moltaí ab fhearr a bhí ann ó thaobh 
struchtúir de a chur i gcrích� Beidh sé mar oidhreacht aige nár thapaidh sé an deis sin agus ní 
dóigh liom go mbeidh daoine buíoch dó as sin i ndáiríre�  Mar sé bun agus barr an scéal amuigh 
ansin sa bpobal ná go bhfuil amhras ar dhaoine cén fáth an Taoiseach ag tógáil an bóthar seo ní 
thuigeann daoine é�  Tá sé ráite go príobháideach liom ag daoine atá i bpáirtí Fhine Gael agus 
cinnte i bpáirtí an Lucht Oibre nach dtuigeann siad féin cén fáth go bhfuil Enda Kenny ag brú 
an cheist seo chun cinn�  Más ag caint ar dhaonlathas atá muid bheifeá den tuairim más páirtí 
daonlathach é Fine Gael agus tá fhios agam go bhfuil ceisteanna á chur sa Teach eile faoi sin 
anocht go mbeadh díospóireacht taobh istigh de pháirtí s’aghaibh-se faoi seo�  Ach ón méid a 
thuigim ní raibh aon díospóireacht taobh istigh den pháirtí ar an polasaí áirithe seo a bheadh 
agaibh agus is rud é sin go mba chóir a bheith déanta sara dtiocfaí amach leis an moladh seo 
faoin reifreann� Seachas a bheith ag caint díreach ar an rud a scoir ba chóir go mbeadh sibhse 
tar éis é a phlé ag bhur bpáirtí�  Ach is léir ón chaoi a bhreáthaigh Frances Fitzgerald nuair a 
d’fhógair an Taoiseach sula toghadh ina Thaoiseach é go raibh sé ag cur seo ar an Manifesto le 
haghaidh an olltoghcháin gur tháinig sé aniar aduaidh ar an bpáirtí parlaiminteach agus nach 
raibh sé aontaithe agus más comhartha é sin ar an chineáil daonlathas a bheas i bhfeidhm dá 
bhfaigheadh an Taoiseach a bhealach agus má scoirtear an Seanad agus má fhágtar an cumhacht 
i lámha an Rialtais agus líon na dTeachtaí Dála a bheith laghdaithe agus 15 duine a bheith ag 
bord an Rialtais ach i ndáiríre gur ceathrar fear geall atá ag tógáil gach cinneadh tábhachtach ag 
an mbord sin� Is léir gurb é atá ar bun anseo ná lárnú cumhachta easpa smachta gach glacadh le 
tuairimí daoine eile gan fiú plé a dhéanamh ar cheisteanna a bheith ag rá le daoine nach bhfuil 
fhios acusan tada agus go bhfuil fhios agaibh féin gach rud níos fearr�  Is mór an chéim chun 
cúl é sin ó thaobh daonlathas na tíre seo.  Agus caithfimid breathnú chomh maith ar céard atá go 
maith tá muid ar son leasú, níl muid ar son an Seanad a scoir mar atá sibh féin�  B’fhearr linn 
go mbeadh an rogha ann ó thaobh an rud a leasú agus má tá muid leis sin a dhéanamh theastódh 
uait breathnú ar céard iad na rudaí atá go maith�

Níl aon dabht faoi ná go bhfuil Seanadóirí áirithe a oibríonn an-chrua, Seanadóirí eile 
b’fhéidir nach n-oibríonn chomh crua céanna agus tús na breithe ag Dia mar a deir siad agus 
níl mise ag déanamh breithiúnais ar duine ar bith�  Ach ó mo thaobh fhéin de agus ó thaobh an 
dream a bhfuil mise ag freastail orthu táim ag teacht as Conamara as ceantar tuaithe táim ag 
teacht as Gaillimh ach bím ag labhairt ar ábhar a bhaineann le daoine faoi mhíbhuntáiste, daoine 
atá ag lorg tearmainn, daoine a labhraíonn Gaeilge, lucht na Gaeltachta�  Bím ag troid ar son 
tuismitheoirí aonair, daoine a bhfuil deacrachtaí acu ó thaobh seirbhísí poiblí agus mar sin de�

Tá buntáiste an-mhór ag Seanadóir nach bhfuil ag Teachta Dála sé sin gur féidir leat labhairt 
ar ábhar ar bith a bhaineann le contae ar bith in áit ar bith sa tír�  Níl aon laincis dáilcheantar 
orainn agus is buntáiste an-mhór é sin, is ní dóigh liom go bhfuil sé sin tógtha san áireamh in 
san díospóireacht go dtí seo�  Is féidir linn labhairt thar cheann saoránaigh na hÉireann ó na 32 
contae nó thar lear�  Bhí mise----

10/07/2013WWW00200Senator John Crown: Can I get a point of information please?  Can somebody clarify if the 
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translation services are working, I have been trying to get it for the last while�  Are they active 
at this time in the night? 

10/07/2013WWW00300Senator Marie Moloney: The Senator can say it again in English�

10/07/2013WWW00400Senator Trevor Ó Clochartaigh: Cén fáth?  Tá sé de cheart agam labhairt i mo theanga 
féin sa Seanad�

10/07/2013WWW00500Senator John Crown: Tá tú ceart labhairt inár dteanga féin ach níl mo Ghaeilge ró-mhaith�  
Ní féidir liom tuiscint an comhrá agus bhí an cheist agam an bhfuil na fearais ag obair�

10/07/2013WWW00600Senator Trevor Ó Clochartaigh: Labhróidh mé mar is dóigh liom nach n-oibríonn an 
córas go dtí go bhfuil duine éigin ag labhairt as Gaeilge�  Leanfaidh mé ar aghaidh mar is pointe 
an-tábhachtach é sin, atá ardaithe ag an Seanadóir Crown agus is pointe é sin a tharraing muid 
aird air luath go maith in san Seanad seo go bhfuil sé de cheart ag saoránach ar bith labhairt i 
nGaeilge in sna tithe seo agus go bhfuil sé seirbhísí aistriúcháin den chéad scoth le fáil againn 
anseo agus caithfear ard-mholadh a thabhairt, caithfidh mé a rá do na seirbhísí aistriúcháin agus 
is iomaí tacaíocht atá tugtha acu dúinn.  Caithfidh mé admháil cé go bhfuil mo chuid Béarla 
maith go leor airím i bhfad níos compordaí ag labhairt i nGaeilge in san teach seo agus is rud é 
sin atá ag neartú agus ag treisiú�

11 o’clock10/07/2013XXX00200

Senator  David Cullinane: On a point of order my translation service is not working either 
so there must be something wrong�

10/07/2013XXX00300An Cathaoirleach: Mine is working�

10/07/2013XXX00400Senator  David Cullinane: It is not working for me�

10/07/2013XXX00500An Cathaoirleach: Perhaps there is something wrong with the headset�

10/07/2013XXX00600Senator  David Cullinane: Perhaps the Cathaoirleach will send me a new headset so�

10/07/2013XXX00700Senator  Trevor Ó Clochartaigh: Ceist mhór í ceist na Gaeilge agus is iomaí ceist Gaeilge 
agus Gaeltachta atá tarraingthe anuas againn anseo�

10/07/2013XXX00800An Cathaoirleach: We are discussing section 1�

10/07/2013XXX00900Senator  Trevor Ó Clochartaigh: Yes�  Agus muid ag plé na gceisteanna seo táimid ag 
plé na mbuntáistí a bhaineann leis an Seanad�  Tá sé an-fheicealách go bhfuil an Ghaeilge á 
cur chun cinn sa tSeanad�  Seachas an Seanad a scor ba chóir í a úsáid agus deis a thapú leis an 
teanga náisiúnta a chur chun cinn�  Tá ard-mholadh ag dul do Sheanadóirí Brennan agus Mary 
White agus do Sheanadóirí eile a bhíonn ag úsáid a gcuid Gaeilge chomh maith agus is féidir 
leo�

Bímid i gcónaí ag rá nach mbíonn na meáin ag freastal ar an Seanad nó nach mbíonn siad 
le feiceáil sa Ghailearaí, ach ní féidir sin a rá faoi na meáin Gaeilge�  Is iomaí díospóireacht ar 
an Athló a bhí agam leis an Aire Stáit, an Teachta McGinley�  Go deimhin, is minic nach raibh 
muid ag aontú faoi na hábhair a bhí muid ag plé, ach caithfear a rá go raibh clúdach thar na 
bearta ar na díospóireachtaí céanna ar Raidio na Gaeltachta agus ar TG4�  Ní féidir liom locht a 
fháil ar na stáisiúin sin ins an gcás seo�  Thairis na stáisiúin eile agus iriseoirí eile, tá siad ag cur 
seirbhís den chéad scoth ar fáil, ó thaobh chraolacháin de�  Gné an-tábhachtach é sin�
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10/07/2013XXX01000An Cathaoirleach: We are discussing section 1 which has to do with the definition of aboli-
tion day�

10/07/2013XXX01300Senator  Trevor Ó Clochartaigh: Níl curtha os ár gcomhair ag an Rialtas ach an t-aon 
rogha amháin, is é sin scor agus abolition� Tá sé mí-fhéaralta nach bhfuair an pobal deis a bheith 
páirteach sa díospóireacht seo agus nach bhfuil siad ag fáil ach rogha amháin, scor nó coinneáil�  
Sin rud atá fíor thábhachtach�  

Ba chóir go mbeadh an cheist seo ceangailte le leasú níos ginearaltá, le ról na Dála, le 
feidhmeannaí na Dála agus le mí-éifeacht na Dála ó thaobh seirbhísí de�  Ba chóir go mbeadh 
feidhm na gcoistí curtha san áireamh�  Táthar ag rá go mbeidh cumachtachtaí breise á thabhairt 
dos na coistí ach ní léir do aon duine go bhfuil na coistí ag feimhmiú chomh maith agus is cóir 
dóibh�  Má leanann an Rialtas ar aghaidh leis an smaoineamh seo faoin Seanad a scor, agus 
leis an abolition day seo, beidh an Rialtas gan 60 duine chun feidhmiú ins na coistí�  I gcead 
dos na Teachtaí Dála, sílim go n-abróidís féin go bhfuil ról an-ghníomhach ag Seanadóirí in 
obair na gcoistí�  Is iomaí Seanadóir atá tar éis a bheith mar rapóirtéir speisialta agus an-obair a 
dhéanamh ó thaobh tuairiscí a ullmhú ar son na gcoistí�  Ní bheadh sé sin ann murach cuid den 
saineolas atá bailithe ag na daoine atá anseo sa Seanad�  Ní ag cur le daonlathas, le saineolas nó 
le reachtaíocht a bhéadh sé sin ach ag baint uaidh go fíachmhar�

Ní cóir go mbeadh an Rialtas ag cur ceiste os ár gcomhair maidir leis an Seanad a scor gan 
na costais a bhaineann leis, nó na sábáiltí atá ag baint leis, a lua�  Ba chóir go mbéadh muid tar 
éis tuairisc iomlán airgeadais a fháil ón Rialtas ar na sábháiltí atá le déanamh agus faoin méid 
airgid atá i gceist a shábháil�  Ina ionad sin, tá an Rialtas ag caitheamh amach soundbites faoi 
€20 milliún, €50 milliún agus mar sin de a bhéadh le sábháil ó thaobh fáil réidh leis an tSeanad, 
rud atá pobalach agus a thaitníonn le daoine a bhíonn ag léamh na bpáipéar nuachta, b’fhéidir�  
Níl fírinne ar bith ag baint leo agus ní féidir glacadh leo�  Ba chóir go mbéadh an Rialtas sásta 
teacht isteach anseo agus díospóireacht iomlán a dhéanamh ar na costais a bhaineann leis an 
gcinneadh seo� 

Ní cóir go mbeadh muid ag ceiliúreadh an scoir�  Ní cóir go mbeadh baill an Rialtais ríméa-
dach nó ag déanamh gaisce as an méid atá siad ag déanamh�  Is teip ar an Rialtas í deireadh a 
chur leis an Seanad�  Teip iomlán í nach bhfuiltear ag cur leasú níos leithne ar bun�  Is teip í 
ar cheannaireacht an Rialtais�  Tá sé deacair a fheiceáil cén fáth nach bhfuil reform day, in áit 
abolition day, a thabhairt isteach�  Bhéadh fáilte i bhfad níos leithne roimh lá leasaithe ins in 
tSeanad, ins an bpobal go ginearálta agus imeasc daoine atá ag plé le cúrsaí daonlathais ar fud 
an domhain�

Tá súil agam go mbeidh freagraí cuimsitheacha le tabhairt ag an Aire Stáit ar chuid des na 
hábhair atá ardaithe agam�  Is breá liom nach dteastaíonn an gléas aistriúcháin uaidh agus go 
dtuigeann sé gach a bhfuil mé a rá�  I ndáiríre, is iomaí Aire a thagann isteach anseo agus nach 
dtéann i muinín na gcluasán mar go bhfuil náire orthu admháil nach bhfuil Gaeilge acu, ach 
is breá liom a fheiceáil go bhfuil neart Gaeilge ag an Aire Stáit agus go mbeidh freagraí cui-
msitheacha ar na ceisteanna ar fad atá mé ag ardú�  Tá mé ag súil go mór leis na freagraí sin a 
chloisteáil ar ball beag�  

Tá mé ag cur i gcoinne an ailt seo�  Tá mé ag iarraidh ar an Aire an t-alt seo a bhaint as an 
reachtaíocht, gan brú ar aghaidh le scor an tSeanaid ach an Seanad a leasú, an díospóireacht 
leathan sin a bheith againn agus an cheist a chur os comhair an Tionóil Bhunreachtúil�  Bíodh 
an díospóireacht sin againn ar bhealach aibidh�  
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10/07/2013XXX01400Senator  Paschal Mooney: I welcome the Minister of State again�  When I dealt with this 
on Second Stage I referred to the Act of Union and it has been brought home to me even more 
what it must have been like in the dying hours of the debate on the abolition of Grattan’s Parlia-
ment as Members fought and strove valiantly to try to change the minds of not only the Minister 
but the rotten boroughs�  I do not for one moment suggest the deafening silence from the other 
side can be in any way equated with rotten boroughs, but at the same time the effect and impact 
are the same�  Those who had been bought kept their mouths shut and trooped through the lob-
bies when the appropriate time came, and so it ended�

Prime Minister Pitt was determined in the immediate aftermath of the 1798 rebellion that 
Ireland was full of sedition, and those in charge of England’s economy were afraid the Irish 
were getting too stroppy�  He was determined, and got into its head that he alone would pursue 
a policy of abolition of the Irish Parliament and enact the Act of Union�  There is a parallel with 
the Taoiseach, Deputy Kenny�

In discussions I have had with friends and colleagues on both sides of the House I have tried 
to understand and get inside the mind of the Taoiseach on that fateful evening when he made a 
decision in front of a shocked audience and went on a solo run�  It was, is and will continue to be 
a solo run until referendum day�  I have wondered what was the catalyst�  Rather interestingly, 
and the Cathaoirleach will be interested to hear this if he has not heard it before, the House shut 
down for a week for perfectly legitimate reasons - I was not here at the time - at some stage 
during the previous 12 months and this is what got into the Taoiseach’s head from what I have 
been told�  He decided it was not an acceptable way of dealing with the Upper House and that 
enough was enough and it was time it went�

If this was the catalyst perhaps I am doing him an injustice because rather naïvely I had 
thought he had given it considerable reflection.  If this anecdote is included in the evidence it 
seems it probably was a knee-jerk reaction�  Some weeks prior to it, all of the focus in the Fine 
Gael Party and on its Front Bench was on reform and not abolition�  Policy documents were be-
ing prepared in this regard�  People are entitled to change their minds�  Deputy Micheál Martin 
changed his mind; he may have been helped along by some of us but he did change his mind 
because in the previous election he campaigned on the basis Fianna Fáil supported abolition 
rather than reform�  Current Fianna Fáil policy, which needs to be repeated, is that we are op-
posed to abolition and are in favour of reform�  

Professor Marsh of Trinity College, in an article about 12 months ago on the general context 
of referendums held in this country since the 1937 Constitution, said, “On each and every occa-
sion where there was a lack of political consensus the referendum had failed�”  In other words, 
when over 90% of the representatives in the Houses agreed on a constitutional amendment and 
put the question to the country the question was carried�  This was not the case when there was 
a lack of political consensus�  One of the most obvious examples of that was the attempt by the 
de Valera Government to change the political system�  It attempted to introduce the single trans-
ferable vote, single seat constituencies and do away with multi-seat constituencies�  There was 
no political consensus in the Dáil and Seanad at that time because the main Opposition parties, 
the Labour Party and Fine Gael, were opposed to it�  So it came to pass that not once but twice 
the Fianna Fáil Administration failed� 

The most recent case was the referendum on establishing committees of inquiry�  Again, 
there was no political consensus at the beginning or when the question was put to the people�  
Civic society, represented by former Attorneys General, came out within a week or ten days of 
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the vote to point out a number of flaws in the Government’s case.  So it came to pass that the 
referendum did not pass� 

I would be reasonably confident that when one considers all the component parts of refer-
endum campaigns in terms of people who vote in referendums there is an absence of political 
consensus�  Sinn Féin and Fianna Fáil are not in favour of abolition; we are in favour of reform�  
The overwhelming majority on the Government benches, if they care to be truthful, in both 
Houses are not in favour of abolition, rather they are in favour of reform�  I suggest if a straw 
poll was taken among the Cabinet the chances are it would be at worst lukewarm about aboli-
tion and at best opposed to it and more in favour of reform� 

When one adds everything up, the portents look reasonably good�  The hope is that the mo-
mentum which was started by some of our colleagues in this House, such as Senators Quinn and 
Zappone, to name but two, and those representing civic society will continue�  Senator Zappone 
can correct me if I am wrong, but I understand some 500 or 600 people attended a meeting 
during which they pledged to be actively involved in overturning the Government’s proposals� 

A recent opinion poll followed familiar lines�  When people are asked a question far out 
from a referendum date they tend not to be engaged and the figures tend not to be truly repre-
sentative of their feelings�  As a referendum date gets closer, the arguments start to mount and 
the momentum builds, things narrow�  Last Sunday was an example�  It is nothing new to people 
who have studied similar opinion polls which have taken place in the 12 or 18 months leading 
up to a referendum�  

The electorate is volatile when it comes referendums�  There is a totally different sense 
among the general public when they are electing a Government or voting for political parties�  
Referendums are separate, strange animals�  Ultimately, what will happen, as happened in every 
other referendum, is that people will vote and answer a question they have not been asked�  It 
happened most notably in the first Nice treaty referendum when a coalition of hard left repre-
sentatives managed to convince a sufficient number of the mothers of Ireland that their sons and 
daughters could end up in body bags fighting for a European army in far-flung fields, when in 
fact Nice was about housekeeping details internally within the EU and had nothing whatsoever 
to do with European armies� 

I ask both sides of the House whether we have heard any mention of European armies since 
the first Nice treaty referendum.  They have not been mentioned.  It forced the Government of 
the day to introduce the triple lock as a response to assuage people’s fears�  I mainly put that 
down to the mothers of Ireland, many of whom I met around my table, who genuinely believed 
that if they voted “Yes” there would be a European army and conscription�  

The context and background in regard to abolition day are that there is still an awful lot to 
play for in this regard�  When the arguments are put forward to the Irish people, the most potent 
of which is that a Government which enjoys a unprecedented majority in the other House and 
an equally unprecedented majority in this House, can call on up to 40 extra Deputies to support 
any legislative measure it cares to bring before the Dáil�  That invariably leads to things fraying 
at the edges�  Even the best democrats get drunk on the intoxication of power�  

The saying that all power tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupts absolutely was not 
coined today or yesterday�  I am not for one moment suggesting there is anything corrupt about 
the proposal�  Rather, I am talking about the use and exercise of power�  I saw it happen when 
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my party was in government�  It became tired, arrogant, unheeding and, in its latter days, as 
Mary O’Rourke famously said about another situation, it went around like headless chickens�  I 
know that, as do most of my Fianna Fáil colleagues�  Ultimately, the people were right to throw 
it out�

In a very cogent contribution Senator Crown talked about the main arguments presented 
by the Government for the abolition of the Seanad, namely, that it is costly, unnecessary for a 
unitary non-federal state with small population, has proved to be relatively ineffective since its 
establishment in 1937 and that the Government argued that Ireland has too many politicians�  In 
another context I said most US states with, I understand, the exception of Nebraska - I am not 
sure why - have two houses, a senate and house of representatives�  The purpose of the Decla-
ration of Independence and the American constitution was that one house would look after the 
other and there would not be an excess of power�  

George Washington summed up to some degree what I am trying to say when he said, “The 
purpose of a bicameral parliament is to act as a check on the power of the lower chamber�”  
Second chambers were famously described by George Washington as, “Providing for a cooling 
period during which further deliberation on a piece of legislation can take place�”  Proponents 
of bicameralism argue that in allowing for additional deliberation by a different group of indi-
viduals the quality of legislation is enhanced� 

Philosopher Henry Sidgwick saw the main purpose of a senate as being that all legislative 
measures may receive a second consideration by a body different in quality from the primary 
representative assembly and, if possible, superior or supplementary intellectual conversations�  
I would like to think that is possible every day in this House�  Why would one want to get rid of 
the House which contributes that much to democratic norms? 

We should forget about all the amendments which are passed or the other work done here�  
The main purpose of the House from its inception was to act as a check and balance on the other 
House.  It was to bring forward legislation which would be dealt with in a reflective and expert 
manner�  It was not set up as a challenge to the Government�  In fact, de Valera, rather coinciden-
tally, having been thwarted on more than one occasion by the first Senate, arrived in my town 
of Drumshanbo in County Leitrim during the general election of 1933.  It was captured on film.  
This was most unusual to see - a small country town in the west of Ireland with cameramen and 
there he was on the main street�  We have a High Street in the town of Drumshanbo�  It is a bit 
continental and rather unusual�  He was on High Street looking down on this mass of people�  I 
can still picture it�  It was part of Seven Ages: The Story of the Irish State, which was shown on 
RTE several times and pops up in the archives from time to time�  Before he said anything at 
all, the significant memory I have was of all the cloth caps that seemed to spread from the back 
where the camera was to de Valera on the platform�  I am paraphrasing him here but he more or 
less said that if the Seanad did not pass the Bill, he would abolish it.  That was the first time he 
came out in public and said it and of course, he did�  For some rather interesting reason - I am 
sure Senator Barrett and others have more information than I have on the deliberations leading 
up to the drawing up of the Constitution and putting it before the people in 1937 - he changed 
his mind�  He changed his mind in that he put in what in political terms was an emasculated 
Chamber.  He was not going to agree to a second Chamber that would be like the first Seanad 
from 1922 to 1937 that could thwart or thumb its nose at the Government, which it did on a 
number of occasions�  In a way, it was a pity that he was in power at the time and was able to 
carry that out because what a great Seanad it would be if it had been the continuation of that 
first Seanad.  The names stand out.  There have many iconic figures in the second Seanad but 
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they were also in the first Seanad.  

If this piece of legislation goes before the people and is defeated, somebody somewhere in 
the body politic might look at that first Seanad and say it is the way to go.  Of course, it should 
be tweaked�  It cannot be seen to be a challenge to the other House�  However, if it needs to be 
elected by direct universal suffrage, as most reformers seem to suggest, it will put itself for-
ward as a challenge to the other House to some degree because it will then be seen to have a 
democratic mandate, although I would question those who criticise this House for not having a 
democratic mandate�    

They are the wonderful possibilities that arise out of the rejection of this proposal, of there 
not being an abolition day and of the Government being faced with a challenge the people will 
have given it�  This challenge is how to construct out of the ashes of a Government proposal that 
has gone wrong a Seanad that will be relevant to the people, enhance democratic institutions 
and, at the same time, create the balance needed between the Dáil and the Seanad�  The critical 
challenge is how one balances the two�  

I will touch on another aspect that has not been mentioned�  Much of the information I have 
comes from an excellent document prepared by the Oireachtas Library and Research Service�  
It refers to the use of the guillotine by the Executive and relates to the Dáil�  We hear much talk 
about the Seanad and its flaws but one of the great inherent flaws in the Dáil because of our 
centralised form of government is the use of the guillotine by the Executive�  I was talking about 
the parties that favoured abolishing the Seanad�  It seems that all the parties at one point agreed 
with the abolition of the Seanad, with the exception of the Green Party�  

In his Damascus-like change, Deputy Martin described this particular proposal as a major 
power grab by the Government�  It was a good soundbite but there was a certain element of truth 
in it�  Looking at it from the outside, that is how it seems�  When one allies a Government with 
a massive majority with its actions on the wider front of democratic accountability, one asks 
what has it been doing�  What is its record?  When one looks at the credit and debit sides of the 
balance sheet, what has it been doing so far that has encouraged the Irish electorate to think it 
is in favour of an all-embracing democratic norm?  It is abolishing town councils completely�  
It is creating these new electoral areas around former boroughs where one individual will be 
nominally elected as a mayor�  One can take any of the examples across the country one cares to 
mention�  Most of the towns in question are expanding�  I think Senator MacSharry referred to 
Sligo with 22,000 people as the seventh largest town in the country�  The Mayor of Sligo will be 
competing with nine other councillors spread across a large geographical area way beyond the 
boundaries of Sligo town as it is currently constituted for borough council purposes in order to 
ensure they get a fair share of the allocation of money, services and resources from the county 
council�  There is nothing terribly democratic or modern about that�  Údarás na Gaeltachta is 
another example where elections have been abolished�  

If one adds it all up and on top of that, the Taoiseach of the day says he is going to abol-
ish the second House of Parliament for reasons that have since proved to be spurious, as we 
pointed out, particularly on the financial front, and puts it to the people as somehow being a 
saver, anybody who looks at the argument logically when he or she comes to vote on the day 
will probably think “Hold on a minute, something isn’t quite right here�  Why do they want 
to do this? Why don’t they go for reform?”  As the ad on the radio says, “Once it is gone, it is 
gone�”  That would be my greatest fear - that once it is gone, it is gone because what would be 
put in its place?  
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Here, I will adopt the position of a cynic of some years’ standing in this House�  Successive 
Governments have pledged reform, particularly reform of the Dáil�  The ending of the dual 
mandate was wrong in my opinion because Deputies and Senators who sat on local authori-
ties focused on the minds of the real power, namely, county managers who were much more 
careful than they have subsequently been in terms of watching their back�  It is just an opinion 
but is one that many subscribe to�  When former Minister Noel Dempsey proposed ending the 
dual mandate at a parliamentary party meeting, one Deputy responded by asking him what the 
brave new world for Deputies would be, what greater power he would have as a backbencher 
and what greater relevance he would have as a Government supporter�  The Minister pointed 
out that there would be enhanced powers for committees and an enhanced role for the Dáil as a 
collective, none of which happened�  The same mantra is being pronounced by this Government 
about reform�  Of course, it can point to certain elements of reform�  In every Government, the 
Whips have got together at some point and have agreed certain adjustments to procedures but 
there has been no fundamental reform�

When one looks at those countries referred to by the Taoiseach as being similar in size to us 
and which have ended the bicameral arrangement, it is salutary to learn that, taking Denmark 
as the best example, they developed a system of national, regional and local government that is 
interlocked and where the very lowest level of a town council is responsible for far more than 
our county councillors are or will be in the brave new world presented by the Minister for the 
Environment, Community and Local Government�  That is real democracy�  The Government 
could present that sort of reform package to the Irish people and tell them the Executive was 
going to be more accountable within the Dáil and by that, I mean strengthening the commit-
tees�  I sat on the Council of Europe because I have a particular interest in European and foreign 
affairs, more so than any other subject and sometimes to my detriment�  I remember inquiring 
how the system worked in terms of European Union directives in Denmark and the relationship 
between the Executive and the committees�  I discovered that the European Union Minister - in 
our case the Minister of State at the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Deputy Lucinda 
Creighton - could not and did not take any decisions on behalf of her government in Brussels 
without first referring the matter to the European affairs committee in the Danish Parliament.  
Under its constitution, the Minister is precluded from so doing�  Ministers cannot unilaterally 
make any decisions�

Let us contrast that with what goes on currently in Europe where, according to Senator Mark 
Daly who did the figures some time ago, 75% of the legislation coming through these Hous-
es, comes directly from Europe without scrutiny or debate�  Decisions that are taken around 
the Council of Ministers and proposals emanating from the Commission, passing through the 
Council of Ministers, are voted on at the Council of Ministers and are then, essentially, tran-
scribed into Irish law with only the minimum of scrutiny�   Many of us sit on committees where 
a form of scrutiny is in operation�  While it is adequate, it is not comprehensive enough and it 
certainly does not get through to most Irish people that we are even engaged in that process�

That is one example of real democracy in action, where the Government and the Executive 
are held accountable by the elected members within it�  Not only do they do that in Denmark 
but they created a form of regional government which was given real power, influence and re-
sources�  It subsequently took a third tier at the level of town councils in the smallest towns and 
villages, with real power�  I am not sure of the number of these but it is in the hundreds�

There is nothing comparable to that here, nor is it on the agenda of this Government in terms 
of the reform package it is proposing�  To suggest that Ireland is comparable to those states that 
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have given up the bicameral system and that there will be a brave new world of democratic ac-
countability, I am sorry, cynic and all as I am, I do not believe it�

In 1997, the All-Party Committee on the Constitution concluded that any savings from the 
abolition of the Seanad could be illusory because some of the functions it carries out would 
need to be reallocated to other parts of the political system�  I am not going to dwell too much 
on this because it has been covered by many other people.  The figure involved, according to 
Mr� Kieran Coughlan at the Committee of Public Accounts when he was pursued on this issue 
by former Senator, now Deputy, Shane Ross, was about €9 million�  I think the Government’s 
budget - the Minister of State will be more familiar with the figure than me - is currently around 
€55 billion of spend nationally�  I think we are borrowing in the region of €1 billion per month�

10/07/2013AAAA00200Deputy  Brian Hayes: Yes�

10/07/2013AAAA00300Senator  Paschal Mooney: The figure of €9 million is being put out to the people-----

10/07/2013AAAA00400Deputy  Brian Hayes: It is more than €9 million�

10/07/2013AAAA00500Senator  Paschal Mooney: According to Mr� Kieran Coughlan, the Clerk of the Dáil, the 
figure is €9 million.  The rest of the figure, with respect, that brings it up to €22 million is an 
accumulation of a figure that will be transferred to existing resources.  Will the two men sitting 
over there lose their jobs as a result of the abolition of the Seanad?  Will the Minister of State 
stop paying them because they are no longer able to sit on either side of the Seanad?

10/07/2013AAAA00600Deputy  Brian Hayes: There is €9 million that the Senator has not accounted for�

10/07/2013AAAA00700Senator  Paschal Mooney: That is the figure regardless of whether the Minister of State 
likes it�  The direct saving is €9 million�  Even if I was to go half way with the Minister of State 
and say it was €12 million or €15 million, as against €55 billion and €1 billion of borrowings 
per month, it pales into insignificance.

10/07/2013AAAA00800Deputy  Brian Hayes: I know the argument�  I will put the facts out�

10/07/2013AAAA00900Senator  Paschal Mooney: It is not an argument to put before the people�  It is not an argu-
ment to say to the people that we are going to save these few measly millions�  The Secretary 
General informed the Committee of Public Accounts in January 2012 that he estimated that 
there would be €13�3 million in indirect savings which relate “to the apportionment of the sup-
port costs for the Seanad” from the joint secretariat�  This led to a total saving of €22�5 million�  
In response to a question from Deputy Shane Ross at the Committee of Public Accounts, he 
said that the direct cost of €9�2 million would be the saving to the State�  I repeat, the direct cost 
of €9�2 million would be the saving to the State�  If the Minister of State wants to question the 
Clerk of the Dáil, he can do so and is fully entitled to do so, but that is on the record�

10/07/2013AAAA01000Deputy  Brian Hayes: I will reply�  No worries�

10/07/2013AAAA01100Senator  Paschal Mooney: Again, going back to the Danish model and the wider context 
of the democratic deficit in Ireland, the document prepared by the Library and Research Service 
states that, “It should be noted that local government is stronger in the Scandinavian countries 
with greater powers and autonomy than is the case in Ireland and that in all four parliaments 
[which is the four Scandinavian countries] the committee systems are strong”�  Rather interest-
ingly, there are bicameral legislatures in 40% of the countries in the Inter-Parliamentary Union, 
in 56% of OECD countries and in 13 of the 27 member states�  In European Union states with 
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unicameral parliaments, lower houses have alternative checks and balances, such as powerful 
committee systems, which make it difficult for governments to rush through legislation.  No 
proposal along those lines is contained in any of the “reform” proposals that have emanated 
from Government so far�  There has been some tinkering around the edges but I have not seen 
any element of the Executive power being relinquished by one iota�

The argument about the abolition of the Seanad not performing a role envisaged for it in 
the Constitution and that its partisan nature means that it offers little additional opportunity for 
improved legislative security needs to be looked at�  I referred earlier to George Washington’s 
famous speech about a cooling period�  That is the essence of this House and what it should be 
about�  The other argument that is used in its favour is from a former Tánaiste and Minister for 
Justice and Equality, Mr� Michael McDowell, who said that the Seanad considered legislation 
is a far more bipartisan spirit or, perhaps more correctly, a non-partisan spirit than the Dáil�  He 
argued that introducing major reform legislation in the Upper House had the effect of defusing 
the adversarial atmosphere in the Dáil as the more contentious issues had been explained and 
resolved in an amicable way in the Seanad�  While our political differences show on occasions 
in the House, because we are a political Chamber, I have never been able to understand people 
who have been appointed to the Seanad and said it was not a political chamber�  Of course it is a 
political Chamber�  Despite that, there is an understanding across all sides when a Minister pres-
ents legislation that it is the spirit of the House that comes out the strongest�  The spirit and the 
desire of the House is that when the legislation leaves this Chamber, it is enhanced and people 
find they do not have to score political points most of the time when it comes to the legislative 
model presented here�  Of course, there will be negativity about the Government proposing and 
the Opposing opposing�  However, I am talking about the level and content of debate in general�

The Ministers who come to the House with Seanad Bills, as distinct from Dáil Bills, usually 
do so in the knowledge that when they leave this House, they will be considerably enhanced�  
The most recent example was the Animal Health and Welfare Bill which was introduced by the 
Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine, Deputy Simon Coveney, who is a regular visitor�  
Other Ministers have also been mentioned�  That was one example of a Bill, when it eventually 
got back to the Dáil, had been subject to amendment by this House and which the Minister took 
on board, and more than 75% of the amendments emanated from this House�  It was debated for 
some time with the support of the Leader who ensured sufficient time was provided, because 
he realised its importance and that it was not a hugely contentious Bill to the point where there 
would be a row between the Government and the Opposition�  He understood it from his own 
experience and I am sure he gave that advice, as I am sure he has done on other occasions�  I was 
aware of that because with Senator Brian Ó Domhnaill, I was a central contributor to the Bill�  
That was the most recent example of complex and very comprehensive legislation�

There are constitutional safeguards that need to be examined.  The significant role given 
to the Seanad by the Constitution to safeguard democracy is sometimes under-rated�  In the 
removal of the Comptroller and Auditor General and judges and the impeachment of the Presi-
dent, the thresholds required to support resolutions of the Dáil have been increased in the Bill to 
reflect the loss of the Seanad’s check on the Lower House’s power.  I am unsure as to whether 
the Judiciary is happy about this�  That the Judiciary stated its opposition to this measure was 
unprecedented�

Another constitutional check, the power of the majority of the Seanad and a third of the Dáil 
to ask the President to put legislation before the people, is proposed to be removed�  There are 
anticipated implications for Dáil reform stemming the abolition of the Seanad, but this is as far 
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the document before us, which is comprehensive and runs to some 43 pages, goes�  It is the only 
line on parliamentary reform that is relevant�

10/07/2013BBBB00200Senator  Thomas Byrne: That says it all�

10/07/2013BBBB00300Senator  Paschal Mooney: It also makes another reference to the effect that there are calls 
for enhanced scrutiny of secondary and EU legislation�

Another set of commentators, who have together formed an independent group called De-
mocracy Matters, proposed that Executive dominance should be addressed by reform of the 
Seanad�  The Seanad’s abolition would, the group argues, lead to “a political elite in the Dáil 
running the country without any scrutiny”�  This sums up everything�

10/07/2013BBBB00400Senator  Sean D. Barrett: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013BBBB00500Senator  Paschal Mooney: I need to say it again - “a political elite in the Dáil running the 
country without any scrutiny”�  This is the question that will be put to the people�  It will not 
be a simple matter of answering “Yes” or “No”, but of whether they are prepared to engage in 
a new political environment in which a political elite in the Dáil will run the country without 
any scrutiny�

10/07/2013BBBB00600Senator  Brian Ó Domhnaill: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013BBBB00700Senator  Paschal Mooney: The former Tánaiste and Minister, Michael McDowell, argued 
that the abolition of the Seanad would leave the Dáil, which he described as “a deeply dys-
functional chamber totally dominated by members of the Executive and savagely ruled by the 
party whip system,” as the only parliamentary body concerned with legislation�  Based on these 
arguments at this relatively early stage in the campaign, I do not doubt that the people of Ireland 
will do what they have always done, that being, scrutinise and reflect on whether the change is 
in their best interests and the best interests of the country�  They will decide on whether to give 
people in Dáil Éireann more power than they need�  When they go to the ballot boxes, I have no 
doubt that there will be only one outcome - “No”, “No” and “No” again�

10/07/2013BBBB00800Senator  Sean D. Barrett: Hear, hear�

10/07/2013BBBB00900Senator  Thomas Byrne: Measaim go bhfuil sé ró-dhéanach anois don Pharlaimint a bheith 
ina suí�  Is í an chúis atá leis seo ná an Rialtas�  Tá sé an intinn ag an Dáil suí go dtí a cúig ar 
maidin.  Is dóigh linn go bhfuil sé i gceist go suífidh an Teach seo go dtí mean oíche.  Feicim an 
Ceannaire ag caint leis an Aire Stáit, áfach, agus ní bheadh aon ionadh orm dá n-iarrfaí orainn 
suí ar feadh na hoíche�  Má tá moladh den chineál sin á phlé idir an Aire Stáit agus an Cean-
naire faoi láthair, is náireach an rud é�  Tá na hábhair seo ró-thábhachtach le déileáil leo i rith na 
hoíche�  Ní cás práinne é seo ar chor ar bith�  D’fhógair an Taoiseach thart ar cheithre bliana ó 
shin go raibh sé i gceist aige deireadh a chur le Seanad Éireann�  Tá sé náireach go bhfuil orainn 
déileáil leis anois, agus muid ag druidim le meán oíche nuair atá Baill an Tí agus foireann oibre 
an Tí traochta tuirseach�  Bhí ceithre bliana ag an Taoiseach chun an moladh seo a chur chun 
cinn istigh anseo�  Sa chomhthéacs sin, níl sé ceart nó cothrom go bhfuilimid ag plé leis i rith 
na hoíche�  Níl sé féaráilte ar mhuintir na tíre seo go bhfuil an iomarca rudaí ag tarlú i rith na 
hoíche�  Tá sé scríofa i gclár an Rialtais 2011, a cuireadh os comhair an phobail nuair a tháinig 
an Rialtas seo i gcumhacht, nach raibh sé i gceist aon bhriseadh a thógaint le linn Oíche Shamh-
na nó ag tús mí an Mheithimh�  Nuair a tháinig siad isteach, áfach, thóg siad na bristeacha sin�  
Nuair a bhí an Rialtas deiridh i gcumhacht, cuireadh deireadh leis na bristeacha sin - briseadh 
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Oíche Shamhna agus briseadh mí an Mheithimh - ach tá siad curtha ar ais ag an Rialtas seo�  I 
láthair na huaire, táimid anseo i mí Iúil agus ag suí i rith na hoíche�  Nil sé ceart�  Tá cearta ag 
muintir na tíre maidir leis an bParlaimint seo�  Ba cheart go mbeadh díospóireacht cheart againn 
nuair atáimíd soiléir inár gcloigne�  Ba cheart dúinn gach rud a phlé go mall agus go réidh�  
Táimid ag caint faoi reachtaíocht thábhachtach a chuir an Taoiseach os comhair an Oireachtais 
ag an tráth seo cé nach bhfuilimid úr�  Ba mhaith liom díriú ar alt a haon, atá os comhair an Tí�

10/07/2013BBBB01000Senator  Maurice Cummins: Alt a haon - tá sé sin ceart�

10/07/2013BBBB01100Senator  Thomas Byrne: Baineann alt a haon leis an sainmhíniú ar “an lá a chuirfear 
deireadh le Seanad Éireann”�  Níl a fhios agam an bhfuil an téarma ceart in usáid san alt seo�  
Tá a lán roghanna againn sa chomhthéacs seo, os rud é go ndéanfar go leor athruithe eile ar an 
mBunreacht má éiríonn le togra an Taoisigh�  B’fhéidir gur cheart don alt seo, nó an sainmhíniú 
seo, tagairt a dhéanamh do na hathruithe bunreachtúla atá le déanamh ar Airteagal 12, nó Airtea-
gal 13, nó Airteagal 14, nó Airteagal 15, nó Airteagal 18, nó Airteagal 19, nó Airteagal 20, nó 
Airteagal 21, nó Airteagal 22, nó Airteagal 23, nó Airteagal 24, nó Airteagal 25, nó Airteagal 
26, nó Airteagal 27, nó Airteagal 28�  Tiocfaidh mé ar ais go dtí Airteagal 27 os rud é go bhfuil 
scrios á dhéanamh air�  Tá na hathraithe sin go léir á dhéanamh sa Bhunreacht�  Ní hamháin go 
bhfuil an Rialtas chun deireadh a chur leis an Seanad ach tá sé chun na hathraithe sin go léir 
a dhéanamh don mBunreacht�  Má tá an Rialtas ag rá, sa sainmhíniú atá anseo maidir leis an 
lá a cuirfear deireadh le Seanad Éireann, níl sé ag tabhairt an phictiúir iomláin do mhuintir na 
tíre�  Níl an Rialtas macánta le muintir na tíre mar tá i bhfad níos mó ag tarlú don mBunreacht 
seachas deireadh a chur le Seanad Éireann�

Baineann alt 1 leis an Sceideal, mar a deirtear: 

San Acht seo, tá le “an lá a chuirfear deireadh le Seanad Éireann” an bhrí chéanna atá 
leis sa leasú a dhéantar le halt 2�  

Sa Bhéarla deirtear:

In this Act, “the abolition  day” has the same meaning as it has in the amendment made 
by section 2�  

  Nuair a théitear go dtí Sceideal 1, Cuid 1 agus Cuid 2, feictear difríochtaí idir an téacs 
Gaeilge agus an téacs Béarla�  Baineann Cuid 1 leis an nGaeilge agus Cuid 2 leis an mBé-
arla�  Mar shampla, maidir le hAirteagal 19A, úsáidtear an aimsir fháistineach sa téacs Gaeilge�  
Deirtear:

Is é an lá dá dtagraítear i bhfo-alt 1° den alt seo an lá díreach roimh an lá a thiocfaidh 
Dáil Éireann le chéile den chéad uair tar éis an olltoghcháin do chomhaltaí de Dháil Éireann 
is túisce a bheidh ann tar éis an tAirteagal seo a achtú�   

Sa leagan Béarla úsáidtear an aimsir láithreach:

The day referred to in subsection 1° hereof is the day immediately preceding the one on 
which Dáil Éireann first meets after the general election for members of Dáil Éireann that 
next takes place after the enactment of this Article�

Measaim go bhfuil difríocht bheag ansin agus déantar é arís sa sceideal níos faide síos�  
“D’ainneoin Airteagal 18�8 den Bhunreacht seo, ní bheidh aon olltoghchán do Sheanad Éireann 
ann tar éis an lánscoir ar Dháil Éireann is túisce a tharlóidh tar éis an tAirteagal seo a achtú�”  Sa 
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Bhéarla deireann sé: “Notwithstanding Article 18�8 hereof, no general election for Seanad Éire-
ann shall take place after the dissolution of Dáil Éireann that next occurs [present tense instead 
of future tense as in the Irish version] after the enactment of this Article�  Tá an-mhuinín agamsa 
as na daoine anois i Rannóg an Aistriúcháin agus is daoine an-mhaith iad, ach tá mé ag cur an 
ceiste sin don Aire�  An bhfuil difríochtaí bheaga ansin idir an nGaeilge agus an Béarla agus an 
ceart ceartú a dhéanamh orthu sin�  Thug mé iad faoi deara inniu agus má tá freagra ag an Aire 
maidir leis sin beidh mé lán tsásta agus má sé ceart tá sé ceart�  Ní saineolaí mise sa Ghaeilge 
déanaim iarracht an Ghaeilge a úsáid anseo sa tSeanad, agus i ndáiríre an t-aon uair a chonaic 
mise díospóireacht anseo trí Ghaeilge nach raibh bainteach aici leis an nGaeilge nó an nGael-
tacht bhí sé anseo sa Seanad maidir leis the Water Services Bill agus bhí an díospóireacht go 
léir as Gaeilge bhí mé fhéin agus an Seanadóir Ó Domhnaill agus an Seanadóir Ó Clochartaigh 
agus a tAire Ó Duadha ó Dhroichead Átha agus roinnt Seanadóirí eile agus bhí an díospóireacht 
anseo bhí cuid den díospóireacht as Gaeilge agus ba mhaith an rud sin go raibh muid ag caint as 
Gaeilge sa teach seo nuair nach rabhamar ag plé na Gaeilge nó ag plé na Gaeltachta�  So I sup-
pose, is rud tábhachtach é sin don tír seo agus do mhuintir na Gaeilge go mbeidh daoine anseo 
san Oireachtas ag plé rudaí trí Ghaeilge tríd an phríomh theanga sa bhunreacht agus ar ndóigh 
is féidir linn an tionchar sin a fheiceáil sa Bhille seo mar tá gá go mbeadh an Bhille seo curtha 
tríd an Oireachtas trí Ghaeilge agus trí Bhéarla agus tá cúis bunreachtúla leis sin�

So, tá rudaí ag tarlú agus tá sé deacair iad a fheiceáil an t-am ar fad agus caithfimid a bheith 
ana-chúramach cad a dhéanfaimid leis an mbunreacht nílimid go díreach ag cur deireadh leis 
an Seanad tá muid i ndáiríre ag pleidhcíocht leis an mbunreacht i mo thuairim-se�  Ní raibh aon 
díospóireacht ar chor ar bith is dóigh liomsa maidir le Airteagal 27�  Níl fhios ag a lán daoine 
cad is brí i ndáiríre le Airteagal 27� Ach tá slí san airteagal sin le reifreann a bheith againn sa 
tír seo i gcásanna áirithe agus níl aon díospóireacht maidir leis an airteagal sin sa díospóireacht 
seo, timpeall deireadh a chur leis an Seanad agus is trua sin�

Ach tá mise dóchasach go mbeidh a lán díospóireachta maidir leis an airteagal sin sa bh-
feachtas atá romhainn�  Mar is airteagal an-thábhachtach atá ansin agus is airteagal a thugann 
cumhacht dos na daoine agus measaim féin nach mbeidh na daoine ag iarraidh é sin thabhairt 
suas go héasca nó go furasta�  Beidh siad ag iarraidh fháil amach cad é, cad atá ann, an mbeidh 
gá leis an airteagal sin sa todhchaí�  Mar measaim-se féin go mb’fhéidir go mbeidh gá ag an 
airteagal sin nó airteagal ar nós é sin mar tá tromlach ollmhór ag an Rialtas ansin sa Dáil agus 
feictear cad atá ar siúl anocht sa Dáil agus ar maidin sa Dáil agus sa Seanad agus mar a dúirt 
mé cheana tá sé náireach go mbeadh an Rialtas ag déanamh é sin�  Ach tá tromlach ana-mhór 
ag an Dáil agus ba cheart go mbeadh rud éigin ansin chun stop bheag a chur leis an tromlach 
sin�  Nílimid ag iarraidh stop iomlán a chur leis an tromlach sin�  Tá an tromlach sin ansin sa 
Dáil tar éis olltoghchán�  So, dúirt na daoine agus chuir siad na vótaí ansin, tá muid ag iarraidh 
na daoine sin a bheith sa Dáil ach ag an am chéanna ceapaim-se féin go gcaithfidh smaoineamh 
eile a bheith ag Billí anseo sa Seanad�  Sa Seanad bhí rudaí maidir leis an Bille Luachála mea-
saim Evaluation Bill a bhí anseo maidir leis na rátaí gnóthúil agus cuireadh stop leis an mBille 
sin sa Seanad anseo mar bhí fadhbanna leis an Bille sin agus bhí an iomarca cumhachta ag dul 
isteach go dtí cuid, I suppose an bord achomhairc nó an appeals board ansin�  Bhí an iomarca 
cumhachta ag dul ansin agus bhí ceisteanna bunreachtúla ag baint leis sin go mbeidh na daoine 
sin agus daoine an-mhaith a oibríonn ansin ach go mbeidh siadsan in ann cinneadh iomlán a 
dhéanamh maidir le rataí gnóthúil agus níor cheart é sin agus ní dheachaigh an Bille sin aon áit�  
Níor tháinig sé go dtí stáid an Choiste anseo sa Seanad mar go raibh sé stoptha agus measaim go 
bhfuil an Roinn an Aire ag féachaint ar an mBille sin arís�  Ach ag an am chéanna coicís ó shin 
sa Dáil bhí an Taoiseach ag gearán maidir leis an Bille sin� D’fhreagair sé ceist maidir leis an 
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mBille agus dúirt sé go raibh an Bille sa Seanad agus bhí sé ag rá is dócha go raibh an Seanad 
ag obair go mall agus bhí sé ag tabhairt é sin amach don phobal agus ní raibh sé sin ceart ar chor 
ar bith�  Rinne an Seanad an rud ba cheart don Seanad a dhéanamh a bheith ag rá agus dúramar 
go bhfuil an Bille sin lofa agus go raibh fadhbanna ag an mBille agus go mba cheart stopadh 
agus go mba cheart athruithe a dhéanamh don Bhille�  Níl mise chun leanacht ar aghaidh ach tá 
mé ag rá leis an gceannaire nach cheart níos mó ama a thabhairt don díospóireacht seo anocht 
ba cheart dúinn tosú arís ar maidin�  Ba cheart do dhaoine dul abhaile agus téigh a choladh agus 
a bheith níos úire ar maidin�  Níl sé ceart� I ndáiríre tá daoine ag titim a choladh agus níl aon 
mhilleán orthu tá siad tuirseach tá siad ag obair go dian ar fud an lae anseo�  Tá mise ag titim a 
choladh mé féin�

10/07/2013CCCC00200Senator Maurice Cummins: We speak to the Bill tomorrow, is that it? 

10/07/2013CCCC00300Senator Thomas Byrne: Bhuel, tá mise tar éis rudaí a chur in iúl don Seanad maidir le 
fadhbanna atá sa Bhille seo agus tá mise ag caint anseo mar tá ceart daonlathúil agam a bheith 
ag caint faoin mBille seo agus a bheith ag caint faoi rudaí tábhachtacha a tharlaíonn agus ag 
rá leis an bpobal nach bhfuil an téarma sin ceart in Alt 1 agus sin an rud a bhí mise ag caint 
faoi sa díospóireacht seo go bhfuilimid ag caint anseo faoin lá a chuirfear deireadh le Seanad 
Éireann ach tá a lán rudaí eile a bheas á dhéanamh anseo�  Beidh a lán rudaí eile�  Beimid ag 
cur deireadh leis an reifreann sin beimid ag athrú an Oireachtais, beimid ag athrú an tslí gur 
féidir linn deireadh a chur le breithimh agus le breithimh áirithe gur féidir linn iad a thógáil 
ón mbinse agus tá a lán athraithe á dhéanamh agus ní cheart díriú ar an Seanad cé go bhfuil 
an Seanad an-thábhachtach ach ab cheart díriú ar gach rud atá ag tarlú sa Bhille seo�  Sin atá 
mise ag rá anseo� Is dócha go mbeidh daoine eile le caint ach tá mé ag rá leis an gceannaire gan 
leanacht ar aghaidh leis seo anocht beidh sé an-mhícheart é sin a dhéanamh� Go raibh maith 
agat a Chathaoirligh�

10/07/2013CCCC00400Senator Brian Ó Domhnaill: Go raibh maith agat, a Chathaoirligh, agus tá lúcháir orm 
deis a bheith agam labhairt ar an Bille seo�  Is Bille conspóideach é seo agus is Bille é chun 
deireadh a chur le remit daonlathas sa tír seo a sheas linn ó 1922 nuair a bhain an tír seo amach 
neamhspleáchas mar phoblacht agus tar éis don neamhspleáchas sin a bhaint amach rinne an 
Rialtas cinneadh ag an am faoi stiúir an Aire Airgeadais ag an am a bhí ceann de na daoine is 
tábhachtaí sé sin Michael Collins, Micheál Ó Coileáin a bhí ról lárnach aige agus a bhí ag tab-
hairt tacaíochta iontach don teach seo ag an am agus níl fhios agam anois cén fáth má tá muintir 
Fhine Gael ag breathnú suas agus ag tabhairt ómóis do Mhicheál Ó Coileáin i gceann cúpla 
seachtaine cé fáth nach bhfuil siad ag aontú leis an bun prionsabal a leag sé amach agus sé sin 
go mbeadh dhá theach anseo san Oireachtas, An Seanad agus An Dáil� 

0 o’clock

Is cosúil go bhfuil an ceannaire ar Fhine Gael atá againn anois - an Taoiseach - breá sásta 
cumhacht a chur in áit an daonlathais�  Baineann contúirt agus dainséar mór leis sin�  Ba cheart 
dúinn smaoineamh ar na daoine clúiteacha a bhí sa Teach seo�  Níl a fhios agam an bhfuil an 
tAire Stáit ag éisteacht�

10/07/2013DDDD00200An Cathaoirleach: As it is now 12 o’clock midnight, in keeping with the order of the 
House today-----

10/07/2013DDDD00300Senator  Brian Ó Domhnaill: It appears that nobody was listening anyway�

10/07/2013DDDD00400Senator  John Gilroy: It was not worth listening to�
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10/07/2013DDDD00500Senator  Brian Ó Domhnaill: B’fhéidir gur-----

10/07/2013DDDD00600An Cathaoirleach: -----can I ask the Senator to report progress?

Tugadh tuairisc ar a ndearnadh; an Coiste do shuí arís�

Progress reported; Committee to sit again�

10/07/2013DDDD00800An Cathaoirleach: When is it proposed to sit again?

10/07/2013DDDD00900Senator  Maurice Cummins: Leathuair tar éis a deich maidin amárach�

Adjournment Matters

10/07/2013DDDD01100Local Electoral Area Boundary Committee Report

10/07/2013DDDD01200Acting Chairman  (Senator  Michael Mullins): At this late hour, I would like to welcome 
the Minister of State, Deputy Fergus O’Dowd�  I call on Senator Thomas Byrne�

10/07/2013DDDD01300Senator  Thomas Byrne: I thank the Cathaoirleach for allowing me to raise this matter on 
the Adjournment�  I am disappointed that we are still here so late at two minutes past midnight�  
It is the wrong time to be doing business�  Lessons should have been learned from what hap-
pened before that we should not sit so late�

The independent Boundary Commission published the Local Electoral Area Boundary Com-
mittee report at the end of May�  We have, however, a real problem with the electoral division 
boundaries�  The net effect of the boundary review in County Meath is that there are now six 
districts: Laytown-Bettystown, Ashbourne, Ratoath, Trim, Navan and Kells�  The Ashbourne-
Ratoath and Laytown-Bettystown boundaries are anomalous�  As far as I can see from the maps, 
part of the village of Duleek, the Millrace estate, is in the Ashbourne area�  It is in the townland 
of Bellewstown, which includes the road along the new lines of Duleek cemetery�  Parts of the 
school road in Duleek are in the Ashbourne area�  This is highly anomalous because there is a 
local authority headquarters in Duleek�  It is a stone’s throw from the Millrace estate to the local 
authority headquarters, but a large part of that estate will be in the Ashbourne area, so residents 
will not be able to deal with the nearby office.

I recall that there is a “Welcome to Duleek” sign in the Ashbourne electoral area, despite 
the fact that Duleek is the administrative headquarters for the Laytown-Bettystown area�  That 
is anomalous�  

The same applies to the townland of Baltransna, which is very much part of Ashbourne but 
is in the Ratoath electoral area�  In fact, there is a “Welcome to Ashbourne” sign in the townland 
of Baltransna which is in the Ratoath electoral area, not in the Ashbourne electoral area�  That 
is also an anomaly�  

I will not blame the commission, which did respond to a submission from a political party 
and that was accepted�  I think there is a problem with the district electoral division boundar-
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ies�  I do not know when they were last reviewed or examined, but they are the building blocks 
of all boundary reviews, either for Dáil or local electoral areas.  They do not reflect the towns 
involved�  For example, the district electoral division boundaries go through the village of Du-
leek, rather than the village being in its own district electoral division�  That may be a technical 
matter but I think the Minister of State gets the point�  The bottom line is that the village of 
Duleek is partially split into two different electoral areas�  In addition, part of Ashbourne is not 
in the Ashbourne electoral area�  That situation is highly anomalous and the Government should 
re-examine it�

10/07/2013DDDD01400Minister of State at the Department of the Environment, Community and Local Gov-
ernment  (Deputy  Fergus O’Dowd): I thank Senator Byrne for bringing this matter before 
the House�  Bhí mé ag éisteacht leis níos luaithe san oíche�  Tá Gaeilge an-mhaith aige�  Chuir 
sé pointe an-mhaith romhainn�

I acknowledge the points raised by Senator Byrne and welcome the opportunity to clarify 
issues regarding the recent report of the 2013 Local Electoral Area Boundary Committee�  Each 
Member of these Houses is no doubt interested in the recommendations of the committee, es-
pecially as they relate to their own county or city�  As the Senator will be aware, I am familiar 
with many parts of County Meath�  Parts of the county are in County Louth in terms of the Dáil 
electoral area�

The committee was established by the Minister for the Environment, Community and Local 
Government, Deputy Hogan, in November 2012 and its report was published on 30 May 2013�  
In publishing the report, the Minister announced his intention to accept in full the recommenda-
tions therein and to make in due course the necessary local electoral area orders to give them 
effect.  The local electoral areas specified in these orders, and the number of members to be 
elected for each area, will apply at the 2014 local elections�  Arrangements are currently in train 
to prepare these orders and they will be ready in good time for next year’s elections�

The completion of the report was an important step in the Government’s programme of lo-
cal government reform.  The review had a specific goal of improving balance and consistency 
in representational ratios in local government, while taking particular account of factors such 
as the location of towns in the new municipal governance arrangements provided for in the ac-
tion programme for effective local government�  The terms of reference provided for minimum 
levels of representation in lower-population counties and cities�  

Arising from the recommendations in the report, a total of 949 councillors will be elected 
at the 2014 elections, in 137 local electoral areas, to 31 local authorities�  Much of the com-
mentary on the report has focused on the reduction in the number of council seats from 1,627 to 
949 and the number of local authorities from 114 to 31�  However, beyond these reductions is 
the development of a far more integrated approach between county and municipal government 
which will better serve the needs of all citizens�

This radical structural reform will provide a sound platform for the wider development and 
strengthening of the local government system in the future�  The current number of councillors 
in local authorities was set in the distant past�  There have been huge changes in population in 
recent decades and, indeed, one of the counties particularly affected has been Meath�

Whereas previous local electoral area reviews left the total number of members in each local 
authority unchanged, this review involves a fundamental reform of the system�  One practical 
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consequence is that the number of members of Meath County Council will increase from 29 to 
40.  That is a very significant increase.  

The recommendations in the report stand as they are�  The Minister, Deputy Hogan, accepts 
them in full, for Meath and for every other local authority area�  As the Minister mentioned 
some months ago, when the new arrangements for Dáil constituencies were being debated - and 
more recently when Senator Cullinane raised the local electoral area boundaries for Cork in this 
House - there are pluses and minuses in constituency and boundary reviews�  In nearly every 
situation there are multiple options and a range of solutions�  However, every change or move 
has a knock-on effect, with consequences for other parts of a county�

10/07/2013DDDD01500Senator  Thomas Byrne: I think the problem lies with the district electoral division bound-
aries which are really old�  In fact, there are huge anomalies in the St� Mary’s electoral division�  
The Minister of State lives on the Louth side, while I live on the Meath side of that division�  
The Ardcath electoral division comes into Duleek, as well as Ratoath and Ashbourne but they 
do not reflect the towns or villages they are supposedly named after.  I do not know how long 
they have been there, but they have certainly been there since the 1901 census or even earlier�  
We should examine those electoral boundaries so that towns such as Duleek would have their 
own district electoral division�  In that case, there would be fewer anomalies when the Bound-
ary Commission creates local electoral areas or Dáil constituencies�  It could work well, but that 
is the root of the problem in my view�

10/07/2013DDDD01600Deputy  Fergus O’Dowd: I take Senator Byrne’s point�  I remember when St� Finian’s Park 
was a new estate in Drogheda, the residents voted out in Donore for quite a number of years�  
There are such anomalies so I will bring the Senator’s comments to the attention of the Minister, 
Deputy Hogan�

10/07/2013DDDD01700Senator  Thomas Byrne: I thank the Minister of State�  Oíche mhaith�

10/07/2013EEEE00050Medical Aids and Appliances Provision

10/07/2013EEEE00100Senator Trevor Ó Clochartaigh: Go raibh maith agat as ucht do fhoighne agus beagáinín 
moille a bheith orm anseo agus tá mé an-bhuíoch don Aire Stáit as ucht a bheith anseo chomh 
deireanach seo san oíche leis an gceist seo a phlé�  Táim ag ardú ceiste maidir le teicneolaíocht 
a bhaineann le daoine a bhfuil fadhbanna acu ó thaobh sruth na fola sna cosa�  Tá cuid mhaith 
taighde déanta ag dochtúir i nGaillimh darb ainm Sherif Sultan san ábhar seo agus go bunúsach 
le scéal fada a dhéanamh gearr tá sé tagtha ar theicneolaíocht atá á úsáid ag NASA teicneo-
laíocht den chéad scoth atá nua sa tír seo agus tá sé ceannródaíoch san obair seo�  Go bunúsach 
daoine a bhfuil cineáil fadhbanna acu ó thaobh sruth na fola sna cosa in san bealach traidisiúnta 
s’éard a tharlaíonn sa gcás sin ná mura féidir é a leigheas tagann gangrene ar na cosa agus bíonn 
ar an dochtúir seo go minic na cosa a bhaint de dhaoine mar gheall ar chomh dona is a bhíonn 
siad�

Anois, bíonn costas ollmhór ag baint lena leithead d’obráid�  Tá gan dabht ar bith sé uafásach 
don othair an té atá ag cailliúint a chois mar ciallaíonn sé go mbeidh an saol athraithe go hiom-
lán acu agus níl an fad saoil atá acu an-mhaith�  Ní mhaireann siad i bhfad tar éis na hobráide 
seo go hiondúil, de réir na staitisticí�  Tá an teicneolaíocht nua seo tugtha isteach agus is léir is 
cineáil pump atá i gceist is giorra é gur féidir é a thabhairt abhaile leis an othair�  Go bunúsach 
cuirtear pump ar a chuid cosa cúpla uair sa ló ar feadh trí nó ceithre seachtainí agus cuireann 
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sé an sruth fola ag imeacht arís agus tá leigheas á fheiceáil ar an scéal�  Ciallaíonn sé i gcuid 
mhaith de na cásanna go gcoinníonn an othair a chos nó a cos, ní bhíonn gá iad a thabhairt 
isteach san ospidéal, ní bhíonn gá a gcos a bhaint dóibh, ní bhíonn gá athchóiriú a dhéanamh ar 
an teach atá acu ina dhiaidh sin�  Ní bhíonn gá iad a chur i gcathaoir rotha nó ar maidí croise, 
dá bhrí sin tá sábháil ollmhór i gceist gan trácht ar an feabhas atá ann ó thaobh an athair dhe ó 
thaobh caighdeán saoil agus mar sin de�

Bhí tacaíocht á fháil ag an cóir leighis seo ón HSE ach de bharr ciorraithe buiséid stopadh ag 
tabhairt an airgid seo, ní raibh an cóir leighis seo a chur ar fáil tríd an HSE i réigiún an iarthair�  
Nuair a d’fhiosraigh muid an scéal seo dúradh linn nach raibh dóthain eolaíocht ann chun cruthú 
go raibh an córas seo ag oibriú agus an toradh a bhí ar sin le scéal fada a dhéanamh gearr ná gut 
chuir an HSE deireadh le úsáid na seirbhíse seo ar fud na hÉireann do dtí do ndéanadh HIQA 
tuarascáil faoi.  Ach, tá an tuarascáil sin foilsithe ag HIQA anois agus is i mBéarla atá an rud 
agus na píosaí dar liomsa is suntasaí faoin rud seo ná deireann siad, “no serious adverse events 
related to the use of IPC were reported”, seo an gcóras seo nó an teicneolaíocht seo�  “Among 
the less serious complications were pain and skin irritation associated with compression,” deir 
siad, “from the limited data that is available intermittent pneumatic compression appears to be 
a potentially beneficial treatment for people at risk of amputation who are not candidates for 
revascularisation but more research is needed to confirm this.”

Dá bhrí sin séard atá HIQA ag rá ná ón méid atá le feiceáil oibríonn an córas seo ní fheiceann 
siad aon míbhuntáiste ag baint leis ach ba cheart go ndéanfaí níos mó staidéir agus eolaíocht a 
bhailiú�  Díreach ó thaobh an eolaíocht atá bailithe agus an staidéar atá déanta ag an Dr� Sultan  
faoin rud seo nuair a bhí sé ag breathnú ar 171 othar a bhí faoin a chóras féin bhí sé den tuairim, 
ag úsáid an córas nua seo go gcosnódh sé €681,000 na daoine seo a leigheas�  Ach, dá dtiocfaí 
an bóthar an ospidéil agus na amputations go gcosnódh sé ar an stáit  €2�236 milliún�  Mar sin 
is léir más féidir an córas seo a úsáid go bhfuil go leor leor buntáistí ag baint leis agus an cheist 
atá mé ag ardú anocht a Aire ná i gcomhthéacs an tuairisce atá déanta ag HIQA, i gcomhthéacs 
an eolais atá ar fáil, an bhfuil an tAire sásta anois treoir a thabhairt don HSE cead a thabhairt 
an trealamh artisis seo a úsáid ar fud na 26 contae le tacú leis na hothair agus le tacú leis na 
hospidéil agus le airgead a shábháil don Stát�

10/07/2013EEEE00200Minister of State at the Departments of Communications, Energy and Natural Re-
sources and Environment, Community and Local Government (Deputy Fergus O’Dowd): 
Tá mé ag tógaint an díospóireacht seo thar cheann an Aire Sláinte agus glacaim buíochas leis an 
Seanadóir Ó Clochartaigh as ucht an rúin seo a chur faoi bhráid am tSeanaid�

Mar is eol duit, an buiséad 2013 tá sé an-thábhachtach go mbeadh an méid airgid agus is 
féidir a bheith againn chun na cúrsaí, tá mé ag déanamh translation anseo, sláinte a rith chomh 
maith agus is féidir linn agus an méid airgid atá i mbliana ag an HSE tá €13�404 billiún acu�  Tá 
fás ansin de €71�5 milliún ón bliain 2012 ach tá brú uafásach mar is eol dúinn go léir ar chúrsaí 
sláinte�  Agus an cheist díreach a chur tú os mo chomhair gur féidir le daoine áitiúla rudaí a 
cheannach más mian leo, for the use of goods in local integrated service areas�  This is referred 
to in the HSE as local schemes�  The device in question would fall within this category�

The HSE has responsibility for the delivery of services set out in these regional plans and to 
ensure that services are delivered within budget�  As such ní cheart don Aire deireann sé anseo 
díriú a dhéanamh ar conas mar a chaitear an caiteachas sin, cad is féidir a cheannach�

The Senator may be aware that the provision of ArtAssist pumps in Galway-Roscommon 
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was discontinued pending the outcome of a review.  The Health Information and Quality Au-
thority conducted a health technology assessment of intermittent pneumatic compression, IPC, 
for severe peripheral arterial disease at the request of the HSE�  As the Senator said this was 
published on 26 June 2013.  Arising from the findings of the HTA, HIQA’s advice to the HSE 
was that, despite some promising results on the effect of IPC in people with severe peripheral 
vascular disease, who are not suitable for revascularisation, further high-quality studies are re-
quired to reliably demonstrate its effectiveness�  It also advised that until such evidence is gen-
erated in the context of well-designed research studies, the efficacy of this treatment remains 
unproven�

Within the Irish health care system there has been limited use of IPC�  Following the publi-
cation of this HTA report there will be engagement and discussion with prescribing clinicians 
regarding its findings.  Is féidir liom na tuairimí a nochtadh anseo a chur faoi bhráid an Aire.

10/07/2013EEEE00300Senator Trevor Ó Clochartaigh: Go raibh maith agat, just go tapaidh a Aire Stáit táim 
an-bhuíoch díot faoi sin�  Ba mhaith liom a chur in iúl do Aire Sláinte gur chóir breathnú ar an 
gceist seo ar nós mar a bhreathnaítear ar an tástáil drugaí a dhéantar le haghaidh ailse�  Is féidir 
linne a bheith ceannródaíoch sa rud seo�  Tá gá le tuilleadh eolais a bhailiú ach cén fáth nach 
mbeadh muid chun tosaigh sa cheist sin ag úsáid an trealaimh nach bhfuil aon míbhuntáiste le 
feiceáil ag baint leis agus an t-eolas a bhailiú de réir mar atá muid á úsáid�  Mar a dhéantar le 
cuid de na drugaí ailse go mbíonn an tástáil ar bun fad is go mbíonn an rud triallach seo á úsáid 
mar is léir go bhfuil buntáistí móra ag baint leis�  Agus an pointe is láidre de réir Sherif Sultan 
sábhálfaidh sé trí ceathrú cuid den bhuiséad a bhíonn i gceist le cos a bhaint de dhuine, so beidh 
an stát ag sábháil airgid as an trealamh seo a úsáid� 

10/07/2013EEEE00400Deputy Fergus O’Dowd: Bhuel, mar a dúirt mé tá an-sásta do thuairimí a nochtadh don 
Aire Sláinte agus tuigim na pointí atá déanta agat agus tá sé ráite san ráiteas ansin níl dabht ná 
go ndéanfaidh sé maitheas do dhaoine áitrithe ach go háirithe, ach caithfear níos mó eolais a 
chur faoi bhráid na n-othar sin, do na dochtúirí agus beidh an díospóireacht sin ar siúl�  Go raibh 
maith agat�

10/07/2013FFFF00050Mortgage Arrears Proposals

10/07/2013FFFF00100Senator Lorraine Higgins: If ever there was as reason to save the Seanad, it might be the 
dedication seen tonight from various Senators, including Senator Ó Clochartaigh, Byrne and 
myself�  On a more serious note, I thank the Minister of State for coming into the House�  It 
is the first time I have raised a matter in the wee hours of the morning so I am grateful he is 
here�  The matter relates to the upcoming legislation which will be debated in the House on 
the proposal to address the legal lacunae which exists following Ms Justice Elizabeth Dunne’s 
judgment in 2011 on the rights of mortgagers repossessing property belonging to mortgage 
holders�   I am fearful that the implementation of the Land and Conveyencing Law Reform 
Bill 2013 will negatively impact on those homeowners who fell into mortgage arrears prior to 
1 December 2009 and who, as a consequence of this Act, will be at severe risk of losing their 
homes�  I am fearful that we as a Government will fail not only to help those struggling with 
mortgage debt, but also homeowners who may not yet be subject to court proceedings but are 
in mortgage distress as we speak�  Some of these people may have some equity in their homes 
and have a legitimate expectation that they will be able to sell their properties�  However, due 
to the potential flooding of the market with possibly tens of thousands of properties this will 
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adversely affect the value of these properties�  By taking action and allowing potentially tens 
of thousands of properties on the market for sale as a result of this legal lacuna in that many of 
them will be coming on the market at one time, this could, and possibly will, lead to a depres-
sion in house prices�  It will play monopoly with the lives of thousands of people who are strug-
gling to pay their way�  We must be mindful of the fact that although house prices have slightly 
increased in the Dublin area, if we strip out this locality we will see a decrease in house prices 
right across the country, and they are down as much as 3% which indicates that house prices on 
the whole remain on a downward trajectory�   House prices in my constituency of Galway East 
are predicted to fall by 0�3% next year�  Some analyses estimate that as a result of this convey-
ancing Bill between 6,000 and 20,000 homes are at risk of being repossessed which will put 
considerable pressure on house prices throughout the State and will contribute to the continued 
downward trend in house prices.  There is no doubt that this influx of repossessed properties and 
homes will only exacerbate the situation further�  Some of my constituents who unfortunately 
are in mortgage arrears at this time are on the verge of this predicament�

While commentators in the ESRI believe that the future is bright for the country and I be-
lieve there is no doubt about that, the Government is taking significant steps to ensure that this 
is the way it will be into the next few years�  Hopefully, next year many more will be gainfully 
employed and the economy will have improved and, as a consequence, house prices on the 
whole will begin to rise again�

As last week’s figures suggest, we are back in a recession technically, and as a result, I con-
tend, that the prospects for stabilisation or an increase in house prices remain minute�  While 
I recognise the fact that the ugly truth is that these financial institutions must be become self-
sufficient again, my question for the Minister for Justice and Equality is whether he has dis-
cussed any of the repercussions of the potential number of home repossessions may have on the 
housing market with the financial lenders and analysts and, if so, what approach are they going 
to take in that respect in the interests of stabilising the housing market?

I want to raise a related issue regarding the legal costs associated with financial institutions 
hiring barristers and solicitors to act on their behalf when issuing repossession proceedings and 
seeing these proceedings right through the courts�  I know of a number of people who have 
been asked to pay tens of thousands of euro to have their homes repossessed or, worse still, to 
stop the bank from repossessing their homes�  Would it not be better for the banks to hire in an 
in-house counsel or solicitor to act on their behalf as this would lead to lower legal costs and 
would not result in further indebtedness for  their borrowers?

10/07/2013FFFF00200Deputy  Fergus O’Dowd: I am taking this matter on behalf of the Minister for Justice and 
Equality�  I thank the Senator for raising this issue�

As the Minister indicated to this House just yesterday, the Land and Conveyancing Law Re-
form Bill 2013 does not create any new right of repossession on the part of lenders�  It restores 
a right which was specifically intended to continue to exist under reforming legislation enacted 
by the Oireachtas in 2009 in circumstances in which certain High Court judgments have raised 
doubts about the ability of lenders to exercise that right� The main provision in section 1 re-
stores necessary certainty to Irish law in these circumstances�

While there is a troika commitment to introduce this legislation, the legislation is necessary 
in any event because we cannot sustain an ongoing lack of certainty with regard to the legal 
position on mortgages and we cannot sustain a situation in which banks are expected to lend 
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money by way of mortgages on the one hand and on the other hand there is a lack of certainty 
about the exercise of their rights when it comes to major default by a borrower�

As the Minister and the Government have stated a number of times, repossession of a family 
home or a principal private residence is intended to be the very last resort after all other avenues 
have been tried but have failed�  Even where the point of a court action for repossession of a per-
son’s home is reached, this Bill makes very specific provision for a late intervention safeguard 
for borrowers by allowing for an adjournment for the parties to investigate the alternative of 
a personal insolvency arrangement�  In addition, the Bill also provides that repossession pro-
ceedings in relation to the principal private residence must be commenced in the Circuit Court 
which will reduce the cost of the proceedings for the parties�

This Bill is not an isolated measure�  It exists within the context of a range of interventions 
which this Government has made to assist with the debt and mortgage arrears crisis which we 
face�  For example, the Personal Insolvency Act 2012 introduced major bankruptcy and insol-
vency reform, in the year after this Government took office, where precisely nothing had been 
done in this area by our predecessors�

I do not believe, as has been suggested both in the Oireachtas and in the media, that the 
passing of this Bill will open the floodgates for repossessions.  One of the main reasons for this 
view is precisely the issue raised tonight by Senator Higgins.  It makes no economic or financial 
sense for financial institutions to place too many houses on the market as it would, as the Sena-
tor suggests, depress house prices even further�

In respect of the potential number of repossessions actions which will come before the 
courts on the passing of this legislation, the Minister has asked me to say that it is impossible 
to put a figure on this issue given the number of variables that exist. The Minister hopes that, 
rather than going directly to repossession proceedings, parties will seek to avail of the insol-
vency mechanisms contained in the Personal Insolvency Act when the Insolvency Service of 
Ireland becomes fully operational within the coming weeks�

I will the Deputy last point regarding legal costs to the attention of the Minister�

10/07/2013FFFF00300Senator  Lorraine Higgins: I thank the Minister of State for his response�  I want to make it 
clear that I am not against the introduction of this law�  I was a practising barrister for a number 
of years and would have acted for and against financial institutions during that time.  It is im-
portant that banks and those people who are availing of loans have certainty�  For banks in par-
ticular, it is a commercial reality that they would have certainty in that if they lend money and 
somebody is not able to pay it back they are entitled to call in the loan in certain circumstances�  
I raised this issue because I am concerned about the impact on the property market of a plethora 
of houses, or even increased number of houses coming on the market or being released for sale 
at any one time�  I feel my question has not been answered�  I am worried about the possible 
saturation of the property market and house prices being further depressed�  People who have 
houses that are in-equity and are trying to salvage something by way of mortgage repayments, 
or in terms of being able to sell their house and pay off some of their mortgage, will be left in 
a very difficult situation.  I have put up with the answer I have been given but I appreciate that 
the Minister of State will bring to the attention of the Minister the matter regarding the exces-
sive legal costs that are being presented to people who are already indebted and trying to save 
their homes�
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10/07/2013FFFF00400Deputy  Fergus O’Dowd: I thank the Senator for her views and assure her that I will con-
vey them to the Minister�  I repeat that for a lender to seek a court order to repossess the home 
of a mortgagor who has defaulted in repayments that should be a last resort where all other 
avenues to resolve the arrears situation have been exhausted�  That is the context of the reply, 
namely, that it will be done as a last resort after everything else has been tried�  Ultimately, the 
recourse, when it becomes absolutely necessary, that our legal system provides, and is seen to 
provide, are processes which work properly to give effect to a lender’s age old right to repos-
sess, as a very last resort, where there is a very serious default�

10/07/2013FFFF00500Senator  Lorraine Higgins: It is very important for the Government to get that message 
out�  I am very mindful of the fact that it is a last resort but I am concerned about any distortion 
of the property market�

10/07/2013FFFF00600Acting Chairman (Senator Michael Mullins): I thank the Minister of state, the Senator 
and the officials for facilitating us at this late hour.

10/07/2013FFFF00700Deputy  Fergus O’Dowd: I thank the translators as well�

The Seanad adjourned at 12�30 a�m� until 10�30 a�m� on Thursday, 11 July 2013� 


